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ABSTRACT 

The research reported by this thesis concerns the 

operation of Post Office parcel conveyors. It 

evaluates the behaviour of straight belt conveyors 

using different parcel loadings. Empirical parcel 

data supplied by the Post Office is used for the 

development of a computer-based simulation model. 

An important problem in parcel conveying is the 

variability in size, shape and homogeneity of parcels, 

which may lead to conveyor jamming. Because of 

statutory requirements for parcel handling by the 

Royal Mail, it is not possible to carry out physi.cal 
V'Io' _.,,, 

tests. This research demonstrated the feasibility 

of parcel conveyor simulation models with computing 

equipment current in 1970 - 1975. It established 

that jamming was unlikely in straight conveyors 

loaded with parcels conforming to Post Office 

recommendations. Non-conforming parcels could 

cause jams, particularly with humid atmospheric 

conditions. It was established that the continuum 

theory of Jenike, which assumes the conveyor to be 

filled with an 'Ideal' material, could not be extended 

to parcel conveyors. This precludes the use of finite 

element analysis for solution of this problem. 
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The model established by this research can be developed 

further, to deal with changes in the direction and 

cross-section of belt conveyors and additional parcel 

characteristics. 

I 
( 
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NOTES 

Locations of Figures, Tables & Diagrams 

All figures, diagrams, graphs and tables are together in 

Appendix IX at the rear of the thesis. {See page xxxxix & 330 - 429) 

Glossary of Terms 

The thesil, as might be expected in the discipline of 

Engineering Production, is wide-ranging, and some of the 

words used may be unfamiliar to the reader, or may be 

used in an unfamiliar sense. Accordingly a Glossary of 

Terms is provided at the front of the document, just prior 

to the Index. Additionally, the terms used in the work 

will be explained as they appear. They appear subsequently 

throughout the thesis, and on these occasions the Glossary 

will be helpful. Some terms, which the author feels to be 

fundamental, are defined only in the Glossary. 

Location of the Index 

Owing to the positioning of the Glossary of Terms, the 

Index is located further inside the document, at the end 

of the front~piece. (See pages xxxxii et seq.) 

The index to the figures, etc. is at the rear of the index. (page xxxxix) 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

The use of capital letters for words incorporated in the definitions 

means that the word is defined elsewhere in the Glossary. 

ABNORMAL 

ACCUMULATORS 

ACTIVITIES 

ALGORITHM 

ALPHA CHARACTER 

ALPHA NUMERICS 

ARCHES 

AREA 

See CAUSATIVE. 

The locations or words in a computer where the 

arithmetic operations are performed, (see 

ARITHMETIC UNIT, CENTRAL PROCESSOR). 

Processes which change the state of the basic 

components of the model, (see ENTITIES). 

A computer sub-programme or procedure which 

will produce some particular output, usually 

by using computer loops or repeated operations. 

The alphabet. Sometimes the punctuation 

characters are also included, such as full 

stop, comma and so forth. 

The combination of ALPHA CHARACTERS and numbers 

o - 9. 

See BRIDGE OF PARCELS. 

The OCCUPIED ZONE is divided into four areas, 

numbered clockwise from the bottom right hand 

area. The four corners of the parcel are 

numbered in a similar fashion, called the 

CORNER TYPE. These two numbers for any parcel 

enable the decisions to be made as to placing 

the parcel in the PU, LU or PLU positions. 

(See Section 5.2.) 



ARITHMETIC UNIT 

ASCII CODE 

ASCOP 

A U or A L U 

BACKING STORE 

BAG CONVEYOR 

BAG DROP 

BASE 

BATCH JOBS 
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A group of ACCUMULATORS, plus CORE storage, 

also known as the CENTRAL PROCESSOR or cpu. 

A standardised input and output character 

format used in the u.S. and in a slightly 

differing form in Europe, known as ISO CODE. 

A statistical analysis package (see Section 

7.7, p. 230). 

See ARITHMETIC UNIT. A L U stands for 

Arithmetic Logic Unit, an alternative form. 

Random access stores of magnetic disc or drum 

which provide word storage over and above the 

CORE capacity. 

This conveyor is a UNIT LOAD type, where the 

bags are clipped to hooks on a moving chain. 

A secondary function is to separate the 

registered parcel mail from the rest of the 

parcels by only using the red coloured hooks 

for this mail. The red hooks are routed to a 

distinct destination. (See PARCEL BAG) 

The releasing of the parcels in a bag on the 

BAG CONVEYOR by cutting the string ties, and 

allowing the parcels to drop onto a CONCENTRATOR. 

The bottom of the conveyor, usually the BELT. 

Computing jobs to be RUN under the BATCH 

OPERATION system. 



BATCH OPERATION 

BAUD 

BEATING THE SYSTEM 

BELT 

BELT CONVEYOR 

BEST SOLUTION 

B FORTRAN 
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The input is given by cards or paper tape to 

the computer operators and the output is 

returned in due course, after the programme 

has been RUN. 

A transfer rate of one BIT per second. 

To overcome the various protective traps 

programmed into a computer operating system to 

prevent the use of certain facilities in 

certain ways by the users, rather than the 

operators. 

The moving band which forms the base of the 

trough of the belt,{BELT CONVEYOR.} It consists 

of a textile strip, joined end to end, which 

is coated with a rubber-like substance. It 

is also referred to in this thesis as the BASE. 

A conveyor where the parcels etc., being 

conveyed, are drawn by the traction forces 

caused by the friction of a moving belt. This 

forms the base of the conveyor and the sidewalls 

are vertical or near-vertical plates of wood 

or steel. The cross section is approximately 

a rectangle. 

Choosing a solution where conflicting constraints 

prevent all objectives being achieved completely. 

See OPTIMUM. 

The standard FORTRAN MACRO for university use 

which will automatically RUN FORTRAN jobs. 



BINARY 

BITS 

BRANCHING 

BRIDGE OF PARCELS 

BRIDGING 

BUGS 

BYTE 

CAUSAL EFFECT 
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Systems which count 1n only two states. 

BINARY digits or bits are single bistable 

switching devices which will store two states, 

off or on. They will thus represent a single 

binary digit. 

A point in a programme where two routes are 

possible. The route taken usually depends 

upon whether the CONDITIONAL or IF-statement 

is true or false. 

A group of parcels which form a JAM by creating 

an arch shaped bridge from sidewall to side

wall in a horizontal plane, and cause the 

parcel flow to stop by holding the rest of the 

parcels back (see Fig. 3.2). 

See BRIDGE OF PARCELS. 

Faults in a computer programme. 

A group of BITS, usually eight bits, used to 

form part of a WORD or memory location (see 

WORD). 

An effect which can be related to the presence 

of some factor or CAUSE (see RELATIVE FACTOR). 



CAUSATIVE 

CAUSE 

CDC 

CENTRAL PROCESSOR 

CENTRE OF GRAVITY 

CG 

CHAIN CONVEYOR 

CHUTES 

CODE 
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The phenomenon is caused by some event or 

happening. For example, a jam may be caused 

by certain groups of abnormal parcels of 

particularly difficult dimensions, shape, 

wrapping, stringing or position of the centre 

of gravity. 

See CAUSATIVE. 

Control Data Corporation, a computer 

manufacturer of the CDC 6400, 6600 and 7600. 

Another name for the ARITHMETIC UNIT. 

The point at which the mass of the parcel may 

be considered to act. 

See CENTRE OF GRAVITY. 

See UNIT LOAD CONVEYOR. 

Trough sectioned rectangular section guides 

which are positioned with the base at an 

angle to the horizontal which is sufficient to 

cause sliding, due to the component of the 

force due to gravity effects on the mass being 

greater than the friction drag. The sidewalls 

and base are usually of steel. A straight 

chute has some resemblance to a straight BELT 

CONVEYOR, apart from being tilted at an angle 

to the horizontal. 

The actual instructions used in a computer 

language. Alternatively, using numbers to define 

a type or class, rather than a sequence. 



COMMAND LANGUAGE 

COMMUNICATIONS 

PROCESSOR 

COMPILED 

COMPILER 

COMPLIANCE 

COMPONENTS OF THE 

MODEL 

COMPUTE BOUND 
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Commands or statements in an operating system 

language such as GEORGE. 

A computer which is attached to another computer, 

and whose only function is to manage the input 

and output from peripherals. These are usually 

the slow peripherals such as VDU or TELETYPE. 

The result of a computer RUN, using a COMPILER, 

to convert a source programme in, say, FORTRAN, 

into a language the computer will understand, 

usually BINARY. 

A programme which converts a higher level 

language to a lower level, often BINARY or a 

machine code (see FORTRAN). 

The degree to which a parcel will deform to 

comply with the supports provided by the 

surroundings. It depends on how soft or rigid 

the parcel material is and the internal 

structure. 

These are either ENTITIES, DECISIONS or INPUT 

PROCEDURES. 

When a computer cannot accept inputs from other 

programmes than the one it is processing, due 

to the proportion of calculations or, more 

generally, where the "bottleneck" in processing 

programmes is caused by the workload being 

greater than the capacity of the accumulators 

to process the calculations. 



COMPUTER RUN 

CONCENTRATOR 

CONDITIONAL 

CONNECT TIME 

CONSTRAINTS 

CONTACT POINT 

CONTINUUM OF PARCELS 

CONTROLLERS 

CONVEYOR FULL 
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One operation of the computer simulation 

programme, which was terminated when the 

specified belt conveyor section was fully 

loaded with parcels. More generally it is 

the operation of any computer programme to 

process a programme to produce the resulting 

output. 

A wide, slow moving conveyor. 

An IF-statement in a programme where BRANCHING 

occurs. 

The time for which an ONLINE terminal is 

connected up to a computer, which is always 

greater than the RUN time. 

Restrictions placed upon the variation of the 

parameters of both REAL WORLD or the model. 

The point where parcels contact with other 

parcels or the conveyor. 

The idea that the CONVEYOR SECTION was filled 

with a homogeneous ideal parcel solid having 

voids in it. 

Independent variables (see p. 202). 

The arbitrary point at which the programme 

decides to cease loading parcels, according 

to a HEURISTIC ALGORITHM. 



CONVEYOR SECTION 

CORE 

CORE SIZE 

CORNER POSITION 

CORNER POST 

CORNER TYPE 

COTTON 

COULOMB FRICTION 

CPU 

CSL 

CTL 
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A length of the BELT CONVEYOR chosen for 

analysis (see Fig. 1.1, Appendix IX). 

The memory locations or words of a computer, 

in which programmes or data are stored. 

The number of WORDS or BYTES in the CORE. 

The exact location in space of the parcel 

corners. 

The concept that the parcels underneath a 

parcel to be positioned, which would provide 

the supports, may be represented as posts 

projecting upwards. 

The orientation of the corner, typified into 

the numbers from one to four. See Section 

5.2 and also AREA. 

Signifying a belt consisting of a woven cotton 

substrate, over which is a light elastomeric 

coating. 

The laws of friction as stated by Coulomb, 

which suggest sliding friction as being less 

than static friction. 

See CENTRAL PROCESSOR UNIT. 

See SIMULATION LANGUAGES. 

Computers made by COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY LTD., 

e.g. the Modula 1. 



CUT-OFF 

DEBUG 

DEBUGGING 

DECISIONS 

DEGRADING 

DETERMINISTIC 

DIAGNOSTIC 

DIAGNOSTIC PRINTOUT 

DIFFICULT 
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The point when the CONVEYOR FULL decision is 

made, and no more parcels are loaded. 

To remove the errors in a computer programme. 

See DEBUG. 

The term used for the decisions taken by the 

computer programme. These are, for example, 

where to position the parcel, how it will rest 

upon other parcels, and how the forces are 

transmitted. 

The deterioration of an ONLINE computer service 

to the terminals. Usually the time taken by 

the computer to reply to terminal (the 

RESPONSE TIME) becomes excessive. 

A system where the operating and/or control 

parameters are based upon predetermined values. 

A programme or sub-programme which informs 

the user of the progress and actions of the 

computer programme during a RUN. From this 

the source of a fault may be detected, usually 

by checking the values of the variables which 

are given at each stage. 

A computer output from a DIAGNOSTIC programme. 

Parcels which are likely to cause jamming due 

to their dimensions, shape and COMPLIANCE. 



DISC STAND 

DISTRIBUTION 

GENERATION 

DROPPING POINT 

DUAL PROCESSING 

DUMP 

DUMMY MAIL 

EDIT 
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A magnetic disc memory which comprises the 

whole peripheral assembly of drive and fixed 

and/or exchangeable magnetic disc cartridges. 

A SOFTWARE driver is required to operate this 

HARDWARE. 

A method of providing INPUT PROCEDURES by an 

ALGORITHM, which provides a sequence of 

numbers distributed in a given form, such as 

Normal, Poisson, Exponential and so forth. 

The point over which the parcel axis of origin 

was located during placement. (See fi~. 5.8) 

MULTIPROCESSING involving only two programmes 

at a time. 

See SECURITY DUMP. 

A set of parcels, made mostly of wood, plywood 

and cardboard, wrapped in brown paper or 

sacking. They are used for testing by the 

Post Office. 

There are programmes which will alter text, 

usually letter by letter, using a pointer at 

a given letter on a given line. These 

programmes are used to EDIT the SOURCE text. 

The ICL programme is called EDITOR, the Inter

data programme is called EDIT. 



ENCODE 

ENDOGENEOUS FACTORS 

ENTITIES 

EVALUATORS 

EXECUTION ERRORS 

EXECUTIVE 

EXOGENEOUS FACTORS 

EXTENDED 
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To put a programme into the CODE of the chosen 

computer language. 

The internal constants which govern the 

algorithms and other procedures upon which the 

computer simulation is based. 

The objects upon which the computer simulation 

system is based. In this case it is the 

parcels which are the basic component of the 

model. 

These are the dependent variables of the 

model (see p. 202). 

Errors in computer programmes, which do not 

cause a failure in compilation, but cause a 

failure when the compiled programme is RUN. 

The programme below the operating system 

(GEORGE 3) level, which will actually operate 

the ICL 1900 computer. GEORGE 3 translates 

the GEORGE 3 language instructions into 

EXECUTIVE for the computer to operate. 

Steering information for the computer simula

tion, which specified conveyor sizes, the 

speed of loading, the sidewall and belt 

constructional materials, and the Parcels 

Office, etc. 

See EXTENSION STATEMENT. 



EXTENSION STATEMENTS 

FALLING AREA 

FAST CORE 

FATHER 

FEASIBILITY STUDY 

FILE 

FILE RETRIEVAL 

FILE STORE 

FIRST TIER 

FIT 
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Statements in a SOURCE language, such as 

FORTRAN, which make use of extra facilities 

for character manipulation, input and output 

facilities, file handling and various other 

features of the EXTENDED FORTRAN compiler. 

See OCCUPIED SPACE. 

This is CORE which has a fast transfer time, 

usually a few hundred nano seconds. 

The current file copy in file SECURITY COPIES 

systems. 

An exercise carried out to see if the project 

is capable of being completed effectively 

within the existing CONSTRAINTS. 

A means of holding programmes, data and other 

useful instructions in the peripheral memories, 

in such forms as magnetic disc or tape. 

To obtain a FILE from the GEORGE FILE STORE 

by the GEORGE command RV XXX, where XXX is 

the file name. 

The storage area of GEORGE where files are 

kept. 

See MOP. 

An attempt to place a parcel in a PACKING of 

the conveyor. 



FL 

FLAIR 

FLAT LOAD 

FORTRAN 

FPMCRV 

FRANUM 

FRICTION 

FRICTION ANGLE 
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See FLAT LOAD. 

A method of compiling FORTRAN programmes using 

an IN-CORE COMPILER. 

Parcels are placed into the CONVEYOR SECTION 

with an ORTHOGONAL LOADING. This model 

typifies the LOADING by hand of some containers 

used for parcel conveying. 

The "Formula Translation" language, widely 

used by engineers and common to many computers. 

It is a high-level or sophisticated language 

and requires a COMPILER to convert it into a 

language the computer (machine) will understand, 

known as binary or machine code. 

This lCL FORTRAN subroutine to generate random 

numbers was available from ICL COMPILER 

LIBRARIES (1970b) and was stored on the 

magnetic disc in subroutine group SRF7. 

A subroutine written in the FORTRAN language 

and included in the source programme for the 

simulation. This subroutine was superseded 

by the FPMCRV subroutine. (See Fig. 4.17) 

The effect of forces resisting sliding move

ments due to roughness, asperities, micro

adhesion, adsorption and other surface effects. 

The angle to whiCh a plane may be tilted before 

gravity forces will cause sliding. 



FRICTION FORCE 

FTRAP ERRS 

FULL 

GEORGE 3 

GEORGE FILES 

GIRTH 

GLACIS 
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A perpendicular force produced when a force 

normal to a surface is caused to slide. It 

is due to FRICTION. 

An ICL COMPILER LIBRARIES subroutine which may 

be called and which prevents the normal error 

traps causing a programme to halt in the 

majority of cases. 

See CONVEYOR FULL. 

The automatic operating system of th~ ICL 1900 

computer used for the simulation (see EXECUTIVE). 

This GEORGE system is highly regarded as an 

operating system for user JOBS in batches, 

rather than from terminals. 

See FILE, FILE STORE. 

The girth of a parcel is the length plus half 

the sum of the width plus the height. 

GIRTH = LENGTH + (WIDTH +2HEIGHT) 

Problems arise in determining the girth of 

parcels of irregular shape, where the definition 

of the length, width and height is difficult 

(see Section 7.L3, p. 156). 

A wide ramp, tilted at such an angle that 

parcels will slide down it under gravity. 

Often constructed of wood. the glacis otherwise 

resembles a very wide CHUTE. 



GUM 

GPSS 

GRANDFATHER 

GROUP ROW 

GSP 

HARDWARE 

HEURISTIC 

HIGH LEVEL 
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Generalised Linear Modelling Package (see 

Section 7.7, p. 230). 

General Purpose Simulation Language (see 

SIMULATION LANGUAGES) of the PASSIVE ENTITY 

type. 

See SECURITY COPIES. This copy of the file 

is useful in emergencies should FATHER and SON 

be inadvertently corrupted. 

This is one row of a parcel data matrix, 

containing the data on the properties of one 

particular parcel. Thus, the matrix of data 

for a group of parcels in a sample has one 

parcel per row. Therefore, the number of 

GROUP ROWS in the data matrix for a group of 

parcels is the same as the number of parcels. 

General Simulation Programme language (see 

SIMULATION LANGUAGES) of the ACTIVITY ENTITY 

type. 

The physical components of a system, both 

electrical and mechanical. 

A step by step procedure, using ALGORITHMS 

which often involve rule-of-thumb processes. 

A computer language where one statement will 

achieve many steps, such as FORTRAN. 



HISTORICAL DATA 

HUMIDITY 

IDEAL FEASIBLE SYSTEM 
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Data obtained by recording details of past 

operations (see, for example, SAMPLE DATA). 

See RELATIVE HUMIDITY. 

One in which the IDEAL SYSTEM is approached 

and yet is feasible to construct. 

IDEAL PARCELS MATERIAL See PARCEL MATERIAL. 

IDEAL SYSTEM One where the system is chosen and constructed 

to operate in an ideal or perfect manner. 

IDEALISED PARCEL 

IF STATEMENT 

ILLEGAL INSTRUCTION 

INCIPIENT JAM 

Parcels which are represented as an abstract 

concept, using simpler shapes, such as spheres, 

consisting of an ideal PARCEL MATERIAL. 

See BRANCHING., 

An instruction, usually within the operating 

system, which requires the computer to perform 

an operation which is not permitted by the 

sys tem. The computer halts and an "Illegal 

Instruction" message II is output on the console. 

This is where a JAM forms, causing a momentary 

check, but the changes in friction conditions 

caused by the jam result in the parcels 

re-arranging themselves and the normal flow 

of the conveyor resumes. 



IN-CORE COMPILER 

IN-HOUSE COMPUTER 

INPUT PROCEDURES 

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 

I/O BOUND 

ISO CODE 

JAM 
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A system of operation where the COMPILER is 

read into the CORE locations and programmes 

are fed in subsequently, in a source language 

such as FORTRAN, one after the other. This 

avoids loading the COMPILER in repeatedly, 

once for each programme. The time to compile 

programmes is, therefore, greatly reduced. 

One which is sited on the campus and of 

general access. 

These bring a parcel of particular dimensions 

from the data bank into the computer simulation 

model system (see SAMPLE DATA). 

Circuits consisting of etched patterns on 

silicon chips. 

A situation in operating the computer" where 

the ~ccumulators and core are inactive,while 

they are waiting for input and output 

operations to occur. 

See ASCII CODE. 

A blockage of the PARCELS CONVEYOR caused by 

a group of parcels becoming static and forming 

a .BRIDGE across the conveyor. This holds back 

the parcels upstream. It is similar to the 

"log jams" which form on Canadian rivers, when 

transporting logs from forest to pulp mills. 



JCL 

JOB 

K-

K WORD 

KEEP 

LATTICE POINT· 

LIMITING CONSTRAINTS 

LINE UP 

LIVE MAIL 

LOADING 

LOCATION 

LOCATION POINT 
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The JOB control language. which marshals the 

jobs and presents them to the GEORGE system. 

A single unit of batch work from the computer 

user (see JCL and GEORGE). 

lO In the computer sense, 1024 or 2 • It is 

used to measure in BITS, BYTES or WORDS. 

1024 words of memory locations (see CORE). 

A B-FORTRAN macro parameter which retains the 

SOURCE. 

See SPACE LATTICE. 

Those CONSTRAINTS which are of the most 

significance in the choice of the best solution. 

Placing a parcel so that one edge is upper

most, with the aid of a PROP. 

The actual PARCELS TRAFFIC, i.e. parcels from 

customers to be sent to recipients. 

See PACKING. 

See PACKING. 

See DROPPING POINT. 



LOG IN 

LOZENGE 

L-TURN 

LU 

MACRO 

MAIL 

MAINFRAME 
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The procedure used to connect the terminal of 

an ON-LINE system to the computer, ready for 

the user to operate his programmes. 

A distortion of the parcel when packing so that 

the vertical sides remain vertical after 

rotation, but only in so far as the contacts 

with other parcels are concerned. This 

simplification is probably just as valid as 

assuming all parcels are rectangular sided 

blocks. 

Two belt conveyors set at right-angles to 

each other. 

See LINE UP. 

A simple instruction, or call, which will 

cause the computer to follow a previously 

stored set of operating instructions. They 

are, in effect, programmes in the OPERATING 

SYSTEM language. 

A contraction for Royal Mail which covers all 

the traffic handled by the POST OFFICES 

throughout the country. 

The larger computers using components with 

relatively little INTEGRATED CIRCUITS and many 

external wires. As the use of integration 

increases, the definition of a mainframe becomes 

more difficult (see MINICOMPUTER and MICRO-



MARK 

MARKOV CHAIN 

MARKOV PROCESSES 

MATRIX 

MEAN VOLUME V 

MEAN WEIGHT W 

MICROPROCESSOR 
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PROCESSOR). In general large cabinets are 

needed with heavy duty current supplies. 

The various GEORGE programmes are divided into 

versions 1, 2, 3 and 4 in various marks, for 

example GEORGE 3 Mark 6.6 was often used. 

Similarly the FORTRAN COMPILER XFIV was Mark 

2B. 

See RANDOM WALK. 

These are STOCHASTIC processes which have 

internal transfers within the sub-systems, 

which result in the frequent output procedures 

on a PROBABILISTIC basis. 

A method of computer storage giving the 

equivalent of the grid-like pattern used in 

algebra. 

The mean volume of a group of parcels (see 

Section 3.4.1, p. 68). 

The mean weight of a group of parcels (see 

Section 3.4.1, p. 70). 

A computer where the use of INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 

has reduced the size of the computer so that 

64 K WORD of CORE and all the related 

processing input and output circuitry may be 

housed on one printed circuit board of about 

16 inches by 4 inches by about 1/4 inch thick. 

There is virtually no external wiring. (See 

MAINFRAME, MINICOMPUTER.) 



MINICOMPUTER 

MNF 

MODEL WORLD 

MODEM 

MODULAR PROGRAMMING 

MODULES 

MONORAIL CONVEYOR 
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A computer where the use of INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 

wth some external wiring has reduced the size 

of 64 K WORD of CORE and all related processing 

input and output circuitry into a 19 inch rack. 

This is about 19 inches square by 4 inches high. 

(See MICROPROCESSOR, MAINFRAME.) 

A CDC FORTRAN compiler, which optimises the 

machine code it produces to give the lowest 

computer times. 

An abstract representation of the REAL WORLD. 

Usually created in the computer memory. The 

output from the model world provides a fore

cast of the REAL WORLD behaviour. 

Equipment used to transmit data and computer 

input and output along the Post Office 

telephone system. It comprises a modulator 

and demodulator at both computer and terminal. 

Breaking a large computer programme, for 

example a simulation, into smaller MODULES or 

units which can operate as free standing sub

programmes. 

See MODULAR PROGRAMMING and Sections 1.3.2 and 

4.2.2, pp. 20 and 81. See also Figs. 3.1, 3.5 

and 4.7 in Appendix IX. 

See UNIT LOAD CONVEYOR. 
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MONTE CARLO TECHNIQUES A method of providing INPUT PROCEDURES by 

randomly selecting. in a correctly distributed 

manner, a sequence of input data from 

HISTORICAL DATA. 

MOP 

MOVING BELT MODEL 

MULTI-FILING 

MULTI-PROCESSING 

This is a Multiple On-line Processor terminal 

service, with a number of VDU or TELETYPES. 

It is often operated on a n~o TIER system, so 

that at certain times of the day only editing 

may be carried out. At this time (second tier 

operation) "zero core" is utilised so that no 

programmes may be run from the terminal. When 

first tier operation is allowed programmes can 

be run from the terminal. 

The computer simulation which simulates the 

action of the BELT CONVEYOR by placing parcels 

along a line which moves along the conveyor 

section from front to back as the COMPUTER RUN 

proceeds. (See SHUFFLING ACTION.) 

To use many FILES for input and output to a 

programme. 

To process more than one job at a time in the 

ARITHMETIC UNIT using more than one set of 

ACCUMULATORS. In some computers some or all 

of the storage locations may act as accumulators. 
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NODES 

NODE MATRIX 

NON-FATAL ERRORS 

NWPO 

OCCUPIED SPACE 

OFFICE 

OFF-LINE 

ON-LINE TERMINAL 

OPERATION 
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Programmes and sub-programmes for a wide 

variety of applications including statistics 

and engineering, produced by the Nottingham 

Algorithm Group. 

An NC part programming language, based upon 

APT and produced by the National Engineering 

Laboratory at East Kilbride (NEL). 

The contact points at which forces are applied 

and transmitted. They are not necessarily the 

corner points of parcels. 

A storage MATRIX for the NODES. 

Errors in computer programmes which do not 

stop the execution of the programme, but 

obviously the RUN will fail to produce effective 

output in some way. 

NORTH WESTERN POST OFFICE in London, which 

provided some of the data. 

An orthogonal column of space which covered 

the plan area of the parcel which is being 

placed in the conveyor section. 

See PARCELS OFFICE. 

Batch operation. 

(See AREA & 
Fig. 5.8) 

The computer user operates the computer from 

a TERMINAL, being connected continuously. 
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TERMINAL 

ON-SITE COMPUTER 
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OPTIMISING COMPILER 
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ORDER OF MAGNITUDE 

ORTHOGONAL 

OVERHEAD 
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A terminal service from a remote computer 

which gives many of the facilities and offers 

much the same service as an ON-SITE computer. 

See IN-HOUSE COMPUTER. 

The period of time during which a computer 

offers a particular service to users, such as 

FLAIR or MOP, etc. 

A programme which will obey the operating 

system language instructions. These cauSe the 

computer to operate the programmes and 

peripherals and control the computer. 

A com~iler which minimises the processing time, 

such as the MNF CDC compiler. 

The best solution viewed from the standpoint 

of a given evaluator. 

A factor of ten. 

Oriented in the same direction as the length, 

width and height of the conveyor section. In 

other words, parallel to the sidewall, belt 

and end section of the conveyor. (At right-angles) 

In the computer sense, the extra transfers and 

calculations needed to process computer jobs 

in a large computer, which are not directly 

involved in producing outputs. 
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PACKAGE 

PACKING 

PACKING OF SPHERES 

PARCEL BAG 

PARCEL CONVEYOR 

PARCEL FLOW 

PARCEL MATERIAL 
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To run a programme in series of sections, 

making use of BACKING STORE to hold variables 

and sections of the programme not in use at 

the time of running the current section. 

A programme which merely requires the user 

to insert data to obtain the desired output. 

The way in which the parcels are placed in the 

conveyor. LOADING is another term used 

synonymously. Alternatively, PACKING may mean 

the extent to which the space in the conveyor 

section is occupied by parcels. (Packing Intensity) 

A model which assumes the parcels are spheres 

and then packs them into a box. (See Section 

3.5, p. 74.) 

The sacks in which some parcels arrive at the 

PARCELS OFFICES from the POST OFFICES. 

See BELT CONVEYOR, in the sense used in this 

research. 

See PARCELS TRAFFIC. 

The somewhat fallacious concept that parcels 

are composed of an ideal variable material, 

i.e. an inhomogeneous solid. There is little 

evidence to support this. 
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These are centres for the collection of parcels 

traffic, transported from the POST OFFICES, 

which accept the parcels. From these Parcel 

Offices the parcels are sorted and conveyed 

for redistribution and despatched to the Post 

Offices which deliver the parcels. 

See PACKING. 

A conveyor system which sorts the parcels into 

their destination based upon a series of doors 

and GLACIS, which are set by an operator 

reading the parcel destination as it .passes 

through an input gate or channel. 

The matrices for storing parcel data, locations 

and contacts in the computer simulation. 

(See STORAGE.) 

The general flow of parcels through the system 

of offices, conveyors and other transportation 

within the system. (See PARCEL. OFFICE.) 

There are two short periods, during week days, 

when the parcels arrival rates are markedly 

higher than the average, or indeed the rest 

of the day. These peak periods also arise 

generally in all offices throughout the day, 

at Christmas, or locally, for example when 

the Mail Order Houses issue new catalogues in 

Spring and Autumn. 
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PLANE UP (PLU) 

PLU 
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POINT UP (PU) 

POST OFFICE 
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A mnemonic for a systems method of model 

creation. For further detail see pp. 14/15, 

Sections 1.1.3 and 1.1.4. 

See PACKING. 

Placing the parcel so that a plane of the 

parcel (a side) is parallel to the base or 

belt of the conveyor. 

See PLANE UP. 

A contact point, often a corner. 

Placing a parcel in such a way that one corner 

is uppermost. Usually two PROPS are required. 

The normal counter service and sorting point 

at which parcels are accepted either over the 

counter or by the van delivery and collection 

service. 

An attempt to asses the computing ability of 

any particular computer configuration. Often 

expressed as an Atlas. It involves both 

calculation and internal handling, plus the 

input/output capabilities. 

A model of a system, used to predict the 

operational behaviour of an actual system in 

the "REAL WORLD". 

A system where the operating and/or control 

values are based upon a range of values which 

follow a probability distribution. 
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PROCESSOR 

PROMPT 

PROP 
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PU 
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A two-dimensional matrix with the input 

activities along one axis and the output from 

the same activities along the other axis. The 

values of the matrix elements, which are 

symmetrical along the diagonal, are the 

probabilities of transfer through that activity. 

See ARITHMETIC UNIT. 

A magnetic tape based package for production 

control. (ICL 1900 PACKAGE) 

A parcel acting as a support for a parcel in 

an otherwise unstable position, such as PU or 

LU. 

A number sequence which, although random in 

characteristics, will be reproducible if 

started from the same point in the chain. 

(See RANDOM NUMBER SEED.) 

See POINT UP. 

A branch of mathematics, related to the 

formation of queues, where objects, etc., will 

wait for a service. 

A number used as a starting point for PSEUDO

RANDOM numbers. 
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REMOTE TERMINAL 
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A THREE-DIMENSIONAL model in which parcels are 

placed at points distributed at random over 

the plan of the conveyor section. 

A sequence of MARKOV processes linked together 

in a PROBABILISTIC pattern sometimes called a 

MARKOV CHAIN. 

A sub-programme which will put a list of things 

in order based upon a property. Ranked orders 

of height were the most widely used in this 

model and these were used to position the 

parcels in the CONVEYOR SECTION. 

To enter programmes or data into the computer 

core from an input medium. 

The actual behaviour of the physical system 

under consideration in its own physical 

environment. 

A factor which, if present, gives rise to a 

CAUSAL EFFECT. 

The ratio of the amount of water vapour in a 

sample of air to the maximum amount of water 

vapour that the sample of air could hold at 

that temperature (see Appendix VIII). 

A computer peripheral, which may be a teletype, 

a VDU or line printer, operated through 

MODEMS at a distance from the computer. 
(See RJE Terminal) 

A method of duplicating computer cards. 
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RUN 

RUN JOB 

RUN TIME 
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The time taken by a computer to respond to 

the REMOTE TERMINAL. 

See RELATIVE HUMIDITY. 

The model which assumes all the contact points 

or nodes are linked together by a geodetic 

structure of rigid linked rods. 

The remote job entry terminal which often 

includes a line printer for faster output, 

plus a TELETYPE or VDU, & a card reader. 

The paths through the computer programme, which 

are followed by the computer simulation as it 

carries out the processes of PARCEL PLACEMENT 

and calculation of the parcel loads. 

A particular belting, known as "Grip Faced 

Rubber Belting". 

(1) A single operation of the computer to 

process one job. More properly it is a 

computer run. 

(2) The call to the MACRO to run a previously 

compiled BINARY programme. 

An alternative MACRO call to the RUN MACRO, 

which will also run BINARY programmes, 

previously compiled. 

The time taken by the computer to complete a 

RUN. 

See SIDEWALL BASE FORCE RATIO 
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A sample of 2087 parcels was examined and data 

on size, weight. wrappings, friction character

istics and other details was recorded by the 

Post Office. It was made available for this 

research (see Castellano, Clinch and Vick 1971) 

and put into the form of a data bank. 

A MACRO calIon the B FORTRAN MACRO which 

retains the BINARY file. 

A particular elastomeric belting with a grip 

face which is heavily textured. 

The CDC computer operating system which performs 

simdlar functions to GEORGE on the lCL system. 

See MOP. 

A file system where copies are held in case 

files become corrupted. (See GRANDFATHER, 

FATHER and SON.) 

A copy made by GEORGE of all the files in 

operation at a certain time, in case files 

become corrupted. 

A parameter which evaluates the effects of 

parcel shape in a group of parcels (see 

Section 3.4.1, p. 68). 

A model where a section of conveyor is represented 

by a shoe box without a lid, into which smaller 

closed boxes, e.g. match boxes or pill boxes, 

etc. are placed. (See Fig. 4.18 and Section 

4.4, p. 89.) 
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SOFTWARE 
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The areas in Engineering Production where the 

operations are carried out. 

The part of the programme which repositioned 

parcels in the }10VING BELT model to simulate 

the effects caused by shuffling the parcels in 

a belt conveyor as it transported them. 

The vertical or near vertical sides of a BELT 

CONVEYOR. 

A useful EVALUATOR, defined on p. 213. 

A SI~roLATION LANGUAGE of the PASSIVE ENTITY 

type. 

These are very high level sophisticated 

languages which have the various computer 

procedures available by giving instructions 

consisting of a few words. GSP, GPSS, SIM

SCRIPT and CSL are typical simulation 

languages. (See pp. 35-37 of thesis.) 

To process one computer programme at a time, 

rather than DUAL PROCESSING or MULTI PROCESSING. 

Where surfaces have lateral movement of one 

with respect to the other. 

This is CORE which has a transfer time of 

micro seconds, 2-6 micro seconds. 

Computer programmes to control HARDWARE. 
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The file in a SECURITY COPIES system which is 

being created from the existing file, called 

FATHER, (see GRANDFATHER). 

A programme which is an original creation, 

usually in a HIGH LEVEL language. 

The volume of the conveyor and also above it, 

into which parcels could be positioned. 

The SPACE is regarded as having a network or 

lattice of points at geometrically regular 

intervals. A more complete explanation is 

. given in Smallman (1963). 

See PACKING OF SPHERES. 

See PACKING OF SPHERES. 

Statistical Package for Social Scientists (see 

Section 7.7, p. 230). 

A parameter which considers the displacement of 

the centre of gravities from the centroid of 

parcels in a group (see Section 3.4.1, p. 70). 

A statistical analysis programme. 

When two surfaces have no relative movement. 

The bright steel used for sidewalls of conveyors 

and chutes. 

Information which guides or directs a computer 

programme. (See STEERING MODULE.) 
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STEERING MODULE The module of the programme which sets the 

EXOGENEOUS parameters of the model. 

STOCHASTIC A process which depends upon PROBABILISTIC 

methods (see RANDOM WALK). 

STOPPAGE See JAM. 

STORAGE The capacity a computer has to store numbers 

and characters in the CORE memory locations. 

(See also PARCELS STORAGE.) 

STORE See CORE, STORAGE. 

SUBROUTINES Computer sub-programmes which perform specific 

manipUlations. 

SYSTEM ELEMENT The smallest sub-division of the SYSTEM into 

elementary units, which can be represented as 

ENTITIES, ACTIVITIES or INPUT PROCEDURES. 

TELETYPE The teletypewriter, similar to an ordinary 

electric typewriter, but connected to the 

computer. The speed varies, but 10 and 30 

characters per second are common. 

TERMINAL A slow peripheral which will enable ,input/output 

to be sent to the computer. They usually consist 

of VDU and TELETYPE, but other forms such as 

the RJE TERMINAL exist. 
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The maximum CORE STORAGE available to the user 

operating from a remote TERMINAL. In general, 

this was 20 K word on the ICL 1903 system. 

This model assumes parcels of three dimensions 

are packed into a three-dimensional open-topped 

box representing the conveyor. 

Rotation of the horizontal plane of the parcel 

so that it is at an angle to the base. 

A TILTED LOADING of parcels in the CONVEYOR 

SECTION. 

A feature of the GEORGE system which will trace 

errors in the programmes. It is a very effective 

method of diagnostic analysis of faulty 

programmes. 

See PARCELS TRAFFIC, MAIL, PARCELS OFFICES. 

The rate of flow of parcels simulated in the 

MOVING BELT MODEL. It is defined on p. 217. 

To move data from one location to another or 

to or from the ACCUMULATORS in the PROCESSOR. 

A BELT CONVEYOR which transfers parcels between 

two other BELT CONVEYORS. It is usually slow 

moving and very wide. 

Mathematical techniques, based for example on 

the Laplace Transform, which simplify the 

solution of equations involving calculus. 
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The DROPPING POINT has been moved from 

beginning to end of the length of the conveyor 

section being modelled. (MOVING BELT model) 

The time taken for a computer job to travel 

from the input hatch on receipt to the output 

racks on completion of the job. 

A model which takes a vertical cross-section 

at right-angles to the direction of motion. 

See MOP. 

Conveyors which have hooks carried on an over

head railway, spaced at intervals on a traction 

chain. They have not been studied in this 

research. 

Calculation of the forces starting with the 

last parcel loaded and working progressively 

back to the first. 

The edge of a parcel being loaded, which is 

higher than the others, is regarded as "up". 

The person desiring the computer to run his 

programme. 

Magnetic peripheral memory in FILE form, which 

is specifically allocated to a particular USER. 
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VISUAL DISPLAY UNIT 

WDPO 

WORD 

WRAPPING 
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A test to prove that a model is realistic and 

truly represents the REAL WORLD. 

Visual Display Units with Cathode Ray Tube 

display and typewriter keyboard for data entry. 

(See TERMINAL.) 

See VDU. 

Western Distric!Post Office in London, where 

the validation runs were performed. 

Usually one memory location, which may hold 

numbers of integer or real form or alpha

characters. Sometimes two or more words are 

needed to form the memory location. 

The cover of sheet material which encases many 

parcels. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.0.1 Defining the "Problem 

The Post Office makes use of mechanised handling systems to 

transport the "parcels traffic". 'Ie The Post Offices are the entry points 

for individual parcels to the specified customers, who receive the 

parcels and are the exit points for parcels from the system. 

Belt conveyors are an integral part of the system in the Parcel Offices, 

and are sometimes used to deliver parcels direct to customers with a 

high volume of parcel traffic, such as the mail order companies. 

From time to time, these parcels on the belt conveyors formed a jam,* 

which was a stoppage that would either reduce the flow rate or cause 

the conveyor to stop, often only for a few minutes, rarely as long as 

half an hour. The disruption caused by these stoppages was out of all 

proportion to the percentage of time lost. 

The disruptive effects of these jams were worrying to the Post Office 

management. The delay to the parcels traffic caused by these jams was 

displeasing to the general public and a matter of concern to the 

management in view of statutory requirements in handling the mail. 

The parcels traffic in general is spasmodic with two large "peak 

periods" in the day, and the rates of parcel handling need to be 

designed to be much higher than the average flow to avoid queues and 

also to meet the statutory requirements for rapid transmission. 

These "peak periods" are only of short duration, usually less than two 

hours, except during the Christmas rush. 

The excessive delay to mail was because jams occurred in the peak 

hours. For example, only two jams in twenty-four hours might not seem 

* See Glossary of Terms 
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much on average, especially if they were only of a few minutes 

duration each. However, due to the nature of "queuing" relationships, 

since these occur during the worst part of the peak flow, the total 

amount of delay caused would be far in excesS of a few minutes. The 

cessation of flow would cause overload at other points in the conveyor 

system and the resulting disruption would cause further delays. 

It was therefore decided that a simulation model might give a solution 

to this problem. It would indicate if the jams were either 

probabilistic or causative in their nature. One concept was that jams 

were caused by some unusual arrangements of groups of acceptable 

parcels or traffic, which event might occur only rarely, at a frequency 

which could be predicted by a probability theory. Alternatively, the 

jams were caused by one particular parcel having certain "abnormal" 

characteristics, the presence of which was uncommon. Thus the 

occurrence of that particular type of parcel would be the sole "cause" 

of a jam. If this latter theory were true then these disruptions 

could be minimised by refusing to accept parcels having that "abnormal" 

characteristic at the Post Office counter. Alternatively, the former 

theory might be true, in which case the jams would be inevitable, and 

mus t be accepted. 

There is an urgent need to increase the productivity of parcels 

handling, which is rapidly losing profitability. The approach of 

Nadler (1967, 1970 and 1976) via an "Ideal System" and an "Ideal 

Feasible System" is most likely to prove the best route to improvement 

of existing parcel handling systems, and the design of new ones. 

It is possible to attribute the decline of the nationalised parcel 

handling undertakings, to bad operational practice. This is not the 

sole cause. The performance of the mechanised handling systems is 
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difficul t to ascertain. The Royal ¥.ail has to achi(..ve certain 

statutory objectives as to throughput times and the physical nature 

of the mail. This means that for the majority of the time the service 

is lightly used, but there are certain very heavy traffic flows which 

must be serviced without noticeable degradation. It is difficult to 

measure performance under such transient conditions. To carry out 

such tests without giving the operatives, shop stewards and Trade Union 

officials,the impression that a major work measurement scheme was in 

progress, would be virtually impossible. 

There must be areas of inefficiency, since private carriers are able to 

attract away portions of the parcel traffic. They then make it very 

profitable, in spite of problems such as the enormous increases in 

costs, especially diesel oil, and other inflationary effects. It is 

all too easy to suggest that they operate under different service 

conditions, and only the profitable areas are attracted away from the 

nationalised undertakings. It seems, according to discussions with 

officials of National Freight, BRS Parcels and the Post Office, that 

these services are all subject to a general reduction in traffic at a 

rate faster than the general industrial decline in 1975-77. A natural 

conclusion for the production engineer is that the multiplicity and 

generality of services offered to the public, is the cause of the 

trouble, since it prevents rationalisation. This is likely with the 

parcels traffic, where the tradition has grown up that wrappings can be 

what the public pleases, and that sizes can be determined by a rather 

quaint rule related to the girth. The majority of the British Public 

would associate girth with slimming rather than parcels, and even when 

told how to calculate the maximum parcel size, are still confused. It 

would seem that this definition allows awkward shapes and sizes to be 

accepted, which may cause problems with jamming. The costs incurred by 
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such parcels are far in excess of the receipts for the transaction. 

The same applies to some very bulky, soft parcels, e.g. a continental 

quilt in a plastic bag. 

New regulations for the parcel traffic would reduce problems in 

conveying and thus reduce costs and increase effectiveness. The 

present project looked for a solution to the problems of the conveyor 

belt systems, by means of a computer model. The area of research thus 

involved subsystems. Even if perfection were to be achieved in these 

subsystems, this could not optimise the whole system. A more economic 

approach to the problems of parcel handling would be to investigate 

the system, to establish where research could affect improvement with 

the maximum cost benefit. This is particularly true when the amount 

of funding available for such research is considered, since it is 

minute, in relation to the importance of parcel handling, from the 

national standpoint. Some of the studies may not please politicians, 

trades unionists and the Post Office management and workforce. 

However, the present declining situation must create a suitable back

ground for such studies, hopefully before it is too late. The Post 

Office is the leading employer in Britain and any decline in demand 

will have eventual repercussions upon ~~employment. The most 

effective research would be studies of the interactions of the real 

world/predictive models. Corporate planning requires a much higher 

level of understanding of the nature of the "real world" of parcels 

handling. This knowledge would make it possible to solve problems 

using methods which could be derived from the results of research. 

Surely the largest employer in the UK should have research funds 

allocated in keeping with the investment and importance of the 

operation? 
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1.0.2 The Research Objective 

The objective was to create a simulation model which would 

ascertain whether jams are caused by certain groups of parcels forming 

by chance, or alternatively caused by an individual parcel of 

characteristic shape and size. 

To test the hypothesis requires conveyor belt systems and the parcels 

they carry. To use any conveyor in the parcels service would be 

costly since it requires operating staff, power and there is some risk 

of damage, since many jams would need to be created, which overload 

the conveyor. This might be done in the early hours of the night in 

certain areas, but the range of size, shape and type of conveyor is so 

large that a representative sample would not be available. 

To find a supply of parcels for testing presents further problems. It 

is not permissible to use "live" (customers') mail, since it would 

cause delay and would quite possibly cause damage in the jams. The 

Post Office have a set of "Dummy Mail" (test parcels). They are 

limited in size and shape and consist of about one hundred parcels. 

They are costly and constantly in use, and would not be suitable or 

available. A much larger sample would be required for this research 

and the cost of manufacture would be very high to be comparable to the 

sample data of 2087 parcels. A computer simulation was chosen because 

it offers the ability to model both conveyor and parcels simply and 

has many advantages over other model techniques, such as scale models 

of belt conveyors and parcels. Thus the objective was to design and 

programme a computer simulation which would model systematically a 

Post Office parcels handling belt conveyor. 

Some computer simulations have been decried in the past, 80 it is 

relevant to note that WarwiCK quotes one manufacturer of motor cars 
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as saying a stoppage of any conveyor costs him over £1000 per minute 

(Warwick 1969). What this would mean at today's values is staggering. 

There is no immediate loss for the parcel service, because the 

customer, rather than the Post Office, loses from the delay caused by 

jams. A reduced service may cause loss of custom and both BRS parcels 

and the Post Office have problems with declining returns from 

operating revenue, and with falling traffic levels in certain instances. 

When the level of investment is measured in millions of pounds, as it 

is in the case 'of the conveyor systems under study, then research is 

valuable if it enables existing conveyors to offer a better service, 

or smaller installations to offer equal service. 

Even if the degree of sophistication of the model is limited by the 

resources and the computing power available from 1970-75, the results 

of this research will lead to improved operating efficiency, and 

suggest further useful areas of research. The work, in 1969-71, by 

the Post Office (Castellano, Clinch and Vick 1971) provided the data 

on the pa~cels traffic. Their research was sufficiently comprehensive 

as to enable the present study to be extended to cover a secondary 

objective of examining the effects of friction of parcels, in addition 

to the main objective of studying the jamming of straight belt 

conveyors. The requirements of the objective resulted in three 

distinct design areas of research: 

1. A system which would model the physical loading of a parcel 

conveyor. 

2. A second system, which used the output of the first model as the 

input to calculate and resolve forces due to mass, motion and 

friction. The possibility of a jam could then be determined. 

3. A third system to select, test and analyse the Post Office data 

which was the input to the model. 
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Accordingly, a feasibility study established that it was possible to 

make a computer simulation model to create a three-dimensional model 

on the University on-site ICL 1903 computer. The model used the 

concept of parcels visualised as rectangular solid shapes which were 

stacked into a much larger, empty, rectangular box. This box, which 

had no lid, represented the side walls and belt of the conveyor, with 

arbitrary divisions to define the beginning and end of the section 

being modelled. (See Fig. 1.1, Appendix IX at rear of thesis. Page 331) 

Various modelling concepts were considered in the feasibility study 

which ranged from an abstract "pack1ng of spheres" to a realistic 

"three-dimensional parcel". A two-dimensional model was favoured for 

the sake of simplicity, with the comPlication of taking a series of 

parallel transverse sections through the conveyor, but the model was 

too crude to give realistic results. 

The University lCL 1903 computer arrived in 1970 when this research 

commenced. Some operating difficulties arose, which were associated 

with teething troubles in building the configuration to the size it 

had reached by 1977. 

1.0.3 The Complexity of the Loading Model 

The project began with a systems analysis of two-dimensional 

models, which located parcels and loaded them into a conveyor cross

section. Development of the two-dimensional model showed it was 

inaccurate. The work lead to programmes for three-dimensional models. 

A series of models for three-dimensional loading were developed, and 

about fifty major system changes were needed before finalising the 

model system. 
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1.0.4 The Complexity of the Force Model 

The force model presented difficulties in defining a modulus 

for "parcel material" which had not been anticipated. The results of 

load-deflection experiments to give an approximate value to the parcel 

modulus of elasticity, even in compression, showed that relations 

between load and deflection were linear. Unfortunately the modulus 

for a given orientation was different from that of other orientations 

of the same parcel by up to three orders of magnitude, and this 

precluded the use of finite element analysis. One package had been 

acquired from British Rail at Derby in a two-dimensional model form 

called NEWPAC (Aggeman-Prempeh and Patel 1971) and set up on the 1900 

system. Trials of this finite element programme showed it to be very 

limited for this research, since structures of only sixty nodes, 

equivalent to ten parcels, took about one hour of computer time and 

required large amounts of core for the two-dimensional package alone. 

Accordingly, it was decided that there was little advantage to be 

gained from the use of NEWPAC, and a simple "rigid-link analogy" model 

was used for this section. Once a system was established for this 

rigid-link model, there were only two further main variations written 

during development. 

1.0.5 The Feasibility Studt 

As has been said this was a wide ranging study of the model 

systems which could be used to represent the "real world" of parcels 

conveying. It indicated that a probabilistic model using spheres to 

represent parcels would be the easiest system to create by defining a 

diameter based upon the three dimensions given by the distributions 

of actual parcel dimensions. This model was not very satisfying and 

was abandoned in favour of deterministic models which loaded actual 

parcels. The project began by creating two-dimensional models but 

later developments were based upon three-dimensional model systems. 
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The initial literature survey showed that very little computer 

simulation had been carried out in the field of belt conveying, 

although unit load (Hook type) conveyors had received much attention 

in the US in the last decade. 

The line-of-balance analysis for mass production systems was of 

interest in this study. Nick Thomopoulos had written a paper 

(Thomopoulos 1967) which used a computer simulation which, in effect, 

fitted two-dimensional rectangles in a larger rectangular space. 

This encouraged the author to attempt to create a similar simulation 

for this project, but there was little available in the literature to 

give guidance to the model structure, or the force system. It had 

been hoped to use the work on hoppers and bulk powder conveying of 

Jenike (1954 to 1964), who had indicated that six inches was the 

limit of particle size for his theories. Since the mean parcel size 

is about six inches, the theory might be adjusted to compensate for 

the large average size of parcels. However, correspondence with him 

revealed that he felt that extrapolation of his work to the irregular 

shapes and greater sizes of parcels traffic would be unlikely to be 

satisfactory. The model is based therefore upon a simple technique, 

which assumes the forces caused by resting one parcel on another 

could be regarded as transmitted by rigid links. Although this does 

not take into account the compliance and deflections of the parcels, 

it is realistic in that it resolves the parcel weight, plus the super

imposed forces, on to those parcels underneath. It first calculates 

the forces for the last parcel. It then adds these forces from the 

last parcel loaded, to the next to last, and subsequently to each 

preceding parcel, step by step, until the first. This method is 

tedious, and so the computer is used to speed the process. 
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1.0.6 Models Created 

Two models were created, one which simulates a moving belt, and 

one which simulates the loading of a chute by random packing. 

They use data on "live mail" Le. actual parcels, supplied by the Post 

Office for six different parcel sorting offices. To enable comparison 

of the computer model packing to be made, some data for actual mail 

from the West London District Office was obtained. This had been 

loaded randomly into a transfer conveyor of similar section to that 

used in the computer model to test if packing densities were similar. 

This data was used for test runs on the computer model and gave packing 

densities close to the "real world" values. These checks were regarded as 

validating the method the model used to simulate the conveyor,as far 

as loading the parcels was concerned. and showed the packing to be 

representative of live parcel traffic loadings. 

The project produced a computer simulation of the jamming of conveyors, 

which can be simply extended to chutes and glacis. It positions actual 

parcels according to loading rules, rather than the probabilistic model 

suggested by the feasibility study. The programme uses 25.6 K words of 

store, which is inside the normal user limit at that time of 32 K. A 

single fill takes a maximum of ten minutes of computer time, so that it 

is feasible to model the data from any of the six parcel sorting offices, 

which contain details of over 400 parcels in some cases. In no case was 

the total time on the computer in excess of 40 minutes. 

The loading patterns were shown to be different in friction behaviour, 

but,in general, there was no ja~ng due to parcel configurations formed~ 

when. using the data from over 2000 typical live mail parcelsJto give 

nearly 1500 simulations of the operation of a 40 inch wide conveyor. 

On the other hand the presence of "abnormal" parcels likely to induce 

jamndng was noted. 
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1.1 MATHEMATICALMODELS 

1.1.1 The Reasons for Modelling 

Many proble~ which arise in industry, commerce and research are 

too complex to be solved by simple techniques based upon models using 

formulae and algebraic symbolism. This is because either the "real 

world" environment changes during the period of time which is being 

modelled, or alternatively the system itself is changing interactively 

with time or in response to the environment. Sometimes situations 

exist where both of these changes occur. When solutions are needed to 

these complex situations, then computer simulations are often used to 

predict the behaviour. To enable computer models to be created, systems 

analysis provides a basis for the model. The systematic approach is to 

break down the total system into "activities" or processes which change 

the state of the basic components of the model. These components are 

often classified as either "entities", which are the objects or parcels 

upon which the system is based, or "decisions", such as the orientation 

of the parcel and its location, or "input procedures", which bring a 

parcel into the system from a data bank of parcels. The activity or 

process then consists of a number of operations, each of which is then 

broken down into a series of logical steps and simple decisions, with 

either binary or complex outcomes at the decision point. In this way 

the most complex system is often amenable to analysis, although a 

considerable number of man-years of effort may be required. 

This process of mathematical modelling may not always be accurate, 

since a sequence of optimal sub-decisions do not necessarily lead to 

a global optimum. The large number of simplifying assumptions may 

result in models which do not represent accurately the "real world" 

system under study. However when a problem is very complex, or the 
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system is difficult to visualise by other techniques, then a 

mathematical model may be the only feasible method. 

The advances in electronics hardware have resulted in the cost of 

computing hardware being reduced steadily. The price of £24,000 in 

1977 for an Interdata Minicomputer gives a very similar computing 

power to the University leL 1903 as it was in 1969. Microprocessors 

now available will reduce this cost to around £5,000. Software costs 

have not shown this reduction, but modelling tends to be easier when 

ample storage and power is available. This has made it more feasible 

to model complex systems at reasonable cost. 

The problem in computer mathematical models, such as this conveyor 

model, which is abstract, in the visual and mathematical sense, is that 

it may involve considerable amounts of computing power and storage. 

Fortunately the conveyor model avoids any great use of either distri

bution generation or Monte Carlo techniques, by using historical data 

supplied by the Post Office. The only use of random numbers was in 

the placing of parcels either across the conveyor in moving belt models, 

or anywhere on the conveyor in random packing models, and in introducing 

plastic wrapped parcels in varying percentages. With the situation 

which exists on a belt conveyor, with live parcel traffic, the 

visualisation of conveyor behaviour is extremely difficult. When the 

conveyor stops completely, the stoppage is of a duration which can be 

measured. The resulting losses are fairly clearly evaluated. A much 

more common occurrence is a jam, when parcels halt momentarily. A 

"bridge of parcels" is held back for a short period and then released. 

The surge which then occurs causes disruption and also damage to parcels 

traffic. In the simple case of a straight belt conveyor, stoppages are 

known to happen. Often the information is inadequate, and it is not 
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possible to decide the causes from the details given by operational 

staff, whose main objective is to clear the stoppage and get the 

conveyor running again. The conveyor is only loaded heavily for short 

periods of the day and so any study based on observing the large number 

of such conveyors would be costly and somewhat inconclusive, since 

dimensions and operation conditions vary. Also, the parcel traffic 

differs from area to area, so the problem may be rather complex for 

any straightforward logical analysis. Observations or conclusions 

which are true for one office may not be true of another. 

1.1.2 Types of Model 

Modelling helps by producing quantitative descriptions of the 

system, written in mathematical language. Changes in controlling 

parameters, or those thought to be controlling factors, can be 

examined and by measuring the change on other dependent properties, the 

importance of each controlling factor can be established. The following 

types of mathematical model are commonly used: 

1. Iconic This uses a scale model of the system and, in fact, the 

final models are scale models of the conveyor belt, although the 

internal storage is not in fact in a graphical form. 

2. Analogue In this one property is used to represent another, as in 

resistance networks with current and voltage measuring devices used 

to measure DC effects. 

3. Symbolic A mathematical relationship uses symbols to represent 

relations between the various factors of the system. The model 

suggested by the feasibility study was in fact this type, and while 

it lent itself to a very simple treatment of the system to 

reproduce the system, further study soon showed that the results 

it could so easily provide would only be typical of the model 

rather than the system it tried to depict. However, when relations 
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can be defined in mathematical te~t these models have many 

advantages. 

4. Computet 'SimUlations These models use the digital computer to 

create a "model world" which is an abstract representation of the 

"real world" in digital terms. Examples are stock control, linear 

programming for product mixes, or computer simulation for 

production control. 

l.l.3The Place of MOdels in Operational Research 

The relative place of a mathematical model is important in 

relation to other components of the OR philosophy. The author uses a 

"PIER" technique of: 

1. Plan 

2. Implement 

3. Evaluate 

4. Revise 

To apply "PIER" completely, goes beyond the scope of this present 

research, which provided the plan. This work provides and checks a 

model. The "PIER" analysis would be beyond the available resources of 

the University both in time and cost of computing, if carried out in 

the normal period of a PhD research. Hence this research establishes 

the model as a plan, and the only evaluation of the model is a rapid 

survey to suggest further work. Even the validation is a very 

restricted exercise since there are considerable limitations when live 

parcel traffic is used, and one cannot damage the mail or delay it to 

any extent. The simplest tests using live mail give rise to costs of 

interruption due to disruption of the regular service, which would not 

be acceptable to the Post Office. Hence the "PIER" method is applied 

only partially to this model, to keep within the scope of this research. 

The remainder must be left as suggestions for further work. The 
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complete method was used, however, for each programme module. 

1.1.4 Applying· the . "PIER" Method 

In creating the model, the "PIER" technique could be applied 

as follows to the various modules: 

1. Planning 

1.1 Identify the system and the problem, defining the objectives 

and working out the interactions. 

1.2 Design a system, write a systems description and the essential 

form of the model. 

1.3 Define the constraints, such as the computer, the language and 

the desirable time of the computer runs, together with those 

elements of the system which must be found in the computer 

simulation. 

1.4 Encode the system and debug the programme. Tune the 

endogeneous parameters to obtain representative performance. 

1.5 Simple validation of the programme is performed, together with 

a rapid evaluation of likely controlling parameters. 

2. Implementation 

2.1 Develop the model by adjustment of exogeneous parameters to 

represent actual conveyors in the various offices. 

2.2 Use live parcel traffic as a data input, observing the 

comparative performance of the real system and the model. 

3. Evaluation 

3.1 Examine the comparative results to confirm the model is truly 

representative of the real system, from the point of view of 

validation. 

3.2 Examine the results from the point of view of altering the 

model parameters to see if physical alteration of the conveyor, 

ie speed, dimensions, loading method etc, could be examined to 
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see if the model predicted an improvement in performance. 

4. Revision 

4.1 Run the model to determine if the changes in the model 

showed an improvement in performance. If none is shown the 

process is complete and exit is made here. 

4.2 If sufficient confidence may be placed upon the predicted 

improvement, modify the real conveyor system to the new 

standard. 

4.3 Return to 2.1 for retesting, and further evaluation and 

revision if required. 

The greatest advantage of the systems approach is the ability to 

programme the model in modules (modular programming) and to apply well 

established control principles. The advantage of simpler maintenance 

(adjustment of the computer programme) is probably less real. 

This particular model is quite unusual in that it is not based on time, 

which precludes the two variations of clock-time or event triggered 

simulation. Most simulation languages are written with one or other 

of these simulations in mind. This meant that the options of SIMON 

(ALGOL based) (leL, 1969 (a), HILLS, 1964) or 1900 CSL (leL, 1966, 

BUXTON AND LASKI, 1962) would have been unsuitable because of the 

nature of the model. SIMSCRIPT (MARKOWITZ, 1963) was excluded since 

the 1900 configuration was too small and also unsuitable due to the 

24 bit single word length and accumulator system. 
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1. 2 COMPUTER· SIMULATION 

1.2.1 General Aims 

There was a tendency to be too ambitious in the systems analysis 

and therefore to try to produce a model which was too complex and 

needed very long computer times. Much effort and run time could have 

been expended on a system which might have given results of a similar 

accuracy to a simple model. The system chosen was simple compared to 

other more complicated models, which had been considered. When 

development created the need for more complex routines, the programme 

structure was designed to enable maintenance programming, alterations 

and additions to be carried out easily. The model was simple in most 

decision-making areas to obtain results promptly. 

The general aim was: "To produce estimates of loading of parcel 

conveyors which can be validated and the model developed to the point 

that it would reproduce the loading of live test parcels into conveyors 

of similar sizes". 

1.2.2 The Selection of a Computer Simulation 

A computer simulation was chosen for this research, because it 

tested more cheaply the effects of changes in physical dimensions of 

parcel conveyors upon parcel flows. The cost of computer simulation 

is high, even in the University environment, where the computing costs 

are absorbed into the service overhead cost. Computer simulation would 

give results at only a fraction of the cost of establishing the ' 

performance by measurement of existing conveyor systems, which is 

largely unrecorded. In the particular case of GPO parcel conveyors, 

the problem is exacerbated by the fact that even if special changes 

were made to the conveyor system in a particular office, and tests 

carried out to find the resulting change in performance, then the 
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results would be only valid for that particular office parcel 

distribution at the times of day when the test was made. To be 

representative,tests might have to be carried out for years, even if 

"activity sampling" techniques were used to keep the costs within 

bounds. 

Computer simulation of these parcel conveyor systems has the advantage 

that both existing and proposed conveyors can be modelled under exactly 

the same parcel distributions at low cost. Parcel distributions can be 

generated to represent parcel distributions which may occur in the 

future, with very high percentages of plastic-wrapped parcels, or be 

derived from historical data from parcel survey.s to represent various 

parcel offices as they are known to be. The model may be adjusted to 

represent the variations in loading patterns due to seasonal change in 

parcel flow. Variations in conveyor dimensions, speed of loading, 

sidewall and belt materials are possible within a predetermined range. 

The steering information for these factors, called exogenous factors, 

is input from a steering data file. For a good treatment of exogenous 

and endogenous factors, see the excellent book by Naylor et al (1966). 

Endogenous factors are those built into the programme, which cannot be 

altered or steered from a data file, but must be changed by a change 

of the programme. The performance forecasts could be used to avoid 

basing any future investment, which will run into many millions of 

pounds, on pure guesswork and empiricism. Evaluation of design factors 

by other techniques would be more costly. The computer simulation 

model avoids using simplifying assumptions, provided a logic sequence 

can be defined and an algorithm developed. 

If every system element were programmed, then the model would be a 

perfect replica of the physical system. These more complex models will 
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produce very large and long running computer programmes. In the 

interest of simplification and also to meet the constraints of the 

time and size of computer available, decisions have to be made as to 

which system elements are important and likely to be "relative factors" 

giving "causal effect". These are then incorporated into the programme 

as a sequence of algorithms, and those of less importance are rejected. 

Sometimes it is necessary to reintroduce such factors or to reject 

factors thought to be causal during development. 
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1.3 A DETERMINISTIC 'MODEL 

1.3.1 General Description 

The programme which calculates the probability of jamming in 

chutes, glacis, and conveyors, is a model of a GPO straight conveyor 

system. This is loaded with a sequence of parcels which are chosen and 

positioned at random by the Monte Carlo method from data files of 2087 

parcels from six offices. 

There are six main sections. These are sub-divisions of the programme, 

for convenience in operating. The programme was created as a sequence 

of modules, which are distinct sub-programmes which can be independently 

tested and "debugged". One or more of these can be used to give a 

section. This technique gave great flexibility during programme 

creation. For flexibility of operation, the use of a GEORGE 3 MACRO 

was more useful. GEORGE is the automatic operating system of the 

iCL 1900 series. A MACRO is a simple line of instructions which will 

give the computer a pre-written programme in the operating language. 

1.3.2 Division into Modules 

In a similar way, the division into modules means that a whole 

module could be restructured without changing the rest of the programme. 

This aided future development of the programme to simulate any system 

to be considered. It also enabled an incomplete programme to be run in 

a skeleton form, so amendments were carried out on one or a few areas 

at a time by inserting untried modules into a previously well-tried 

skeleton programme. A further advantage is that programming of areas~ 

which contain causal factors unlikely to have great relative effects, 

could be delayed,until the test runs showed whether they needed to be 

programmed as modules and inserted into the main programme. 

W G R Stevens (1969) describes modular programming methods. 
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1.3.3 SyStems Development 

The programmes in their final forms have developed from a 

number of preliminary models. While this effort may seem to have been 

unnecessary, present models could not have been envisaged without 

investigating, as a preliminary,the other more primitive models and 

deciding that some of the present features were essential, and that 

some of the features of previous models were unsatisfactory and over

simplified. The design of the sub-systems required consideration of 

the interactions and revising of the model. This "PIER" process was 

an essential part in creating the final models. The technique is 

described in sections 1.1.3 and 1.1.4. 

1.3.4 Deterministic Loading 

The model was originally envisaged as being probabilistic, in 

the sense that a sequence of random selections from the original parcel 

list1could be built up into a file of parcels. The way in which the 

data was arranged and the IeL configuration,meant it was easier to use 

the COBOL language. 

Two programmes were written to form the random input files. These 

programmes manipulated the GEORGE data files to form a new file which 

could be accessed by the main programme. The disadvantage of using a 

randomly selected input file was that the computer times were long and 

the values little different from those given by loading the original 

random sample in sequence. The technique was therefore left for future 

use. 
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1.4 THE COMPUTER, THE LANGUAGE AND THE PROGRAMME 

1.4.1 Choice of Computer 

An initial decision at the commencement of the project in 1969 

was that the facilities of the University inhouse computer should be 

utilised. This lCL 1903A machine, comparatively modern, was 

delivered in 1970. It had a 32 K (words) store, with four magnetic 

tape decks. The operating system was then GEORGE 2. The advantage of 

having the machine on-site so that a rapid turnaround was possible, 

would outweigh the advantage of having larger capacity with a slower 

turnaround, from an outside computer such as ATLAS. The University of 

London Computer Centre (ULCC) computer, a CDC 7600, was not then 

available. An advantage of the University lCL 1903A was that the 

error trace facility was very good. 

Considerable difficulties have arisen whenever the lCL 1903A 

configuration was enhanced. The major changes were to enhance the 

core and to add magnetic disc memory. Originally two Disc Stands were 

added. These were type EDS 8 with exchangeable disc facilities. 

Further stages were the addition of two more EDS 8 discs and then two 

EDS 60 stands of much larger capacity. A 7903 communications processor 

was added to improve the MOP (multiple on-line processing, (lCL 1970 a» 

terminal service. The core was increased to 64 K in two stages and 

this caused the typical troubles of reduced service during 

commissioning, and unreliable operation and system failures in the 

initial stages. These hardware troubles were more easily handled, 

since the length of downtime was fairly predictable. New discs 

required a change from the magnetic tape operating system and compiler, 

which lost perhaps a week or two. The later software changes resulted 

in periods when no "Big Jobs" (over 300 seconds or 500 lines of output) 
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or "Extra Large Jobs" (over 900 seconds or 1000 lines of output) were 

run. The effect of the system change from GEORGE 2 to GEORGE 3 was 

traumatic. The change was pressed upon the University by leL who 

claimed it was essential in order to operate the terminals efficiently. 

An advantage of GEORGE 3 is to have user files which are called into 

use to run various programmes and data as required. Severe difficulties 

in file and programme compatibility may give an "illegal" message on 

the operator console. Changes in the operating software are needed to 

correct this problem, and the user cannot run his programme until this 

is done. This occurred repeatedly during the six months changeover 

period from GEORGE 2 to GEORGE 3 and has occurred subsequently with 

other work on the NELAPT part programming language and the production 

control package PROMPT. Often it was due to incompatibility between 

the EXECUTIVE and GEORGE operating systems and the user programmes. 

Although the core was extended to 64 K, most of the addition was used 

to enable the system to handle the MOP terminals. The maximum core 

available for batch work and terminals together was only 20 K with the 

64 K machine. For normal batch work alone the maximum core was 32 K. 

It was possible to call up 49 K of user core, but this reduced the 

throughput. At that time, programmes of between 32 and 49 K user core 

requirement were restricted to those cases where it is essential and 

unavoidable. 

1.4.2 The Language 

The computer also affected the choice of language. When the 

project commenced, three compilers were available on the 1900 leL 

machine. They were the 1900 leL magnetic tape compilers for ALGOL, 

FORTRAN IV (leL 1965) and also the assembly language PLAN (leL 1967). 

Investigations of the PLAN language showed it to be very limited and 
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tedious, although for text and binary handling it had advantages over 

the other languages. The 1900 ALGOL seemed inferior to the Elliott 

803 ALGOL used on the previous University computer and in the version 

on the machine at that time, was inferior in handling the tabulated 

output required. In some ways the selection of the output and input 

channels resembled FORTRAN. The 1900 had been designed for FORTRAN 

and it was felt that the matrix handling capability was superior in 

that language. The ICL FORTRAN (ICL 1968) was selected and used until 

extended FORTRAN (ICL 1971) became available in 1971. There was also 

some use of the FORTRAN Compiler Libraries (lCL 1970b) and FORTRAN 

32 K Disc compilers (ICL 1969b). 

1.4.3 Limitations on the Programme 

The three-dimensional programmes have always been fairly large 

and modular programming was adopted from the beginning. The first 

programme series called "FL" for "Flat Loading", was based on loading 

the parcels on top of one another, all parallel to the belt, which was 

designated "Flat Load". This was only intended to act as a vehicle to 

lead to the more realistic "TL" series or "Tilt Load" where the parcels 

were at various three-dimensional angles. The final programmes were 

"TL 201 to 204", and these developed from the first version "TL 1" over 

a period of about two years. The advantage of modular programming was 

shown in the transition from the "FL" to "TL" series, which was achieved 

by changing only the module which loaded the parcels, the remainder of 

the programme being unchanged. 

During the development of the final programme, the programme and storage 

requirements increased considerably, even though periodic "efficiency 

drives" to reduce the size of the programme were carried out. This 

process was essential to keep the programme inside the permissible 
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limit on the 1900 machine. Initially the core requirement was kept 

under 20 K by reducing the number of parcels which could be handled, 

to allow a daily turnaround of the programme. For later development, 

it was essential to load sufficient parcels so that the conveyor was 

fairly full. The normal maximum programme size, which is 32 K, was 

used as an upper limit, and some ingenuity was necessary to maintain 

the programme inside that limit. The other constraint was determined 

by the conveyor section, and to give a representative loading about 

75 parcels were necessary. To allow a reasonable margin above this, 

the maximum of 100 parcels was set and maintained for the ICL machine. 

Other computers were used in the course of the project as they became 

available. The ICL 1903 on-site computer is a batch machine and, at 

that time, it was rather small for this type of work. The MOP on-line 

terminal operating system (ICL 197Qa) was applied to the configuration, 

but it was virtually impossible for more than five or six terminals to 

be used together, and the degrading of the system was extreme at times. 

Some small jobs can be run as background, provided only one or two 

terminals are in use. Hence a rapid service is difficult to obtain. 

When small programmes are being developed and tested a slow turnaround 

can be most frustrating. Accordingly other computers were used. 

However this led to problems, since they did not offer compatibility 

with ICL EXTENDED FORTRAN. There were many small calculations necessary 

in this research and these were computed using interactive machines. 

In 1970, at the beginning of the research, a terminal service was 

available in BASIC to an outside computer - the TELCOMP service (Time 

Sharing Ltd 1969). Additionally the Department had a small desk 

comp'uter, the Olivetti P203, which was used for very small prolrammes, 

using Olivetti Autocode (Olivetti 1968). This machine had only five 
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stores containing 32 decimal digits, which could be divided into ten 

stores of 16 decimal digits. Despite this limitation, and the slow 

operating speed of six to eight two-part instructions per minute, the 

simpler types of statistical calculation were considerably speeded by 

this machine. The programme storage was on magnetic card, and the 

data insertion on paper tape. Subsequently other time sharing systems 

were used, such as LEAS CO using BASIC (Leasco Response 1973), and the 

Open University BASIC service. These two systems used the 

Hewlett-Packard computers, which provide a very effective terminal 

service. 

Statistical analysis programmes or packages were also used on bigger 

interactive systems, such as the very effective STAN (STatistical 

ANalysis) package (CRC Information Systems 1972, 1973) based on 

CYBERNET SIGMA 9 computers. Even the simple statistical analysis took 

longer to programme into the CASIO AL 2000 programmable memory 

calculator using machine code, than desk computers took to provide 

completed calculations, with printed results by telex (electric tele

typewriter). When the TELCOMP service was discontinued, some of the 

BASIC programmes were adapted and run on the ICL 1900 MOP terminal, 

which has rather unsatisfactory BASIC and a poor response time. 

Later, the Department bought a MINIC computer from Micro Computer 

Systems, which had a storage capacity of 16.K bytes, or 8 K words. 

It was equipped with both BASIC and FORTRAN compilers. Some 

subsidiary work was input on this machine with input by paper tape, 

with a different character code from both the ICL paper tape and the 

other on-line systems. It was not possible therefore to use the same 

programme tape, irrespective of whether the correct steering was 

added or not. This lack of compatibility was a problem, even when the 

paper tapes were quoted as standard ASCII code. 
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It was an important objective to write the programme in modules, which 

could be coupled on the main machine when they were operating properly, 

but this was difficult if more than one computer was used. The 

indifferent compatibility of the FORTRAN dialects and paper tape 

variations caused difficulties. That modular programming was used 

throughout, in spite of the difficulties, is positive proof of the 

real advantages. 

For running very small modules on the ICL machine, the FLAIR in-core 

compiler was used. Although modules were limited to 4 K words and 15 

seconds computing time, rapid turnarounds more than compensated for 

these restrictions. It was possible to obtain five turnarounds, on a 

programme under test and development, in both of the two one-hour 

periods that FLAIR was "on the air" each day. This was a dramatic 

improvement on the normal batch macro, with a turnaround in one to 

five days. A module could take about 15 runs to develop to the stage 

where the computer model simulated the real sub-system. This would 

take 45 days on the normal batch macro at the peak demand time, 

compared with five days or less at any time of the year with FLAIR. 

The installation of the in-core compiler had been at the insistence of 

the computer user panel, under the author's chairmanship. The 

implementation seems justified, since the computing in this project 

would have taken years longer, had it not been for the FLAIR compiler. 

A disadvantage, however, was that the EXTENDED FORTRAN (ICL 1971) of 

TP 4269 was not available, and the programmes had to conform with the 

FORTRAN of TP 1167 (ICL 1968) to use FLAIR. 

The programme has also been tested on the CDC 7600 South Eastern 

Region Universities computer which is fed from the CTL Modula 1 on

site satellite terminal. Unfortunately, even after the various 
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differences between EXTENDED FORTRAN IV in CDC (CONTROL DATA 1972a,b) 

and ICL versions had been overcome, user limitations prevented any 

comparative testing. The CDC 7600 machine has two core levels, the 

storage was 32 K fast core and 256 K of slow core. The user 

availability was about 19 K of fast and around 128 K of slow core. 

This meant that the simulation programme was too large to run in fast 

core. Some difficulties arose in the transfer to slow core and back 

to fast core again, and so delays occurred in obtaining an operational 

programme. The error trace facility (Control Data 1972c) was inferior 

to the leL and very complex. Further problems arose in the operating 

system (Control Data 1972b) and the link between the satellite 

CTL Modu1a 1, and theCJ)l7600. During the research the 7600 did not 

offer as good a user service for this computer simulation as the 

lCL 1903. Since this machine is so much larger and faster than the 

1900, offering four times the user core space and from 10 to 100 times 

faster, this was a disappointment. These difficulties have now largely 

been overcome. 

1.4.4 Relation of Programme Size to Conveyor Section 

The cross section chosen for testing was 40 in. wide by 36 in. 

high. For the purpose of this present work the length was set at 

72 in. A sketch of the conveyor section (figure 1.1) is shown with the 

illustrations, tables and diagrams at the rear of this thesis, Page 331. 

(Appendix IX) A conveyor of these dimensions would give a probable 

"conveyor full" loading of about 60 to 70 parcels, and so the computer 

matrices were dimensioned for a maximum of 100 parcels. It was decided 

that if the model could be tuned to represent test loadings of an 

existing conveyor, then at some time in the future the matrices should 

be increased,to permit modelling larger,more typical sections. The 

programme was arranged so that it could be altered simply, to achieve 
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this. Due to the difficulties with the CDC 7600, and the limitations 

to the user of the 1900 ICL core store, this was not done. 

The validation of the loading of the parcels was checked on both the 

72 in. and 108 in. long sections, as is described fully later. It was 

not possible to test the "real" conveyor section absolutely, since 

that conveyor was one used for everyday parcel traffic. It would have 
• 

been far too disruptive to interrupt the flow while tests were taken, 

and would defy statutory restrictions on delaying the mail. These 

problems were overcome by validation with live mail in a little used 

conveyor, more or less of the required section, at a local office. 

The Post Office engineers,in various discussions,had set the size of 

the conveyor. 

With the CDC 7600 the model section could have been increased from 

6 ft. to around 24 ft. long. With the 40 in. wide section, this 

'increases the ratio of length over width, and reduces the effect due 

to the ends of the model area. This is shown in Table 1.2 (see the 

rear of the thesis, Appendix IX page 332) 

Aspect Ratio • Conveyor Length 
Conveyor Width 

It can be seen that this ratio becomes undesirable with the transfer 

conveyor section, if the 1903 lCL computer is used. Since the width 

of the transfer section is 108 in. the length that can be tested is 

only 27 in. This is shorter than the longest parcels and so the 

errors due to parcels lying half-in and half-out of the section will 

be high. The aspect ratio will be only 0.25 for the transfer conveyor 

if the IeL 1900 is used normally. The ratio of 1.0 obtained with the 

CDC· 7600 computer would probably be the limit of what is acceptable 

to minimise errors. The maximum permitted by the user limits with the 

IeL 1903 computer is somewhat restrictive. 

./ , 

I. 

" 
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1.5 PARCEL DATA 

1.5.1 Post Office Data 

The data was supplied by the Post Office and was the subject 

of a report by Castellano, Clinch and Vick (1971). In it the samples 

of actual "live mail" from six offices were treated as one large 

sample. (See Table 1.3 App IX,p 332) It was felt that this was 

incorrect and so an analysis of the data would be useful to see if 

there were any significant differences in the samples from each of the 

six offices. The means and standard deviations were obtained by 

creating the data checking programmes shown in Appendix VII. The 

results are in Table 1.4 (App IX,p 333) Initially, an analysis based 

upon the standard error of the mean oM to find the significance of the 

differences of the means was carried out by the method of CODDQ1lyand 

Sluckin (1971). (See App I,p26~. Tables showing the variation in 

critical ratio and the significance of the differences in the means 

of any two samples, are Tables 1.5 and 1.6. The details of the method 

are given in Appendix I. (See page 260 for App I & page 334 for Tab 1.5·6) 

The test statistic is: 

! - I Ml - M2 

j 012 02 2 

-+-
NI NI 

and the Hypotheses: 

H o 

and HI 

111 - 112 • 0 

111 - }.l2 :I 0 

. 
Mi • Mean of sample to 

O •• Standard difference 
1 of the sample i 

N. • No. of parcels in 
1 the sample i 

This. test showed there might be a significant difference in the parcels 

traffic at the different offices. 
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Table 1.6 shows the significance in the differences in mean values of 

weight for comparisons of one office against another. Four out of the 

six offices have one barely significant (57.) and two significant (1%) 

differences in the five comparisons. The method of Connolly and 

Sluckin (1971) relies upon the tendency of the "t-test" distribution 

to approach the "normal distribution" with very large samples and high 

degrees of freedom. 

These paired comparisons are not conclusive. The significance of the 

differences was then tested by one-way analysis of variance. This 

enables the "F-test" to be made of the following hypotheses, and these 

tests were made on the weight, length, breadth and height of parcels 

in the samples:-

For samples from six offices 

H 
o lJ 1 - lJ 2 - •••••••• • lJ6 

Hi : not all lJi are equal 

lJ. - Sample mean of ith 
1 office 

This more sensitive test shows that there is significance in differences 

of the means for certain of the properties. The results are tabulated 

in Table 1.7 and the programme in BASIC to calculate the F-ratio and 

the results are given Fig. 1.8 and 1.9. It will be seen that there 

are highly significant (0.1%) differences in the weight and the width 

of parcels from different offices. The height shows a significant 

difference (1%). The length shows no significant difference between 

the parcel samples from the six offices. (See pages 335 to 338) 

Thus the one-way analysis of variance test confirms the suggestion 

that the parcels traffic from the various offices are from independent 

populations, and we should reject the null hypothesis H • o 
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1.5.2 Parcel Variation with Office Area 

The samples from each office in turn were compared individually 

to the remainder from all offices by the one-way analysis of variance. 

Table 1.10 is derived from the BASIC computer programme and gives the 

significance of differences in the means, of the variables obtained 

from samples of each of the offices. (See page 342) 

The sample of parcels from Croydon Office (3) showed highly significant 

differences for weight and breadth and it confirms that we should 

reject the null hypothesis. Brighton is significantly different in 

three properties out of four. Liverpool and Manchester differ 

significantly in one property out of four. North West London Post 

Office differs barely significantly in one property out of four. It 

seems likely that parcels traffic from each office has a characteristic 

set of properties. Some offices, of which Croydon and Brighton are 

examples, have properties which have significant differences from 

parcels traffic at other offices. 

1.5.3 Effects of Variation 

It is evident that considerable variations in parcel sizes, 

shapes and weights occur, and that this makes for difficulties in a 

deterministic model. On the other hand, if these variations were 

expressed as mean values and standard deviations, as in some models 

considered in the feasibility study, then any results would not cover 

individual interactions of parcels, which might be the main causes of 

stoppages. For this reason a deterministic model was used, rather 

than a probabilistic model, such as is used in component handling or 

powder and mineral conveying. The unit load* types of analysis were 

rejected, since the unit loads are taken as being identical. The only 

use of this type of conveyor in parcel handling, was the bag conveyor, 

which transfers the parcel bags from the motor vans to the belt conveyors. 

* See Glossary of Terms 
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To create a model to test the performance of these conveyors, was of 

no great significance. Their purpose was simply to load very wide, 

slow moving belt conveyors or chutes, which then loaded the normal 

belt conveyor. They did not jam or cause jams. 
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2.0 LITERATURE SURVEY 

2.1 COMPUTER SIMULATION MODELS 

This thesis used the definition of Naylor, Balintfy, Burdick and 

Chu (1966): "Simulation is a numerical technique for conducting 

experiments on a digital computer, which involves certain types of 

mathematical and logical models that describe the behaviour of a 

business or economic system (or some component thereof) over extended 

periods of real time". In these models of a GPO parcel conveyor, the 

stochastic positioning of parcels and their initial orientation, is 

coupled to a deterministic system which arranges the parcels in the 

conveyor and subsequently calculates the forces upon each parcel and 

the base and sidewalls. The time function is not present in the first 

model which locates parcels at random in the conveyor. The second 

model considers the flow of the belt conveyor, with time represented 

as a linear function of parcel number. There is no time clock, or use 

of time as the independent variable in the sense of Maisel and Gnugoli 

(1973). In their terms the second model is a "critical-event discrete 

stochastic· system" rather than a "time-slice system". The status 

variable is the arrival of a parcel. If subsequent research should 

show that the assumption of a linear time function is not valid, then 

a revised model could be created by the addition of a module, in which 

the elapsed time interval between parcels can be given by a Monte Carlo 

distribution generator. This would then be used to calculate the 

distance travelled by the conveyor during the interval to give the next 

location point. Most stochastic or Monte Carlo models are based on 

time or money as the status variable. Th~s engineering model differs 

in that numbers of parcels and forces in pounds are the basis for the 

model. Quite apart from the limitations of the computing facilities 

available, the nature of the problem meant that computer simulation 
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languages, available on University computers,were unsuitable, since 

they were biased towards simplifying the programming of models widely 

different from that of this project. The symposium at Duke University 

on "The Design of Computer Simulation Experiments" (Naylor 1969) 

contains much excellent material on simulation generally, but has 

nothing which is relevant directly to this research. A. Brown's 

review (1971) of the methods for the trim-loss problem, was helpful in 

formulating the approach to parcel location, but most of the text was 

more applicable to production planning. Similarly, Kilbridge and 

Wester (1961) draw an analogy between the balance delay problem and 

the packing of boxes into a number of equal sized larger boxes. This 

idea was applied to this model of the belt conveyor. The approach of 

Thomopoulos (1967) was helpful. Thomopoulos refers to the "belt", but 

it is fairly obvious that a unit-load system is intended. It was 

therefore decided that the literature gave only useful guidelines as 

to how to make a new model and so new systems were created, starting 

with two dimensions and progressing to the final three-dimensional 

model. 

Parslow (1967) of this University, has developed the AS language, 

(Parslow 1968~ based upon the General Simulation Programme language 

(GSP MKII) of Tocher and Hopkins (1964). This uses ALGOL and was 

developed for the KDF 9 computer at the National Physical Laboratory. 

It was altered so the programme was coded in Elliot ALGOL and could be 

run on ATLAS computers. Tocher (1965) in his excellent analysis of 

simulation languages, classifies GSP as an "activity entity" type of 

language, as are SIMON (ALGOL based) (Hills 1964) and CSL (FORTRAN 

based) (ICL 1966; Buxton and Laski 1962) both potentially available 

on-site at BruneI, at the time the research began. There would have 

been difficulties if simulation languages were used, since the user 
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core size of the ICL 1903 was limited. This would make it necessary 

to overlay the programme, (i.e. run it in sections) which would prolong 

the running time. The need for sole occupation (complete dedication) 

of the computer, by this programme, would reduce the turnaround and 

service to other users. In any case, the systems analysis and the 

model developed in this thesis would lend itself more to other "passive 

entity" types of languages such as GPSS III (GORDON 1961, 1962; 

Herscovitch and Schneider 1966) or SIMSCRIPT (Markowitz, Hausner and 

Karr 1963), which are not available at present. Developments at the 

University, of both the SERU CDC 7600 at the London University 

Computer Centre, which offers GPSS and SIMSCRIPT, and the ICL 1903, 

will enable future researches to use the appropriate simulation 

language. Krasnow and Merikallio (1964) suggest in their article, 

that the need to spend a considerable time in becoming proficient in a 

computer language, will be obviated by future developments in 

simulation languages. Tuan and Nee (1969) in the U.S.A. have produced 

a GPSS simulation called MASS - a mail service simulation. This models 

the collec~ion, the distribution offices and transport of mail. Future 

developments in the U.K. Universities will make similar work possible. 

The on-site ICL 1900 configuration could accommodate the 1900 CSL 

computer simulation language during the latter stages of the project 

only. However, the CSL documentation (ICL 1966) reveals that the 

method of operation is to translate the CSL into FORTRAN and then 

compile the FORTRAN code produced by the CSL translator. This would 

require the programme to carry a core image of the FORTRAN compiler, 

or bring in a file copy, after removing the CSL translator, and three 

passes through the computer instead of two would be required. 1900 CSL 

required much computer time and core space, needing complex overlays 

and many file operations. It was therefore decided that the GEORGE 
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operating system (lCL 1972) plus the 1900 EXTENDED FORTRAN (ICL 1971) 

would be the most feasible method of writing a computer simulation, 

which would run satisfactorily on the system at that time. The South 

Eastern Regional Universities' computer, a 256 k CDC 7600, available 

in 1973-4 on a trial and commissioning basis, offered the possibility 

of using the GPSS and SIMSCRIPT languages. 

The experimental work of this project could have been transferred to 

the CDC 7600 computer, which the Computer Board provided for work 

requiring large core store or long running times. Difficulties with 

the system, which provides two types of core store, restricted any 

changeover. SIMSCRIPT was available on London University's own 

CDC 6600 computer and test runs could have been arranged. However, 

the time available was limited, and all work had to be carried out 

personally at the ULCC London Centre. It was decided that to remain 

within the scope and time-scale of this project, the ICL 1900 on-site 

computer would have to be used for the experimental work. As more and 

more experience was obtained with the GEORGE 3 and the 1900 EXTENDED 

FORTRAN, it was realised that much of the overlaying and data storage 

of simulation languages could be duplicated easily by means of the 

GEORGE 3 file structure. It was felt that many of the so-called 

disadvantages of using a language such as FORTRAN did not exist on the 

lCL 1903 configuration using GEORGE 3. However, the initial research 

was to acquire expertise in modular programming in FORTRAN and the use 

of GEORGE operating system commands, which could be a disadvantage. 
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2.2 RUSSIAN WORK ON CONVEYORS 

Vladziyevskii (1967) in his analysis first published in 1958, 

refers to the case of continuous flow transfer between machines in 

automatic production lines. His method of probabilistic analysis 

results in a stochastic process of the Markov type, since the effort 

is concentrated on triggered feeders, and whether they fail to pick up 

one or a batch of components or not. While this approach could be 

used to model the conveyor, and was considered in the feasibility 

study, it was felt that this was only an extension of the unit-load, 

Markov (Bharucha-Reid 1960) approach, which considers the continuous 

flow case in an approximate manner, rather than to consider the 

problem afresh. This is borne out by consideration of the comment by 

Vul'fson and Dymshits (1967) who extend the work of Vladziyevskii. 

They comment that "in non-cyclical pick-up mechanisms •••• the 

elementary probabilities •••• are determined in a considerably more 

complicated manner •••• At the present time the only reliable method 

is the experimental determination of these values corresponding to 

real conditions. A large amount of systematic experimental work is 

being done at the Tula Mechanical Institute (V. F. Preis). In recent 

years similar work has been done at the L'vov Industrial Institute 

(A. N. Rabinovich) and at many mass production plants". It is 

interesting that the authors do not consider the use of simulation, 

probably because of the reluctance of the RUssians to accept OR as a 

subject. Vul'fson and Dymshits (1967) express this as follows:- •••• 

"According to our experience however, the automatic feeders with non

cyclical operation may. in the majority of cases, be considered with 

sufficient accuracy as feeders with full release". 
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2.3 AMERICAN WORK ON· CONVEYORS 

T. T. Kwo (1959) analysed the behaviour of the loop overhead 

monorail chain conveyor with suspended hooks. He studied this as a 

mechanism for transforming the input flow of the conveyor, which he 

considered as the output flow of some other process, into the output 

flow of the conveyor, again considered as the input flow of yet 

another process. This is the characteristic operational research 

approach, and Kwo argues that this is an essential part of any 

analysis. He then proceeds to a very useful method of classifying 

conveyors into discrete or continuous, equal or unequal rate types. 

He chooses for study, the monorail type conveyor, slinging unit loads 

on hooks. This is shown schematically in Fig. 2.1. Among his basic 

assumptions, he includes:- (See page 343) 

" •••• (b) 2. That there are no random fluctuations in either the 

loading rate or the unloading rate ...... 

This makes his detailed study of little application in this project 

but his general method of approach is of value. He postulates three 

fundamenta.1 operating parameters governing the operation of the 

conveyor, namely:-

1. The speed rule: This sets upper and lower limits on the permissible 

speed. 

2. The capacity constraint: This gives, in effect, a limit to the 

input and output flow rates. This he regards from the point of 

view of increasing the capacity of the system so that it will 

accolJlDodate "excess rates". This constraint is a function of 

conveyor speed of travel. 

3. The uniformity principle: In essence, this is a form of resource 

smoothing. Kwo makes the point that if the conveyor is loaded 

uniformly, then the random excess rates will be reduced and the 

effective capacity increased. 
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Kwo then determines the operational speed for his conveying system, 

using the above principles. He does not, however, use his analysis 

to produce a mathematical model to test his three operational rules, 

but rather prefers simulation, giving two different methods. Both are 

numerical tables of the distribution of the items on the conveyor, as 

time proceeds, but the first method only could be applied to belt 

conveyors, whereas the second is suitable only for unit loads. Kwo 

goes on to discuss the methods of analysis available and suggests that 

there are two possible methods of approach. They are:-

1. The "complete simulation" approach. This is a computer assisted, 

Monte Carlo random generation of disturbances, which can then be 

used to optimise the process. 

2. The "semi-simulation" approach. This uses the sum of the peak 

accumulation given by his second method of simulation (specific to 

unit loads) and the "permanent storage". 

He discusses the viability of these models and states that both of 

them are conservative in their estimations in that " •••• they tend to 

give answers that are very safe". He examines the reasons for this 

and concludes that at the moment the empirical method seems to be the 

most promising. While that was possibly true in 1959, it can be seen 

that later papers tend to use standard forms of queueing theory as a 

basis for modelling, with recent papers bringing in Transform and 

Markovian analY3is. Kwo did adjust his second model, however, and the 

modification produces results which are practical. 

W. T. Morris (1962) produced a book - "Analysis for Materials Handling 

Management". This includes a chapter 7 on "Conveyors", which is a 

practical attempt to classify conveying systems, and to apply 

probability theory and queueing theory to conveying systems. This is 

a great advance on the approach of Kwo, but is mainly concerned with 
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the unit-load hook type conveyor, so far as the examples go. Morris 

does consider the analysis of random flow, continuous belt systems, 

and would make a good basis for the preparation of mathematical models 

of the type under consideration in this report. The book is general 

in the coverage it gives, and to discuss it in this report in detail 

would be too time consuming. The techniques he outlines, however, 

formed a basis and are referred to in many subsequent papers by others. 

R. L. Disney (1962) published a note on "Some multichannel queueing 

problems with ordered entry". This was directly applying queueing 

theory for truncated-queues, multichannel service, and ordered (rather 

than random) entry to the problems associated with conveying. He 

followed this with a paper (Disney 1963) on "Some results of multi

channel queueing problems with ordered entry - an application to 

conveyor theory". This is a highly specialised paper, studying power 

and free (gravity fall) unit load conveying systems. He was concerned 

with the situation where a pendant on arrival finds all stations full 

and is lost to the system. This introduces the Erlangian distribution, 

and the Erlang "lost call" formula of Palm, reported in Tele, (1957) 

for the overflow problem of telephone calls. This was shown by 

Khintchine (1960) to be lacking somewhat in academic rigour, and 

further he showed the assumption of a Poisson distribution of a 

discharge of one conveyor (which is then taken as the input of the 

next conveyor) is invalid. This was unfortunate since the adoption 

of this assumption vastly simplifies the modelling. Disney comments 

on this and other problems of the study of conveying systems and then 

gives some likely areas for future research. He comments upon the 

interaction of the various parts of the system in a similar manner to 

Kwo. 
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Reis, Dunlap and Schneider (1963) published "Conveyor theory - the 

individual station" which is a useful and fundamental paper. They 

suggest seven factors which are relevant to the formation of an 

analytical model of a conveyor. They then proceed to give a number 

of models in mathematical terms for loading and unloading, according 

to the levels at which their factors are held. They point out that 

the development of models for unit load (hook-type) conveyors is 

usually carried out, since it is simpler than other forms, but do 

state that development of the theory to other forms should not be 

difficult. A furthe~ paper by Reis and Hatcher 0963) on "Probabilistic 

conveyor analysis" applies a similar approach and analyses the method 

of derivation of a probabilistic model, using a schematic representation 

of the physical nature of a conveying system and similar parameters to 

the previous paper. In their conclusion the authors state that work is 

proceeding at the University of Arkansas, so that these techniques of 

analysis may be applied in a straightforward manner. This eventually 

may provide a way of optimising the many economic factors involved. 

A. A. B. Pritsker of the Arizona State University spent some time at 

the Rand Corporation. While he was the're, he produced (Pri taker 1964) 

"An analysis of conveyor systems" Rand Collection No. p 3016. This 

74 page report is a comprehensive treatise based upon queueing theory, 

for multichannel problems with ordered entry and no feedback. Using 

fairly widely accepted formulae for different types of input and out

put distributions, which involve the parameters of traffic intensity 

and input and service rates, he derives some general parameters for 

conveying. The alternative would be the deterministic procedure of 

obtaining a specific probability associated with the number of units 

in each channel. He then develops the model and gives computer 

programmes for the analysis and also for the model, written in Simscript. 
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This is a sophisticated language developed by H. Markowitz et a1 

(1963), and which has a FORTRAN based compiler for the IBM 709/7090 

systems. The method given by the article would provide a good basis 

for the modelling of conveying systems considered by this report, 

although consideration of whether the SIMSCRIPT language would be the 

best for the UK situation would be necessary. The system considered 

by Pritsker is shawn in Fig. 2.2. (See page 344) 

A further paper by Pritsker (1966) "Application of multichannel 

queueing results to the analysis of conveyor systems", develops the 

application of standard queueing theory further, and states " •••• The 

promising aspect of this application of queueing theory is that no 

major effort was required to develop new and novel equations for the 

performance measures of a conveyor system. The development presented, 

relies heavily on knowledge of existing resu1ts,and a logical 

transformation of these results to the conveyor situation. A major 

conclusion of this study is that there are many parameters~associated 

with the types of conveyor systems studiedJthat do not significantly 

affect the steady-state probabilistic performance of the system". It 

would appear that this again makes a useful contribution to the 

preparation of models for general solution. He lists some parameters 

whi~h can be ignored, an example being: lithe form of the service 

dis tribution, if the interarri val dis tribution is exponential". 

Reis, Brennan and Crisp (1967) published the paper "A Markovian 

analysis for delay at conveyor-serviced production stations". This 

is a useful paper which gives an alternative method of approach for 

modelling. They use a matrix method, with a vector notation for the 

Markov process, which they introduce for situations where the worker 

loads and unloads the conveyor system. This is often the case in 

systems under consideration. 
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Beightler and Crisp (1968) wrote a paper - " A discrete-time queueing 

analysis of conveyor-serviced production stations" - which uses a 

similar analysis to the Reis, Brennan and Crisp paper for unit load 

conveying. They develop a "Sequential Range Policy" which they claim 

to be superior to the policies proposed by Morris (1962), Reis and 

Hatcher (1963), and Reis, Brennan and Crisp (1967). They analyse, in 

addition, economic factors, examining optimising procedures and 

discussing various objective functions. Their theories were tested 

in a subsequent paper by Crisp, Skeith and Barnes (~969) in 1969. 

Their paper "A simulated study of conveyor-serviced production 

stations" gives a simulating procedure using GPSS III and FORTRAN IV 

languages to test the "Sequential Range Policy" of Beightler and 

Crisp (1968). They report that the fundamental assumption made by 

them, that the distribution of units on the conveyor system studies 

was a stationary Bernoulli distribution, cannot be supported. 

Pritsker (1970) was more interested in scheduling than in conveying 

in recent years. Skeith and Phillips extended the work of Pritsker 

to cover even further examples of unit load conveyors for assembly 

lines, with multiple servers and multiple queues and storages. They 

published a paper on this in 1969 (Phillips and Skeith 1969b) and in 

spite of the considerable work done by this group, a research report 

published by Phillips and Skeith (1969a) was saying" •••• The problem 

of defining closed form solutions for the general queueing service 

system appears to be formidable, if not impossible, using mathematical 

research alone. The choice of a simulation analysis in this study as 

a supplement to mathematical analysis is primarily due to the belief 

that the basic scientific problem appears to be to first obtain a 

better understanding of the interrelationships which exist, before 

developing a foundation of general predictive theory for the statistical 
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properties of the system as a function of the state variables". To 

make the task of achieving this objective easier, and yet to avoid 

the rejection of work carried out by the group in FORTRAN IVjthe 

programmes were written in GPSS II~a general purpose simulation 

language. This is described by Herscovitch and Schneider (1966) and 

is developed from the original version of GPSS by Gordon (1961, 1962). 

This particular research is very specific to the unit load production 

line and concentrates upon the development of a predictive theory for 

the operating characteristics. As such it is no more relevant than 

the early work, but it does suggest a method of attack for the problem 

of the belt conveyor which is engaged upon the transmission of 

irregular shapes such as GPO parcel traffic. 

The behaviour of a system may be classified into three forms:-

1. Deterministic, and easily calculated. 

2. Probabilistic, but where the distribution is well-known and the 

effects of interrelations are sufficiently small for the performance 

to be'predictably calculated. 

3. Probabilistic, where the interrelations are such as to make 

simulation the only likely method of finding predictive methods. 

The adequacy of the method of using computer simulation to establish 

predictive methods has been established for machine tools and even 

machine shops at the University by Rourke and Liu (Rourke 1973, Rourke, 

Boyd and Liu 1975) who have extended computer queueing simulation to 

apply it to Network Planning (Rourke and Liu 1974). In general it 

would seem that the correlation between queueing analysis and computer 

simulation is very good. However, the predicted values are accurate 

only where steady state values for variables such as throughput time 

or average queue length are needed. If the behaviour of one specific 
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object in the process must be predicted then computer simulation 

would seem to offer the best way to study the outcome, as Phillips 

and Skeith (1969b) have said. 
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2.4 CALCULATION OF FORCES 

2.4.1 ContinuumMethods 

Much research has been carried out in the flow of bulk solids 

using continuum techniques to find the effects of arching and bridging 

in hoppers, chutes and channels. At first sight it would appear that 

this could be of relevance to the jamming of parcel conveyors. There 

are a number of theories, but probably the most prolific writers in 

this area are Jenike and his co-workers, and the most comprehensive 

treatises are the Utah Engineering Experiment Station Bulletins 

published by the University of Utah (Jenike 1954d, 1958, 1961, 1964). 

Other relevant publications are quoted in the bibliography (Jenike 

1954a to 1955d). Jenike, in his earlier works, bases his theories on 

the soil mechanics approach, using a rigid plastic solid using quasi

static equilibrium equations in conjunction with Mohr-Coulomb yield 

criteria. His later work uses the plasticity approach of obtaining 

the stress field independently, by neglecting the convective and time 

dependent terms. Thus the velocity and stress fields are uncoupled 

and the velocity field may be calculated by the continuity equation, 

assuming that the principal stress and the strain-rate coincide. The 

extension of these theories by Savage (1965), using a coupled velocity 

stress field, and the alternative minimum energy rate theories of 

Brown (1961) and co-worker Richards (Brown and Richards 1960) give an 

alternative approach. Wilson (1957) gives useful operating data for 

belt feeders or hoppers, which are similar to belt conveyors. To use 

these methods, one would have to assume that the group of parcels on 

the conveyor would be a continuum, that is a rigid plastic solid on 

the belt. This is a much safer assumption for powder materials, than 

parcels, but Jenike had suggested in his papers that the theories 

would apply to particul~minera1 materials up to six inches in diameter. 
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When this was discussed with Jenike (1970) he did not feel that the 

extension of his and similar theories to parcels flowing on conveyor 

belts was possible. The essence of his assumptions was that a 

continuum existed on the conveyor and he felt that the parcels would 

always be too few in number to achieve this condition. Since most 

of the theories of this type follow the reasoning of Kvapil (1959) that 

there is an ellipsoid of motion, which becomes eccentric, it follows 

that if there is no continuum,no theory of this type will be valid. 

Accordingly this line of research was not pursued any further. 

2.4.2 Finite Element Techniques 

A second line of approach would be to use the finite element 

approach of Zienkiewicz (1971) and others. In the BruneI University 

Mechanical Engineering Department, work on this and similar methods 

is being carried out by Yettram (1971) for various stress analysis 

problems and by Wright (1974), and programmes written and developed 

by them could have been made available. However, in the application 

being considered, the use of these programmes would have required the 

complete core store of the BruneI ICL 1903 configuration for 

excessively long run times. Even then only a very modest number of 

parcels (elements) could have been evaluated. This applied also to 

other finite element packages such as the NEWPAC (Aggeman Prempeh and 

Patel 1971) and the PAFEC 70 (Henshall 1971, 1973) both of which have 

been fully assessed by the Mechanical Engineering Department, and the 

former bought by them and set up for use on the BruneI ICL 1903. A 

further problem to be met in using finite element methods to represent 

parcels and calculate forces is that if, for example, three-dimensional 

orthotropic elements are being considered, then values of Young's 

modulus and Poisson's ratio are required for three principal 

orthotropic directions. Some tests were put in hand to obtain values 
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for these, and it was found that a constant load-deflection relation 

was obtained with the majority of parcels. This was not the whole 

answer, since the values obtained for the Modulus of Elasticity 

varied with the orientation by two or three orders, (i.e. up to a 

1000:1 ratio), Itbecame obvious that the structure of the parcel 

might be nearer to a thin walled box than a solid cube, and due to 

this, very wide variations occurred. However, it was felt that this 

line of research, while interesting, might prove to be very intractable, 

and was not in the nature of being a small part of a larger project. 

Accordingly it waS put to one side as a topic for further work. 

Finally a system was devised for considering the model as a rigid 

linked structure of three-point contacts, and the forces were resolved 

through the resulting three-dimensional structure to the base and 

sidewalls as explained in Chapter 5, Section 5.4. (See page 127) 
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3.0 THE ORE TI CAL CONSIDERATIONS. 

3.1 DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODEL 

The project began with the systems analysis of various simple 

two-dimensional models which located parcels, loading them in a 

systematic packing. As the system became more fully defined, it 

became apparent that two-dimensional models would be so inaccurate as 

to be unattractive. On the other hand, through studying the simple 

models in depth, it became obvious that the difficulties in creating 

a simulation model in three-dimensions that would run on the BruneI 

1900 configuration, were less than had been supposed. A number of 

systems were considered, and the best of these chosen for programme 

development. The two models were the "Flat-Load" (FL) and the "Tilt

Load" (TL) series. The FL series loaded the parcels parallel to the 

belt or base (orthogonal), which although not a realistic model of a 

belt conveyor, could well simulate the container system proposed by 

the Post Office as a possible new parcel traffic system (General Post 

Office 1969). The TL series loaded parcels in tilted attitudes, and 

around 200 systems were tried and developed before achieving the 

final model. The TL series was helped considerably by using modules 

from the FL programme and this enabled development to be concentrated 

on creating a model which closely simulated the packing of parcels in 

a conveyor. 

An assessment was made to analyse the problem. The following sections 

describe how this was done. A modular structure was created, with 

three major divisions, as shown in Figure 3.1. They were (a) loading 

the parcels, (b) resolving and calculating the forces on base and 

sidewalls, and finally (c) evaluating the friction forces to see if 

jamming would occur. (See page 345) 
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3.2 BASIC SPECIFICATION 

This section examines the development of a family of mathematical 

models, to enable predictions to be made of the behaviour of the 

various conveying methods for parcels in the Post Office establishments, 

both existing and projected. It is important to appreciate that a 

method of examining the problem in modules, step by step, produces 

difficulties in modelling. This is due to the interactionJresulting 

from the output distribution of one unitJbeing the input distribution 

of the next. This either complicates the mathematics of the theory, 

or falsifies the assumption that the input distribution is a form 

which makes the equations simple. This difficulty has resulted in 

the use of Monte Carlo simulation techniques by some of the workers 

in the field. Whichever approach is used, either that of an analytical 

queueing model or Monte Carlo simulation, it is apparent that thorough 

testing of the model is essential, to see if simplifying assumptions 

are justified. 

These problems are an important part of any academic consideration of 

conveyor belt modelling, yet it is essential to keep firmly in mind 

that the real purpose of a model is to derive information which 

predicts the effect of changes of operating condition on the behaviour 

of the system. It also follows that the criteria for choosing the 

optimum model, will be those which produce the "best solution" from 

the practical point of view. This would suggest that a set of simple 

assumptions, producing a simple model, would be the best starting 

point. Such a model could then be tested for validity and a 

heuristic procedure adopted, which seeks improved solutions, until 

the optimum was achieved. This would give acceptable results more 

rapidly. This could be said to be an "engineering approach". The 

alternative would be protracted analysis to derive a more acceptable 
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model until a complex model was finally arrived <;it - an "academic 

approach". Since the "engineering approach" will always be directed 

to the computational facilities available, it will not be so likely 

to run into problems of finding a computer large enough to handle the 

problem. 

The need to establish the degree of accuracy of the prediction is 

important, since the object of this study is to produce a computer 

model, which predicts jamming. The model need only represent the 

real world well enough to produce accurate predictions, without 

wasting money and resources in unnecessary detail. The basic 

assumptions presume a stable state in the system, i.e. that conditions 

remain the same over long periods of time. This is not exactly true. 

The errors caused by this assumption may be more than variations 

between a simple and a complex model, since the conditions for a jam 

forming,are of low probability. A simple model could give results 

which vary by a factor of two compared with a complex model. This 

would mean that one might predict a jam once in three months, and the 

other once in six months. These predictions are probably acceptable 

from the practical point of view and regarded as being of the same 

order of magnitude. 

The choice must be made between models of varying complexity. The 

production of a complex general model, after lengthy analysis, is one 

approach. It involves considerable analytical computation and 

verification, and needs very large computational facilities. The 

alternative is to produce a series of models, starting from the 

simplest, using a common computer langua~e, a modular structure and 

common subroutines. This would be developed into a general model. 
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A logical method of approach is to synthesise the model and define the 

input data. This would suggest limiting constraints for each of the 

parameters, and indicate where measurements to provide data are 

required. There is still the question to be established of whether the 

jams are caused by "bridging of parcels" as shown in Figure 3.2, or 

alternatively by occasional juxtapositions of the mass of parcels loaded 

into the conveyor section. (See page 345) 
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3.3 MODEL SYNTHESIS 

3.3.1 Conditions for Jamming 

The basis for the model is the assumption that a jam will occur 

when the forces on a parcel or a group of parcels which tend to move 

the parcel along (belt-parcel frictional forces) become less than the 

forces which tend to make the parcel or group of parcels static 

(forces due to friction of the parcels to the walls, together with the 

reaction components when parcels change direction, and the inertia 

force component at a change of direction). (See Fie 3.3,p 346) Some 

probabilistic estimation of the nature of the parcels present at that 

point will also be necessary, since the parcel distribution will vary 

from time to time on the belt. 

Mathematically we may say, sUIlUIling forces along an axis:-

1. For a jam to occur: 

n 
BP n n n WP 

E WiA . 1: ).1. N. < 1: J.I. B· + + E R· x 1 1 X 1 1 X - l. X l. 
i=l i=1 i=1 G i-I 

2. For a jam to be incipient, that is for momentary stoppages to 

occur, which are then immediately cleared by following parcels: 

n 
BP n n n \VP 

E WiA • I J.I. N· .. I J,I. B· + + LX R· x 1 1 X 1 1- X - 1. 1. 

i=l G 
i-I i=1 i-I 

3. For normal traction to occur: 

n 
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the coefficient of friction of the ith parcel to the 

belt. 

the normal force of the ith parcel to the belt. 

the sum of the given force for parcels 1 to n, at point X. 

i = the species of the parcel. 

the total number of parcels in the distribution at 

point x. 

the frictional coefficient of the ith parcel to the 

wall at X. 

the sidewall force exerted due to bridging at x. 

the weight of the ith parcel • 

the acceleration due to gravity. 

the acceleration of the ith parcel due to directional 

change. 

the force due to the deflecting surface when changing 

direction. 

The problem resolves into the solution of the conditions at a number 

of points on the belt and determining the number of cases in the 

total number of solutions where a jam has been predicted. This is 

then the probability that the model has a jam in the projected time 

period. How true this is, when related to the actual system, is 

open to testing. The main areas of test will be the basic assumptions; 

the bias of the data fed in to represent service and input, and the 

rate at which the solutions converge (how rapidly the computer arrives 

at a solution). 
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The actual data required to be specified for the model would fall 

into four main categories: 

1. A classification of the parcel population into groups. 

2. Deterministic data on the frictional coefficients of the above 

groups on both belt and wall materials; probably obtained from 

tests of samples from the group. 

3. Data from the "real world" for the probabilistic analysis of the 

distribution of parcels on the belt. This would be for both the 

arrival (or input) and also the service (or output) rates from 

the various systems to be considered. Timing of "shop floor" 

operations is always regarded with suspicion by the operatives 

and Trade Union officials, and this would need to be done with 

consultation and a clear understanding of the purpose of any 

measurements. 

4. Data which defines how parcels will move, subsequent to the 

initial positioning in the conveyor. They are not likely to 

adopt random positions (a simplifying assumption) but rather to 

have ~ probability of migrating in a series of random or 

stochastic movements upward or downward according to their parcel 

densities. This can be handled mathematically by random walk or 

Markov Chain analysis and the use of probability matrices, but it 

requires large computational facilities and leads to complex 

models. It is probable that this effect is too serious to be 

neglected, since these movements bias the frictional coefficients 

of certain dense parcels. Owing to the difficulty in modelling 

these movements, a heuristic method was used in the model, rather 

than the Markov approach. 

Each of these four groups of data is considered in greater detail in 

the next few pages. The consideration of each part of the information 
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supplied to the model, must be carried out on a basis of whether the 

contribution it makesJwill give a significant change in the accuracy 

of prediction of the model, for the author found that some changes in 

input condition made no change to the model. Similarly, with the 

assumptions made, if these are so general that the model becomes too 

unrepresentative to be of value, then there is no gain. 

Obtaining the informationJto only the degree of accuracy required for 

modelling,is vital, as is minimising the cost of computing time by 

more efficient programming. Once again, since less data is required, 

a simple model is recommended. 

3.3.2 The Conveyor as a Queueing Model 

Considerable research into the use of computer simulations 

based upon queueing models has been carried out at the University in 

the Department of Production Technology and Production Management. 

This work provided a methodology for postgraduate studies under the 

author's supervision. A variable discrete time interval simulation 

model was used for the "Cabtrack" urban transportation system by 

Haddon (1971), where a number of different input distributions were 

generated by probabilistic techniques. The fixed time clock model of 

the jobbing shop produced by Wan (1971) was developed by him into a 

variable time system, and then extended by Lopez (1972). A most 

comprehensive model comparing NC and jobbing shops was produced by 

Liu (1974). In spite of the studies on queueing techniques, it was 

decided not to use a computer simulation model having a queueing 

representation and a variable input flow pattern. A queueing model 

was unnecessary since the occurrence of jams was one of the main 

concerns. The simulation would model a condition where the arrivals 

would always fill the conveyor section and the maximum probability of 

demand would then result. To make this simulation a queueing model 
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would increase the size and complexity considerably. The computing 

times would be extended, since the jamming condition for a straight 

conveyor is rare, even when all simulated tests are of congested 

systems. The research on variable flow input was applied to the 

simulation of various methods of manufacture, and has been and will 

be published elsewhere. (See, for example, Rourke and Liu 1974). 

The analysis has some merit, and is a basis for further work in 

other areas. A conventional classification considers three main areas 

for this data:-

1. The Input Process. 

2. Queue Discipline. 

3. The Service Mechanism. 

Each of these areas will further subdivide into sub-areas. For a 

large number of systems, queueing theory has been developed. Some

times the parameters are not capable of changes without making the 

model very complex, and so-called simplifying assumptions must be 

made. Testing of the model will establish whether making these 

assumptio~s can be supported or not. 

The question of whether a simplifying assumption may be made or not, 

should be decided in this case on the degree of error it introduces 

into the assessment, not whether this method or that is more 

theoretically correct. Palm's problem, which was noted at the 

beginning of this century (reviewed in Palm 1957) was not capable of 

being supported mathematically, as was pointed out by Khintchine 

(1960). This did not invalidate Palm's approach nor the solutions it 

gave. On the other hand, Beight1er and Crisp (1968) derived a policy 

of operation which they claimed superior to any previously published, 

using as a basic assumption that a Bernoulli distribution controlled 

the input. In other simulation tests, Crisp, Skeith and Barnes (1969) 
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found that this basic assumption of a Bernoulli distribution was 

insupportable •. If the model is derived analytically any hypotheses 

made must be tested as soon as possible, to validate the assumptions. 

The Input Process 

This again subdivides into a number of parameters, most of these 

being determined by the particular conveyor system. Once defined 

they will remain unchanged, providing the system itself only changes 

in terms of rate of arrival of parcels or rate of service, i.e. 

transmission or output of parcels. The parcel populations, from the 

various offices, are so large that they can be regarded as infinite. 

Removing a test sample to provide a model input would not change the 

population to any significant extent. 

The main parameters, which would be changed for each conveying system 

when required, are four in total: 

1. Number of Parcels Arriving at a Time 

Parcels may arrive singly or in batches of variable number. 

Somet~mes a batch arrives as a single unit, such as bagged parcels. 

2. Interval Between Arrivals 

The inter-arrival time may be constant, as in the unit load, hook

type conveyor. Alternatively it may vary at random, as on a belt. 

There are also many other distributions. The type of distribution 

is important, subject only to the more important consideration 

that a given conveyor situation is analogous to queueing. The 

parcels are assumed to arrive at random, unless the parcel input 

differs widely. This occurs if parcels arrive on a belt conveyor, 

on which they have been redistributed by a density effect. The 

simplifying assumption is usually that the Poisson distribution 

represents the arrivals. This means that well known, fairly simple 

formulae, may be used to produce symbolic models. These could be 
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applied to predict those jams which are associated with excessive 

parcel flows. The probability of a critical number of parcels 

flowing through the system could be calculated, since a well 

established body of records is readily available. However, when 

systems comprise a collection of sub-systems, such that the out

put of one part is the input of the next, then the input 

distribution is no longer Poisson, and other distributions should 

be assumed. The mathematical analysis is then more complex. 

3. Average Rate of Arrival 

The rate of arrival may be constant or it could vary with time. 

If the system is completely jammed, then it could be influenced 

by the state of the queue. 

4. Outside Influence 

This is whether the input is, or is not, the output of another 

queue. 

The Queue 

The number of input channels or feeder conveyors, or whether any of 

the queue of parcels have priority, are both significant factors. The 

queue may even re-arrange itself. The model includes also the migration 

of dense parcels considered under 3.4, and other characteristics of 

the queue. 

Examples of the normal parameters are: 

1. Number of Queues (conveyor section changes or turns) 

There may be one, but much more likely to be a large number, each 

requiring a variation of the model. Any accumulation of parcels 

is a queue, whether moving along the belt, or on a glacis. Some

times the service and the exit points are difficult to define. 
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2. Queue Handling 

Parcels may be serviced strictly in order of arrival (FIFO or 

first in, first out). The random placement model does t~is and 

models a concentrator. The moving belt model has a queue discipline 

based upon the number of parcels in the conveyor. Other models 

would be required for systems for the handling of registered mail. 

It is not likely that either the completely random queue, or last 

in, first out, (LIFO) will need models, but such patterns occur 

in parcels handling. 

3. The Service Mechanism 

Here, the use of the term "service" is very wide. It may be 

applied to specific and easily defined cases~ such as the· removal 

of bags at a chute exit, or the passage of parcels through the 

parcel sorting machine (PSM) gate. "Service" could be also the 

degree of restriction of parcel flow due to friction at points 

where jamming may occur. When the number of contact points 

causing friction is the service, as in the model, it is a function 

of the height of the distribution on the belt, and the lengths and 

shape factor of the parcels to be found in the distribution. This 

effect increases with the intensity of parcel flow, so the service 

rate or output is reduced. The number of parcels on the conveyor 

increases, and so friction forces on the sidewall increase. This 

makes a jam more likely. 

Thus, the input rate reaches the point where retarding forces 

increase significantly. This is because the effect of an additional 

parcel is relative to the volume of the parcelJcompared to the 

volume of the conveyor which is not filled with parcels. The more 

parcels a conveyor contains, the more significant an additional 

parcel, since it is more likely to increase contact with the 
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si dewalls and form "bridges". The probabi Ii ty of certain groups 

of parcels coming into contact is also increased. Thus the 

probability of a jam due to this cause also increases. The model 

operates at flow rates above this level, at which jamming is more 

likely. The physical characteristics of the system provides the 

data from which the service rate is obtained, as well as the 

service time distribution. A model type code, and simple data on 

sizes, rate of travel .and similar parameters which define the 

service, will select the appropriate computer model, through the 

steering module of the programme. 

The actual subdivision of the service parameters is: 

1. Number of Service Outlets (especially "L-turns" and section 

changes) 

The number of conveyors in use may change according to a time 

pattern or the numbers of parcels flowing. 

2. Number Served 

These may be one parcel at a time; or batches of constant 

number; or variable numbers. For example, the handling of 

mailbags at the bottom of a chute serves batches of parcels 

in one or two "parcel bags" at a time. The Parcels Sorting 

Machine (PSM) handles only single items. 

3. Service Availability 

This may be permanent or intermittent, as for example in the 

dual PSM lines. In these machines only one service is used 

for normal conditions. 

4. Duration of Time of Service 

This can be constant, as for example, the discharge of a unit

load conveyor into a chute; or exponentially distributed as in 

handling of mail bags from a chute or mail van. The time of 
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service will depend on the physical position of the bag, 

which will vary from the shortest times for the nearest bags 

to the longest times for the bags which are most remote. 

Although the time is likely to be normally distributed, it 

will change cyclically during the unloading of each van load 

of parcels or batch on the floor at the chute exit. There 

are also other related but even more complex distributions. 

Those which depend upon the time the parcel (customer) has 

been on the storage glacis (in the queue), will affect the 

speed at which the postal operative will handle the parcel. 

5. Average Rate of Service 

This is considered to be constant, which is a simplifying 

assumption which is often made. Other possibilities are that 

the rate varies with time; or the rate may vary with the 

number of parcels in the system. 

It is important to establish these parameters in an analytical model, 

since they establish which equations must be used for the model. 

Queueing theory, as was mentioned in the review of the paper by 

Pritsker (1966), is quite capable of giving the necessary equations 

for the models required. Simplifying assumptions may have to be made, 

to reduce the costs of obtaining data, for example. These service 

parameters would be defined for the type of conveyor selected for 

initial study, noting any assumptions made. 

3.3.3 Stochastic Movement on the Belt· 

As mentioned previously, consideration must be given to the 

choice of a model which is either static or dynamic, as far as parcel 

movements are concerned. The dynamic model would assume the relative 

position of the parcels on the belt, one to another, would be subject 
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to stochastic movement, and would make a "random walk" according to 

the probabi 1i ty of motion along one routE! or another. The "random 

walk" or Markov Chain analysis, would make the model more complicated, 

and would not be justified initially. Adjustment to the queue would 

provide a compromise method, and was used in one model, the "moving 

belt" version. Tests of this model showed this was sufficient to 

achieve a simulation of the belt conveyor. For hook type conveyors 

and chutes this problem does not arise since FIFO operation will 

occur. 

3.3.4 Project Development 

The articles reviewed showed that two main approaches have 

been made to the solution of conveying problems, namely simulation 

or analytical. Both of these involve considerable computation, and 

thorough testing of the models is soggested by the authors. Both 

methods have their protagonists, and either would seem to be suitable 

at first sight. A simulation is a complicated operation, whereas an 

analytical approach could be made more simply on a chosen handling 

problem, such as elements of a system, such as a transfer belt or a 

chute. Since the problem of jamming requires a simulation approach 

to give satisfactory predictions, a simple area of "real world" to 

study is best. Accordingly a simple straight conveyor section was 

chosen for this study. 

It is doubtful whether a general approach, (that is, in the mathematical 

sense, one which handles any type of problem) could be considered as 

the optimum from the cost effectiveness point of view. Much time would 

be wasted in a general model on areas where no practical system existed. 

The following order was a practical one, based on the pIER technique 

previously mentioned: 
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1. Plan a simple model system of a conveyor which lends itself to 

easy analysis, and yet typifies a "real world" situation. The 

model is to be prepared in a modular form,which would enable it 

to form part of a general system, by all computer programmes and 

data being prepared for a medium or large size computer in 

segments. 

2. Implement, i.e. create model, module by module, evaluating and 

revising each module in turn. 

3. Evaluate this model for validity of assumptions and solutions. 

4. Revise this model as required to achieve better representation. 

Consider the specific application with a view to making the model 

more general and of wider application. 

5. Revise the original plan to achieve a more sophisticated model 

system. Produce a detailed plan which shows the revisions required 

to each module and what additional modules are required. 

6. Implement the changes to the modules. The advantage of modular 

construction is that the more rigid definition of conventions in 

programming make it easy to change the module or to write a new 

module. Ideally only small changes will be required (usually 

called maintenance programming), and this is much easier and less 

prone to error. Modular programming reduces the time spent in 

checking the revised programmes, since only the modules involved 

in the change need to be tested. 

7. Evaluate the new model on the same basis as before, making 

comparative assessments. 

8. Revise the model until it is fully representative, and as general 

as is required for all typical conveyor and handling "real world" 

situations. 

9. Repeat process of steps 5 to 8 as required. 
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The flowchart shown in Fig. 3.4 shows the application of this method. 

An extension of the technique to producing an outline for the computer 

simulation model of a straight conveyor, on which the present project 

was based, is shown in Fig. 3.5. (See pages 347 & 348) 
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3. 4 THE DATA INPUT FOR THE MODEL 

3.4.1 Classification into Groups 

The parcels should be classified into groups of offices of 

related characteristics to reduce the computation required. The 

work of Castellano, Clinch and Vick (1971) is useful here, and further 

data may be obtained. Economic considerations will determine how 

many groups are allowed. 

One of the problems in entering the data, is that the information 

consists of a number of groups, which can be thought of as the number 

of rows in a matrix. (See Fig. 3.6.) For each of the groups there will 
(~ .. !>4'\) 

be a number of elements and factors of related information, such as 

friction coefficients, the probability of finding a parcel from the 

group in the input sample selected, the mean weight of parcels in the 

group, size factors, factors for the percentage of parcels in a group 

likely to be tied with string, factors on the probability that the 

sample will be subjected to movement in the distribution, and other 

factors. This results in a matrix of more than thirty columns by the 

number of group rows. If the number of groups was arbitrarily 

restricted to 250 then a 5 k store is required for the holding of the 

general input data alone, without even entering any information on 

the conveyor system. 

As an initial estimation, the following statistical information would 

be necessary, but obviously the accuracy of the data would depend upon 

model needs and economic factors. 
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Volume of the Group V 
An arithmetic mean and standard deviation for the group would be an 

ini tial choice. 

Mean = V Standard Deviation .. VSD 

n n 
<V~~ ~2 V = r 'to & VSD = 1: 

i=l ~ n n 

where 'I. II: volume of the i th parce 1 .. L. x B. x H. 
1 1 1 1 

and i = 1, ......... , nand n > 30 

L. == maximum length of the ith parcel 
1 

B. = maximum breadth of the ith parcel 
1 

H. = maximum height of the ith parcel 
1 

The Shape Factor Sv 

The calculation of a deviation in parcel sha~e would offer a useful 

contribution, in some non-dimensional form, as a measure of the deviation 

of the shape from a cube. It was felt that a measure of the length of 

the linear dimensions compared to the length of a cube would give a 

representative factor. The mathematical form chosen was one which 

would be non-dimensional and similar to those used in materials 

testing. 

This expression was derived from the extent to which the linear 

dimensions of a parcel differ from a cube: 

n .. 1: 
i=l 

L. + B. + H • 
111 -----

3n 

A high value of Sv would indicate longer, thinner parcels, and one 

which tended to zero would indicate the parcels were virtually cubes. 
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Let us consider an example. For simplicity let it be a cube of 4 

units dimensions and of volume 4 x 4 x 4 - 64 units 3• For the cube 

itself, Sv may be calculated thus: 

Sv - 4 + 4 + 4 
4 = o 

(4 x 4 x 4) 3 

4 

and the surface area A. 96 units2 

If the shape changes such that the shape is 8 x 8 x 1, i.e. still 64 

volume units, then 

Sv = 
8 + 8 + 1 4 ... 0.416 

(8 x 8 x 1) 3 

4 

This form is a plate. The surface area is A = 1.0 units 2• 

If we rearrange this volume to an 8 unit long rod i.e. maintaining the 

maximum dimension, we get 

Sv - 8 + 2.828 + 2.828 4 • 0.138 
(8 x 2.828 x 2.828) 3 

4 

A = 106 area units, which shows how Sv changes with shape. 

A more complete demonstration of the effects of change in 'shape on Sv 

is shown in the table 3.7. (See page 350) 

It will be noted how the rod-like shapes with high values of length 

, give the higher values of Sv' The Sv is a very useful measure, since 

it shows,up those parcels likely to cause jams by wedging across the 

conveyor section. 
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The Mean Weight of the Parcels in the GrouE 

n W. n 
(loJ • w>2 W r t. IIsD • r 1 

i=l n n 

tlSD = Standard Deviation in weight of parcels in group 

W = mean weight of parcels in that group 

W. = weight of the individual parcels in the group 
1 

n = the number of parcels in the group 

It would become necessary to use sampling techniques for this 

information if the parcels in the group became large. The information 

on volume and weight enables other derived information to be calculated, 

for example mean density. 

The Stability Factor S 
----~~~-~~~~~CG 

This compares the position of the centre of gravity to the centre of 

volume, on the same sort of non-dimensional basis as the Shape Factor. 

This tends to one as the centre of gravity approaches the centroid of 

the enclosing shape. To calculate this factor, a number of determinations 

for a sample of parcels from the group is taken, to find the centre of 

gravity as the distance alo~g three mutually perpendicular axes, which 

are the orthogonal axea of the enclosing shape, from an origin in One 

corner. The dimensions of the parcel must also be known, in terms of 

the same three axes. The expression below will produce the stability 

factor, as a mean of the deviation of the centres of gravity for the 

sample, which can then be taken as being the same as the total 

population. 
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n 2 

+ e~ln 
SCG 

n 2 

ICGL . 
1. 

- the orthogonal co-ordinates of the centre of gravity for 

KcGH. 
the ith parcel along the I, J, K, axes. 

1. 

= the dimensions of the ith parcel, measured along the 

I, J, K, axes. 

i = 1, .•..••.••• , n 

The shape factor$V detects variations in section, especially when the 

parcel is long and thin. The stability factor SCG detects displacement 

of the centre of the mass of the parcel away from the centroid or 

geometrical centre. Together, the two factors will take into account 

variations in shape, and variations in homogeneity, that is variations 

in the density of a parcel. This enables distinctions to be made 

between long thin parcels of uniform density, and long thin parcels 

where it is concentrated at one end. 

Such classifications and groupings should enable the computer to 

generate a representative model of the parcels in the system. The 
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accuracy will be limited by the correctness of the assumption that 

like members of a group are really similar. Overall, the more groups 

one may consider, the more representative the model. Since the larger 

the number of groups, the more complex the computation, the point is 

eventually reached where the cost of modelling to evaluate jamming 

could be more costly than the loss of time due to jamming, and 

possibly more costly than direct measurement over a long period of 

time. 

At this point, it should be borne in mind that the point made previously, 

that it will be much more economic to model a simple system and develop 

this to a more general system, than to produce a very complex model, 

which would require many years to evaluate and rectify. 

3.4.2 Frictional Coefficients 

Once the parcel groupings have been determined, the coefficient 

of friction of each group could be based on test values of various 

wall and belt surfaces. The work of Eden (1971) based on sliding small 

samples on a rotating disc, gives values of most parcel/conveyor 

frictional coefficients. Webber (1972) outlines a method for relating 

the frictional coefficient of belt materials to values found by 

experiments with a simple slider, and also a belt and pulley. He shows 

a graph which indicates that SBR synthetic rubber gives a friction 

coefficient which depends on area and not pressure. The value of ~ 

ranges from under 0.5 with contact areas around 250 mm2, to above 1.4 

with 2000 mm2, and levels falling gently to around 1.2 with as much as 

12000 mm2 contact area. 

An important related factor is whether there is a high proportion of 

strung parcels in the groups. While a simple proportionate factor 

could be introduced, it is probable that the effects of stringing on 
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the sample parcels on the group would affect the apparent coefficient 

of friction. Obviously, if most were strung or alternatively, unstrung, 

the effect of the smaller proportion of the group could be easily 

adjusted by a factor. If tests showed that string presented a major 

change in frictional characteristics, especially if the wall or belt 

surface included slight changes such as are encountered at joints in 

walls and belts, then this must be catered for by making two sub-

groups of the parcels group, with different data for friction on the 

sub-groups. 
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3.5 IDEALISED SPHERICAL PARCELS 

One approach which would enable the theories of R. L. Brown (1961). 

Jenike (1954) or Savage (1965) to be utilised would be to make the 

simplifying assumption that all parcels were hard spheres, and use the 

methods of the materials scientists such as Denton (1953). This is the 

concept of the idealised spherical parcel. While the statistical 

analysis would be relatively easy, and the data is available (Castellano, 

Clinch and Vick 1971), it is unlikely that the results would apply in 

the "real world" to anything other than the flow of spheres of varying 

size. Accordingly, although this theoretical approach was considered 

as a system, from which originated the final method of placement of 

parcels on three points based on the ideas used in the spheric'al model 

system, the sphere model was never taken as far as coding a programme 

to run on the computer. It served to focus attention on whether a 

generalised approach to the various parameters was possible, or whether 

each parcel should carry its own record of friction coefficients, size, 

weight, shape and compliance. It was decided that generalised data 

would invalidate the model to a large extent, and vastly reduce 

confidence in the model predictions. Accordingly, the final decision 

on whether to continue with a spherical model,was left until the first 

stage of completion was reached with the model which used actual parcel 

data, and packings of parcels could then be compared with the values 

given by Denton (l953),which were that approximately 40% of the volume 

of the container consisted of spheres. These values were extremely 

consistent. The computer model based on individual real parcels never 

showed a consistent packing density and neither did the validation 

trial. The values varied over a wide range. The results are discussed 

in Chapter 7. (See pages 152 and following) 
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4.0 THE PRINCIPLES OF THE CONVEYOR MODEL 

4. 1 THE "REAL WORLD" SYSTEM SURVEY 

An initial survey was carried out of a PO parcels office, with 

the co-operation of the PO Engineering Department. They were kind 

enough to provide assistance in obtaining photographs of the conveyor 

system, which were taken by available light, using a Polaroid camera. 

The quality of these has suffered somewhat in reproduction but they 

serve to illustrate the points of the system where conditions change. 
(See pages 351 to 353) 

The first illustrates the unit conveyor which is used to transport the 

mail bags from the van to the belt conveyor system, (Fig. 4.1). The 

bag strings are cut, the openings being downwards, and the load 

disgorges onto the eight foot wide conveyor, moving very slowly, (Fig. 

4.2). This then transfers the parcels to a faster moving belt 

conveyor about three feet wide, (Fig. 4.3). Owing to the confined 

nature of this particular office, there is immediately an ilL-turn" 

and the parcels transfer to another, slightly faster moving conveyor 

at 900 to the first. This is almost visible in the foreground of the 

picture, the end of the first belt being clearly visible, with parcels 

dropping onto the second belt. The end of this is also visible, with 

part of the drop to the third belt, but the third belt itself is 

obscured by the sidewall. This third belt lifts the parcels to two 

glacis above parcel sorting machines (PSM), the parcels being deflected 

by boards which are visible in Fig. 4.4, one partially, and one 

completely, closing the forward path. Fig. 4.5 shows the congestion 

which can occur on the glacis, with the parcels still widely spaced 

on the belt above. Fig. 4.6, taken a little while later, shows how 

a jam on the belt forms with very little piling up, the parcels 

merely being shunted together. 
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Accordingly, the model represen ts the belt conveyors found in +\.b 4·3. 

While the model loading would be a module which 

would be preserved in both models, two forms of parcel positioning 

would be required. One would typify the parcels dropping at random 

over an area onto the first conveyor, while the second would represent 

the conveyor moving rapidly under parcels dropping at a fixed point. 

The physical size. modelled by the conveyor, should cover a range of 

widths from around two to six feet, and heights of up to six feet, 

with a length sufficient to minimise the effects of. the ends. The 

abnormal height was necessary to enable modelling of containers, in 

future extensions of the model, at the request of PO engineers. 

Since the computer available at that time was small, it was hoped 

that it would model a section that was sufficiently long to give a 

fair representation. which would allow parcels some overlap at the 

ends of the system under consideration. The original 32 k 1903A rCL 

machine. with only two systems discs and four tape decks, which was 

used for the initial model, proved very limiting. Fortunately the 

ICL 1903A was enhanced about half way through the project, which 

improved the model considerably. 

The initial systems study for a simple model was carried out. It was 

intended. only as a test to enable systems to be developed, with the 

use of modular programming techniques. The model was a stochastic 

simulation of parcel placement in the conveyor, using deterministic 

parcel data. Standardised queueing forms were not considered at this 

time, although it would be easy to add a simple module to test varying 

rates of flow of parcels. It was felt that jamming was much more 

likely to occur under heavily congested conditions. The model was 

therefore tested under conditions of high flow rate. which are found 
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only briefly during the week, and more commonly at seasons of heavy 

postal traffic such as Christmas. 

The mathematical model was to be a combined mixture of deterministic 

theory for the forces and stresses generated by bridges and arches, 

and also a probabilistic model of contacts in the parcel distributions 

likely to be present in the section. The model would simplify the 

establishment of algorithms to calculate the stresses and forces. Two 

alternatives were envisaged, the first based on the idea of a 

continuum of parcels, with a complex shape to be handled by finite 

element techniques, which overcame the problems due to the voids 

between parcels. The second was to use the idea that forces would be 

transmitted through the parcels in the manner of a series of rigid 

links. 
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4.2 MODEL CHOICE 

4.2.1 The Fundamentals of the System 

Initially it was felt that only a simple model should be built. 

Even so, many of the decisions made were virtually irrevocable once 

the model was created. Therefore, in spite of careful systems 

evaluation, many revisions had to be made, mostly of a minor nature, 

with the exception of the major change from a two-dimensional model 

to a three-dimensional model. The two models differ widely, since 

the two-dimensional model was far less abstract and easy to create 

than the three-dimensional version and the two models did not have 

the same "image" in the computer memory of a parcel. The two

dimensional model portrayed the conveyor cross-section as a two

dimensional matrix. Each matrix location represented the point in 

space equivalent to its co-ordinates. If a parcel occupied an area 

of the conveyor cross-section, the matrix was set to "1" wherever the 

parcel existed. Empty space was represented by "0" (zero). 

It was intended to use the asstamb1y language "PLAN" and set the 

matrix representation in binary locations (bit-patterns) rather than 

the word locations used in FORTRAN. The computer storage needed to 

model a 36 x 40 in conveyor cross-section was 1440 words at one 

inch resolution, or 60 words if the "bit-pattern" technique was used. 

In two-dimensional models this is very effective. In extending the 

technique to three-dimensional models, two problems emerge. The first 

is that the programmes to handle the three-dimensional matrices are 

very tedious in assembly level languages, and are very lengthy. 

Secondly, the storage requirement rose dramatically. For a 36 x 40 

in cross-section, 72'~long, the storage at a one inch resolution is 

103,680 words using FORTRAN. To this must be added storage of the 
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programme. The alternative use of bit-pattern storage in binary 

form is more attractive at 4320 words, but means that the programming 

is tedious and complicated. 

Accordingly, better methods were required for storage of the data on 

parcel geometry and location, using a hign-Ievel language to make the 

programming more simple. It was found that as research proceeded 

improved methods were devised for the storage of data giving parcel 
• 

positions. One of these methods was that of the final three-

dimensional model, where the co-ordinates of the parcel corners are 

stored in computer memory. Despite the major differences in model, 

there were areas where the original modules were used, such as the 

steering module. 

4.2.2 Model Development 

The method of creating the model was somewhat involved, and 

was an evolutionary process. An abstract model was conceived, with 

only the minimum written notation and recording in the first stage, 

any committal to paper as notes and drawings only being made as and 

when the whole concept had been thought out. Sometimes small areas 

which were familiar were left as vague, ill-defined concepts, since 

they could easily be defined in the later stages but, in general, the 

whole system was visualised in concept. 

The next stage was to write down and sketch the conceptual system, in 

both "real world" implications and computer model implication. The 

concept was taken and as far as possible programmed without any 

alteration. At this stage much detail was filled in, and providing 

the systems concept could be preserved, the most efficient techniques 

for programming were applied. Sometimes there were considerable 

difficulties in maintaining the original system concept and a period 
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of development would be spent on that particular module, until the 

computer programme scheme was as close to the abstract system concept 

as possible. This work was not as abstract as the first stage, since 

more documentation was involved. Certain areas of the systems 

specification had now to be defined or were perforce already defined 

at the interfaces between this and the preceding and successive 

modules. 

The third stage was to complete a systems specification, which was 

fairly rigid, with a strong family resemblance in each module. Thus 

variable names were carried through from module to module, as were 

the more obvious elements such as exogeneous parameters, such as the 

switch for suppression of diagnostic information in the output. Once 

the systems specification was complete, as far as could be foreseen. 

then the programme was coded. At this stage there was as little 

reference as possible to the original abstract system, only the 

programme scheme being used as a basis. Sometimes it was not possible 

to avoid such consideration, especially if one lost sight of the 

exact objective of the portion of programme being coded, in relation 

to other parts of the system. 

It is possible that a more expert programmer might have coded the 

abstract model directly, but the number of variables and parameters 

to be carried through the system was very high and it seems unlikely 

that the technique would have been successful without a systematic 

approach. The programme might well have been written in one large 

complex. The task of then debugging the coding errors would have 

been formidable. let alone tracing that the system was operating 

correctly and all errors found. 
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The use of a sophisticated language like FORTRAN IV might conceal the 

actual efficiency of operation of the programme. To test the efficiency 

of programme sub-routines, timings were taken of various programme 

techniques. Simple programme routines repeated many times were the 

basis of the mathematical model. 

A ranking sub-routine was chosen for the initial trials. A number of 

versions of this developed. Tests proceeded as to the most rapid 

techniques. Since they were carried out on a small ICL 1900 series 

machine the FORTRAN IV language was translated into ,the machine 

language in the XFAT and subsequently the XFIV compilers. These 

trials were therefore dependent on the lCL configuration in use at 

the time. Any future extension to the finalised programme should 

involve testing the modules to validate that they are equally 

effective on other larger machines such as ATLAS or CDC 7600. 

Six months was taken up in becoming familiar with FORTRAN programming. 

Previously the author had been progranmdng in autocodes and ALGOL. 

On balance there was no particular advantage to either language, 

since both had their own special features. 

The importance in this area of programming of using labels as a code 

rather than a sequence of numbers cannot be over-emphasised. FORTRAN, 

with five digits for the label, enabled label numbers to be allocated 

in blocks of 1000 to each module, 100 to each sub-module, and blocks 

of 10 to each programme piece. Using this method, it was easy to 

trace errors to the particular module which was· giving trouble. 

Another advantage was that' return labels (GO TO xxx) were easy to 

identify, since the return module, sub-module and programme piece 

were all encoded. The modular programming technique rarely involved 

constructing modules of over 300 statements, and sometimes only 25 or 
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so statements would be involved. The need for rigidly enforced 

discipline was not apparent over label sequences at the time of 

coding a programme module. Once the module was assembled into the 

main programme, it was a very different story and after One or two 

early sequences had overlapped, or return label errors had been found 

which proved extremely tedious to correct, the practice of coding 

label sequences to a rigid system became a matter of habit. 

Similarly, the simulation itself began to be created in a more and 

more systematic way as the project proceeded. The technique for this 

is shown in the flowchart in Fig. 4.7. ~he method had advantages in 
{~~ ... ~SI+.1 

introducing simulation to postgraduate students, who learnt the 

system as part of learning to programme in FORTRAN, and it has been 

shown on a number of occasions that it only takes about two months to 

reach a reasonable level of competence in the FORTRAN language for 

research project work for students, who had previously had typical 

undergraduate courses, either in FORTRAN or ALGOL. The method of 

project teaching using this systematic approach does not work with 

all students and it is probable that some minimum critical thinking 

level and high creative disposition is required from the student. 

The creative thought required to trace the errors in computer 

simulations, is minimised by modular programming and systematic 

building up from sub-systems into a large complex model. This is 

particularly true of non-fatal errors and to a lesser extent execution 

errors. In a small sub-system itis fairly easy to define what is 

required of the sub-system, and verify that it does that, by inserting 

test data and carrying out a comparison based upon manual calculation 

or simple computation. In the same way execution errors from small 

sub-systems are easier to analyse and rectify than for a complete 

system. 
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The model was a combination of a deterministic model of the forces on 

the parcel and conveyor and a stochastic placement of the parcels in 

the conveyor, using a random generator. The initial series of models 

used the sub-routine FRANUM (Fig. 4.17) which was written for the 
(~SQ '!»bl) 

programmes. There was a random number generator FPMCRV available on 

the 1900 system, but it was only rarely available, and to use it 

delayed the turnaround. After about two years of work the 1900 

configuration was enhanced by the addition of extra disc stands, which 

meant the random number generator FPMCRV was always available if the 

scientific sub-routine group SRF7 was called. For details of this 

random number generator see lCL FORTRAN Compiler Libraries (ICL 1970b). 

A check was then carried out to find the quality of the two random 

generators. Since the numbers are pseudo-random, they will cycle 

(that is, to repeat the sequence) and this is undesirable until the 

string of numbers is at least a million numbers long. The seed 

itself is of importance since it must have enough digits, for example, 

to prevent the last few digits of the number beginning to cycle. 

This happens with certain combinations in the case of the FRANUM sub-

routine, which although it is a modulo method (Meyer 1954) is not a 

good generator, since it also cycles every few hundred thousand 

numbers. has a poor poker test, and a slightly biased mean towards 

the low numbers. For a condensed introduction to this subject area 

see the Appendix 7 in Liu (1974). The lCL system generator FPMCRV is 

certainly superior, and had the CDC system been available, the longer 

computer word length of 60 bits for CDC against 24 for lCL, would 

have given even better random number generation. 

The use of modular programrndng meant the specification of variable 

names had to be a meticulous operation, since they would be used in 

system models unforeseen at the time of specification. This was also 
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true of the methods of matrix storage used in the model. In general 

very few subsequent changes of system were made. The only exception 

was in the method of storage of parcel contacts, which were called 

nodes. For ease of operation of the DO-loops, these had all been 

two-dimensional. As the final force calculation was programmed, it 

became obvious that for ease of coding, and to accurately reproduce 

the system, certain node storage matrices must be three-dimensional 

instead of two-dimensional. Accordingly, the change was made. and 

about fifty statements had to be rewritten to the new form. 

The formalised method of using a system specification and programming 

in modules, typical of commercial programming, saved much time in the 

writing of the system. The use of FORTRAN IV, rather than a 

simulation language, was justified by the earlier completion of the 

project. If this project were being commenced now, with a much larger 

and faster memory available on the ICL 1903, it might be preferable to 

write the system in a simulation language, either CSL for 1900 

(Buxton and Laski 1962) or GPSS for CDC (Gordon 1961, 1962). This 

was not possible during this project due to the need to have as much 

memory available for the programme. The use of the suitable 

simulation languages used up a large part of the memory available at 

that time. 

Another difficulty is that this project system has the space,included 

in conveyor and parcel volumes,as the main variable, rather than 

time. It would therefore present many problems in the use of a 

simulation language, but might well avoid the need to make use of and 

understand the GEORGE 3 operating system, and so become machine 

independent. 
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The initial systems study and modular programme was written as a 

feasibility study. It established the input parameters, and was then 

used for checking the input data supplied by the Post Office. As the 

project progressed from the early runs on the computer, an understanding 

emerged of what was practicable for the final model. In the feasibility 

studies, it became apparent that some method of removing the 

probabilistic approach would be essential to avoid long computer runs. 

The "random placement" model was then proposed which filled the 

conveyor completely, since the jamming of parcel conveyors rather than 

their flow characteristics was under consideration. The feasibility 

studies indicated that jamming was not likely to occur very often, if 

at all, in the type of straight conveyor under cbnsideration ,. except 

when caused by a configuration of unusual parcels, such as a parcel 

like a long cylinder propped into place by other irregular shaped 

parcels. 
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4.3 THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL MODEL 

The firs t programming concepts had visualised the use of a "space 

lattice" of co-ordinates to define conveyor space, with some sort of 

binary switching based on PLAN programming. Tests of PLAN showed it 

to be tedious and time consuming for use in this manner, and the gain 

in the number of co-ordinate stores was still not enough to make this 

method attractive. However the method is feasible, since even if the 

addresses of the memory locations are deducted, there would be about 

400,000 binary bits available to record the lattice points. The bit 

could be switched on for occupied lattice point, and off for 

unoccupied lattice point. The method was rejected due to the 

disadvantages of the unwieldy method of programming to record· the 

parcel location, and the difficulties which would arise from having 

to write the programme in PLAN. This would be very tedious for the 

calculations of the location system, or require a mixture of segments, 

some in a sophisticated language and some in PLAN. 

However, as a preliminary trial of the method, the system was taken 

to the programming level, i.e. from an abstract concept through to a 

programme specified but not coded in FORTRAN. This also was abandoned, 

since during the systems and programming work for this model, the idea 

was conceived of using an approach of just storing the corners and 

calculating the occupied space within bounds. This new approach did 

away completely with the lattice point model. 

The rules for placement are relevant however, since they were the basis 

for the placement rules of the later models. They were based on the 

principle that a parcel could be either flat, that is orthogonally 

placed with respect to both base and sidewall; or tilted, which would 

rotate the parcel in the vertical plane; or diagonally rotated, which 

would turn the parcel in the horizontal plane, parallel to the belt of 

the conveyor. 
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4.3.1 Right Rectangular Placement 

The base is regarded as the x-axis at y • 0, the sidewalls are 

the y-axis at x = 0 and x • max. Parcels are placed close to the 

origin, then to touch the x-axis until a layer is completed along the 

x-axis. Further layers are added, starting at the y-axis. This is 

shown in Fig. 4.8. Any gaps in the packing were assumed to be (See p.355) 

equivalent to the irregular gaps which would arise in a real conveyor, 

which was not likely to be very accurate. Packing of parcels would 

be terminated by a procedure which would reject a parcel after ten 

trial fits, the orientation of length, width and height being 

selected by Monte Carlo techniques before each placement. After 

rejecting twenty parcels in succession, the programme would cease 

and declare the conveyor full. Rejection would be based upon any 

parcel not fitting inside the conveyor section. 

4.3.2 Tilted Placement 

The parcel was placed as though it dropped through space into 

the conveyor. If it would rest stably it was placed parallel to the 

x-axis position as in 4.3.1. It was tilted to rest on other parcels 

when it was unstable or placed parallel to the x-axis if it was stable. 

No sliding or bounce was allowed. The rotation was in the vertical 

plane only, and a rectangular or square plane side was placed in the 

conveyor section. The corner of the parcel nearest the origin was 

positioned ~n a dropping point on the conveyor base. The dropping 

point was traversed in fixed intervals, from the origin across the 

conveyor, until the far sidewall was reached. The dropping point was 

then returned across the conveyor, starting again at the sidewall. 

This carried on, layer by layer, until the conveyor was full. 

Fig. 4.9 shows this arrangement. (See page 355) 
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4.3.3 Diagonally Rotated Placement 

Parcels were rotated from the orthogonal position about a 

vertical axis at a random angle and then were "allowed to fall" by 

randomly selecting a point for the location of the parcel, which has 

been previously oriented about one corner. The parcel is parallel to 

the base. This greatly simplifies the computing, but the model is not 

very realistic. (See Fig. 4.10, page 356) 

While the models were not coded, the lessons learnt in producing the 

concept of a system and a programme specification for the computer, 

were of considerable value in the first three-dimensional models. 

The breaking down of the random orientation of parcels in space, into 

orthogonal, tilted, or rotated positions was of value. It formed the 

basis of the final placement system, which uSed these subsystems to 

position the parcels in space. This lead to a new positioning 

system (see Section 4.7 and Fig. 5.9) which gave a flat parcel a 
(Page 96 & page 370) 

"plane up" (PLU) placement and a parcel with an edge upwards attitude 

a "line up" (LU) placement & developed by logical progression to a 

definition of a randomly oriented parcel as "point up" (PU). This 

considerably eased the geometry of the system. 
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4.4 THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL MODEL 

Essentially there were five basic models. These were based on 

placing the cubes or rectangles which were taken as being typical of 

all parcels. To allow for compliance with soft and irregular parcels, 

the parcel data defined each parcel as being "soft", "regular", 

"irregular" or "cylindrical". This could have been a basis for the 

adjustment of the positioning and definition of the corner points. 

However, this was not used in the final models, although provision 

for this had been made. Tests showed this complication had little 

effect and increased computer times. Much larger variations in model 

performance, in terms of representing "real world" packing of parcels, 

was obtained by changing the representation of the attitude or' position 

of the parcel in the packing. . 

The differences lay in the degree of complexity, firstly in positioning 

the parcel in the conveyor section, and secondly in the way that one 

parcel was positioned on one or more other parcels. 

A useful analogy to understand the placement of parcels it to use a 

"shoe box" model. The axes of the three dimensions may be taken as 

j • length, i-width and k - height. Most interest is in the width 

and height plane in i and k, and if the axes are orthogonal the origin 

is now on the right-hand side. If the. conveyor is regarded as a "shoe 

box" (Fig. 4.18) with the label facing you, then,parcels could be 
(Page 362) 

regarded as a number of different "match boxes" to be placed within 

the shoe box. A point (dropping point) is chosen at random in the 

"shoe box" (conveyor), and the "match box" will then be held above the 

box so the "front right-hand corner", as it faces you, will lie over 

the dropping point. The "match box" (parcel) is held so that either 

length, breadth, or width, chosen randomly, will be facing you. The 

"match box" is now rotated clockwise by a random angle, and lowered 
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into the box. If it falls upon oth.er "match boxes" it is tilted so 

that it will rest in a stable position on three points. This is an 

analogy of the model of parcel placement. 

The five models were, respectively: 

4.4.1 Close Packed Model 

This was typical of hand packed containers and it was possible 

to obtain a fairly close correlation with data which was provided by 

the Post Office for hand packing such containers. Using the "shoe 

box" analogy, the parcels were packed in the conveyor section by 

locating the parcel "right-hand front corner" as close to the front 

of the section length and as close as possible to the "right-hand" 

sidewall, or previous parcel. This is shown in Figs. 4.11 and 4.12. (P.356&7) 

Packing proceeds row by row until the bottom layer is complete. The 

next layer is added, using the basis that the new parcel will rest 

horizontally, parallel to the base on the tallest parcel underneath 

it. Further layers were then added until the required cut-off height 

was reached in a similar way to the two-dimensional models. The 

values of packing density given by this model corresponded reasonably 

well with the figures obtained from the Post Office, so little 

adjustment of endogeneous parameters was made. The parcels always 

fitted inside the section and sidewalls. The major advantage given 

by the technique of storing only the cartesian co-ordinates of the 

parcels, on which this programme was based, was that there was no 

need to overlay the programme or to make use of backing store. This 

had been tried as a technique, but at that time the data and programme 

backing store was on magnetic tape, due to the limited disc capacity 

with only two disc stands, and transfer times were excessive. The 

model closely resembled the two-dimensional model, 4.3.1, and was 

developed from it. Obviously, in some cases such as the placement of 
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parcel 11 in Fig. 4.12, the position of a parcel could not be stable. 
(Page 357) 

so the assumption was not particularly valid. However, it was a 

major step since it enabled a three-dimensional model to be programmed 

within the limits of the 1900 ICL configuration then available. 

4.4.2 Close Packed Tilted Model 

This model was based on the first three-dimensional model 4.4.1 

and extended the model to represent the transfer conveyor, rather than 

a simple conveyor. This development assumed that parcels would rest 

parallel to the sidewall, as it would be much easier to add diagonal 

rotation in a further stage of development. 

Hence, the parcels were loaded as in model 4.4.1 in plan, (see Fig. 4.11), 
(Page 356) 

but in side elevation some of the parcels were tilted, (see Fig. 4.13). 
(Page 357) 

If on locating a new parcel, it was found to be unstable when placing 

it on top of any underparcel so that it rested parallel to the base, 

then it was relocated in a stable, tilted position. This model was 

somewhat more complex to programme, but it managed to avoid any storage 

of space lattice points other than the cartesian co-ordinates of the 

corner points as in model 4.4.1. The arithmetic was much more 

involved and the time for a single fill of the section was around 

four minutes. 

4.4.3 Diagonally Oriented Tilted Model 

A poin t inside the conveyor section was chosen at random and 

the parcel corner was placed over it, as before. The parcel was 

rotated about the centre in the horizontal plane at a random angle. 

It now dropped until contact was achieved on the base (the conveyor 

belt) or on other parcels. If it had parcels underneath it tilted 

to rest. If it was stable then the process was repeated with another 

parcel, but if the parcel was unstable then this position was rejected 
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and another attempt at loading was made with a new random position. 

This model is complicated. but rather less realistic than model 4.4.4. 

which is even more complex. (See Fig. 4.14. Page 358) 

4.4.4 Diagonally Oriented Tilted with Sliding Model 

In this model the procedure of 4.4.3 was followed, except that 

with tilted parcels a further test was made. If the angle of tilt 

was greater than 450 then the parcel slid across the lower parcels 

until it found a stable position on the lower parcels, or alternatively 

slid beyond them to fall again to a further position. This model was 

more realistic, in that it more closely represented the real world 

situation. In practice there was little difference between the two 

programmes, as far as packing density and loading parcels was 

concerned, except that the computer times for loading the conveyor 

section with the model, which included sliding, could be very much 

longer when the conveyor was tall. 

The model which included sliding was regarded as being excessively 
W~$ 

complex, to apply to all par~els~and~applied only when the moving 

belt was to be modelled. 

4.4.5 Diagonally Oriented Tilted Moving Belt Model 

This model resembled the model 4.4.3 in that the parcel 

dropped randomly across the conveyor and randomly rotated. It 

differed in that the position along the belt progressed from the start 

of the conveyor section, at a rate determined exogeneously, until it 

reached the end of the section. The cut-off no longer operated on a 

basis of the parcels reaching the top of the sidewalls, but when the 

length of the conveyor section was traversed. Any parcels which were 

too high were "rol1ed" or slid along the section, in an upstream 

direction. until they were positioned in a stable manner. This gave 

an effective model of the action of a moving belt parcel conveyor. 
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4.5 FURTHER DKVELOPMENT OF THE TILTED MODELS 

The development of the models was now concentrated upon the 

DOdels 4.4.3 and 4.4.5 of the previous section. There were two main 

areas of development. The first area contained the modules which 

loaded the parcels into the conveyor section. The second contained 

the modules which calculated the forces in the parcels and also the 

base and sidewalls. This resulted in four models as there was a 

choice of two options in each of the two groups of modules. This is 

shown graphically in Fig. 4.15. The choice of A or B coupled with C 
(Page 359) 

or D gives the four alternative routes AC, AD, BC and BD. These are 

the four versions PMS 1 to 4. For ease of programme control the 

programmes were numbered TL 1 upwards, a new number being used when-

ever a major structural change was made, for example a new module 

which had a different system. 
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4.6 STORAGE METHODS 

It became obvious at an early stage, that since the two

dimensional model was unsatisfactory, some special technique was 

required for three dimensions to store the model "space". If a 

"space lattice" was represented, then two states could exist as 

"occupied" or "e1llpty". A binary bit could represent this "lattice 

point", by being set to 1 for "occupied" and 0 for "empty". The 

number of "lattice points" for even a small conveyor based upon, say, 

a 5 cm lattice unit, would greatly exceed the storage capacity of 

even the largest available computer, when the need for compilers, 

operating systems and programme was allowed for. The model could be 

programmed in PLAN and individual bits of the word set in a binary 

manner to represent a lattice point. This was discussed in section 

4.3 but this was outside the scope of this research. (Page 86) 

An early model had been tested with a system which was based upon the 

idea of storing the cartesian co-ordinates of the corners of the 

parcel. The matrix handling of FORTRAN was useful here. The 

programme had been developed as a two-dimensional model, and the 

extension into three dimensions merely required the change of the 

matrix variable suffixes from (i,j) to (i,j,k) and the altering of 

the loops to work through i, j and k dimensions by nesting. This was 

easier to do than it might appear. The penalty was that the storage 

was increased by nearly 50% and the computer run time greatly 

increased. This increase in time was due to the i,j loops of the 

original programme being run through once for every step in the k 

loop, rather than the increased complexity of the arithmetic. Using 

the FORTRAN language, the ease of programming was noteworthy, using 

cartesian co-ordinates for definition of parcels, base and sidewalls. 

The method was therefore chosen as the basis of the storage technique. 
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As it developed, it became obvious tbat there would be considerable 

gains to be made in the force calculation stages of the simulation, 

if use were made of the stored co-ordinates which were inherent in 

the programme. 

a later stage. 

Two suitable techniques were eventually developed at 

Initially, the finite element technique was tried, 

but this proved far too costly in computer storage and time. The 

simpler technique of the final programme was based on the author's 

simple rigid link model, which met the most important constraint. 

This was to create a simulation model acceptable to the BruneI lCL 

1903A computer system. (See Fig. 4.16. Page 360) 

To try to produce a programme to fit within the limits of the CDC 7600 

SERU system would be a project in its own right, since the availability 

allowed for the larger type jobs (J 12) would prolong the research 

considerably. This programme was rated as J 12, or the largest size, 

because of the printout, which would be difficult to compress into a 

size small enough to obtain a rapid turn around. It would be possible 

to disc file the output and then produce programmes to interrogate the 

files, but this was considered to be more suited to future research 

using an on-line terminal. 
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4.7 POINT UP, LINE UP, PLANE UP PRINCIPLE (PU, LU, PLU} 

It was also necessary to devise some system that would position 

parcels one upon another. Early models were very restrictive in their 

geometrical orientation in an attempt to simplify the computing 

requirements. These were dismissed as unrealistic. Finally a system 

was evolved which defined parcels as being in one of three mutually 

exclusive states of positioning. It was named the "point up, line 

up, plane up system". (PU, LU, PLU, see Fig. 5.9, Page 370) 

The "point up" (PU) state places the parcel so that· a single corner is 

the uppermost point, with the parcel supported stably by the corners 

of the three other parcels. The "line up" (LU) state puts an edge of 

the parcel uppermost and so needs to have a "prop" for the parcel of 

an edge or corner of another parcel, or the sidewall. The "plane up" 

(PLU) state puts the parcel down, parallel to the base, on the belt 

or another parcel already on the belt. This was a simplification, 

but it gave an enormous range of possible positioning of the parcels, 

due to the infinite variations of orientation available for each case. 

While many methods of positioning were tried in the initial period of 

the research, all were abandoned, after about the first year, in 

favour of the "Flat Load" or Ft and the "Tilt" or TL series which were 

both in the sixteenth or "p" group of prograumes. The FL series were 

abandoned and finally attention concentrated on the two best Tt 

programmes in the P seri-es. These were PD 1 and PF and these programmes 

were those which were used for the validation tests at the Western 

District Office of the Post Office. Two models PG and PM were then 

built, which were versions of PD I and PF which used the full core 

storage and also calculated the forces. Development was much slower 

because these larger progranmes were "turned around" very slowly by 
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the computer. This series of models depended on the principle of a 

parcel being allocated a vertical column of "occupied space" and 

then being placed in a stable position, at the lowest feasible 

arrangement in that column. If the parcel could not be positioned 

stably a new "occupied space" was allocated. 

The basis of the programmes was the following: 

1. The cases of point up PU, line up LU or plane up PLU, were 

mutually exclusive. 

2. The parcel rests on three points or nodes and is stable. 

3. Parcels are formed into lozenges so that the upright sides are 

always vertical. This simplification was necessary to limit the 

size of the simulation and reduce the run time. Although it 

introduced a great change in the assumed shape of the parcels, 

it must be remembered that the basic assumption that parcels are 

all rectangular is as great a simplification as that they are 

lozenge sided. 

These simplifications were not found to cause any great variation in 

the accuracy of the modelling. The errors caused by the main 

assumptions and simplifications, particularly in the force calculations 

area, were considered as a much higher source of error. A particular 

weakness is the fact that it is possible for small parcels to be 

loaded into the interior of larger parcels, but this has not been 

observed to occur in the trialS which have been checked either 

manually or by the graph plotter. A system was designed to avoid the 

error occurring, but was not used, since trials showed markedly 

increased computer run times for little change in model parameters. 

In any case it was felt that the model need not slavishly represent 

the real world, since the order of accuracy resulting from the 

simplifying assumptions was enough for the present purpose. 
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4.8 STABILITY OF PARCELS 

The parcels were placed into the system with the three axes of 

the length, width and height, oriented randomly on the orthogonal 

axes of the conveyor. The length, width and height were determined 

by placing into decreasing order of dimension the lengths of the 

sides parallel to three main orthogonal axes of the rectangular shape 

which enclosed the parcel. In the tests of the system, it was found 

that the model placed parcels with the length upwards much more 

frequently than was representative of actual loadings, as observed in 

the parcel conveyors. Accordingly some arbitrary limiters were 

programmed in the random generation of orientation, so that if the 

height was less than one third of the length, then the parcel· was 

placed with the height upwards. If the height was more than one 

third of the length, an additional test was made to see if the sum 

of width and height was less than the l! times the length, and if so, 

once again the parcel was placed with height upwards. In these cases 

the change to give certain parcels another orientation with the height 

upwards avoided excessive bias. The unrealistic upwards projection 

of certain parcels, which had been apparent in the original model, was 

no longer present. The new model thus represented the "real world" 

condition, including the intervention of the Post Office operative, 

who would turn a parcel down if it projected. It also simulated the 

effects of gravi ty and the "rolling effect" of a parcel settling 

down, which had been observed in conveyors at the Western District 

Office, even without any manual intervention. 
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4.9 LOADING ARRANGEMENT 

The distribution of parcels across the conveyor was at random 

in this initial model. The simulation of conveyor movement was 

given by moving the "dropping point" along the length (the J-axis) of 

the conveyor every time a new parcel is selected to be placed in the 

conveyor. A range of 1.25 to 40 parcels per foot of conveyor length 

was used in the simulation. The distribution of parcels along the 

conveyor was uniform. This represented the loading during the period 

of time that it would take for a range of between two and eight feet 

of conveyor to pass a fixed point. In this indirect modelling of 

time intervals. the model differed from other simulations by the 

author or done under his supervision (Haddon 1971. Wan 1971, Lopez 

1972. Liu 1974. Rourke and Liu 1974). Simple additions to this 

original model could enable the "L-turn". the concentrator loading, 

and the bag drop from a unit load (hook type) conveyor, to be 

simulated by a choice of I-axis and J-axis generators, which would 

give the location of the reference point. The model used the bottom 

right-hand front corner of the parcel, in the sense of the "shoe box" 

analogy, which was numbered 1 for the bottom corner and 5 for the 

upper, and this position was always used as the origin of the three 

orthogonal axes for both conveyor and parcels. 

A problem arose from the overlap, which then occurred because the 

"dropping point" was distributed up to the outer wall of the conveyor. 

This allowed virtually all the parcels to overlap, so a decision had 

to be made as to what to do to accurately represent overlapping 

parcels. The movement to the right, in the sense of the "shoe box" 

analogy, of the overlapping parce 1 , so that the left-hand outer edge 

or corner just contacts the sidewall, was rejected. A number of tests 

showed this technique as not being typical of the "real world", due 
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to hiased loading along one side. Any overlapping parcel was then 

programmed by another method so that it was relocated, as if it was 

a fresh parcel. If it could not be relocated after five tries, the 

girth was considered, to see if it had already been noted as being 

oversize. If it was, then the oversize girth parcel was located 

with its bottom right-hand corner touching the right-hand side of the 

conveyor, with its height across and its length along the conveyor 

length. This was tried once more. The oversize girth parcel was 

completely rejected if it would not then fit. Normal girth parcels 

were orientated with the length along the conveyor length for ten 

tries. If any still did not fit, the parcels were aligned with their 

lengths along and heights across the conveyor. If any of these then 

would not fit, they would be rejected in a similar way to the oversize 

parcels. This never occurred with the sample of parcels tested. This 

simulation would represent the real life situation more accurately in 

the modelling of "difficult" parcels. 
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4.10 THE PRINCIPLE OF LOADING AND UNLOADING 

In the programme one area of considerable difficulty had been 

the force calculation module. It was obvious that a simple and rapid 

method was essential. The first step to a solution was to use the 

simple "rigid link" model to transmit the forces, a diagram of which 

is shown in Fig. 4.16. The weight of the uppermost parcel acts at 
(Page 360) 

the centre of gravity. Three rigid links couple this weight onto 

parcels underneath. Rigid links in the under parcel connect to the 

upper parcel links and transmit components of the weight of the upper-

most parcel. These components are added to the under parcel weight 

and transmitted via the three lower rigid links to further parcels 

underneath the two uppermost parcels. 

The lower right-hand parcel of Fig. 4.16 shows a sidewall correction. 
(Page 360) 

The computer selects a point on the sidewall, indicated by the short 

vertical line at the end of the rear-most lower rigid link. A 

component of the sum of the resolved weights is transmitted to the 

sidewall at that one link. The other two lower links on the same 

parcel transmit the other components to the base or belt. 

A second step in solving the problem is needed, for even if the "rigid 

link" analogy was used for the parcel, by either method of moments or 

trigonometry, the problem was statically indeterminate. It became 

necessary, if this problem was to be solved within the constraints of 

the University computer, that some heuristic rules were required so 

that an approximate solution could be found. Once a heuristic method 

was created, it was presumed that further research by other workers 

would improve the method and techniques until a satisfactory and 

accurate technique evolved for more involved and complex conveying 

configurations not covered in this initial work. In this project, 

the heuristic rules developed give adequate results for the straight 
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conveyor, and would be a basis for work on other systems. The 

heuristic rules allocate the parcel weight to a set of three contact 

nodes, which is relatively easy and logical. The key rule for the 

method however, depends upon the fact that when any parcel is loaded, 

it must rest only upon parcels which have been loaded before it, or 

the belt or sidewall. Since the only parcels which can rest upon 

other parcels will be those loaded subsequently, the last parcel to be 

loaded cannot have parcels resting upon it. Therefore, the forces for 

this parcel can be resolved, since the case of this parcel element is 

not statically indeterminate. As soon as this parcel has the forces 

resolved, those parcels which support the last parcel have their upper 

forces resolved, since they are equal to the forces on the three nodes 

of the last parce1. Now the "last-but-one" parcel forces can be 

resolved since the upper forces can only come from the last parcel, if 

they exist, and so whether the last parcel rests on it or not, the 

nodes of the last but one parcel can be resolved also. These then 

provide the upper forces for the parcels which support the last but 

one parcel. By progressing through the parcels from the last to the 

first, the forces can be resolved for all parcels. Any of these which 

contact the base and sidewall will give perpendicular or normal friction 

forces respectively. If the individual coefficient of friction, for 

the parcel and the base or sidewall material, is known and the product 

summed, then friction forces for base and sidewall are found. If a 

parcel has contact with base or sidewall at the time it is loaded, 

then the programme records this in matrix registers. Subsequently 

this avoids searching the co-ordinate matrices to establish which 

parcels are in contact with the conveyor. This method is also very 

helpful in simulating the settling of the parcels in close proximity 

to the sidewall, as would occur in the "real world", since closeness 

of the parcel to-the sidewall can be tested at the time of loading. 
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The heuristic rules are: 

1. Assume parcels only rest on three points of contact. 

2. Divide the parcel weight amongst the three points of contact. 

3. Starting from the last parcel calculate and store the three 

orthogonal force components for each of the three base contact 

nodes. 

4. Sum these three orthogonal force components on each of the three 

nodes to give forces on the parcel for the lower three points of 

the upper parcel. This is held in a matrix for subsequent use. 

S. Sum the three orthogonal force components for each of the three 

nodes to give the force on the respective upper points of the 

under parcels. Up to ten parcels may give rise to upper forces. 

6. Repeat the steps 3, 4 and S until all parcels have had their 

forces calculated. 

While this technique obviously involves repeated calculation and 

summation, this is the type of work at which the digital computer 

excels. As an initial method which provides a solution of this 

simulation-problem, it has the outstanding merit of simplicity. 

Certain refinements have been programmed to improve the accuracy of 

the calculation, but in essence this module of the programme has 

worked reasonably well from the first trials. 
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5.0 PROGRAMME DESCRIPTION 

5.0.1 General Introduction 

The programme consists of five modules, shown in Figs. 5.1 to (P.363-6) 

5.4. The module 1, the steering module, shown in Fig. 5.1, is linked 

to module 2, the parcel placement module, shown in Fig. 5.2. The 

connection is shown at point number 2 at the bottom of Fig. 5.1, which 

is connected to point number 1 on Fig. 5.2. This is read as "going 

to" at the bottom of the flowchart and "coming from" at the top, 

generally speaking. Thus the 5 at the top of Fig. 5.1 means an input 

"coming from" module 5, and the 3 on the right-hand side of Fig. 5.1 

indicates "going to" module 3. Hence the 2 in Fig. 5.1 at the bottom 

of the page indicates "going to" module 2 and the 1 at the top of 

Fig. 5.2 indicates "coming from" module l. Each of the modules was 

programmed as a separate unit for ease and speed of development. The 

technique enables initial testing of modules to be carried out at the 

same time as others were undergoing development. Some modules had a 

continuous development throughout the project, for example, the parcel 

placement module, while others, such as the steering module,changed 

only occasionally. Considerable development of the location and 

placement model was carried out with only skeleton modules, which 

jumped the particular process, or established values in a rapid and 

simple way. As an example, the force calculator skeleton module did 

not carry out any calculation. It merely checked that the geometry 

of the parcel was placed correctly in the matrix, so that the inter-

face was as it should be. Similarly, to obtain a rapid turnaround, 

the skeleton steering module created only small matrices to hold 

twenty parcels, so that the whole test programme required only 7K to 

11K 6f store and five minutes of computer time. This was essential 

since the programme had to be recompiled every time it was altered 

during testing. 
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5.0.2 Steering Module 

The first module is as simple as possible within the constraint 

of including all the necessary steering information. It allows for 

random placement over the conveyor section, or alternatively a moving 

dropping point which simulates parcels flowing along a moving belt 

conveyor. Fig. 5.1 shows the flowchart for this module. (Page 363) 

The limit on the number of parcels is one hundred, so that the core 

store in the computer is less than 32K words. This is set endogeneously 

by the matrix dimensions of the module. The conveyor section is set 

exogeneously by values,read in as data,to examine the effect of change 

of cross section. Other exogeneous factors are the office, and whether 

the printout is to be a full diagnostic printout or a reduced normal 

version. To avoid a premature failure, the maximum number of parcels 

in the data must be entered and finally the friction data, such as 

the percentage of plastic parcels to be put in by Monte Carlo techniques, 

if any, and whether humidity is to be considered at 40% only or at 

four points from'40 to 70% relative humidity. In addition to this 

for fricti,on purposes the belt and sidewall material must be specified. 

The programme then reads for each parcel the respective friction 

coefficients, along with the other data unique to that parcel. 

5.0.3 Parcel Placement Module 

This module loads parcels as "point up", PU, "line up", LU or 

"plane up". PLU. (See 5.6 and Fig. 5.9). The systems design made 
(page 368 and 370) 

provision for some very sophisticated features in loading1which 

considered the respective rotation of upper and lower parcels in the 

horizontal plane and a large number of potential points for loading 

the parcel. Some of these were incorporated initially and some had 

provision madel so they could be added. if that had been found necessary. 
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When the loading system was developed sufficiently to validate well, 

the surplus features were removed to reduce the computer time. This 

did not seem to affect the accuracy. 

5.0.4 D~ta Recording Module 

The parcels are loaded and the parcel corners are recorded as 

three-dimensional cartesian co-ordinates. The contact points are also 

recorded in a similar way. Additionally, registers are kept of parcel 

details, weight, friction coefficients and so forth, and also of 

contact with belt and/or sidewall and whether the parcel is PU, LU or 

PLU. In this module, the check is made as to whether the conveyor is 

either "full" or "traversed" according to the particular model. 

5.0.5 Force Calculation Module 

This module assumes parcels are rigid and behave as rigid bars 

between the contact point, three on the underside and up to ten above. 

No deflection, which would change the force, is assumed to occur. The 

load of the parcel at t~e centre of gravity is predivided onto the 

three under points. The three axis components at each contact point 

are found by taking moments, or trigonometrically, according to the 

particular programme. Starting at the top with the last parcel which 

was loaded, the forces are calculated and the three components of the 

weight resolved to the contact points. These are then used to calculate 

the upper forces on the parcels lying under the last parcel. The 

parcels are tackled in sequence from the last to the first, and since 

there are then never any unknown upper forces on a parcel under 

consideration, it then follows that there are never more than three 

unknown forces, which are the three lower forces. 
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5.0.6 Friction Force and Jamming Determination 

The programme now proceeds to calculate the friction force at 

each contact on the belt and sidewall. The friction forces which 

have been calculated are summed and compared for the belt and sidewall 

contacts respectively. If the sum of the friction forces resulting 

from the parcels being static on the belt exceeds the sum of the 

friction forces from parcels sliding on the sidewall. then no jam can 

occur. Every run showed this condition, but in the event that any 

loading had shown the reverse case,when sliding friction forces on 

the sidewall might have been the greater, then the forces would have 

been further evaluated. The sum of the friction forces for the 

parcels. sliding on the belt and static on the sidewall, would have 

been examined. If the sidewall force exceeds the belt force, then a 

permanent jam would have been declared for that drop. If the belt 

force exceeds the sidewall force, then an incipient jam would have 

~een declared, that is, one where a jam caused a momentary check, but 

the altered friction condition caused the jam to break up. Neither 

of these cases have been shown to occur as yet. A straight conveyor 

is unlikely to jam from these" causes unless some change occurs in 

conveyor configuration or radically in parcel composition and 

structure. Both events are highly unlikely in a straight parcel 

conveyor. 

During the evaluation of the results from this section some doubt was 

thrown on the friction coefficient values in the data of the original 

parcel survey (Castellano et a1. 1971). This was especially true of 

the plastic covered parcels. The friction effects are not as is 

shown in many classical texts, for example, Shames (1959) Chapter 7 

on nFrictional Forces" shows the dynamic force as being constant and 

less than the static. This is discussed more fully in Section 5.5. 

(See page 129) 
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Some work at the University by Eden (1971) used a test rig which 

resembled a gramophone, where the needle was the wrapping material 

and the record was the belt or sidewall material. The samples of 

wrapping materials covered a block of wood. A weight, which gave 

loads typical of parcels on conveyor belts, pressed the block onto a 

disc covered with belt or sidewall material, rotating at preset 

controlled speeds. This rig was in a controlled atmosphere inside a 

chamber. Friction effects are discussed later, together with the 

effects of humidity. This work gave some values which were regarded 

as more representative. When Monte Carlo techniques are used in the 

model to provide friction data, the values used in the generator are 

those of Eden. Comparisons were mainly carried out at a relative 

humidity of 40%. This relative humidity (r.h.) was quoted as a 

typical figure for the parcel offices, but this is doubtful, as 

discussed in Section 5.5. The effects of increasing r.h. are shown 

in the model over the range of 40% to 70% r.h. This is achieved very 

simply since it was obvious that the friction coefficient varied 

exponentially with r.h. from an analysis of the curves given by Eden 

(1971). The exponent was simple to derive and the programme 

calculated the friction coefficients at increasing humidity rapidly 

as follows: 

(Friction Force)n+l • (Friction Force )*PEXP 
n 

where the step from n to n+l represents a uniform increase of 

humidity (actually 10%) and PEXP • the exponent for the parcel 

wrapping. This generator obviates the need for storing the coefficients 

at humidities other than 40% r.h., providing the curves for sliding 

and static friction against r.h. are available. 
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5.1 DETAILED DESCRIPTION - STEERING MODULE 1 

This is shown as a flowchart in Fig. 5.1. It is designed as the 
(Page 363) 

simplest possible module which would control the programme and it 

includes all the steering information at present required. This 

section is the one which would incorporate the random or other flow 

patterns if the programme were extended to cover probabilistic flow. 

Since the conveyor is only likely to jam when fully loaded, this 

initial programme always allows the section to fill completely and to 

give the worst conditions for test. The generators to give simple 

flow distributions such as rectangular, normal, log-normal, etc., are 

already available in the Department as standardised sub-routines 

(Wan 1971, Rourke and Liu 1974, Rourke, Liu and Boyd 1975), and very 

little extension is required to give a flow pattern. 

5.1.1 First Segment of Module 1 

The first part declares to the computer how many parcels can 

be loaded, which controls the amount of computer store needed. The 

limit of 32 K of user programme sets that number of parcels at 100, 

which was adequate for this initial research giving up to four 

fillings of the conveyor section. 

The second part reads on the conveyor dimensions, the materials of 

the sidewalls and base, and as a check, the office from which the 

data should come, so that misplaced or mispunched cards are detected. 

5.1.2 Second Segment of Module 1 - Input and Checking 

This segment takes in data for a parcel and checks it against 

standards set endogeneously and from exogeneous factors set in the 

first segment. This is the main entry point to the appropriate data 

bank file where the card image on the disc file gives the data for a 

parcel. Each card image carries office, parcel number, shape, wrap, 
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weight in lb. and oz., length and position of the centre of gravity 

(C.G.) and similarly, width and height with respective C.G. positions, 

and the friction angles for steel, cotton, scandura and rubber in 

both static and sliding cases, provided from a Post Office parcel 

survey (Castellano et al. 1971). The parcel data also includes data 

on whether the parcel is tied wi th string" how regular the shape is, 

and whether the parcel is hard or soft, i.e. the compliance. The 

degree of compliance varies widely in the "real world" parcels. 

These can be as hard as a pack of steel plates held together by a 

steel band, or as soft as an eiderdown packed in a plastic bag. 

The parcel data is input to the programme starting with the first 

parcel and following in sequence until the conveyor is full, when it 

then gives an intermediate output and commences a new filling until 

100 parcels have been loaded. Because pseudo-random numbers are used, 

the parcels will load in exactly the same positions if the same 

sequence of parcels is fed as data. If desired, this can be avoided. 

The programme will ignore some predetermined number of parcels before 

starting 'to fill the conveyor by adjustment of the data files. If 

this is used, care must be taken to ensure that sufficient parcels 

are available from the starting point to fill the conveyor to avoid 

the risk of premature failure. An alternative method would be to 

write the programme to obtain parcel data at random by a Monte Carlo 

technique by interrogation of the GEORGE files in the data bank. 

Such a practice would extend the run times even further, but it was 

felt that to do so would cause excessive computer time usage which 

would extend the time of this research beyond the scope of a Ph.D. 

The computer turnaround for large programmes was one to three days in 

the good part of the year (April to July and September to November), 

one week or over in the bad parts (late November to March) even with 

the CDC 7600. 
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The dimensions were used to calculate the volume, and then rounded 

to the nearest inch, except that any dimensions less than one inch 

are taken as one inch. The girth is checked and a warning is 

printed if it is illegal, that is, greater than Post Office regulations 

allow. The parcel volume is calculated and added to the sub-total. 

The weight is calculated as a decimal pound system and stored as 

tenths of a pound. One hundredth units caused overflow in the 

computer registers on some calculations and one pound units were 

inaccurate. 

The programme checks the office of each card image against the office 

given in the steering information. Should the office shown on the 

steering data disagree with the office given by the data on the file, 

a warning is printed. However, the programme is not failed, since 

the data files had been well checked previously. This eventuality 

was more likely to be due to an error in the steering information 

than to calling in the wrong data from the data bank. 

The progr,amme resets the steering so that the office of the first 

card is then assumed to be the one selected. A warning will then 

only be given should any subsequent cards not have the same office as 

the first card. This was unlikely since cards were only used to 

enter data in the initial stages of GEORGE 3 data file creation, and 

checked and corrected at that time. 

5.1.3 Substitution of Plastic Wrapping 
. 

The proportion of parcels traffic wrapped in plastic seems 

likely to increase. in spite of the oil shortage. since there is also 

a paper shortage. The higher costs of plastic materials are often 

offset by the reduction in labour costs using modern plastic wrapping 

equipment. To attempt to predict the effects of an increase in 
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parcels wrapped in such organic polymers, a segment was included in 

the programme (see the fourth process block of Fig. 5.1 on left-hand 
(Page 363) 

side of page), so that the wrappings of any given proportion of 

parcels, up to 100%, could be changed by Monte Carlo techniques and 

given the appropriate data for plastic outer wrapping. This segment 

was switched in or out by the steering information. Instead of using 

values from plastic covered parcels in the original data, values 

taken from research into the coefficients of friction of parcel 

wrapping materials by Eden (1971) were used as values which were more 

likely to be correct than the parcel data from the survey, which is 

discussed in the results chapter. This was because the plastic 

wrapped parcels were such a small proportion in the original survey 

that their characteristics were masked by the large proportions of 

paper and cardboard parcels, and the values for coefficients of 

friction given at that time were not typical of those given by traffic 

at parcel offices such as Peterborough, which has a high proportion 

of plastic wrappings. 

5.1.4 Location of the Parcel 

This segment of the model now selects the "dropping point" 

using Monte Carlo techniques. (See Fig. 5.1) This locates the 
(Page 363) 

"front right-hand" lower corner position, in the terminology of the 

"shoe box" analogy. (See Figs. 4.14 and 4.18.) This is followed by 
(Page 358 & 362) 

selection of the attitude of the parcel, which is the way in which 

the longest, mid and shortest dimensions are aligned in the conveyor 

as length, width and height. Lastly a random angle of rotation of 

the parcel in a horizontal plane is chosen from 00 to 450 to reduce 

bias. 

Since the location point is allowed to range over the conveyor, and 

since the longest diagonal of some of the parcels is sufficient to 
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cover the conveyor width, the parcel will often overlap the wall. 

When this occurs, adjustment is made (see Fig. 5.5). In the first 
(Page 367) 

version the parcel was simply moved inwards, so that the outermost 

corner of the parcel rested on the outer wall. Should it also be 

found to overlap the inner wall due to this move, the parcel was 

relocated. This caused bias, and for this and other reasons, the 

Post Office engineers requested that the parcel should always be 

relocated if it overlapped the sidewall. This is now incorporated 

in the programme, with the additional refinement of limiting the 

relocations to five. If the relevant dimension of the parcel exceeds 

the conveyor width a warning is printed out. If the parcel will not 

fit after five relocations, a final attempt is made to place the 

parcel with its length along the conveyor section, in contact with 

the inner wall and the smallest dimension across the conveyor. If 

the parcel is of illegal girth, it brings the leading edge of the 

parcel up to the front of the conveyor section. If it still will not 

load inside the section in this position, the parcel is rejected and 

a fresh one taken. The programme outputs a warning that his has 

occurred. 

It now looks in the area under the parcel to be dropped, to find the 

corner position of any parcels which lie underneath the parcel to be 

located. It searches the last 2S parcels to be placed (100 corners) 

and makes a list of corners which it finds under the parcel. From 

these it selects the highest three which are suitable, in readiness 

for placing the parcel in the next module. It keeps the list of 

other corners in reserve, in case the parcel needs relocation due to 

slipping, etc. For the highest three corners of the under parcels, it 

notes the quadrant, that is, "left-hand front" etc. and the type, 

which is "PU, LU, PLU" etc. (see section 4.7). It then moves on to 
(Page 96) 

the next module. 
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5.1.5 Reasons for Checking Data in the Simulation 

The data was analysed by the data checking programmes before 

the files were created, but in spite of this, the data from certain 

offices still contains parcel sizes which give rise to difficulties, 

where the traffic includes some parcels which are oversize on the 

girth. Where an obvious inaccuracy has arisen, for example in 

punching the data card, it was corrected. Some dimensions were 

correctly punched from the data in the survey, but were still oversize 

in the girth, and it seemed possible that, since the measurement of 

girth is a little tedious, parcels were accepted by a post office if 

they seemed to be inside the length requirement. Hence, while over

size girth on the parcel was adjusted when it was due to punching 

errors, in general the small oversizes in dimensions of length and 

width were often accepted. The difficulty is that the oversize girth 

. was found in parcels where the longest diagonal was long compared to 

the conveyor width. It became difficult to fit such parcels into the 

model conveyor section, needing repeated relocation. In the "real 

world" situation manual intervention by the use of a long stick,to 

put the parcel into placeJcan occur, or the parcel is removed and 

manually sorted. The simulation could reproduce the difficulties in 

loading, but could not show that the presence of such parcels was a 

possible cause of jamming. 

It seems that post offices accept a proportion of "difficult parce18'~ 

(not obviously so) which are sometimes, but not always, outside the 

limits of the Post Office Guide regulations. The term "difficult 

parcels" in this context refers to the number of attempts necessary 

to fit the parcel into the conveyor, and the loss of packing efficiency 

they cause. When combined with other causes, it is also likely that 

they could be a cause of unexpected jamnnng. 
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5.2 DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PARCEL PLACEMENT - MODULE 2 

The flowchart for this module is shown in Fig. 5.2. The loading 
(Page 364) 

arrangement is based upon the "point up, line up, plane up" principle 

(PU, LU, PLU - see Section 4.7). It has a structure which incorporates 
(Page 96) 

some sophisticated features in the packing system, which were allowed 

for in programming and coding, and partially programmed. In the 

models used for this thesis, the routes taken,during a run through 

the programme,have been kept simple, to render inoperative much of 

the sophistication, which was not shown to give any major advantage 

over the current models. At the loss of some programme efficiency, 

the features, or the allowance for sophisticated features, have not 

all been removed. They could be incorporated with the more complex 

conveying models, should the need arise in the future. 

5.2.1 Parcel Location - Position and Rotation 

The "dropping point" (see Fig. 4.18) was chosen (see Page 112, 
(Page 362) 

Section 5.1.4) and the attitude and rotation of the parcel was fixed, 

but the parcel was not yet positioned. If the parcel overlapped the 

sidewall then the corrective technique described previously (see Page 112, 

Section 5.1.4) was employed. If the parcel overlapped the end of the 

section, then no action was taken. This was found to give the best 

correlation with actual parcel packings found in the validation. 

Presumably the error caused by having no overlap at the beginning of 

the section, and therefore having excessive voids, was cancelled out 

by the additional volume of parcel outside the section, which was 

considered as being inside the end of the section. The parcel is 

checked for contact with inner or outer sidewalls and this is 

recorded. The search technique could be adjusted simply, had the 

model not put sufficient parcels into contact with the sidewalls. 

It could examine parcels and move into contact with the sidewall 
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those that were positioned "close" to the sidewall. This was not 

done, but it was felt this technique would aid future work, where 

simulation of januning due to "causative" events was modelled. 

5.2.2 Finding the Best Nodes for Loading 

One of the main features of the method of defining a parcel in 

these various models is the corner post principle. The corners of 

the parcels are used as definitive points. In loading a parcel, the 

upper corners of any underparcels are regarded as posts which project 

upwards towards the overparcel. The parcel must fill the space 

between the corner posts and it is fairly easy for the system to 

define whether a space between corner posts is filled with parcel or 

empty space. To aid in this, there is a major simplifying assumption 

which considerably reduces the amount of calculation and storage of 

the programme. This is achieved by distorting the parcel geometry in 

the case of the "line up" loading and "point up" loading, so that the 

upper and lower parcel corners on the same post have the same 

co-ordinates in the horizontal plane. This is shown in Fig. 5.6.(Page 368) 

Using the '''shoe box" analogy, the "match boxes" (1. e. parcels) which 

have already been placed can be regarded as four "matchsticks", or 

corner posts, pointing upwards, with their tops at the positions as 

the upper four corners of the "match boxes" which they are representing. 

The "match box" to be placed is lowered onto the "matchsticks" and a 

position of rest chosen in the state of PU, LU or PLU (see Section 4.7,P·96) 

This principle has no effect on the volume of the parcel, since the 

rectangular or square parcel sides become parallelograms or lozenges, 

with the area unchanged. If the height of the parcel is known, then 

the positions of the upper corner points are very easily found from 

the lower four, by adding the height to the "k" co-ordinate, the "i" 

and "j" co-ordinates remaining unchanged. The same technique is even 
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more useful for the "point up" placement. In this case the four 

lower corners all have differing heights, but the upper point is 

found quite simply by increasing the "k" co-ordinate as before. The 

conveyor is regarded as always fixed in orthogonal space. The "i" 

co-ordinate lies across the conveyor, the "jl! co-ordinate lies along 

the conveyor length, or axis, and the "k" direction is the height of 

the conveyor. The point up (PU) parcel loading in the orthogonally 

oriented conveyor space is shown in Fig. 5.7. 
(Page 368) 

(See flowchart Fig. 5.2.> 
(Page 364) 

While this approximation may seem crude, simple trials have shown 

that the errors arising are small compared with those due to premature 

termination of loading by deficiencies due to difficulties in devising 

efficient heuristics for detecting the "conveyor full" condition. 

Position of Underparcels 

If we define the "occupied space" to mean a rectangular volume, 

standing on the orthogonal area enclosing the parcel being loaded 

(see Fig. 5.8), the corners of the most recently loaded parcels are 
(Page 369) 
scanned up to a maximum of 100 to see if any lie inside the 

"occupied space", The highest 40 corners are noted, together with 

the parcel number, corner type (numbered 1 to 4 in Fig. 5.B), and 
(Page 369) 

type of loading of the under parcel, whether it is plane up (PLU), 

line up (LU) or point up (PU). A definition of this loading is given(P.96) 

in Section 4.7 and examples of these three loadings are shown in 

Fig. 5.9. (Page 370) 

In early programmes the highest six points were taken and from these 

the three nodes for loading were selected. In the final versions 

the highest three points are taken, since this made very little 

difference and simplifies the model without significant loss of 

accuracy of loadings. If there are no points present, then the parcel 
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is sent for PLU loading onto the base. If there are less than three 

points available this is noted and the programme is speeded up by 

jumping some areas in these cases. The position of these nodes, and 

the nature of the underparcel, belt or sidewall. is then examined 

and on this basis a loading case for the underparcel is chosen, either 

PLU, LU or PU. (Fig. 5.9 shows these three cases). 
(Page 370) 

5.2.3 The Position of the Three Nodes in Occupied Space 

The normal selection process is based on whether the under-

parcel corner is of type 1 to 4 (see Fig. 5.8 for details of the 
(Page 369) 

corner numbering) and also in which quarter of the occupied space 

the underparcel corner lies. (See Fig. 5.10) The corner type and 
(Page 371) 

position in occupied space is therefore found for the six highest 

corners, which provides more than sufficient to give three contacts. 

The relative angle of twist of upper and lower parcels is also noted, 

to check that under parcel corners lie inside the overparcel area. 

For this thesis the three nodes are chosen by taking the three highest 

points in the occupied area, except in cases where the upper point 

masks the lower points, when the loading case becomes LU if one point 

is masked, or PLU if two points are masked. A more complex analysis 

was designed, which found if any planes or edges of underparcels 

could provide support inside the "occupied space". From six of such 

potential supporting points, the best three were chosen, and the 

parcel placed on these. This model was programmed and tested, but 

was expensive in computer time and gave an output which differed lit 

little from the simpler models. It was therefore abandoned. 

5.2.4 Selection of Loading Type - PU, LU or PLU 

It was found that the sophisticated simulation, mentioned in 

Section 5.2.3, which considered the angle of twist and the exact 
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position of the underparcel planes and edges, to establish whether 

they would support the parcel, did not affect the loading pattern 

greatly. Accordingly, the analysis of the six points is not used in 

the final version of the programme since there are no great advantages. 

However, a very simple change is all that is required to restore the 

programme so that it will select the "best" three points from six or 

even more selected as probably suitable from up to 40 under points. 

The selection of PLU, LU or PU is now carried out. The programming 

of the decision process is based on a simple decision tree, with 

binary outcomes. However, the COMPUTED GO TO in the FORTRAN language 

enables the programme coding to be even simpler than the logic 

tabulation or the flowchart. This means that this powerful section 

was capable of rapid adaptation for adjustment as validation was 

carried out. Thus,many options for positioning have been programmed, 

but the outcomes have been controlled by a very simple system in the 

·final programme, since the more complex systems did not give any 

obvious gain in the straight conveyor model. 

If reference to Fig. 5.11 is made, and also the flowchart of Fig. 5.2,p.364, 
(Page 372) 

is followed through, then the decision process for a given parcel may 

be followed. The underparcel is of type "PLU" (plane up) and there 

are only two corner posts. The first corner post is corner 1 of the 

underparcel and the second corner post is corner 4 of the underparcel. 

The "occupied space" divides into four areas. The lower left-hand 

area is numbered 1, and the areas are numbered clockwise in sequence. 

The areas in which the corner posts lie are noted. There are four 

possibilities for any corner in area 1. If a corner of type 1 lies 

in area 1, as it does, then the underparcel lies under the parcel 

being placed. If the corner of type 3 does not lie below and to the 

left of the centre of gravity of the upper parcel, then the upper 
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parcel can be placed flat or PLU on the underparcel. The first corner 

post is shown in Fig. 5.11 and is in area 1, it is also of type 1 and 
(Page 372) 

the loading would therefore be PLU. If the first corner post had 

been of type 2, then the underparcel would have been lower in the 

figure, mostly in area 4 as shown in Fig. 5.11. The parcel would 

then have rested on the edge between corners 2 and 3 of the under-

parcel and would have been loaded LU (line up). Had the underparcel 

corners been of type 3 or 4, and in area 1, then the parcel would 

have been positioned LU also, but with different edges upward. 

Adjustments are made by the programme if the corner lies in or out of 

the overparcel area. 

In the next example (see Fig. 5.12) two underparcels giving three 
(Page 373) 

corner posts are found. The first corner post belongs to parcel A, 

type 2, in area 4, which is the higher. The second corner post 

belongs to parcel B, corner type 1, in area 2, and so does corner 

post 3, which is of corner type 4, in area 2. These latter two 

corner posts are the same height. which is noted by the programme. 

It therefore starts to load the parcel as PU, since the upper 

corner post of parcel A has a corner type 2 in area 4, plus two lower 

corner posts. However, the PU system investigates the two lower 

corner posts to see if they are level and from the same parcel. If 

they are, the loading then changes to LU, since only two parcels are 

involved. Hence this two underparcel case is an exception, but an 

example of how the parcel is placed by a logical system in a 

relatively complex manner. Line up (LU) loadings will also occur 

when only one corner post exists and no support exists for the plane 

up case. For example, if the first corner post of parcel A (type 2, 

area 4), existed, but parcel B did not exist to provide the lower 

support, then the parcel would be loaded as LU on the belt and first 
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corner post. To refer to which side is upwards with LU loadings. 

they are referred to as North, East, South or West. North is the 

edge towards the top of the overparcel in fig. 5.l2.(Page 373) 

In the third example, Fig. 5.13, there are three underparcels, with 
(Page 374) 

one corner point from each parcel. Parcel A gives the first corner 

post. which is the highest with corner type 1 in area 3. Parcel B 

gives the second corner post, which is next highest with corner type 

2 in area 4. Finally parcel C gives the lowest corner post with 

corner type 4 in area 2. In this example, the model will find three 

corner posts from different parcels, at different heights. and so it 

loads the parcel as point up (PU). 

In each case the parcels are placed in the conveyor by calculating 

the corner positions by geometrical logic, based on joining corner 

posts and defining lines and then skew lines in the plane as 

necessary. The lowest point is often in contact with a flat surface, 

but the position of lowest corner may also be calculated as above if 

necessary~ as was the case in the third example. 

Summarising, the placement system operates on the basis of searching 

the corner post stores to find the last 40 corner posts to be loaded, 

which are inside the "occupied space" using one set of heuristic 

rules. This reduced matrix is then searched for the optimum loading 

points, according to another set of heuristic rules which selects 

three corner posts, on which the parcel may stably rest in one of 

three ways, either PU, LU or PLU. Exceptions are made when the 

corner posts are less than three, that is 0, one or two, and the 

programme then diverts to other loadings. This is the case in 

example 2 of Fig. 5.12, in which the placement of the parcel is in a 
(Page 373) 

line up (LU) position. This is because the programme finds only two 
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parcels in the occupied zone, and the lower of these can provide two 

supporting corner posts of equal height. The programme would inspect 

the geometry of the two lower points and this would result in rejection 

of the "point up" (PU) loading in favour of the "line up" (LU). 

Similarly, if one, two or three points rest on the belt, then other 

exceptions are made to the nominal choice of loading. 

5.2.5 Weakness and Accuracy of Module 2 (Parcel Placement) 

It is possible to load a small parcel right through a very 

large parcel, although some random sampling of the computer runs has 

failed to find such a case, and it seems to have a low probability of 

occurrence. The variation of the size of parcels post is not great, 

and the majority of small parcels are sent by letter packet post, 

which minimises the number of small parcels present. Even if a small 

parcel or two were loaded into space occupied by another parcel, the 

error in the total volume of parcels loaded would be small, because 

the small parcels represent a very small fraction of the total volume. 

A number of parcel loadings were checked for this error by the rather 

tedious m~nual plotting of the points. The use of the existing 

CALCOMP graph plotter on the 1900 system was restricted by hardware 

and software limitations at that time, so computer plotting was 

abandoned. The weakness of placing a parcel inside could be overcome 

by a system which carries out a subsidiary search after placement. 

This would increase the computing time, which is undesirable. Roughly 

the same number of calculations are required as in the original search 

for suitable underparce1s. The decision was made to structure this 

segment so that the change could be made in the future if it was 

shown to be necessary. 
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The final validation showed a satisfactory agreement on the packing 

density, which is the volume of parcels loaded compared with the 

conveyor volume, for both the computer simulation and the "real world" 

conveyor system, as discussed later. 
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5.3 DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA RECORDING MODULE 3 

Thus it is seen that the programme decides from the nature of the 

underparcels the position of the contact points or nodes. It then 

places the falling parcel as "PLU", "LU" or "PU". It stores these 

three points or nodes in registers for over and underparcels. The 

corner posts are put into another store and also the parcel data read 

in from the original data. The loading type and the amount of parcel 

rotation are also held on record. (See flowchart Fig. 5.3. Page 365) 

Nodes are selected and put in a 3 x 3 temporary matrix from a 3 x 1 

node matrix. From these the three lower points to the parcel are 

recorded. Contact points or nodes are recorded also for upper parcels. 

5.3.1 Three Lower Contact Points 

The method of solving the forces requires that the parcel sits 

stably on three points, or nodes, irrespective of whether the loading 

is PLU, LU or PUt The position of these three points is recorded at 

the time of loading each parcel. This matrix is thus partially filled 

and, as the upper parcels are loaded, the matrix will be filled 

subsequently. Additionally, since the lower three points of any parcel 

being fitted also form up to three upper points for any underparcel, 

the co-ordinates of the same points will also be recorded as upper 

points on the underparcel node matrices, together with a register of 

the underparcel numbers to enable the computer to remember which 

parcels are in contact. Should a parcel be in contact with either 

wall or the base, this will be recorded on other registers at this 

time also. 

5.3.2 Total Number of Contacts 

The number of lower contacts is three. The number of upper 

parcels in which contact is allowed is ten. This gives the total 
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number of parcels linked in anyone contact as eleven. There are 

often large numbers of contacts and, to enable the information to be 

stored, an average point of contact with resolved forces had to be 

used for each upper parcel. If every individual contact had been 

recorded, the storage capacity of the machine would have been exceeded. 

Any parcel having two contacts from an upper parcel combines the two 

vectors, to record one point, which increases the effective storage 

capacity of the model. 

5.3.3 Optimum Storage of Nodes 

The number of nodes available is based on estimated contacts. 

Since in FORTRAN programming the store size is declared at the beginning 

of the programme, there is redundant storage caused by the need to 

make available a sufficient number of parcel contacts. If there were 

never as much as eleven parcels in contact, there is an opportunity 

to reduce the length and storage size of the compiled programme. In 

practice, with the loadings of parcels in this work, the figure of 

eleven contacts was reached but not exceeded. 

5.3.4 Capacity of Matrices 

A check is now made to ensure that the capacity of the matrices 

to hold more parcels exists, since any attempt to overload matrix 

stores would result in a premature failure. 

5.3.5 Conveyor Full 

A check is made to see if the conveyor is full. This is a 

sensitive decision making area, and it was apparent from the early 

stages of loading systems, that the first appearance of a parcel over 

the top of the sidewall was not a good guide as to whether the conveyor 

was full or not. This was due to the fact that with even (random) 

distribution of the parcels, the parcels were large compared with the 
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total area of the conveyor, so a mound or pile of parcels would soon 

arise which soon showed above the sidewall and stopped any further 

loading if a simple rule was used. The Post Office engineers suggested 

a loading rule which overcame this drawback. This it does by giving 

a warning when any parcel shows above the sidewall. When a parcel 

shows the bottom edge above the sidewall it is relocated. If the 
lc,t t~,u r 

same parcel cannot load bdo w the sidewall after three such relocations, 

the conveyor is now declared full. This needs adjustment to give a 

more realistic load. The programme now proceeds to the fourth module. 

5.3.6 Section Traversed 

When the moving conveyor belt is simulated, the position of the 

parcel is "moved" along the belt section. The run may be terminated 

prematurely if the parcels come over the sidewall as in 5.3.5, although 

parcels which project are moved along to simulate rolling in the 

direction of flow. If the run does not prematurely terminate (and it 

never did in the simulations tested), then when the loading point has 

traversed to the end of the section, having started at the beginning, 

the run is· completed and terminates. 
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5.4 DETAILED DESCRIPTION - FORCE CALCULATION MODULE 4 

Finite Element Method 

It had been envisaged in the early days of the study, that it 

would be possible to use the finite element computing techniques to 

solve the loading forces on the parcels, base and walls. An 

examination was made of the existing programmes, which were either 

those developed by the structures analysis team at BruneI under 

Mr. Yettram or proprietary systems such as PAFEC from Nottingham 
(Henshel1 1971) 

University. This showed that hours of programming were required to 

set up the packing programme to provide the output for the force 

calculating finite element system. However, even if this had been 

done, the time required to obtain solutions involving the equivalent 

of about 20 parcels, say 100 contact nodes, involved thousands of 

seconds of mill time, that is, anything from four to eight hours of 

computing time. It was therefore decided to abandon this method. 

Particle Methods 

The solutions by the assumptions of bridging angles due to 

Jenike (1954 etc.) and his co-worker Johannsen could have promise in 

these investigations. They are not completely amenable to computer 

solution and, additionally, correspondence with Dr. Jenike has 

suggested it would be an over-extrapolation to extend his theories 

to parcels even though they equal or are larger than the size limit 

of 6" cube he suggested. For these and other reasons these techniques 

were not pursued at the present time. 

Simple Techniques 

A simple system has been devised of calculating forces by 

reselving the parcel load into three equivalent loads acting at three 

contact points. The total loads are calculated by summing the forces, 

starting with the last parcel to be loaded, which has no upper forces. 
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5.4.1 The Rigid Link Method of Moments 

This,less academically satisfactory method}was produced to 

give answers in reasonably short computer times. This assumes the 

parcels to be rigid and the contact points are joined rigidly and 

that no deflection occurs which is sufficient to alter the force 

pattern. It then produces a system which is statically determinate, 

so that the forces can be obtained by taking moments and resolving 

forces. This is somewhat difficult to do as a computer operation, 

capable of correctly calculating the forces with respect to sign, 

irrespective of the force, direction and parcel location in three-

dimensional space,in any of the seven space sectors)through which 

force vectors pass from the parcel in the orthogonal space sector. 
(See Fig. 5.15, Page 376) 

The last parcel has no forces on its upper contacts and so the weight 

acting at the centroid is then resolved into the three points of 

contact. These resolved forces are transmitted to the under parcels. 

Each subsequent parcel can then be calculated, "unloading" the system. 

No parcel. can arise that has more than three lower points to calculate 

the forces due to the method of loading. When the forces of parcel 

number one, the first parcel, have been calculated, all forces will 

have been solved. 

5.4.2 The Trigonometric Method 

This was very similar to the method of moments, 5.4.1, except 

trigonometrical formulae were used in the calculation. This reduced 

the problem of correctly assigning the direction and accompanying 

positive or negative value in three-dimensional space. 
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5.5 DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF FRICTION FORCES AND 
JAMMING DETERMINATION-MODULE 5 

Friction Force 

The concept for this system was that the friction forces would 

be calculated from: 
n 

Friction Force = E F.~. 
i=l L 1 

where n = Number of parcels 

F. • Normal contact force on ith parcel 
1 

~. - Friction force specific to the ith parcel in a 
L 

particular state or sliding condition for the 

specified material and wrapping. 

This was also compared with the friction force calculated from the 

product of a mean coefficient of friction for all parcels and the 

mean load of all the parcels, but this was not accurate enough, and 

"a method which summed all the forces orthogonally was used. 

Jamming Conditions 

The summation of the base and the sidewall friction forces are 

compared, or in other words, the total of the sidewall friction 

forces is subtracted from the total of the base friction forces. If 

the difference between them is positive then there is no jam. If the 

difference is zero or negative, then there is an incipient jam. The 

forces must then be recalculated as in the previous paragraph, but 

substituting the appropriate sliding friction coefficients for the 

base and substituting static friction coefficients for the sidewall. 

If the difference obtained by subtracting sidewall forces from base 

forces now becomes positive, the jam is said to be temporary. This 

is a jam which occurs temporarily, but breaks up subsequently of its 

own accord. This is because the change in friction force under 
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sliding base-static sidewall conditions reduces the jamming force to 

the point where it cannot support the jam. If, on the other hand, the 

jam condition is still present, as shown by a negative difference in 

forces, then a permanent jam is reported. No case of permanent or 

incipient jam has yet been found in this work. (See Fig. 5.14, page 375) 

Analysis 

Every time a jam is found this is to be recorded, similarly with 

overloads, which could crush and damage parcels and loads below the 

threshold where no inter-parcel and sidewall contact is possible. 

The classes are: 

1. No jam or stress possible (very low packing with no parcels inter-

connected). 

2. No jam but low stress possible (slightly higher densities). 

3. Jam possible but does not occur. 

4. Jam occurs but collapses. 

5. Permanent jam occurs. 

Probabilities suggested for assessment are: 

1. That a permanent jam occurs. 

2. That a temporary jam occurs. 

3. That a jam of either sort, and also excessive loading, occurs. 

4. That an overload occurs. 

5. That conditions exist where a jam would not be possible. 

6. That conditions exist where a jam could occur but does not. 

In practice the jamming condition was not found, so that most of these 

classes did not occur. The flowchart in Fi~. 5.4 shows the force 

calculation system. (See page 366) 
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5.5.1 Friction Forces 

A calculation of the base and sidewall friction forces is made 

by considering whether a contact point from the registers is in contact 

with base or sidewall. If it is, then the register of base or sidewall 

contacts is set to indicate the contact. When all points have been 

considered, then the friction forces are found individually by finding 

each force and multiplying by the friction coefficient held on the data 

base, which had been established by sliding and static tests on each 

particular parcel. The static friction state is considered to hold 

for the base, and a sliding condition for the sidewalls, in the first 

instance. The opposite case, when sliding friction is used for the 

base, is only calculated if a jam condition is detected, as previously 

mentioned. The values are sub-totalled separately for base and side

wall until the registers have been completely used. An alternative 

programme changes the friction values of a selected number of parcels 

into fixed values for friction coefficient more typical of values 

established by research for plastic wrappings, since the original data 

included only a few plastic parcels (1%). 

Plastic Parcels 

With "simulated plastic wrappings" the appropriate coefficients 

are randomly substituted for the original data in Module 1, using 

values abstracted from research at the University by Eden (1971). 

This showed an exponential relationship existed for friction 

coefficient against humidity when other conditions were held constant, 

such that: 

lJi 

where lJi = 

Ki 
lJO 

frictional coefficient of a given plastic material at 

relative humidity of i. 
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~o = frictional coefficient at relative humidity of 407.. 

K = constant related to the plastic material composition, 

texture, and temperature. 

5.5.2 JammingDetermination 

The systems concept for this module is that it will sum the 

individual friction forces whenever parcels contacted the side or 

base. 

Hence, if the parcels are being transported by the belt, the base 

friction is static and sidewall friction is sliding. Therefore the 

condition is: 

n n" 

L FK" • llB MST' > E F J" , llW"MSL l' i=l ,1, " ,1 i=l ,1 , , 

where n = number of parcels in all. 

(1) 

F = Force in the "x" direction of the "yth" parcel contact x,y 

(parcels not in contact have zero force). 

The subscripts of F are given by: x,Y 

x = orthogonal direction where 

I .. along conveyor 

J = across conveyor (normal to sidewall) 

K .. downwards (normal to base) 

y .. particular parcel number from i-I to n for the specific office 

parcel data under test. 

Similarly II b • friction coefficient of material "a" in condition a, ,c 

"b" for the parcel. 

The subscripts of II are given by: a,b,c 

a =" either B for Base, or W for sidewall (e.g. steel, cotton) to 

index the correct coefficients for the surface. 
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b = from the combination of either MST (static) or MSL (sliding) 

friction for the specific wrapping against the specific belt or 

sidewall. 

c = the particular parcel number so that the correct friction 

coefficients for the wrapping may be indexed. 

If this is true there is no jam. Should this be false then the 

following condition is tested: 

n n 
L FK . ~B SL . > L F . ~ . i=l ,1 ,M ,1 i=l J,l W,MST,l 

(2) 

(The symbols are as for equation 1) 

Should this equation be true, (i.e. condition (2) is true when 

condition (1) is false), then the jam forms, but breaks up and is 

incipient. 

If both (1) and (2) are false then the jam forms and is permanent. 

Thus this system declares: 

1. No jam .. 

2. Incipient jam - forms but breaks up. 

3. Permanent jam. 

This is expressed in flowchart form in Fig. 5.14. (Page 375) 

5.5.3 Analysis of the Jamming Conditions 

The programme therefore gives only three of the six classes 

originally suggested. This is due partly to the programme not having 

the facility to load preset configurations of parcels, which would be 

likely to cause jams, and partly to using a straight conveyor section 

which does not provide a source of jamming. The other three outcomes 

would result if complex shapes, for example, and "L" turn or variable 
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flow patterns with preset jam configurations were used. This could 

be the basis of further work. 

The programme achieves a balanced number of contact points on each 

sidewall. The programme includes an endogeneous variable which could 

increase the number of sidewall contacts during loading. This was 

incorporated into the system so as to simulate the settling down of a 

full conveyor, which pushes parcels towards the sidewalls. 

5.5.4 Parcel Pressure Calculation 

The programme calculates the forces on the parcels and 

calculates the pressures for the maximum forces on each parcel, over 

the areas that each of the maximum loads are distributed. Obviously 

this will depend upon the compliance of the parcels. Each parcel has 

recorded in the data bank the nature of the parcel and this could be 

applied to an adjustment here. Since the model is based on the 

assumption that each parcel is a rigid body, the adjustments have not 

been programmed. The flowchart is shown in Fig. 5.4, which gives the 

system to calculate parcel pressures. (See page 366) 
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6.0 THE COMPUTER CONSIDERATIONS 

As has been said before, the advantages of using the "inhouse" 

computer at Brunel, outweighed the disadvantages of the system,as it then 

existed. The facilities of the CDC 7600 were not yet envisaged. , so 

any consideration of whether the file handling of the rCL system, 

using the GEORGE 3 Automatic Operator,is better than the CDC 7600 

system,using SCOPE 2.0, is purely figurative. 

The problems of the lCL 1903A system of hardware, software and 

operation, have therefore become an integral part of the research. 

Much of the following chapter is devoted to problems which were 

specific to the BruneI system at that time, and are typical of those 

likely to arise every time a system change is made. 

These changes were to the hardware, such as the various core and disc 

additions, or of software, such as the change from GEORGE 2 to various 

marks of GEORGE 3 and the FORTRAN compilers. 

Many of the terms used in this section are from the vocabulary that 

is peculiar to computing operations. The Glossary of Terms, in the 

frontspiece, page v, may prove useful to those unfamiliar with words 

used in this section. 
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6.1 COMPUTER CONFIGURATIONS OF THE ICL 1903A 

The computer system used for the bulk of the work was an lCL 

1903A. The configuration included in 1971-4, when the bulk of the 

computer simulation work was carried out : 

Central Core Store 

Random Access 
Magnetic Disc Memory 

Sequential Access 
Magnetic Tape Memory 

Paper Tape Reader 
Paper Tape Punch 

Card Reader 
Card Punch 

Line Printers 

Graph Plotter 

Scanner and 
Communications Processor 

Terminals 

32 Kwds (1971), 64 Kwds (1973), of 24 bit 
words. The core to core cycle time is 
approximately 2 microseconds. 

4 EDS8 consoles 

4 decks (550 bpi) 

300 characters/second 
110 characters/second 

300 cards/minute 
100 cards/minute 

I medium 600 lines/minute 
1 slow 300 lines/minute 

Calcomp A4 flatbed 

lCL 7903 telex ports 

110 baud, ASR 33 data dynamics type 
(9 terminals connected in 1973) 

Most of the runs have been made in the single or dual processing mode, 

not mUltiprocessing. The MOP terminal could only be used for editing 

files,and the programme could not be run from the terminal, since the 

remaining core available to the programme was too small. The apparent 

run time was increased when dual processing was in operation, and so 

computer times varied according to the work load condition. The 

operating system was originally GEORGE 2,and later)GEORGE 3. The 

compilers used were XFAT, XFAE and eventually XFIV, all FORTRAN. The 

XFIV compiler was markedly superior for this particular research, as 

it offered extended features over the previous versions. 
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6.2 USE OF THE "EDITOR" OFFLINE OR ONLINE EDITING 

At first sight the use of the MOP terminal under the GEORGE 

automatic operating system would appear to have such an enormous 

potential advantage over any other technique, that the use of the off

line editor might appear pointless compared with correcting cards in 

a card pack. To simplify the discussion for those not completely 

familiar with the ICL 1900 computer, the three techniques can be 

defined as: 

1. Batch Operation using a card pack. A card pack was used to input 

the programme each time it was run. Any corrections were made by 

changing or adding cards as required. The card pack only just 

fitted into a steel box 12f' long, since 1650-1850 cards were 

needed. These would take a minimum time of 5! minutes to read at 

full speed and the possibilities of a card being misread or missed 

out were great, especially when the card reader needed adjustment 

or replacement due to wear. The job was run under the BFORTRAN 

MACRO call for compiling. 

2. "Batch ~peration using GEORGE files. A few job cards were input 

which called up a file in source language, i.e. FORTRAN. The 

necessary edit was made by-means of the EDITOR operating under 

GEORGE and then the job was run by calling the file using the 

BFORTRAN MACRO call. This was all one computer job. 

3. Terminal Operation. By means of the terminal, the files required 

were retrieved by the MOP system and edited using EDITOR. When 

the file was correct, the job was run using the BMACRO, under 

batch operation, since there was not sufficient core at that time 

to allow operation under MOP. 

The advantages of each system are not obvious and different techniques 

have been used at different times and this is discussed more fully 

later in this section (see 6.8, 6.9 and 6.10). 
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6.3 THE BINARY PROGRAMMES - SAVE AND KEEP 

The ICL 1900 system runs every job twice,if it is in source 

language, such as FORTRAN. When the programme was being developed or 

modified,there was little point in doing otherwise. Once the 

programme reached the point of stability, where it was to be used for 

a section of research, there were many advantages in retaining and 

using the compiled file in the binary language. The core size required 

for the programme was reduced from over 32K down to 17K, comparing the 

source to the compiled binary version of the programme. Similarly, 

comparing the time used, the time of occupation of central processor 

(mill time) for the compiled binary version was reduced to as little as 

one fifth of the compile, consolidate and run time for the source. 

The GEORGE BFORTRAN MACRO responds to an additional parameter KEEP 

which retained the source file, which was in the FORTRAN language. An 

. additional parameter SAVE, plus another GEORGE file name, retained the 

binary compiled file. This enabled subsequent direct running of 

programmes either by the RUN or RUN JOB ICL MACRO calls or, for the 

programmes of this research, special MACROS, written by the author. 

The latter were necessary, since multifiling was used for the input, 

including a steering file, which was needed to define the conveyor and 

other exogeneous factors, and also the file of parcel data from the 

particular office, which was read separately. 

Once again, a reminder is made to the reader that the Glossary of 

Terms will prove useful as an aid to those unfamiliar with the meaning, 

or unaquainted with the particular usage of words that are essentially 

"Computer Jargon". 
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6.4 USING THE leL 1900 FILESTORE SYSTEM 

\H th small programmes, the use of the 80 column punched card as 

an input medium,has many advantages for amending and editing the 

programne, since incorrect cards can be amended by writing a new 

statement and punching a new card,which is substituted for the existing 

card. As programmes become larger than the simple programme, which is 

usually about two to three hundred statements, then the card reader 

time,to input the programme to the computerJbecomes a source of errors 

and lost time. To overcome this, a file copy of the programme is kept 

in the GEORGE system, and this may be up-dated or changed by means of 

the GEORGE facilities as corrections are required. Additional 

facilities make it easy to keep and maintain security copies, in case 

an amendment ruins the programme irretrievably, or if the system MACRO 

call is made with missing parameters,and the system is then allowed to 

erase the file copy. The exact location of a file, and whether it is 

a magnetic tape file or a disc file, are the responsibility of GEORGE, 

and there is no need to keep additional files on various magnetic media. 

It is prudent to keep the original card pack or an amended version 

punched by the computer. If files are used very infrequently, say 

annually, then there is a small risk of them being lost by the system, 

and a further facility is available for a user to copy out the files 

onto his own magnetic tape, which is outside the GEORGE system, and 

can be used to recreate the files at any time. Such facilities are 

especially useful when binary files are created using a particular 

compiler. A change of a particular version of "mark" of compiler can 

bring to light small errors in programming tolerated by the original 

compiler or extension statements beyond usual FORTRAN statements 

which are inadmissable for other computers. This, then, can cause 

failure of a source programme,which had been running satisfactorily 

under the previous mark of compiler. 
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6.5 THE MANAGING OF FILES - FILE LIST; FILESh'EEP; COpy IN; COpy OUT 

It is prudent to keep three copies of each of the programme files 

in the GEORGE filestores during the period of development, which 

necessitates amendments and editing of the programme. This may seem 

wasteful, but it is essential to be able to recreate any files lost 

through operator, programme or system error. The three files are 

usually known as generations, such that the first generation produces 

the second generation, then the second produces the third and so 

forth. To avoid high numbers, the. files are usually labelled son, 

father or grandfather (the suffix S, F or G will be all the identi

fication needed). When a new "son" file appears, then the existing 

son is transferred to father, father to grandfather and finally the 

old grandfather file is erased or "killed". 

The files are listed in Table 6.1, which shows the number required. 

They were so numerous, that to avoid keeping too many sets of cards, 

the files were copied on to a magnetic tape. The COPY OUT routine 

does this and the JOB card list is given in Table 6.1. It will be 

noted that there are a second set of file names to identifY the file 

within the tape, in addition to the file name known to the GEORGE 

system. These are also given in Table 6.1. The files can be copied 

into the system by using COpy IN, and any number of files from one 

upwards may be copied in by using the GEORGE facility. 

The disc files are cleansed of little used files,by the FILESWEEP of 

the system, which clears out any unused student files after one week 

and staff files after one month. Accordingly, some sort of security 

is essential, since some files which are needed in the future may well 

not be used during anyone month, while some other aspect of the 

research is being pursued. 
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6.6 GEORGE FILES FOR INPUT, OUTPUT, PROG~lliS AND CONTROL 

The use of GEORGE files for input and output is a highly 

efficient method of operation since the time required by the computer 

to access the file is only fractions of a second and the utilisation 

of the central processor unit (CPU) is increased, since the likelihood 

of being lind ted by the input/output facility is reduced. This is 

often called "I/O bound". The opposite, when the peripherals wait for 

the CPU, is known as "compute bound". 
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6.7 MACRO WRITING 

Because the multifiling facility of the rCL 1900 system was used, 

neither the standard rCL MACRO calls, nor the inhouse BRUNEL university 

MACRO calls could be used with the binary file copies of the programmes. 

Accordingly, two MACROS were written, called PRUN and SRUN respectively, 

which would run the binary programmes, calling in the appropriate 

binary and data files, and producing output files as required. 

The rCL publication,"GEORGE 3 and 4 Operating Systems" (leL 1972, 

TP4267)}was invaluable for writing these macros. 

Only experience can provide the knowledge of what organisation is 

needed to run any programme efficiently, to ensure that the proportions 

of control exercised by the GEORGE MACRO and the FORTRAN IV programme 

respectively, are properly balanced to give the most efficient 

operation. 
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6.8 BATCH OPERATION USING CARD PACKS 

Large card packs were used, ranging from about 1400 statements 

for the source programme, to about 250 to 450 data cards for each 

office chosen. Thus, the combined total of source, data and job pack, 

is from 1650 to 1850 cards, which was one whole steel box. Every time 

this was fed through the card reader, there was a chance that it would 

be misread or would misfeed a card. A card might become displaced or, 

even worse, the card box might be dropped and become shuffled. In the 

later years of this project, the card reader had become more and more 

worn, so that the input of a complete programme from the card deck was 

unlikely to be completed without error. Fortunately, the need to 

recreate the files from the card decks was something which only 

happened very rarely. The system kept its own security dumps, so that 

card copies were not neededJunless a major system collapse occurred. 

It is not really fair to the operators. or efficient, to use card 

decks repeatedly for editing. In any case, the cards themselves are 

subject to wear and damage as they are used, and new copies must be 

made after a pack has been in use for a little while, otherwise the 

free running of the computer becomes impaired, since the operators 

have to deal with the misfeeding or card damage as it occurs. After 

a pack has been through the reader some 8 - 10 times it is suspect, 

and it is unlikely to be serviceable after 20 times through the reader. 

A really worn pack becomes difficult to reproduce and many cards have 

to be re-punched since they fail on the comparison after reproducing. 

Hence we may reject this technique from that standpoint alone. 

However, there is another drawback, in that the source is recompiled 

every time it is run, and this is unnecessary, since a binary compiled 

programme avoids the need for compilation. This saves one pass, 

reduces the core required and, if the trace error programme is deleted, 

makes further reductions in core and time. 
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With smaller programmes these problems are much less and many workers 

favour the uSe of card decks. In these large simulation programmes 

the difficulties were such as to render the use of card packs 

impracticable. Quite apart from the problems mentioned, it is not 

the easiest of things to find the correct card in the middle of a box 

and certainly slower than producing an edit. 
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6.9 BATCH OPERATION USING GEORGE FILES 

This technique used GEORGE FILES for storage of the programme and 

edited the file as required as part of the job, together with any 

housekeeping to maintain personal security files. The simplest and 

easiest technique is the grandfather, father, son system. In this, 

the father is the latest version of the programme, and the grandfather 

is the next most recent version, both of which are retained. A new 

file called son, is to be formed from the father, or most recent file. 

Should the father file be corrupted or lost in the edit, and also the 

new son file, then the grandfather version is still available. If 

the grandfather is up-dated at the commencement of the edit, by copying 

into it the father file, then the most recent version is still available 

to recreate father and another attempt to form son can be made. This 

would be the practice whether offline or online editing is done. The 

weakness of offline editing is that any incorrect editing is not 

discovered at the time, and the actual run is put off until the next 

available occasion. The necessary skill is acquired very rapidly and 

the offline editor is extremely useful for producing special programmes 

with only a few modifications. and then running them immediately. 

Since the terminal core limit of 20K at the time of this research did 

not allow the running of FORTRAN programmes at the terminal, and since 

the compiler XFIV takes 32K of core space, the actual time comparison 

was in favour of offline editing, since it was quicker to punch the 

cards than wait for terminal responses. A variation on the offline 

editing was to prepunch the edits on paper tape using a terminal in 

offline mode. This speeded the terminal operation and was superior 

when programmes were run from the terminal. This was the case when 

COBOL language operation was performed from the terminal. 
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6.10 MOP TERMINAL OPERATION 

The terminal operation was not available all through the day 

and was at two levels or tiers. The first level of operation allowed 

for the use of core up to 20K per terminal, but since the machine 

itself was only 64K, it is easy to see that if only two or three users 

formed core images and wished to run jobs, then the service offered to 

other users could be degraded very rapidly and this was the case. The 

practical limit of usage was five users on this level, but the situation 

was made more complex by the fact that there were three remote terminals, 

one in the computer unit, and the others in the Physics and Chemistry 

departments. Hence, although five people could be booked on the 

machine, only two of them would be visible in the terminal room in the 

centre, where nine terminals are located. This gave the misleading 

impression that a good service would be available. It was found that 

jobs were being put onto the machine via the terminal that did not 

finish for some hours after the terminal operation ceased. To over-

come these problems, which were causing a deterioration to the standard 

batch operation, second tier MOP was introduced, that is, file editing 

on the terminal was allowed during the morning and the MOP first tier 

was moved to the early evening. 

While this greatly reduced the degrading of the batch service that 

could be caused by some five users, against the 150 to 200 batch users 

on the same day, the results were hardly satisfactory. With second 

tier MOP, about eight users could be accommodated before the terminal 

service deteriorated to a completely unacceptable extent. This 

degradation was such, that no response of any kind was obtained for 

some minutes from a terminal, which prevented even logging in. 

Secondly, the eight users, which is small by any normal terminal 

service standards, were sufficient to completely clog the file 
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handling capability of GEORGE,so that file retrieval could take more 

than the one hour allowance of terminal time. While this was partially 

overcome by asking for the files via the operator, some one to two hours 

before the time of a session, who then called for a retrieve via the 

command RV, there were still very long delays due to excessive 

'retrieval times. Additionally, every file had to be asked for 

individually, since a complete user library could not be called in. 

This problem meant that the one hour period was usually insufficient 

to bring the required files to the programme areas of the CPU. 
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6.11 THE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS PACKAGES STATANAL, ASCOP AND SPSS 

There were difficulties in estab1ishing,whether the difference 

between parcels from the various offices were significant or notJand 

the IeL 1903A computer was used to analyse the parcel data. 

Initially STATANAL was tried out, but was found to be awkward in use 

and not suitable for this problem. ASCOP became available on the 

ICL 1903 and this was tested and discarded, owing to there being some 

doubt about the package, which was under development and had given 

some peculiar results in this and other work. It did show the 

advantage of using a statistical package and so the data was analysed 

on the CDC 7600 using the SPSS package. A number of versions are 

available and the smallest SPSS 100 was used for the majority of work 

to ensure a quick turnaround. This was only made possible by the 

installation. in 1975. of a high speed MODEM linking at 4800 bauds to 

the CTL MODULA 1 RJE (Remote Job Entry) Terminal. Previously the slow 

speed of the card reader (then linked at 330 bauds) and problems with 

both card reader and emulator.(which enabled the ICL 1900 cards to be 

read by CTL and CDC system~ had prevented the use of this system. 

Thus. in 1975 it became possible to run subsidiary programmes on the 

CDC 7600. File handling and storage problems,still precluded any 

serious use of the CDC 7600 for the simulation. Not to be overlooked) 

was the problem of converting the FORTRAN IV code to suit the CDC 

compiler,and difficulties with the fast and slow core transfers. 
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6.12 THE PREPARATION OF PROGRAMMES 

The production of a programme which ran was not by any means the 

final stage before the experimental trials. There were many "bugs" 

(errors) which had to be removed and the more complex the programme 

became, the more subtle these were. A number of compilers had been 

used and each version of the compiled programme produced from the 

various compilers was different. In the period 1969 to 1970, when the 

configuration consisted of 32K of core store, with four tape decks and 

EDS B discs, the FORTRAN compiler in use was XFAT, a tape compiler requiring 

16K. This compiler was changed at the end of 1970,after the installation 

of a further two EDS disc stands, and the increase of core store to 48K. 

The new compiler was the XFAE disc compiler, which gave FORTRAN in a 

somewhat similar version to the XFAT. This was for running under 

GEORGE 2 operating systems. When the configuration was further 

enhanced in 1972 by the addition of further core store to 64K, then 

a new operating system, which offered the user a file store facility, 

was implemented. This was GEORGE 3 and during the period 1973-74 the 

mark in use was 6.6, in late 1974 this was up-dated to 7.2. 

During the whole of this period a convenient limitation on job size 

was around 20K. Most of the modules were well under this size from 

the time they were written, so that every test run was kept within the 

20K and 300 second CPU time which ensured a rapid turnaround. The 

whole programme was always kept within 32K, since if it rose above 

this size, it became known as a "very large job" and turnaround 

dropped to once a week or worse. Jobs of a size requiring more than 

20K were not a real problem in the later years, however, unless they 

were to be run from the terminal under the MOP system, which then had 

a 20K core limi t. This range from 20K to 32K became known as "large 

jobs" and could only be edited from the terminal system, due to system 
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limitations,and must be run as a batch job. However, a further 

complication was that the University had standardised the XFIV EXTENDED 

FORTRAN (FORTRAN IV) compiler which required 32K of core, without any 

allowance for the operating system. Hence, although batch jobs in 

general were not limited to under 32K, jobs needing to compile in 

FORTRAN,could not be run on MOP, since the XFIV compiler size exceeded 

the MOP core size limit. One or two ways of overcoming this were 

possibly available, since, for example, the XFAE compiler requires only 

19K. The use of these would have involved "beating the system" and 

so were not employed. 

At this stage much tedious testing was essential,to ensure a reliable 

prpgramme resulted, which would consistently pack parcels in a 

simulation of the real world situation. When this was finally 

accomplished, the tests which had originally been only on data from 

Brighton office, were extended to all the other offices. To help in 

this, there were some modifications made to the print-out from the 

programme. To aid in the validation of the loading, all the locations 

of parcels were given; together with the positions of each corner; the 

attitude, i.e. whether plane up PLU, line up LU or point up PU; data 

concerning parcels underneath; and all the forces and parcels contacting 

a parcel from subsequent loading. This was a large number of pages of 

output - for example, to output the positions .of each corner took up 

to 1000 lines of output alone - and to overcome this, it was possible 

in the programme steering to specify whether this positional and 

diagnostic data should be output or not. In the same way, since a 

binary version of the programme was used, it was necessary to write a 

GEORGE command language MACRO and in this there was no programme 

listing, which saved a number of pages of output. A further refinement 

was then written, so that it became possible for two input data files 
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to be used. One contained the steering instructions for the run, the 

size of conveyor, which office the data cards should be, for checking 

purposes and so forth, and the other data file contained all the parcel 

data, each parcel carried its own identifying office code so that easy 

checking was possible. This reduced the data file input to four cards 

only, the remainder being kept as GEORGE files. 
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7.0 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

7.1 THE CHECKING OF THE DATA CARDS 

7.1.1 The First Data Checking Programme 

The first requirement in data checking arose from the parcel 

numbering system. In the original concept each parcel carried its 

own number, with respect to the different offices, so that Birmingham 

parcels were numbered from 1 to 381 in columns 2, 3 and 4 and were 

prefixed by 1 in column 1 on the data card and so forth. The 

advantages of this were that, if a card was misplaced, it would only 

affect the loading pattern and the relevant matrices would be filled 

when the card arrived. In the event this caused more trouble than it 

was worth, since when the card reader started giving trouble there 

were cases where two cards went through at a time and the underneath 

card was never read. This caused the relative matrix storage line to 

bOe empty, since all matrices were set to zero at the commencement of 

each drop. This then gave rise to complications on the subsequent 

parts of t~e programme. Initially a comparison was made with the 

number of cards read as against the final filled matrix line, but this 

was very little use, since the problem was so protracted with the card 

reader that a new system was needed. However, as a first step, a data 

checking system was devised which examined every card for correct 

office and whether the parcel number was in sequence. If this was not 

the case then a warning was output. Additionally, the data for the 

parcel was checked for obvious discrepancies in the values for each 

attribute, indicating whether the value was outside limits or 

SUfficiently so to cause programme failure. An additional problem 

with the data cards as punched, was that some alpha characters had 

arisen due to faulty action of certain punches. These caused the data 
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checking progrannne to fail at that data card, since this is a "built

in" fatal error. By use of the FTRAP ERRS call it was possible to 

overcome the fatal error and carryon from the error point, output at 

this point giving a warning that a fatal error consisting of character 

"x" existed on card number "xxx" in field "xxx". This was only of use 

in putting the data cards, just over 2,000 in number, in order and 

eliminating gross errors and alpha characters in the data field. It 

was not suitable for the more subtle problems which arose, especially 

concerning the values of friction coefficients. 

Values of Friction given by the Statistical Survey 

It became obvious that the values for some of the friction 

coefficients on some of the parcels in the original survey left a 

great deal to be desired, and this came particularly to the fore when 

considering plastic wrapped parcels. 

Po1yolefine wrappings were only being used to a very minor extent 

when the survey was madeJand it was easy to find manually, approximate 

values for.these coefficients. These did not agree with some values 

for the friction of some leI polyolefine materials carried out by the 

author some years previously and so enquiries were made to the Post 

Office Engineering Department to see if they had some more up-to-date 

information on the coefficients of friction of plastic parcels. They 

themselves were concerned with plastic parcels and some research was put 

in progress and in due course the results were made available. (Eden 

1971). The main progrannne was changed by the insertion of a module) 

which gave a register of more suitable values of friction coefficients, 

and also a new data checking programme was written. 
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7.1.2 The Second Data Checking Programme 

To establish more exactly the value of parcels from the Post 

Office Statistical Survey (Castellano, Clinck and vick 1971) this 

programme was very much more sophisticated than the first and gave a 

statistical analysis of the size and weight of the parcel. The 

proportion of parcels of the different wrappings was also given and 

the mean coefficient of friction found for each group at each office. 

An additional feature was that the computer~plotted histograms of each 

physical dimension automatically, using the line printer (see appendix VII,p. 

30~. Table 7.1 gives a summary showing the respective percentages of 
(Page 378) 

. each wrapping, naturally only relevant to the time of the survey. 

7.1.3 The Data Parameters Checked 

The first data checking programmes were relatively simple and 

comprised about 100 FORTRAN statements. At the time cards containing 

the data on each individual parcel were preceded on the data file by 

cards with various items of steering, including the four random number 

seeds. The second data checking series was designed to use the 

GEORGE 3 user.file system and read two GEORGE files for data. The 

first of these gave the steering information for the office, conveyor 

dimensions, data on the percentage plastic wrapped parcels and their 

.frictional properties, and instructions as to what extent diagnostic 

information on the load process was to be incorporated into the 

printout. The random number seeds were incorporated into the programme 
. 

which, by that stage, was using the lCL 1900 random number generator 

FPMCRV. 

The steps of the data checking process were: 

1 •. Read conveyor dimensions. 

2. Print out the conveyor length, width and height. 
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3. Read random number seeds. 

4. Check random number seed is not equal to zero. (Early programmes 

only). 

5. Read Office number. 

6. Check bounds of Office number. 

7. Print Office name; or a warning message if not recognised. 

8. Read Belt and Sidewall materials codes. 

9. Check Belt and Sidewall codes are acceptable. 

10. Print name of Belt and Sidewall materials; error warnings as 

required. 

11. Data card is read for a parcel. 

12. Convert the length, breadth and height to nearest inch, increasing 

any dimensions less than one inch equal to one inch. 

13. Check the Office number on card agrees with the Office already 

defined for the data. 

14. Print out a warning if the individual parcel data card is either 

not defined or incorrectly defined as to Office, in case a card 

has strayed or been misplaced. 

15. Check that. the individual parcel data card sequence number is 

correct. 

16. If the card is incorrectly placed, give a warning, indicating both 

the actual and expected sequence numbers to enable relocation to 

be carried out. 

17, Check whether weight is inside Post Office regulations; classify 

into minor and major infringement. 

18. Output a warning and actual value if the weight is above 

speci'fication. 

19. Check that the length is inside the maximum value possible if 

parcel conforms to Post Office regulatibns, and classify into 

minor or major infringement. 
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20. Output a warning,giving details of length,if infringement occurs. 

21. Check widthJin a similar way to length,and output warning. 

22. Check height,in a similar way to length and breadthJand output 

warning. 

23. Check that the girth is inside the Post Office regulations; 

(Post Office 1971b) that is: Length and Girth must not exceed 

72 inches. 

Girth is half the sum of breadth plus height. 

G = (B + H) 
-2-

where: L >~ B >= H 

then r (L + G) <= 72 to meet Post Office regulations 

where: G = Girth of individual parcel as defined above 

L = Length of individual parcel i.e. the longest dimension 

B = Breadth of individual parcel i.e. the intermediate 
dimension 

H = Height of individual parcel i.e. the shortest dimension 

24. The programme may list the cards, according to how the data 

checking steering information is preset. 

25. The mean and standard deviation are calculated for length, breadth, 

height and weight. 

26. The histogram points and class breakdowns are established for 

length, breadth, height and weight. 

27. The parcel data, which had been stored in a matrix, is used to 

produce a histogram .. 

2B. The statistical data and histogram is output for each variable. 

Some of the functions need not have been programmed if the SPSS 

package had been available at the beginning of the research. Appendix VII,p. 

309, shows the statistical analysis carried out on the lCL 1903 using 

programmes written by the author. Further analysis used the SPSS 
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package on the CDC 7600, shown in Appendix VI. Additionally, some 
(Page 298) 

analysis of friction was carried out on the CYBERNET SIGMA 7 using the 

STAN package. Very little use was made of the 1900 leL Software for 

this statistical analysis. The ICL package STATANAL was found of very 

little use and the NAG (Nottingham Algorithm Group) package called 

ASCOP was only partially implemented at the time this research was 

concluded. However, some use was made of ASCOP, but it was, in 

general, found inferior to SPSS. The SPSS package is more fully 

discussed in section 7.7. (Page 230) 

One feature of the ICL machine operating software was particularly 

useful in the data checking programmes. FORTRAN programmes are 

normally operated. at run tiMe in such a manner as to fail if there is 

incorrect data in the data input. For example, if alpha characters 

or real numbers are found in integer input data, then the programme 

ceases to run and no output results. By using special steering 

information in the ICL steering segment prior to the MASTER segment in 

FORTRAN, and specifically the command "FTRAP ERRS" it is possible to 

output a warning of the execution error and resume the programme. 

There are limitations to controlling failure of a run, depending on the computer I 

and this is discussed in Section 7,4.2. The data ltself had many 
(Page 183) 

errors which arose in punching; one common problem was where !.luIs" 

was given in the data table 'instead of a numerical value, to indicate 

"unstable value", As it was known that any alpha characters would 

cause failure the columns were left blank. Unfortunately, the data 

check programmes did not check this, since this problem had not been 

foreseen, The computer simply read the blank columns as zero, and 

anomalies started to arise. The correction of this error is 

relatively simple in the SPSS statistical analysis programme.. For 

the data, programmes were written which corrected the omissions 
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and punched fresh cards to enable the data to be read into the data 

checking programme. This was used with GEORGE 2 prior to the adoption 

of GEORGE 3 and the user file system. 

The distribution of size and weight were included in the statistical 

analysis and plotting of the various offices, which considered length, 

breadth, height and weight for graphic and numerical analysis, and 

friction coefficients for numerical analysis, together with an 

analysis of the parcel wrappings for each group. 
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7.2 ANALYSIS OF THE PARCEL DATA 

Analysis of the parcel data brought benefits that had not been 

foreseen. At the time the data was collected, the use for wrapping 

purposes of plastics, such as polythene and other polyolefines, had 

not been widespread, as will be seen from the analysis in 7.3.1. The 
(Page 165) 

effect of these materials on the friction behaviour of parcel conveyors, 

as reported from the parcel offices, was not borne out by the results 

of the analysis of the parcel data and so further research was 

necessary. Initially the nature of the friction of plastic wrappings 

against conveyor belt and sidewall materials was investigated. The 

results of this and also the initial parcel data checking, confirmed 

that the classic view of Coulomb friction was not upheld, as far as 

the ratios for static and sliding friction were concerned. This is 

discussed in the section 7.3.1 in Results of Supporting Studies. 
(Page 165) 

Another aspect of the data analysis was the question of whether it was 

possible to consider all parcels as consisting of a single material, 

very inhomogeneous, which could be regarded as "parcel". There were 

two methods of attack here, one consisting of the initial analysis, 

discussed in this section, and the other was the work using statistical 

packages available on the ICL 1900 and CDC 7600 computers which is 

discussed in the sections on supporting studies (Section 7.3) and 
(Page 165) 

statistical packages (Section 7.7, Page 230). 

7.2.1 Distribution of Types of lolrapping 

The overall distribution of the parcel wrappings for the various 

offices can be used to estimate whether the parcels are all from 

similar populations or, in other words, whether there is one species 

which can be regarded as "parcels". The distribution for each of the 

offices is given in Tables 7.2 to 7.7, together with the distribution 
(Pages 379 to 381) 
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for all parcels (Table 7.8), in a slightly different form to that 
(Page 382) 

given in Table 7.1. The sacking, wood, fibre and other wrapped 
(Page 378) 

parcels are all grouped together as "other" in the series of tables 

7.2 to 7.7. The differences in percentage of various ~l1rappings was 
(Pages 379 to 381) 
examined by means of chi-squared comparisons. This cannot be carried 

out from the percentage values, but is calculated on a basis of the 

number of parcels in each group. The values are tabulated from 7.9 

to 7.11. Examination of these tables will show a barely significant 
(Pages 382&3) 
difference between the offices in the distribution of wrappings at 

just over the 1% level. Despite the difference in sample sizes, 

NWPO being smaller than the rest, the differences are not related to 

sample size. Two of the larger samples, from Brighton and Liverpool, 

show differences in wrappings distribution. Of these two, the 

Liverpool office shows the greatest variation in the percentage of 

cardboard parcels, but the values of paper, plastic and others all 

differ to lesser extents from the expected values. On the other hand 

Brighton office shows a variation in the "other" wrappings and to a 

lesser extent for the plastic. A more detailed examination of the 

data shows this is due to there being no other wrappings than paper, 

cardboard or plastic shown for the 381 parcels in this sample. This 

is probably due to sample variation, since the sample is limited in 

its nature due to the cost of extended sampling. This explanation 

cannot be extended to explain the difference in the Liverpool sample, 

which appears to have different characteristics. As a further test 

the Brighton and Liverpool samples were removed from the group and the 

~ test carried out again. With the Brighton sample removed there is 

still reasonable evidence of wrapping differences and chi-squared is 

just significant at the 5% level. 
(See Table 7.15) 

7.20. However,when the Liverpool 

Values are given in Tables 7.12 to 
(Pages 384 to 388) 

sample is removed the differences 
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in distribution are no longer significant. This demonstrated that 
(See Table 7.20) 

the Liverpool differences are causative. and unlikely to be due to 

sample differences, while the Brighton sample may show a difference 

due to sampling variation. Similarly the variation in cardboard 

wrapped parcels for Croydon and NWPO, which is only slight, may 

possibly be sample variation. However, it is important to realise 

that the sample size of 240 to 419 is a reasonably large one to 

detect the cardboard parcels, which are present to about 34% of the 

sample, whereas to detect the plastic parcels (about 1%) and "other" 

wrappings, sacking .5%, wood .2%, and fibre and other .3%, requires 

large samples. Examination of Table 7.8 shows that, in the 2087 
(Page 382) . 

parcels, at that time there were only 18 plastic wrapped, and 21 

"other". These .21 "other" parcels can be further subdivided into 

11 sacking, 4 wood and 6 fibre and other. Since these unusual 

parcels are likely to be causes of disruption and jamming they are 

of interest, but the costs of surveys and tests might be prohibitive. 

A problem is the time lag between survey and publication of results, 

because the nature of the parce 1 and its wrapping changes continually. 

The Post Office suffers from being a national carrier, which implies 

that a parcel service must be provided to all comers. This means that 

the more profitable parcel operations can be creamed off by private 

enterprise and, to some extent, nationalised undertakings such as BRS 

Parcels and National Freight. It might be simpler to restrict the 

Post Office parcels service to a more regular size, shape and wrapping 

to enable conveying equipment to operate more efficiently and economically. 

7.2.2 Friction Coefficients of Parcels 

The parcel data used as a basis for the report by Castellano, 

Clinch and Vick (1971) included a set of coefficients of friction 

obtained by a conventional sliding plane technique using the parcel 
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as a slider on a plane of steel or cotton, rubber or Scandura belting. 

Scandura is a particular type of elastomeric surfaced conveyor belting. 

These materials were analysed and the average coefficients were 

calculated. The results are tabulated for each material in Table 7.21. 
(Page 389) 

The values given by the data checking programmes were very interesting, 

in that they gave values which did not agree with conventional theories 

for static versus sliding friction. The values given for sliding 

friction are higher than the static friction for any combination, and 

in some cases are considerably higher than 1.0. This is of course, 

not possible theoretically, as far as the older conventional theories 

are concerned. This is discussed in Section 7.3.1. Further to this, 
(Page 165) 

the values for the few plastic parcels present, given in Table 7.21, p.389,. 

are always estimated as having much the same frictional coefficients 

as cardboard and brown paper. This is discussed in 7.2.1. The only 
(Page 159) 

wrapping material with different characteristics is sacking, according 

to analysis of data from the survey. For sacking to be the only 

wrapping with unique values does not agree with previous work by the 

author on the inclined plane sliding characteristics of leI polyolefines. 

Some further research was instituted on this, and this lead to the 

discovery that relative humidity had a marked effect on the friction 

characteristics of parcel wrapping and belt conveyor structural 

materials. This is discussed more fully in 7.3.2. (Page 173) 

One further consideration was the question of stringing and jamming. 

The effects of stringing and banding,in jamming~is much more than their 

effect on friction performance, which is presumably due to catching 

and snagging,at gaps in the conveyor,between a sidewall and any other 

discontinuities. There was no attempt to model this because it was 

felt that causative influences, such as string jamming and catching in 

the conveyor, and interference caused by "awkward" parcels or 

configurations of parcels, should be the basis of further work. 
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7.2.3 The Idealised Parcel Material 

It became apparent early in this project that if an idealised 

material could represent all parcels, then the problems of writing and 

creating a simulation would be markedly reduced. Accordingly, the 

parcel data was analysed with a view to establishing this. It gave 

only limited information, however, so that in a first analysis, only 

frictional properties and size and shape of the parcel could be 

considered. Section 7.2.2 discusses the friction aspects from the 
(Page 161) 

data. An analysis of the shape and size has been carried out in 

Section 3.4.1 and some of this analysis was applied to the data. 
(Page 67) 

Particularly the "Volume of the Group" V and the "Shape Factor" S v 

were calculated using the basis outlined in Section 3.4.1. The results 
(Page 67) 

showed a s~rprising coincidence between the six parcel offices and a 

marked difference to the letter packets at WOO. Since the differences 

between the parcels had been stated to affect the behaviour of the 

parcels in conveying, it was felt that other indicators might be 

helpful. Therefore, a new measure was devised based upon the product 

of (average length, multiplied by average breadth, multiplied by 

average height) and called P for simplicity in use. These results 

are tabulated in Table 7.22, which gives the average volume, and in P.390,Table 
(Page 389) 

7.23, which shows the values of P, V and R ( a useful ratio of P 
p 

- P to V ( Iv) }and finally Sv' The usefulness of these analyses is 

limited, since they only serve to intensify the differences in the 

dimensions. It is true that they select the offices where parcels 

have different characteristics, for example Liverpool, which shows an 

S which is the highest, whereas the value of V is the lowest and R v 

is about average. On the other hand, the parcels at Birmingham and 

Croydon show markedly low values of S , which indicates regularity in 
v 

the dimensions (nearer a cube). This could possibly be related to the 
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number of types of jams, if the data were available. The analysis 

shows that measures of physical shape and size may be derived, but 

relating these measures to jamming performance is beyond the scope of 

this thesis, owing to the difficulty of gathering information. It 

was possible to extend the study of the composition of parcels further 

by a study of the stiffness and modulus of parcels, which is discussed 

1n section 7.3.3. This area might be very fruitful for future projects. 
(Page 178) 

If a good statistical analysis package and the data were available, 

then it would be possible to establish the possibility of using 

statistical methods in the design of conveying systems for a material 

so variable as "parcels". 
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7.3 RESULTS OF SUPPORTING STUDIES 

Some aspects of the simulation modelling brought to light areas 

of study which l~erp required. The three main areas covered were an 

analysis of the frictional behaviour of conveyor constructional 

materials,and parcels, the effects of relative humidity on the 

performance of materials,and the analysis of parcels material 

properties, especially stiffness. Since they represent research 

independent of the simulation model, carried out on these specific 

areas, they are reported upon separately in this section. 

7.3.1 The Analysis of Frictional Effects in Conveying 

The classic view of frictional behaviour quotes the work by 

Coulomb in 1781, and gives the value for sliding friction as being 

about 25% less than the static value. For example, Fig. 7.25 shows 
(Page 391) 

the situation according to Shames (1959) and is taken from page 158 of 

his book. Higdon and Stiles (1962) review the work of Coulomb and 

Morin in a similar vein. (See their Chapter 5, p.204). 

The visual. studies of the parcel belt conveyors, which were carried 

out by the author, accompanied by a Post Office Engineer, at WOO, 

indicated that the sliding mechanism and such incipient jamming as was 

seen, was a function of the static and sliding characteristics of the 

materials. The mechanism of the parcel jamming was clearly one of 

jams which formed and then collapsed. This happened when an apparently 

increased traction and reduced restraining force could no longer 

support the parcels remaining stationary. Despite classical theory, 

the author felt that the only possible explanation was that static 

friction was less than sliding friction. This was borne out by a 

quick scan of the data by eye from the sample of 2087 parcels, which 

showed that friction ratios were greater than 1 for sliding/static 
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coefficients in every case taken. A detailed study of the ratio was 

then carried out. It could be possible that this ratio was of more 

relevance to conveyor performance than the absolute value of the 

static coefficient of friction, as far as the behaviour in the 

formation and collapse of jams was concerned. Tests of belt materials 

had shown that it was not enough to select a belt material of high 

friction coefficient and couple this with a sidewall material of low 

coefficient; In Table 7.24 the values of the ratio of sliding to 

static friction coefficient are shown for steel, and for belting made 

of cotton, rubber and scandura. These ratios are derived from the 

data of Castellano, Clinch and Vick (1971) and confirmed by experiments 

carried out by the author and J. Eden (Eden 1971, Post Office 1971c). 

A laboratory test rig was constructed with a variable speed rotating 

turntable covered with the belt or sidewall material. On this was 

placed a one inch square slider, the rubbing surface of which could 

be covered in the various parcel wrapping materials. This slider 

could be loadedJnormal to the discJwith the desired deadweight. The 

restraining force on the slider could be measured by a torsion spring, 

suitably calibrated. The speed range was from SO - 250 feet per 

~nute, and the pressure loading of from 0.01 to 1.00 lb/in2 was 

applied to the surfaces in contact. The rig is shown in Fig. 7.27.(Page 392) 

The increase in friction coefficient, as the conditions change from 

static to sliding, is critical in the jamming behaviour of parcel 

conveyors. A parcel in normal transitJis static on the belt,and 

sliding on the sidewall. Thus the higher coefficient is applied to 

calculating the sidewall drag, and the lower coefficient applies to 

calculating the traction force. If a parcel jams, then the position 

reverses, and the lower coefficient must be used to calculate the 

sidewall drag and the higher coefficient must be used for the traction 
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force. Hence, the tendency will be for any jams which form to break 

up due to the reduction of dragging forces and increase in traction 

forces. This tendency will be increased by high ratios of sliding 

to static friction, given in Table 7.24. (Page 390) 

It will be seen that the high ratio of steel makes it particularly 

useful in dispersing jams which form. When a jam forms, the friction 

force pulling the parcel along the belt increases by the ratio shown 

in Table 7.24, which for a cotton belt would be 1.84, if we use the 
(Page 390) 

average for all parcels as a basis for discussion. In the same way 

the friction force from the steel sidewall will be reduced by the 

ratio 1/2.82, using the value for steel given in the table, which is 

2.82, taking again the average value for a steel sidewall. This 

tendency to change can be a useful evaluator for comparing various 

belt and sidewall materials. If a low ratio is found for forces 

after a jam fo~, compared to forces before the jam formed, then the 

material combination tends to restrict the formation of jams. This 

is not related to the value of the coefficient of friction but, 

rather, to the increase in friction coefficient from static to sliding 

conditions. 

Thus, when the parcel is stationary with respect to the belt, 

Let the pull along the belt be P 

and the drag from the sidewall be D 

And, when the parcel is static with respect to the sidewall, 

Let the pull along the belt be pI 

and the drag from the sidewall be D1 

then, for the cotton belt and steel sidewall the ratio of forces is: 

D 
P x 1.94 x 2.82 = 0.193 D 

P 
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In other words, the restraining drag is reduced to approximately one 

fifth at the time when the forces become equal and the parcel stops 

moving with the belt. This particular value uses an average figure 

for all parcels. It follows that, unless the restraining drag on the 

sidewall is five times the traction force, the jam will collapse and 

occur only incipiently. 

This coefficient can be used to evaluate various combinations of belt 

and sidewall materials. 

Coefficient of 1 = Friction change Change ratio Change ratio in 
in belt material x sidewall material 

The values of the coefficient can be calculated and they will be found 

to vary with parcel wrapping also. In Table 7.26 the values of this 
(Page 39l) 

coefficient of friction change are given for steel with a belt of 

either cotton, rubber or scandura, and also a parcel of either paper 

or po1ythene wrapping. The table also shows the values for a conveyor 

sidewall made of either varnished or plain maplewood. The friction 

values for these had been obtained from the laboratory test rig, 

shown in Fig. 7.27. (Page 392) 

The known advantages of steel plates on the sidewalls are illustrated 

by Table 7.26. Under the most favourable condition of a paper parcel 
(Page 391) 

with a steel sidewall and a rubber coated belt, a value for the ratio 

of the force dragging the parcel compared to the belt traction force, 

is given as 0.195. In other words, the drag due to the sidewall must 

be five times the traction force to cause a jam. If the values for 

wood are studied, even though some caution should be exercised in 

view of the derivation of the values from laboratory tests, rather 

than sliding tests on a large quantity of parcels, then it is seen 

that in the worst case, with plain maplewood against a paper wrapped 
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parcel on a scandura belt face, the drag from the sidewall need be 

only one and a half times the traction force to cause a jam. In the 

same way, when the results of the simulation are discussed in Section 

7.5, it will be seen that the presence of various plastic parcel 
(Page 189) 
percentages seems to make little difference as far as jamming is 

concerned. This would appear to be related to the favourable values 

of the coefficient of friction change for polythene wrappings. 

The rubbing speed of the parcel/belt or sidewall interface is also of 

significance in the friction behaviour. The test rig shown in 

Fig. 7.27 was used to evaluate this, and also the effect of contact 
(Page 392) 
pressure. The friction and wear of rubber has been well reviewed by 

Schallamach (1968). Grosch (1963) studied the friction of several 

types of rubber against hard surfaces, keeping the sliding speeds 

less than 30 millimetres per second (approximately 6 feet per minute). 

The reason for this was that above this speed self-heating occurred, 

as reported by Schallamach (1956). Further work was covered by Grosch 

and Schallamach (1966) on temperature effects on friction of 

elastomers. The temperature effect noted by Schallamach (1956) was 

present in the results of the laboratory tests and seemed to be 

dependent on speed and contact pressure. Fig. 7.28 shows the effect 
(Page 393) 

of rubbing speed on dynamic friction for maplewood, both plain and 

varnished against polythene and brown paper. The self-heating effect 

discussed by Grosch is seen to affect the friction coefficients of 

the polythene, but the major effects occur at around 800 feet per 

minute and above in the range tested by Schallamach (1968), rather 

than the 6 feet per minute of Grosch (1963). This higher speed effect 

was influenced by the type of surface. (See Fig. 7.29). To reconcile 
(Page 394) 

this difference some lower speed tests were made. This time the 

contact pressure was varied, and it will be seen that the coefficient 
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of friction will change at the low speeds of Grosch, if the contact 

pressure is above about 0.1 IhJin2• (See Fig. 7.30). It would seem 
(Page 395) 

likely that Grosch allowed a safety margin to avoid any occurrence of 

distortion due to self-heating, and worked in the area where the 

curves of Fig. 7.30 rise steeply near the y-axis. 
(Page 395) 

A study of the literature had shown that for the pressure/friction 

coefficient a relation of the type: 

1 
~ 

= a + bp where = coefficient of friction 

a, b = constants 

p = normal pressure 

existed. For example, see papers by Thirion (1946) and Denny (1953). 

Accordingly, the laboratory rig was used to evaluate the effects of 

contact pressure on friction coefficients and the results are plotted 

for maplewood against brown paper and polythene in Fig. 7.29. The 
(Page 394) 

failure of the specimens of polythene on varnished wood at pressures 

greater than 1.7 lb/in2 is of interest, since the author's programme 

gave values for contact pressure for the lowest parcels which were 

occasionally higher than 10.0 lb/in2 and fairly frequently above 

1.7 lb/in2 • The highest value, ignoring compliance, was 14.4 lb/in2• 

This is discussed more fully in Section 7.5.4. One further study was 
(Pages 211 to 213) 

made in this area and that was to test the inter-relation of contact 

pressure and rubbing speed upon friction behaviour. This is shown in 

Fig. 7.30 and reveals some very interesting features. The average 
(Page 395) 
pressure results from dividing the average parcel weight by the 

average area, which is given by the product of the average length, 

breadth or height. The value ranges from 0.037 to 0.120 Ib/in2 and 

it can be seen for the sample plot of brown paper on steel that 

fairly constant values would result from these pressures, irrespective 

of the rubbing speed, over the range from 0 to 200 feet per minute. 
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However, the parcels at the bottom of a conveyor would have pressures 

far above the levels of Castellano(1971). Using pressures from the simulation, 

the graph could be expected to show values for the friction coefficients 
(Fig 7.30,page 395) 
far in excess of those found in sliding tests. 

A paper by Webber (1972) is of great interest, in that he found with 

rubber,that the pressure dependent friction characteristic was 

unreliable. To quote Webber: "In view of the departure of rubbery 

materials from the strictly Amontons-Coulomb behaviour an analysis has 

been made of the effect of variable friction coefficient on belt 

tension". His analysis showed that the coefficient of friction was 

area dependent,rather than pressure dependent, and that for areas 

greater than about 500 mm2 the friction coefficient was 0.8 or greater. 

The maximum coefficient was around 1.4 to 1.5. This compares to the 

value of about 2 found by Schallamach (1968). Webber quotes textbooks 

as giving unity as a typical value friction coefficient, whereas 

practical articles give a value of 0.2 to 0.3. Webber found his 

values for the dynamic friction coefficient, for varying areas, and 

then adjusted the values to an effective friction coefficient1which 

correlates well with rubber performance in power belts. 

p U 
This area dependence of the friction coefficient with plastic wrapping, 

is of great importance with plastic parcels, since the variation in 

the coefficient,according to Webber's pape~is around 2 to 1 for realJ 

and about 4 to 1 for effective/friction coefficient, as the area of 

contact changes from something under 500 mm2 to anything greater than 

about 2000 mm2• That would be the difference between a parcel with a 

corner in contact with a friction surface, changing position so that 

a few square inches are in contact with the friction surface. This 

is the most likely explanation of the reported behaviour of the 
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plastic parcel in causing jams, under conditions where a jam would not 

be expected to occur. If this effect noted by tolebber, is compounded by 

the atmospheric condition. such as humidity and extent of acid dust 

particles and other active contaminants, then it is easy to suggest 

explanations of the peculiarities at offices such as Peterborough, 

with a high influx of plastic wrapped parcels in an inland rural 

environment which is relatively dry, or alternatively the humid 

coastal locations of Liverpool. In both of these offices,the effects 

of local mail order companies,distort the nature of the parcel traffic 

from the average. 

The reason for the low value for the coefficients of friction for 

plastic wrappers, even though the whole parcel was in contact, seemed 

to be that the surface of the plastic had become abraded, and coated 

with dust and fibres from the paper and cardboard parcels.w~ich 

predominated in the samples of parcel data. This was confirmed by 

laboratory tests, using a plastic slider on steel or wood and dusting 

it with french chalk, which reduced the frictional characteristics 

considerabiy. (Post Office 1971c). This gave similar results to 

Schallamach (1968). The relative humidity also affected the frictional 

coefficients, as discussed in Section 7.3.2. Consideration of the 
(OVerleaf) 

operational conditions of the typical conveyor in a parcels office, 

which created a local environment of its own, also emphasised the 

importance of the fact that many offices operate under industrial 

conditions. Tests of environmental effects were felt to be outside 

the scope of the present work, but there seemed to be an area of 

laboratory researchJin dusting the plastic slider with various mineral 

and organic powders, while operating the rig in a controlled 

atmosphere containing typical industrial contaminants,or even salt 

S t • 1 t h tIff' Schallamach (1968) carried pray, 0 S1mu a e t e coas a 0 1ceS. 

out some experiments on rubber, applying various dusts. 
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It would seem the future changes and trends in wrapping materials will 

have a great effect on parcel conveying. The costs of oil will affect 

the use of plastic materials, although the North Sea oil supplies, and 

the possibility of oil off the West Atlantic Coast and the Irish and 

Welsh Channels, may all tend to reduce the costs of plastic in the 

next twenty years. On the other hand, the costs of wood fibre 

materials, such as paper and card, are likely to increase markedly with 

increasing demand and reduced supply. The percentage of plastic 

parcels present in the parcel traffic mix affects the frictional 

characteristics and, therefore, the probability of a jam. This is 

examined later, in Section 7.5.4.4. Despite the fact that the plastic 
(Page 225) 

itself does not absorb water into its structure to any extent, it 

would seem that water films on the plastic surface have an effect on 

the behaviour, so the study in the next section was carried out. 

7.3.2 Effects of Relative Humidity 

tt became apparent that the variables studie4 thus far did not 

completely explain the frictional behaviour of the parcel, belt and 

sidewall materials, and so consideration of the environment was 

necessary. Controlling the ambient temperatures of the test rig below 

20
0 e was difficult. Due to various self heating effects already 

discussed, and the limitations of the test rig, further evaluation was 

felt to be outside the scope of this study. The test environment could 

vary the relative humidity, which was expected to have some effect on 

materials based on wood fibres, that is the cardboard and the paper. 

(Relative Humidity (RR) is discussed in Appendix VIII). Once again 

the laboratory rig was called into use and the turntable and arm were 

enclosed so that crude control of atmosphere could be carried out. 

It was felt that the effects were so noticeable that simple apparatus 

would show the dependence, and in any case this project was not so 
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wide in scope as to involve more than a cursory study of this area. 

The results were most revealing and are plotted in Fig. 7.31 for static 
(Page 396) 

tests on mild steel versus brown paper. It was shown that the 

coefficient of frictionJeven for the static case,was increased by a 

factor of approximately four times, as the humidity went from 30% to 

saturation point. This variation in friction coefficient)with change 

in humidity, coupled to the change with temperature and the self 

heating effect,wou1d explain the wide range in friction coefficients 

quoted in the literature as discussed by Webber (1972). Tests were 

extended to cover sliding tests,for both brown paper and po1ythene, 

and it was found that both of these materials behaved in a similar 

manner. The results are plotted in Fig. 7.32 and show a typically 
(Page 397) 

exponential form. From this study it was felt that it would be 

perfectly feasible to model the effect of relative humidity, given 

that the coefficients were known at humidities around 20 to 30% RH. 

The expression which fits this relation is: 

~ = b exp (aRH - c) 

where ~ = friction coefficient 

RH = Relative Humidity 

and a,b = constants for relation between friction coefficient and 
RH 

C = eo",~\"'ct.."'-': {'.e.lDJr~ to /A. 4A.'\. Gl ... ~ c..o~.:..,., e..-..'S. 
One approach to calculating the coefficient of friction at different 

relative humidities would be to solve the expression using LOG and 

ALOG intrinsic functions, taking logarithms thus: 

tn ~ • (aRH - c) Cn b 

This may be expressed in FORTRAN as 

REAL MU 

MU c ALOG «A*RH - C)*LOG(B» 

This calls the functions LOG and ALOG, which lengthens the computer 

time, as does the form of the equation, which is relatively complex. 
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Another algorithm was created, which was simpler to compute because 

the relation was re-expressed as a recursive. thus: 

MUST = MUST * PEXP MUST (on LHS) = new friction 
coefficient 

MUST (on RHS) = old friction 
coefficient 

PEXP = multiplier 

This expression was used for three DC-loops to give the value for 40, 

50, 60 and 70% RB, as the friction coefficient was raised by the 

multiplier from the base level,three times recursively. It was felt 

that 70% would typify the saturation relative humidity of a parcels 

office. 

To evaluate the multiplier PEXP, some tests of friction coefficient 

for polythene against mild steel were performed with the polythene in 

a variety of surface conditions. These are given in Table 7.33, which 
(Page 398) 

demonstrates the exponential form already seen previously in figures 

7.31 and 7.32. The results are published in Machinery Development 
(Pages 396&7) 
Report No. 38 (Post Office 1971c). The multiplier PEXP was calculated 

for the 10% steps in RB shown in Table 7.33 and 

Table 7.34. 
(Page 398) 

(Page 398) 
The range of PEXP was from 1.06 to 

the results given in 

1.27, according to 

the conditions of the polythene surface. The scratched. dusty and 

greasy sur£aceSgave a mean of 1.13, but with damp polythene the 

multiplier rises to 1.22 on average, for the dampened surface gave 

variable results. Taking all the different surface forms of poly-

thene into consideration. the overall average is 1.15 and this was 

used in the model as a typical value. 

A further application of the effect of relative humidity came to 

light,when the average value for all offices,of the brown paper and 

po1ythene against steel,friction coefficients was considered, using 

the SPSS package and the data of Castellano (1971). 
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They were: 

All offices Static coefficient steel/paper 0.2113 

All offices Sliding coefficient steel/paper 0.5745 

All offices Static coefficient steel/polythene 0.2020 

All offices Sliding coefficient steel/polythene 0.5228 

The value for the static coefficient lies within the usually quoted 

range of 0.2 to 0.24. The sliding coefficient for brown paper/steel 

would indicate a relative humidity of above 80% RH from Fig. 7.32 by 

interpolation. This is above the expected saturation value of RH for 

a parcels office. If this value for relative humidity,is then applied 

to Fig. 7.32 using the curve for polythene, the expected value would 
(Page 397) 

be 0.90 whereas the value obtained from the data above is only 0.5228. 

This latter value is only slightly different from the dusty polythene 

value,given in Table 7.33~of 0.55 (for only 70% RH). The only value 
(Page 398) 

from Table 7.33,which is near to the parcel data average,is the value 

for a dusty surface on polythene. The polythene parcels probably 

have surfaces covered with paper or wood fibres. This adds weight to 

the theory that the nature of plastic wrapped parcels will change, 

according to the percentage mix with other parcels wrapped in woodfibre 

based materials (brown paper or cardboard). In this connection,it is 

interesting to note that the rubber belting - "Grip-Faced Rubber 

Belting', gave a friction coefficient of 0.97 static and 1.155 sliding, 

against all parcels, which is much more in agreement with published 

figures. Whether this is due to a fundamental difference between the 

essentially plastic behaviour of polythene, against the elastomeric 

nature of rubber is beyond the scope of this project, but it might be 

the case, because the scandura, which is a synthetic rubber (elastomer) 

belting, gave values for friction coefficient,under the same circum-

stances, which were 0.57 static and 0.635 sliding, which lies between 
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rubber and plastic and slightly closer to plastic. Obviously much 

more meticulous research is required to model the behaviour of plastic 

wrapped parcels, and conveyor belt materials, but some of the major 

factors have now been evaluated in this work. One further point in the 

effects of relative humidityJwas to investigate the inference that the 

relative humidity could be as high as the predicted level,of over 80% 

RH. Even though the weather in Britain has become appreciably drier 

since the parcel survey was conducted, the figure seemed high. 

However, Hudson and Chandler (1965) quoted an average of 84% RH for 

Sheffield, with an average rainfall of 30 in. at an average 

o 
temperature of 48 F. To find figures for humidity for the parcel 

officesJwhich related to the present "day, seemed to be difficult, since 

the only relevant publication by the Meteorological Office was issued 

originally in 1938. (Meteorological Office 1938). Results calculated 

from this are shown in Table 7.35, which lists the values for average 
(Page 399) 

relative humidity and temperature and gives also the minimum figure 

for relative humidity, on a monthly average basis. 

The value of RH inside a parcel office, with the large amounts of steel 

in roof structures and conveyors, chutes and glacis, was likely to be 

higher than the figures tabulated, except on colder days, due to a 

process of condensation forming on the steel at night and evaporating 

during the working periods. When temperatures in the offices dropped 

to less than 600 F, which might occur in winter, the condensation would 

be unlikely to evaporate, because saturation humidities would be lower. 

At 41 0 F the saturation humidity is 60% RH, so it is probable that 

values will be lower in winter than in summer. An additional factor 

is that brown paper and cardboard absorbs water and will relaase it in 

the vicinity of the belt. This is due to the hygroscopic nature of the 

chemicals and fibres in the paper and cardboard. Therefore, even if 
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the humidity in the open areas in the parcel offices ranges from 40% 

to 70% RB, which has been established by measurement, in the vicinity 

of the parcels on the belt the humidity could be higher, due to 

emission of water vapour from the parcels. It therefore followsJthat 

the extrapolated figure of over 80% RH may be reasonable for the offices, 

if measured close to the conveyor belting. This is due to the combined 

effects of the steel structure,condensing and evaporating moisture, and 

the parcels acting as reservoirs of moisture,when the wrappings are 

hygroscopic. 

One final point is that the behaviour may be affected by the action of 

chemical vapours emitted by belt materials (mainly acid chlorides) and 

also packaging materials (mainly sulphites, or acid sulphites). 

Examples of such vapour emission are quoted by Campbell and Packman 

(1944) and Rance and Cole (1958). The effect will be intensified by 

the locally high RH at the region of the conveyor belt and parcels. 

It is possibly a source of the unusual behaviour of the parcel and 

belt friction in conveying. 

7.3.3 Stiffness of Parcels 

The theoretical considerations in Sections 3.5 and also 2.4 
(Page 74) (Page 47) 

indicated that it would be advisable to establish the nature of the 

material properties, and find the values for the elastic modulus. The 

Post Office were interested in this, and were kind enough to provide 

the data for live mail, which was tested in a three point loading to 

determine the deflection under load. The data was supplied for 70 

parcels. The orientation of the parcel for three of the six possible 

orthogonal planes was tested and the arran~ement of the loadin~ system is 

shown in Fig. 7.36. The stiffness or Load/Deflection relationship was 
(Page 400) 

linear. The values for 70 parcels were tested by a simple regression 
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programme and the correlation coefficient only rarely dropped below 

0.98. The results are shown for the first two parcels, in Table 7.37,page 4(;'· 

the other 68 parcels being essentially similar. Parcell. Plane 2, shows the 

effect of the parcel collapsing. The fourth point in which the load 

is 20 lbf gave a deflection of 0.250 inch, which meant that an 

increment of 5 lbf gave an incremental deflection over five times 

greater than the previous three increments of 5 lbf. The parcels thus 

show load/deflection curves similar to some solid materials. The 

"plastic hinge" behaviour of parcel 1 was not exceptional and many 

parcels showed this. The interesting feature was that, although the 

stiffness was virtually linear in the elastic region, calculations 

using the Interdata computer, on-line, to obtain the moment of inertia 

and the modulus of elasticity for the three orientations, gave an 

apparent variation for elastic modulus of a couple of orders, depending 

on which way the parcel was oriented. The range was from less than 

one to several hundreds (see Figure 7.38 and 7.39). Obviously any 
(Page 402 to 404) 

calculations which assumed the parcel to be composed of a solid 

material, homogeneous in character, gave enormous errors. It could be 

possible to extend this project into an examination of parcels and 

consider them as thin-walled structures, based upon the consistency of 

load/deflection readings. The author felt, however, that solutions for 

the forces could be estimated by other techniques for this first attempt 

at modelling the conveyor and thus save time. Further research could 

be made into more sophisticated methods of force prediction in the 

future, if the urgency of the problem and the nature of the results 

warranted it. This research area was therefore discontinued. 
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7.4 THE SIMULATION MODEL AND THE COMPUTERS USED 

The long period of time through which this project has been 

evolving has resulted in a wide range of computing facilities being 

made available. At the commencement of the project, the installation 

of the ICL 1900 was the first opportunity to use a large~fast,third 

generation computerJfor work of this character. At the completion, 

the much enhanced 1900 configuration is rapidly becoming obsolescent, 

and it would be fair to say that the opportunity to use the much larger 

and faster CDC 7600 would mean that, if the project were being started 

now, then the CDC machine facility would be used in addition to the 

1900, and would considerably speed the project. With CDC 7600 the 

languages and operating systems are more sophisticated, so that other 

languages, particularly the simulation languages, could be used. 

This section discusses these considerations and, finally, the inter

faces and interactions between the model, the system and computer 

configuration. 

7.4.1 The Computer Used 

The computer used for the simulation modelling was, essentially, 

an ICL 1903A of 64 to 96K words. As has been said, at the commencement 

of the project,the opportunity to use what was then such a big, fast 

machine, was the key step which made the simulation possible. As time 

went on,various enhancements, such as the MOP terminal operation for 

on-line editing, made the use of the ICL 1900 for this project, more 

and more of a vested interest. At the beginning, only a fraction of 

the facilities were used for the simulation, whereas the final version, 

on which the tests were performed, made use of the multifiling capacity 

of the machine,and the GEORGE 3 and MOP operating system,to such an 

extent that the machine was being stretched to near its limit. There 

had been major problems with the hardware, particularly the card 
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reader, and the communications processor, which had been a source of 

delays. On the other hand, once the terminal.system had become 

sufficiently far advanced, and the core availability such,as to allow 

FORTRAN to be run from terminalJfor programmes under 20K words of store, 

then it became possible to progress very quickly indeed. In the next 

section, the use of the operating system MACROS will be discussed, but 

the feature of the machine, in that large programmes could be runJby 

inserting only six cards, was of great use in completing the study. 

Not all the hardware enhancements were satisfactory; there had been 

high hopes that a large flatbed plotter would be provided by the 

Computer Board. Unfortunately, when it cameJit was too small a size 

for this work, and the ICL software was unsuitable. A major problem 

was that, if the plotter was used as an on-line peripheral, the rate 

of throughput of other jobs through the machine sank to close to zero. 

On the other hand, when the graph plotter output was put into a file, 

to be plotted using the graph plotter as an off-line peripheral, many 

unexpected problems arose. The control of the size of the characters 

of the titles proved to be more difficult than necessary. Eventually 

the University Computer Unit provided some software, but it was so 

limited that it was of no interest, since the examination of the loading 

of parcels by plotting the corners manually had proved a simpler, 

quicker method. 

Many machines were used for this project, and Table 7.4Dlists the 
(Page 405) 

machines and the purposes for which they were used. Simulation trials 

on the smaller on-line machinesJsuch as lnterdata, Hewlett-Packard or 

DEC, showed that the advantages of rapid calculation and immediate 

access, were not as effective as soon as the simulation became at all 

complex. It was all too easy to fill the available core quickly and, 
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even when the advantage of easy overlaying by the use of "chaining" 

was possible, the longer running times tended to nullify even this. 

The use of BASIC language on these machines is ideal and the author 

felt it to be superior to conversational FORTRAN. The degree to which 

the machine will sense incorrect programming as the line is entered is 

important, and the extensions to BASIC seem, if anything, to be more 

prolific than to FORTRAN. The fast interactive big machines, such as 

CYBERNET SIGMA, had very sophisticated forms of BASIC and programmes 

were nearly always error free at run time. This made them more economic 

than they would seem to be from their expensive cost of around £600 per 

hour of computer time, but this was only measured on a basis of the 

use of time in the processor~ This was usually very quick and, if 

. multiprogramming was in operation, the charge was calculated on the 

actual time spent in calculation. There was no connect time charge. 

On the other hand, a virtual connection time existed, since remote 

processing creates telephone bills and these could be so substantial 

that they were in excess of the computer costs. For example, when the 

Open Unive~sity computer in London was out of action, the next available 

was in Newcastle-on-Tyne. The telephone costs to reach there were 

greater than the hourly cost for the alternative LEAS CO computer plus 

the associated telephone costs, because the LEAS CO service was 

available locally. These smaller computers were both Hewlett-Packard 

2000 series and the programmes were interchangeable except for very 

minor differences, easily corrected. Commercial costs at that time 

for the LEAS CO were approximately £5.00 per hour during office hours 

and SOp, subsequently raised to 75p, for evening rate, when the 

telephone cost was also minimal. For small analysis, statistics and 

so forth, the Hewlett-Packard HP 2000 was an excellent machine. The 

Interdata and DEC were slightly less effective. The MINIC was very 
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much less so, and very limited. The outstanding advantage of 

terminal operation,is in rapid editing and correction of programmes. 

Once this is done, the programme will be run more effectively in batch mode, 

by the use of the tape reader, if the machine will accept input from 

the terminal tape attachment. The lCL machine would not accept paper 

tape from the ITT Creed terminals without considerable manipulation, 

due to the problems with separators (commas, spaces and semicolons) 

and particularly the carriage return-line feed, required by lCL 1900, 

" " and the TC transmission characters. 

Running the simulation model is essentially a batch requirement and 

there is little advantage, if any, in running the model from the 

terminal, since the run time would cause an appreciable wait. On the 

other hand, the statistical packages, such as SPSS or STAN (a 

Cybernet package) (see Section 7.7) are equally large. but are much 
(Page 230) 

superior,when run from an on-line system. This is because the 

answers do not take excessively long to produce from statistical 

packages and the next step cannot be predicted, until the present one 

is completed. The remote job entry,batch terminal~of CDC machines 

is useful in this connection, since a rapid turn around of the 

programme is possible. When the flow through of other work is slack, 

then as many as 20 or 30 runs per day become possible. 

7.4.2 The Choice of Languages 

The standard MACROS used by the University at the time of the 

simulation modelling,gave much monitor file listing and programme 

listing,that was not necessary. The use of MACROS written by the 

author, enabled these superfluities to be removed and with the use of 

binary programmes, previously compiled, cut the run time of the 

simulation considerably. The excellence of GEORGE 3 operating system 

and language/must be mentioned here. This is in contrast to much of 
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the other software available from rCL. In conjunction with the 

multifiling capability of the leL machine and the EXTENDED FORTRAN 

language, it was felt that the flexibility gained by the operating 

system GEORGE 3 extended the effective size of the machine. This 

gain was nullified by the increased run time, when the machine was 

engaged in complex operating procedures. The data bank of files was 

invaluable, enabling steady growth of the model. This technique is 

discussed in a paper by Rourke, Boyd and Liu (1975) describing how an 

Integrated Manufacturing System could develop from the extension of 

these modelling techniques. 

To a large extent the author's computer software was growing during 

the project. Reference to Table 7.41 shows the five compilers used 
(Page 405) 

during the course of the project; the changes being enforced because 

the computer facilities were enhanced. The increase in size from the 

first magnetic tape compiler to the current magnetic disc compiler, 

although it increased the overhead, also increased the facilities 

available in the version of FORTRAN. To maintain flexibility of the 

programme, so that it could be transferred without too many alterations, 

the version of FORTRAN used in the programme rarely went beyond the 

level of FORTRAN II. 

The lCL version of BASIC is not particularly good, even compared with 

many of the minicomputer BASIC languages. This is not really 

surprising, since the computer architecture of the 1900 series was 

not conceived with interactive terminal operation in mind. It is an 

excellent batch machine. Some idea of the complexities of multi-

programming and multiaccess are discussed by Barron (1971), who 

quotes in connection with mUltiprogramming the words of 

R. L. Stevenson, "Extreme busyness ••• is a symptom of deficient 
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vitality". The limitations imposed by the MOP terminal system on the 

available user core, the lack of core-swapping facilities and the 

general communications problem on the older, smaller machines, is all 

symptomatic of the constraint imposed by the original architecture. 

For most of the time of the project it was found to be more effective 

to "single-shot" programmes (that is, to have only one programme in 

the arithmetic unit at a time) rather than allow the multiprogramming 

that more recent enhancements made possible. With the total 

replacement of the core and general uprating to a 1904A machine, 

coupled with software changes to a new operating system (GEORGE 4, 

accompanied by paging), then a totally new approach to the running of 

prograrmnes will occur. At the time of the project, transfers made by 

the machine (machine overhead) required 48 to 64 K words of store 

normally, and millions of transfers were made during a ten hour shift. 

These problems made the choice of FORTRAN the optimum for the main 

.simulation. Terminal editing was a useful feature which speeded the 

turnaround. 

The analytical programmes fell into two types, with further sub-

divisions. The two main divisions were into analytical programmes, 

written by the author for data checking or statistical analysis, or 

alternatively the statistical packages, which are separately discussed 

in Section 7.7. 
(Page 230) 

The specially created programmes were further sub-

divided into those written in FORTRAN for batch operation, and those 

in BASIC for interactive terminal operation. The choice of technique 

was determined by type and size of the "computer job". The checking 

of the parcel data for over 2000 parcels, each with over 20 variables, 

was a large FORTRAN batch job. The analysis of the 70 parcels tested 

for their mechanical rroperties (see Section 7.3.3, pa~e 178) was 

carried out on an interactive computer terminal in BASIC. 
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Numerous small statistical checks derived from the results of the 

main programmes were BASIC interactive terminal work. ~1ost "jobs" 

could be labelled as clearly batch or terminal type work. Some very 

few cases lay intermediate between the two or. more likely, comprised 

elements of both. Comparisons between the two methods become difficult 

and similar to asking: "Is it better to walk to work, or use a car?" 

This obviously depends upon how far it is to work, what sort of 

climate. how busy the roads are and other subsidiary questions. The 

analogy can be extended further. since just as there are different 

requirements favouring one method or the other, so there are other 

alternatives to the two methods available. Comment as to which 

technique is the "best" must always be qualified with "best for what 

purpose?" 

In the same way, it is different to make comparisons between the use 

of the CDC 7600 and lCL 1903A computers using FORTRAN for the 

simulation and the large analytical programmes. The CDC was much 

faster, but less convenient in operating control via the operating 

language. It was felt the SCOPE was an inferior operating system 

from the user's point of view when compared to GEORGE 3. In the same 

way, the optindsing facility of the CDC compilers was useful, but 

their error tracing was less useful than the ICL TRACE facility. A 

rather glib approximation as to a machine comparison was that if a 

large programme was working, or if a package was in use, the CDC was 

clearly superior. On the other hand, the creation of large programmes 

was easier on the lCL 1900, especially if the programme was written 

in modules and use made of the multifiling capabilities and operating 

system control of GEORGE. A great help in this was the ability of 

the operating system to trap any non-fatal errors by FTRAP ERRS and 

suitable programming, which allowed the programme to restart and 
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carryon without operator intervention. Obviously a default, which 

is intelligent enough to anticipate likely faults, is an essential 

part of this technique. This is not always easy to arrange. 

7.4.3 The System/Model/Configuration Interaction 

Once the basic constraints of the computer, the real world 

system, and the resources available for measurement and research were 

all determined, then the model could be created. During the growth 

of the model, the influences of the constraints were bound to have 

their effects on the final result. 

The work that had been carried out to analyse the parcels traffic by 

Castellano, Clinch and Vick (1971) was a fruitful source of information. 

The inferences to be drawn from the analysis made by the author in 

this project, using their data, were inconclusive as to the nature of 

parcel populations. The parcels traffic is changing fairly rapidly 

and, while the general results available from the survey would help 

to reduce the amount of work involved in a survey of current traffic, 

to keep abreast of the nature of current traffic is a considerable 

task. The most likely method would be to abstract a number of fairly 

small samples from the different offices at regular intervals. While 

the variation of sample mean,to population mean,would then be high 

for anyone sample, the average of the predictors from a wide range 

of offices,would be a good estimate of the overall nature of the 

traffic. 

As far as the problem of jamming is concerned, it would be wise to 

try to create some sort of recording system, before attempting to 

simulate the more complicated L-turns and other conveyor and chute 

configurations. The results of this research indicate that jamming 

is likely to be causative. Therefore the likely causes should be 
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isolated by careful observation before any further extension of 

simulation work is made. 
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7.5 RESULTS OF THE MODEL 

7.5.1 The Choice of a Computer Simulation 

It would be considerably simpler to model the behaviour of 

Post Office parcels if a queueing model based on discrete mathematics 

could be used. The Post Office conveying systems use a series of 

chutes, glacis and conveyor belts of widely varying type to form a 

Parcels Office. It would be necessary to use mOdels of considerable 

complexity, the problems of which could no doubt be overcome. 

Khintchine (1960) favours simulation where a definite solution is 

required rather than a general one. Disney (1963) comments on this, 

and notes the importance and the effect of interactions. Phillips 

and Skeith (1969a) suggest that computer simulation is a useful aid 

to mathematical analysis and also emphasise that, where a general 

result is needed, then queueing mathematics is favoured. On the other 

hand, if a specific behaviour is to be modelled, then a simulation is 

better. That is, to predict the occurrence of jamming as a probability, 

it is likely that queueing mathematics will provide all that is 

necessary, once the theoretical approach was validated by actual 

observation and possibly simulation. On the other hand, if it is 

desired to isolate specific causes of jamming, then a computer 

simulation is the favoured method. Even though a jam never occurred 

with this model computer simulation throughout the whole project, it 

would be simple to extend the programm~ so that causative factors such 

as difficult parcels or configurations, or strings jamming in sidewall/ 

belt interfaces, were modelled and their effects noted. This point 

of view is supported by Phillips and Skeith (1966b). 

In making the decision to write a computer simulation, the intermediate 

stage was the analysis of the shape, size and material of parcels to 
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establish if it would be reasonable to theorise about a single 

idealised parcel material, as has been discussed before. This was 

not a feasible approach, but this only became apparent after 

considerable study and research had been applied to the work of others, 

for example Jenike (1954 to 1970) and Castellano et ale (1971). It 

was thus a necessary part of this research to study the nature of 

parcels, and so data analysis became an integral part of the study. 

Programme Description 

Programmes were developed for two-dimensional and three

dimensional models. The two-dimensional programmes were abandoned 

very early on in the study and effort concentrated on the three

dimensional versions. The "p" series, which consisted of the "Flat

Load" and "Tilt" versions, showed promise early and development of 

these programmes continued while other types were abandoned. The "P" 

series programmes loaded parcels on the basis of a consideration of 

"point~up" or "line-up" or "plane-up" classification of the loading 

of a parcel. A feasibility run on the flat-load or plane-up only 

loading soon showed that packing densities were obtained of around 

25%, parcels by volume, in a given conveyor volume. This was because 

of the premature "cut-off" of further parcel loading as soon as the 

current parcel showed above the sidewall after loading. This was 

altered subsequently. Concentrating on the "Tilt" programme has 

produced approximately 200 programme versions, based on four programmes 

in two groups. POI and PF were the first successful groups. They 

were abridged programmes which loaded parcels only, so that the 

results could be compared to figures given for trial tests at WOO. 

PG and PM were full programmes calculating forces and friction. 

They required a large core store and were, therefore, slower to 

progress. This second group calculated the jamming forces. From the 

programmes PF and PG the final Tilt Programmes TL201-204 were produced. 
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General Aims 

In programmes of this complexity there is a tendency to be too 

ambitious in the systems analysis and, therefore, to try to produce 

an exact model which is too complex to be made operative in an 

economic sense. This has been the cause of much delay in the completion 

of the project. Accordingly, the final versions are simplified 

versions of many more complicated loading systems which were tested. 

Wherever future development might call for more complex routines, 

the programme structure has been maintained. In the interests of 

obtaining production runs the model has had to be simplified in 

certain decision making areas. 

The general aim may be said to be "To produce estimates of loading 

which can be validated and the model developed to the point where it 

will reproduce the loading of the tests, when using similar parcel 

sizes". This has been achieved. 

In drawing up a logic sequence which models a Post Office conveyor, 

a certain background knowledge is essential. Credit must be given 

here for the thoughts of authors, whose works are not directly 

relevant to the thesis, yet who laid the foundations for the systems 

analysis techniques. Two particularly important authors for systems 

analysis were Nadler (1967, 1970 and 1976) and also Nadler and Smith 

(1963) and Cloot (1974) for his diagram technique, which waS considered 

a superior form of logic diagram for this particular project. Naylor 

et ale (1966) and Naylor (1969) were invaluable sources for programme 

writing. 

7.5.2 Trials of the Final Programmes (TL 200 Series) 

These programmes ran well and all the subsystems worked 

correctly in their modular form. The final adjustment of the complete 

model followed, as errors were recognised. This was a slow operation, 
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since turnaround on the complete programmes was, at best, at least 

24 hours and on average about two days. Initially fatal execution 

errors occurred, that is, the programme ceased to run and failed. 

Once these were cleared the remaining errors needed to be searched 

out by checking and rechecking the results, looking for the inconsistent 

or inaccurate, and checking the FORTRAN programme, statement by state

ment, in the relevant area. Fairly extensive testing was required in 

certain areas, such as parcel forces, loading and pressures, to adjust 

the programme to its final version. This was done by adjusting the 

programme until spatial relations of the parcels and the force 

calculations were acceptable. This was tedious and could have been 

speeded up to a considerable extent if the programme could have been 

run from a terminal. This was not possible because every time an 

alteration was made to the programme, the recompiling that was 

necessary called for considerably larger user core area. This was 

above the MOP user core availability, so batch mode was used and the 

turnaround was reduced. The four versions of the programme were all 

approximately 1300 statements of FORTRAN in length and so were fairly 

complex. Many of the changes had to be made to all the programmes, 

although tests were confined to one version initially, and alterations 

to the other versions made in reasonably large numbers to avoid wasting 

compilation time. This could be overdone, since the models were not 

entirely identical, and some alterations did not work as expected in 

all the four versions of the programme. 

The Four Programme Versions 

Once the loading of the parcels had been carried out the 

calculation of the forces was carried out. There were two alternatives 

in the loading, one was to load the parcels by random placement, as 

in an open topped container into which the parcels had been dropped to 
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give a form of static' loading. The alternative was the moving belt 

simulation, which moved the parcels along the conveyor as they were 

loading, to represent the action of the moving belt. Similarly, in 

the force calculation, two methods had been proved to be successful. 

One was based on the method of moments and the other on trigonometry. 

In such a complex network of forces the basic assumption that no 

compliance existed was maintained. To make use of the facility built 

into the system to identify the compliance of each parcel would have 

considerably increased the complexity. This was felt to be beyond the 

scope of this research and would have resulted in a programme of such 

a core size and running time that it would be impracticable for the 

computing power available. Further decisions were made by the force 

calculation module in distribution of the loads exerted by other 

parcels and the parcel weight, so that it would resolve forces onto 

parcels lower in the conveyor. These decisions, when coupled to the 

arrangement of the computer programme to minimise the calculation 

time and programme length, were such as to make the calculation of 

the final forces a somewhat precarious business. The resultants were 

the small differences of fairly large components and any loose 

approximations could lose or alter the forces unreasonably. Hence 

when the force modules were used in the programme, their performance 

was self-determined to a considerable extent. There were three 

versions of the force calculation module. The first version did not 

make many assumptions about the resolution of the forces, but could 

fail when trying to make a decision as to the resolution of the forces. 

It would then arbitrarily divide the forces between the three contact 

points previously chosen. This adjustment by arbitrary division 

predominated, so a programme was created to always divide arbitrarily, 

which reduced the time for the computer run considerably. This was 

called the second force calculation system and gave similar results 
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to the first. However, neither of the two programmes was sufficiently 

representative of parcel forces. Accordingly a third calculation 

system was created with a completely new approach based upon trigono

metrical analysis of the forces. This was far more successful than 

the previous two systems, giving much more realistic force values, 

and it was used for the final results. 

The programmes are: 

TL 201 Moving Belt Second type Force Calculation 

TL 202 Random Placement Second type Force Calculation 

TL 203 Moving Belt Third type Force Calculation 

TL 204 Random Placement Third type Force Calculation 

The random placement models both gave loadings consisting of an 

average of 65 parcels and about 35% packing density, when the conveyor 

was "full", which was defined arbitrarily. The moving belt model 

would accept much more dense packing without declaring the conveyor 

full. Loadings of 99 parcels eould be accepted without being full, 

with up to 62.3% packing density. This is likely to be due to the 

simulation of a "shaking-down" effect in the moving belt model. Both 

models would simulate the effects of varying humidity and various 

proportions of plastic wrapped parcels at will. The forces super

imposed on a given parcel could be from up to 10 other parcels, and 

this proved adequate but not excessive, since occasionally an over

flow routine was used for more than 10 contacts. Speaking generally 

of the many thousands of parcel placements which were made, very few 

had more than three parcels in contact. 

Comments on the Programme 

Any algorithm which will handle all cases presented to it, and 

be in a form which will handle three orthogonal direction calculations 

for each of three different contact nodes, adding to them the resolutions 
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or moments of up to 30 contacting points, will be a very sophisticated 

algorithm indeed. There are ways of overcoming the drawbacks of this, 

by reducing the decisions to be made at anyone stage. These ways must 

avoid or overcome cases where the overflow or underflow condition is 

produced in the computer locations, or cases which try to divide by 

zero. This may tend to occur a number of times in any calculation and 

would cause execution failure, which would lose the computer time 

expended to that point in the run. The programme was developed to the 

point where the final calculation systems gave sidewall forces which 

averaged 1.86% of the base forces, when tested on a ·conveyor section 

of 40 inches wide by 36 inches high. 29 test loadings were made 

using 1822 parcels from all offices. These loadings were all similar, 

with an average percentage ratio of parcel volume to conveyor volume 

of 37%. A survey of a sample of 270 test runs for a wide variety of 

conveyor widths, sections and parcel to conveyor volume ratios, showed 

that the highest value was 11.02% for the ratio of sidewall/base 

forces with a parcel/conveyor volume ratio of only 12.34%. In one 

loading, the sidewall/base force ratio was 6.27%, yet the parcel to 

conveyor volume ratio was only 4.25% with nine parcels in the section. 

These relatively high values of sidewall/base force ratios of over 6% 

occurred at random over a wide variety of loadings. They were more 

common with the model which simulated the "moving belt" but, even so, 

occurred over the whole range of parcel to conveyor volume ratios. 

The cause of this high force was, therefore, felt to be related to 

certain parcel configurations rather than the congestion caused by a 

large number of parcels in the section. As far as jamming is concerned, 

it appears from this simulation model that, without some causative 

factor occurring, a jam would be very unlikely. However, it appears 

that causative factors do exist, making jams more likely in straight 

conveyors, even if only slightly more likely. Certain parcels are 
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found to be subject to extremely high forces or pressures, not 

usually both on the same parcel, which are probably due to the 

"configuration" of the parcels in the local area. The local increase, 

usually only one or two parcels being involved, is by 11 times for 

force and 12.6 for pressure, based on the results from 1822 parcels in 

29 drops. Combining this configuration effect,with the effects of 

unfavourable packing factors which maximise sidewall friction forces, 

then a crude guess suggests that on one day in three years,a jam might 

occur in a straight conveyor due to this cause. Further research to 

give a graphic presentation of the packing would help to explain the 

phenomenon of these "hot-spots". 

~ndom Number Generators 

While good random number generators were available with the 

software on the 1900 system,they had two drawbacks. The first was 

that the form in which the random generator was given,was not entirely 

suitable for the programme as it was outlined and the second was that 

this subroutine for random number generation, was on a set of discs 

which originally were not usually on the computer,so that special 

arrangements were made to provide these,whenever the random number 

generator was required. 

Initially the leL subroutine was discarded and a random number generator 

routine was developed,which was incorporated into the programme. 

While it was certainly not so random as the 1900 software generator, 

it had the advantage of being able to produce a number of random 

number streams at once and remember the different generating constants. 

The Computer Unit had been pressed for some time to make the leL 

random number routine generally available. As the disc capacity 

increased, the subroutine was made available by the Computer Unit all 
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the time and the problem of the random number generator was resolved. 

Subsequently the leL routine FPMCRV was used at all times, as it was 

superior to the generator written by the author. 

The Programme in Operation 

Initialisation: The initialisation of the office, the size of 

the conveyor, the selection of the base and sidewall materials are 

not substantially different from the earliest versions of the programme 

and have run many hundreds of times. 

The original programme would move any parcels which dropped outside 

the sidewall to the inside of the sidewall. This has been altered so 

that parcels which drop outside are relocated. A modification of this 

programme was tested in which parcels were dropped in a band down the 

centre of the conveyor and distributed with a bias to the centre and 

less and less to the outside. It was of no advantage and. in fact, 

might be better if the bias was more towards the conveyor sides. 

The search for the parcel corners looked originally only in the area 

of the rectangle, which is orthogonal to the parcel corners. This 

abridged version had very simple rules indeed, but there were versions 

such as PG and PM which were more complex, and which rejected certain 

corners and ascertained the relative angles of obliquely aligned 

parcels. These needed a search which did not automatically reject 

any parcels outside the orthogonal "falling area", but rather checked 

whether the sides of the parcel underneath appeared in the area under 

the parcel. Such complications proved to be necessary. On these more 

complicated placing procedures,the TL 201-204 programmes were based. 

The first stage of the programme can produce much output. if the 

"diagnostics switch" is set to "on". Details are then given of the 

conveyor and office, checks are made and warnings given,if ever 
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misplaced cards are included from another office, or if the wrong data 

file is called up. Each parcel is described and the location, 

orientation and "falling area" is given. A running check of parcel 

dimension and girth is also produced. When decision making occurs 

there is an output of "routes taken", except where the parcel is put 

directly down on the base. For every fresh loading which occurs if 

the parcel overlaps the sidewall, new information is output. The 

next process is the positioning of the parcel in the conveyor. This 

is in two stages. The first determines the possible points on parcels 

already in the conveyor, on which the new parcel may be placed. The 

second stage is run through a series of heuristic rules which select 

one of three loadings for the parcel in the conveyor. They are the 

plane up (PLU), line up (LU) , or the point up (PU), which were 

discussed in Section 5.2.4. (See page 118) 

Finding the Highest Corners: The procedure is largely a 

routine computer sort into the highest points from anything up to the 

last 100 points. The sorting is slightly different according to 

whether the parcel is orthogonal or rotated, since the relative 

positions of the "corner areas" move with the corners of the parcel 

being placed. ~1uch additional data 0.(£ recorded temporarily, other 

than simply the "comer type" and "corner area", during the time the 

programme is loading a parcel. The only permanent storage is the 

co-ordinates and "type and area" of the points underneath the parcel t 

in matrix form. 

Rules for Loading: There are four types of corner underneath 

the parcel and four types of corner on the bottom of the upper parcel, 

so in this simplified model there are 16 types of corner arrangement. 

This is modified by the angle of rotation of upper and lower parcel, 

and also the attituJe of the under parcel. (~~ether it is PLU, LU or 
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PU, which then alters the type of loading). The degree of sophistication 

of the model in selecting the necessary attitude and correct corner 

points may have been too great. The author took an "engineering 

approach" and sought realism in the model in this area and incorporated 

a structure)which allowed for optional incorporation of further 

branching, if it had proved necessary. The very powerful "computed 

GO TO" statement of FORTRAN,was invaluable in this area. This need 

for flexibility, was the basic reason for the programme structure. 

This complicated part of the programming was therefore completed, 

enabling the decision statements to be altered at will. The structure 

of the loading is now such that simple steering enables it to operate. 

It is also simple to extend the decision making,to a selection from a 

choice of six possible corners. However, some analysis of computer 

tests of the various more complex methods have shown them to be no 

better~and sometimes worse than the simple ones used in the abridged 

model, in this straight conveyor model. The computer times are 

considerably increased by increased complexity at this point. If the 

corner type is intermediate with respect to the area (i.e. type 2 or 4 

in area 1, (see Section 5.2» then the parcel is loaded LU, with 
(Page 115) 

either of the opposite two faces high. In the simple model the new 

parcel rests upon the next point in the list, irrespective. Some 

selection here would reduce the preponderance towards LU since, if 

the next underpoint is not suitable, then PU would be quite simply 

the best loading for these cases. However, for the moment the simple 

rule is used. 

At the end of this section the programme sets the variables for the 

particular form of loading that has been selected and moves on to the 

next· section. 
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Storage and "Conveyor Full" Section: This has seven sub

sections: 

(a) Alters any parcels placed as PU (point up) if a check shows that the 

lower two points of the three supporting points are at the same 

height. This is the equivalent of an LU loading and the parcel 

is therefore reclassified as LU, and the correct side is declared 

as "up". Parcels resting on the base and one point are in this 

category. 

(b) Stores data for PLU on the base. 

(c) Stores the corner points for the parcel being placed. 

(d) Stores data for the parcel being placed. 

(e) Checks if the computer stores are already filled; this is 

essential otherwise the programme fails without any output. 

(f) Checks to see if cut-off arran8ement is satisfied for "conveyor 

full" • 

(g) Outputs parcel positions and data. 

Of these sub-sections (a) to (d) have been well tried on many 

programmes~ Section (f) is always present but needs alteration at 

many points through the programme if the store size is increased. 

The storage of the abridged version is only about 16 K words for 100 

parcels, so among the many modifications was one with extended parcel 

stores for 125 parcels. However, this increase in storage reduced the 

rate of testing so this was abandoned, since there seemed no resulting 

advantage to compensate for slower turnaround as the extra storage 

was virtually unused. 

Force, Load and Pressure Calculation Sections: Two more sections 

complete this part of the full programme and although they are less 

complex than the previous section, they need large areas of core 

storage. 
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Choosing the Underparcel Contact Points: This has three sub

sections: 

(a) Pre-setting of nodes. 

(b) Loading of co-ordinates in the matrices. 

(c) Loading the registers with the underparcel numbers. 

The pre-setting of the nodes, once established, was used throughout 

and was fairly simple logic. The second and third sub-sections were 

completely revised halfway through the development of the final 

programmes, both to improve them and to aid in the use of the third 

force calculation system. 

The Force Calculation Section: This has four sub-sections: 

(a) Calculation of forces at nodes. 

(b) Calculation of friction forces. 

(c) Calculation of loads ort individual parcels. 

.cd) Calculation of pressures on individual parcels. 

This section required considerable development and three main versions 

were produced. The final version,as has been described, used a 

trigonometrical method to calculate the forces at the nodes and gave 

reasonable results. 

7.5.3 Classification of the Analytical Variables 

The variables which were incorporated into the model may be 

classified in a number of ways. From the systems point of view the 

model had the exogenous and endogenous variables to simplify operating. 

and programming control. From the point of view of analysis of the 

results, the division of variables is rather different. To aid the 

analysis the variables are divided into those independent or 

controlling variables which are used to control the model and, 
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alternatively, those parameters used to evaluate the effects, or in 

other words the dependent variables. 

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 
(Controllers) 

Loading (static or moving belt) 

Traffic intensity 

Width of the conveyor 

Materials - parcel wrappings 

Materials - belting 

Materials - sidewalls 

Environment - humidity 

Environment - dust 

Parcel attributes 

Office characteristics 

The ones used were as follows: 

DEPENDENT VARIABLES 
(Evaluators) 

Number of parcels 

Packing density 

Total weight of parcels loaded 

Haximum load on a parcel 

Maximum pressure on parcels 

Maximum sidewall/base force ratio 

Average sidewall/base force ratio 

Base/sidewall contacts 

Overlapping by parcels 

Computer usage 

To aid in comprehension,the results of the computer model will be 

discussed,by considering each of the independent variables in turn 

and noting the effects of the change in the independent variable. 

Naturally; some overlapping is inevitable and some of the finer 

detail will be obscured by this approach. 

7.5.4 Evaluation of the Effects due to Change of Independent Variables 

This section analyses the effects of changes in the variables 

considered as independent or "controllers" in Section 7.5.3, upon the 

variables considered as dependent or "evaluators". The "controllers" 

are divided into the following: 

LOADING (STATIC OR MOVING BELT) 

TRAFFIC INTENSITY 

WIDTH OF THE CONVEYOR 

MATERIALS 

ENVIRONMENT 

PARCEL AND OFFICE ATTRIBUTES 
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Two computer programmes were used in this analysis, written for inter-

active terminal usage, on the INTERDATA 70. The MSD programme produced 

means and standard deviations and single sample t-test for parcels 

data. (See figs. 7.42 and 7.43). The C02 programme (see figs. 7.44 
(Pages 406 & 408) . (Pages 409 & 411) 

and 7.45) was used where data was to be correlated from two parameters, 

one dependent and the other independent. The programme also gave the 

mean and standard deviation in both x and y. If there were further 

y variables to be tested, the programme gave the opportunity to enter 

these. This proved ~nvaluable, as the programme could be re-run 

without entering the values of x again. If the error was spotted 

before the return key was pressed, then a line cancel could be used. 

If the error was such as to fail the programme, caused for example by 

two decimal points, or a data transmission error from the ASR 33 Data 

Dynamics tele-typewriter, which was far older than the computer and 

not in good condition, then it was possible to re-start the programme 

before the failure and re-run. A further useful INTERDATA feature 

was the ability to alter any variable by direct entry. 

7.5.4.1 Loading 

The static model places parcels at random over the area of the 

conveyor, in a manner which would be typical of the emptying of parcel 

bags over the first conveyor. The moving belt model places parcels 

along a line at random and the line moves along the belt to simulate 

a moving belt. There are noticeable differences in packing between 

the two models. Table 7.46 makes a comparison of the two models. 
(Page 412) 

analysis of these figures is shown in Table 7.47 L which gives the 
(Page 4l~) 

(R) of moving/static packing parameters for various offices and 

conveyor widths. 

R = 
Moving Belt Parameter 
Random Placement Parameter 

An 

ratio 
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It will be noted from Table 7.47 that the Croydon parcel data shows 

remarkable consistency in the ratio R, for number, packing, density 

and weight. The effect of width of conveyor is only slight, if a 

comparison of results from loading a width of 40 inches is compared 

to loading the range of widths from 32 to 72 inches in steps of 4 

inches. Table 7.48 shows the comparison for the Croydon office for 

static loading, based upon a sample of three runs, for a range of 

widths from 32 to 72 inches. The values for this test sample of 

loadings vary in a way which suggests that parcels are not a homo-

geneous material. 

If we consider the values for an average number of Croydon office 

parcels for the 33 test loadings for the range of conveyor widths from 

32 to 72 inches: 

For average number of parcels: ~fean • 67.48 

Standard Deviation - 11.03 

Standard Error of the Mean • 11.03 - • 1.92 
133 

95% (1.96 0E) Confidence Limits 
of the Mean • 65.56 and 69.40 

For a sample of 21 test readings of Croydon parcels for a 40 inch width 

conveyor, the mean of the average number of parcels lies outside the 

confidence limits for all widths: 

For average number of parcels: Mean • 64.81 

Standard Deviation • 12.93 

Standard Error of the Mean • 12.93 
- 2.82 

9'5% Confidence Limi ts of the Mean - 61.99 and 67.63 for ! 1.96 erE 

which indicates that larger samples would give a closer evaluation. 
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For a larger sample of 96 test loadings of Croydon parcels, loaded by 

the random placement model into a 40 inch wide conveyor, the following 

results were obtained: 

For average number of parcels: Mean • 66.59 

Standard Deviation 11.67 

Standard Error of the Mean = 11.67 
--- • 1.19 

196 

95% (1.96 O'E) Confidence Limits of 
the Mean of the Sample = 65.40 to 67.78 

At the 95% confidence level the limits of the ± 1.96 sample standard 

deviations are 42.53 to 90.65 parcels. Three of the sample loadings 7 

in the 40 inch wide conveyor, each of which totalled 40 parcels, were 

outside these lindts, which is acceptable. Three loadings in the 

varying width conveyor were also outside these limits. They were the 

40 inch width sample of three loadings, which gave one parcel loading 

of 40 parcels; the 44 inch width sample of three loadings, which gave 

one loading of 91 parcels; and also the 52 inch width sample of three 

loadings, which gave one loading of 99 parcels. 

We can test the difference between the sample of 33 test loadings of 

varying width conveyors against the sample of 21 test loadings on the 

40 inch fixed width conveyor by the method of Moroney (1951). Using 

the standard error of the difference of means to test the Null 

Hypothesis we get, using the notation of Daniel and Terrell (1975): 

H : o • where ~l 

and ~2 

• mean of number of 
parcels loaded into 
a 40 inch width 
conveyor 

• mean of number of 
parcels loaded into 
conveyors of 32 to 72 
inches wide 
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Standard error of the difference: 

n1 = 33 Xl = 67.4 01 = 11.03 

X2 = 64.81 

Difference in the Means = 67.48 - 64.81 

= 2.67 

Variance of the difference 92 33 x 11.032 + 21 x 12.932 
= • 21 + 33 - 2 

= 144.72 

Standard error of the 
difference = ~2 • 1144.72 = 12.03 

Best estimate of ~ - Ow • 12.03;!;3 + ~1 

t 
67.48 - 64.81 .. 

3.358 
.. 0.795 

for 52 degrees 
freedom 

The critical value at the 95% level for "t" is 1. 6 7 and on this basis 

we accept the Null Hypothesis. 

This variability of the parcels was greater than any effect due to 

changing the width of the conveyor. Table 7.48 shows values for the 
(Page 414) 

samples of three test loadings. The averages shown are all inside a 

plus or minus one standard deviation of the mean. This assessment 

would indicate that the effects of width upon loading are not likely 

to be significant. 

Applying the F-test to the Null Hypothesis: 

H : }Jl lJ2 where )Jl .. mean for number of 
0 

parcels for 40 inch 
width conveyor 

and H~ : }Jl 
, 

)J2 and )J2 • mean for number of 
parcels for 32 inch 
to 72 inch conveyors 

we get F = 1.399 for 20 and 32 degrees freedom 
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The critical values are: 

at 95% confidence F = 1.92 for 20 and 32 degrees freedom 

and at 99% confidence F a 2.53 for 20 and 32 degrees freedom 

We therefore accept the Null Hypothesis,that there is no significant 

difference in packing intensity between samples of different widths. 

The variation in loading a mixture of all parcels from the offices for 

fixed width. compared to varied widths, as shown by the values for R 

in Table 7.47, is likely also to be due to chance. For a conveyor 
(Page 413) 

section 40 inches wide by 36 inches high, the ratio R varies from 

1.53 for number of parcels, to R equals 1.78 for packing density (that 

is, the percentage of the volume of the conveyor occupied by parcels) 

and to R equals 1.58 for the weight of parcels. These figures were 

obtained over 95 different packing arrangements from just over 400 

runs with the sample data. It is interesting that the figures for the 

range of widths vary in an essentially similar manner even though, in 

this case, the sample had to be limited, because each test of three 

runs was carried out on all the eleven widths for each of six offices 

to obtain one set of data. That is, 198 runs for one test point, which 

obviously restricted the test. However, the figures are close to those 

for the 40 inch wide conveyor, with the same trend between number, 

packing density and weight. The ratio R is remarkably consistent with 

the Croydon parcels. This might be due to the fact that the sample of 

parcels from offices contained over 2000 parcels, whereas there were 

only 315 parcels in the Croydon sample. Calculation of the number of 

ways that 67 parcels can be loaded from a choice of 315 was just 

within the capacity of the computer used and gave the result of 

0.1253 x 1071 • This argument can be dismissed as unlikely, Neverthe-

less, some further statistical analysis was carried out on the values 
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for the number of parcels loaded for Croydon compared with the data 

from all of the offices. 

The Null Hypothesis was tested by the Analysis of Variance technique 

(Daniel and Terrell, 1975) for the varying width conveyor using the 

eleven samples of three test loadings and also for the seven samples 

for the 40 inch width conveyor, as shown in Table 7.49. The Hypothesis 
(Page 415) 

was: 

H . III ~ ll2 = - lln 0 
. . ......... 

and Hp lJl rf lJ2 " .......... rf lln 

where n was 11 and 7 respectively. 

The effect of varying the width of the conveyor was possibly significant 

at the 95% level, but not at 99%. The 40 inch wide conveyor tests 

showed no significant difference. Thus, the further testing showed 

only a possible significance at the 95% level of confidence between the 

width of the conveyor and the packing of parcels. It was concluded 

that the significantly higher packing densities (see table 7.46) shown 
(Page 412) 

by the moving belt model,were due to the way in which parcels were 

simulated as rolling in the "upstream" direction, if the pArcel was too high 

when superimposed on the parcel group already placed. This action 

apparently enabled greater packing density to be achieved. The 

analogy to the real world needs testing, since both the packing 

techniques and the estimation of when the conveyor is full, are models 

and very crude ones at that, when compared with a complex and 

sophisticated real world situation. How the conveyor is estimated to 

be full in the model is discussed later. It can be seen that the 

simulated rolling action helps to achieve a later cut-off point in 

loading. It is essential to comment that visual studies would indicate 

that something of this type does occur in the real world also, but any 
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research required to validate the action is beyond the scope of this 

research, owing to the need for measurements in the Post Offices. 

Movement Towards the Sidewall 

The first models had been arranged so that, when overlap in the 

horizontal plane occurred at the sidewalls, the parcel was moved 

inwards so that it just lay in contact with the sidewall, maintaining 

the same angles to the sidewall, as discussed in Chapter 5. This gave 
(Pages 112 & 113) 

an excessive bias and so the section of programme was removed. After 

this section was deleted, the bias was towards not having enough parcels 

near the sidewall, whereas previously there was an excess of parcels 

in contact. A compensation was made to the programme to allow parcels 

to shuffle nearer towards the sidewall when they were within two inches 

of it. This was the most satisfactory compromise, judging from tests 

made of shuffling parcelstwithin one to four inches of the sidewall, 

until they made contact. 

Testing if the Conveyor is Full 

The initial trial models were all static, random placement 

systems. Originally the rules for determining if the conveyor was full 

were confined to establishing if a parcel showed above the sidewall. 

This was soon proved to be inadequate, as parcels showed above the 

sidewall at around 25 parcels for the 40 inch wide by 36 inch high by 

72 inch long conveyor at 12 to 15% packing density. When the cut-off 

point was altered to increase the loading, even when the bottom of the 

parcel was level with the top of the sidewall, the packing density was 

still far below observed values. When the model of the conveyor was 

plotted, parcel by parcel, it was found that due to the large size of 

the parcels in relation to the conveyor, groups of parcels projected 

well above the sidewall, while large voids existed elsewhere. This 
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was overcome by allowing that parcel which tried to load in an area 

where the conveyor was full to be reloaded. Nine more attempts to 

load seemed to be the optimum number, based upon drawing out the parcel 

layouts and examining the computer print outs. If more than ten 

attempts to load a parcel were programmed, there was little advantage, 

because the parcel was usually too large to load into any of the voids 

remaining. Tests based upon less than ten attempts to load a parcel 

showed, when plotted out, that there were voids left in the packing 

which seemed to be unreasonably large. These problems never occurred 

with the moving belt model, since the loading was more even as the 

belt moved along. At the highest rates of dropping, when a parcel 

could not fit in below the sidewall, the parcel was rolled along the 

conveyor and resited upstream, while parcels continued to drop at the 

same point. This meant that large parcels were moved upstream while 

the smaller ones filled up the conveyor at the dropping point. This 

enabled higher densities to be achieved. 

Comparison with the Packing of Spheres 

The packing densities of spheres is a well known study with 

metallurgists and it had been hoped originally that an analogue model 

based on this type of model would be feasible. Such writers as 

Smallman (1963) or Cottrell (1960) would have been a good basic source. 

The evaluation of typical densities for static models, both hand and 

mechanically packed, and also dynamic models, had been made by Denton 

(1953). He found for spheres of diameter D that the packing in a 

cylinder of diameter equal to 42 times D was 60.5 to 60.9% with very 

high reproducibility. The standard error was 0.8% and the experimental 

error was 0.05%. The effect of a·hexagonal container was very little 

and the packing density was 60.7%. It was felt that these values, 

which were found infrequently with parcels in belt conveyors, were 
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only relevant to very small objects in a very large container. In the 

parcel conveyor it proved on occasions that parcels were present which 

were longer than the conveyor width. As the area of these parcels was 

considerable they could obstruct the loading of other parcels and cause 

voids which were larger than normal, thus lowering the packing density 

considerably. Packing densities of a very high order were obtained for 

parcels in containers packed by hand for shipment in closed boxes and 

trucks, when compared to random packing. This was common when the 

parcels were selectively placed to achieve the closest possible packing. 

Published work in this area seemed limited. Discussions with Post 

Office engineers and National Freight/B.R.S. Parcels executives had 

commented on this difference. A Post Office/Metra (1969) report 

studied the packing of parcel containers. Castellano and Clinch (1969) 

investigated the wide range of air freight container sizes. 

Maximum Loads and Pressures on the Parcels 

The parcels are considered as solid bodies which transmit the 

forces imposed upon them as if they consisted of joined polyhedra, with 

,rigid rods' on the edges, with no compliance. Adjustment of the 

programme to introduce compliance would require considerably higher 

speed and more core than was available during this research. It would 

be desirable for this to be done, since the calculation based on a 

rigid material gave average maximum loads in full conveyors of about 

100 lbf on the most loaded parcel. If this were a point loading, then 

from the validation tests, it is likely that very few parcels could 

accept this without permanent collapse and possible damage. Plastic 

hingeing was often shown at around 20 to 25 pounds loading. A typical 

computer print out isShown in Fig. 7.50. The high values of load 
(page 416) 

predicted by the model are less likely to occur in the "real world" 

parcel conveyors. The different behaviour of "real world" parcels 
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of varying softness would allow the load to be reduced by parcel 

compliance. This would reduce the effect of higher loads)by the 

softer parcels deflecting under load,and redistribution of forces 

would occur. The model avoids this complication to reduce the demands 

on the computer. The values given by the model for pressure on 

parcels (see Fig. 7.51) are realistic simulations of the actual 
(page 417) 

pressures. The downwards load is regarded as being distributed,over 

the whole of the parcel surface which is oriented towards the load. 

The loads were calculated in the orthogonal directions, parallel and 

perpendicular to the conveyor axes. The vertical load was not always 

the maximum load in any configuration. Also, the maximum load 

and maximum pressure in any test loading were not always to be found 

on the same parcel. This was particularly noticeable with respect to 

loads across, or horizontally perpendicular to, the conveyor length, 

which achieved three very high values on parcels 7, 17 and 20 (see 

.Fig. 7.50) which were in contact. This high concentration did not 
(Page 416) 

spread across the whole loading,to cause a jam and it would appear 

that something causative would be necessary to spread this force out 

to the sidewalls} to create a jam. 

The pressure range found was of interest. In 357 loadings, which were 

examples of full conveyor sections, the maximum pressure was 14.40 

lbf/in2. The distribution of maximum pressures was such that 9.2% 

of test loadings had a maximum load on one parcel of more than 4.00 

lbf/in2 and 32.7% had a maximum load of 1.70 lbf/in2 more. These 

figures were felt to represent probable damage to one parcel in the 

load, although there was a significance to the value of 1.7 lbf/in2 

in connection with friction behaviour of plastics. This was the 

figure beyond which the laboratory tests had indicated that plastic 

wrappings would collapse. Also, these tests had indicated that 
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plastic and rubber materials would give very high values of friction 

at these pressures. However, when conveyor loadings are heavy,the 

number of parcels at riskJis not that high. In Table 7.51 the results 
(Page 417) 

for a heavy loading are shown. The average is seen to be 0.605 lbf/in2, 

which is not severe, although much higher values are given than in the 

previous Table. Only 9.6% of the parcels have pressures exceeding 
(Table 7.50, page 416) 

1.7 lbf/in2 and no parcels are loaded above 4.0 lbf/in2• In this 

exceptional case then, 6 parcels in 62 were subject to loadings that 

might cause damage, i.e. were "at risk". In these two selected cases of high 

pressures under dense packings, only around 10% of the parcels reached 

a potentially damaging pressure. The alternative approach was taken, 

which was to find the proportion of parcels "at risk" in a sample of 

test loadings under conditions where conveyors were subject to large 

numbers of closely packed parcels, rather than to select cases where 

high pressures have occurred in one or two selected test loadings. 

For a sample of 40 test loadings of 3881 parcels under these conditions, 

the maximum number of parcels which could be damaged by the pressure 

due to the load was found to be 121. Thus, the percentage of parcels 

at risk was 3.14%. The number of parcels subjected to a load which 

was likely to damage them was 32, or 0.82%. If this figure is coupled 

to the probability of whether the parcel which receives a loading of 

more than 4.0 Ibf/in2 is fragile enough to be damaged, then the risk 

of damage in normal circumstances is quite low. It is likely that 

other accidental risks are just as common as a source of damage. 

Sidewall/Base Force Ratio 

This evaluator, chosen by the author to assess the effect of 

friction in causing a jam in a parcels conveyor, is entitled the 

Sidewall/Base Force Ratio. This is defined as the ratio of the forces 

dragging the parcels backwards due to the contacts with the sidewalls, 
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compared to the forces pulling along the conveyor due to contact with 

the belt, expressed as a percentage thus: 

Sidewall/Base 
Force Ratio 

Dragging force due to 
friction on sidewalls 

= Traction force due to x 
friction on conveyor 
belt 

100% 

The Sidewall/Base Force P~tio is used to assess when a jam is likely, 

as it is when the ratio rises above 100%. It is, of course, subject 

to the changes due to the sliding or static friction of the two 

surfaces of belt and sidewall. 

Sidewall/Base 
Force Ratio = 

.. 

Dragging force due to 
friction on sidewalls 
Traction force due to 
friction on conveyor 
belt 

x 

Normal force on sidewall 
Perpendicular force on 
conveyor belt 

100% 

\JS 
x \JB x 100% 

where \JS .. sidewall/parcel 
friction 
coefficient 

and \JB .. belt/parcel 
friction 
coefficient 

Before a jam, \JS is a coefficient of sliding friction and \JB is a 

coefficient of static friction. After a jam occurs the position 

reverses. Since the likelihood of a jam is greater before the jam 

occurs the evaluator, i.e. Sidewall/Base Force Ratio, is always taken 

in this work as sliding friction on the sidewall and static friction 

on the base. If a jam occurs,the likelihood of the jam collapsing 

due to the reversal of the friction conditions,.is then examined, to 

see if the jam is permanent. 
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The Effect of Loading upon Sidewall/Base Force Ratio 

The average number of parcels for a 40 inch wide, 72 inch 

long, 36 inch high conveyor sectionJgiven by 29 test loadings of 1822 

parcels from all the offices, was 62.83 for loading by the random 

placement model. For comparison we may use the figures for the moving 

belt model, where the nearest feed rate is 59 parcels for the same 

conveyor section. At this feed rate, there were 39 test loadings of 

2301 parcels from all the offices. The average values of Sidewall/ 

Base Force Ratio, for both moving belt and random placement models, 

are surprisingly close. For moving belt the Sidewall/Base Force Ratio 

value is 1.84; for random placement loading the value is 1.94. Since 

the mean number of parcels does not coincideJthe moving belt Sidewall/ 

Base Force Ratio could be compensated~by mUltiplying by the ratio of 

the two means,as follows,(where the average numbers of parcels in the 

two types of loading are 62.83 for static and 59 for moving belt) 

Moving Belt 
Sidewall/Base Force Ratio 
(after compensating for 
the difference in means) 

-= 1.84 62.83 
x - = 59 

1.96 

This revision gives a value for moving belt of 1.96 (adjusted to the 

equivalent of the random placement model loading of 62.83 parcels) 

compared to 1.94 for the random placement model. This is even closer 

and there is very little justification in suggesting that there is any 

change of the Sidewall/Base Force Ratio caused by the two different 

types of loading. 

Effect of Loading upon Contacts with Conveyor 

Table 7.52 shows the figures for comparison for the base and 
(Fage 418) 

sidewall contacts for moving belt and random placement models. The 

average number of parcels in the smaller sample. from the random 

placement model used for this comparison,was 63.8. The nearest moving 
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belt test,was again the 59 parcels test loading. If we compare these 

two samples for numbers of parcel contacts on base and sidewall, we 

can set up the Null Hypothesis: 

H : III = ll2 where III = mean of sample tests 
0 

of random placement 
and HI: J,ll :f J.l2 model 

112 = mean of sample tests 
of moving belt model 

The values are given in Table 7.52 for both F-test and t-test of the 
(Page 418) 

hypothesis. 

The F-test shows there is no significant difference in the variance 

ratios of the two samples and we should accept the Null Hypothesis. 
j"""t 

The t-test shows aAsignificant difference in the number of contacts 

on the base but not on the sidewall. Previously use has been made of 

a correction factor to adjust the mean of random placement and moving 

belt models, which is acceptable because of the similarity of 

variances. If we interpolate a value, between the mean number of 

contacts for 59 parcels in the moving belt model and the mean number 

of contacts for another moving belt sample of 69 parcels, we get: 

Mean 
Parcels in Load (59 parcels) 

Base Contacts 16.89 

Sidewall Contacts 8.67 

Mean 
(69 parcels) 

18.67 

14.67 

Calculated Uean 
(63.8 parcels) 

17.75 

11.55 

Since the variances are sufficiently similar to be acceptable we can 

calculate the t-test again to give t equal to 2.84 for the base 

contacts and O.9~ for the sidewall. The new tests indicate that there 

is no significant difference in sidewall contacts. For the number of 

base contacts there is once more a significant difference between the 

two means at the 95% level, but not at the 997, level. The higher 
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mean value for the number of parcels in contact with the belt confirms 

that a closer packing has occurred with the moving belt model. This 

would infer that the "rolling action" of the moving belt causes a 

different and somewhat more homogeneous packing than the random 

placement (static) model, since the conditions of the two models only 

differ in the method of loading. 

Effect of Loading upon Computer Usage 

The differences between loadings had far less effect on the 

computing than on the programming changes. For example, consider the 

programme Tilt 75, which eventually became Tilt TL 202 after extensive 

development. Tilt 75 took from 5.35 to 6.56 seconds of mill time to 

run one parcel through the model. Tilt 202 took about one-tenth of 

this from 0.528 to 0.720 seconds per parcel. Table 7.53 shows how 
(Page 418) 

close values are for the four final programmes. It will be seen that 

TL 204 has reduced the value to 0.378 to 0.438 seconds, for a similar 

method of static loading. Any conclusions about the variations in 

the programmes are not possible on the value so far obtained, as the 

evidence ,is inconclusive and trends vary according to the parameter 

chosen for examination. 

These variations between the final four are therefore likely to be 

due to chance variations in sequence and characteristics of the 

parcels in a load. 

7.5.4.2 Traffic Intensity 

Traffic intensity is the rate of parcels entering the chosen 

conveyor section in,a given time. Table 7.54 gives the correlation 
(Page 419) 

analysis of the relations between the evaluation parameter and the 

traffic intensity. The range of traffic intensity was from 9 to 97 

parcels per minute when the moving belt was loaded with the Croydon 

parcel data. The programme used was TL 203. 
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Packing 

The correlation of the packing parameters with the traffic 

intensity was most marked and better than 0.999 for both packing 

density and weight. The conveyor section used was 40 inches wide, 

36 inches high and a length of 72 inches was traversed. The 

relationship was therefore strictly linear with packing. 

Load/Pressure 

The relation of parcel load to traffic intensity was some-

what linear, with a correlation coefficient of r = 0.782. This was 

not particularly good and it is likely that the variation is evidence 

of the effect caused by the large size of the parcels compared to the 

conveyor section, about which Jenike (1970) had warned the author. 

Investigation showed that the effect seemed to be due mainly to 

scatter in the size and shape of individual loads (as already 

discussed in Section 7.5.4.1 and values given in Fig. 7.50). The 
(Pages 210 to 213) (Page 416) 

pressure on the parcels seemed to be completely random and the value 

of correlation coefficient r - 0.137,with a slope of only m • 0.014, 

supports ·this point of view. However, even though there is little 

evidence of a relationship between traffic intensity and parcel 

pressure, there is wide variation in the value of pressure. The 

standard deviation is 3.090, compared with the mean of 2.605, which)'! \ 

indicates a wide, skewed distribution of parcel pressure, which must 

be due to the variations in individual parcels. 

Sidewall/Base Force Ratio 

This parameter has been defined previously in 7.5.4.1 and 
(Page 213) 

is used as an evaluator for the possibility of jamming. 

The values for Sidewall/Base Force Ratio against traffic intensity 

are interesting. The average Sidewall/Base Force Ratio is not 
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strongly related to the traffic intensity. The correlation coefficient 

is only 0.185 and the slope virtually zero, at 0.005. The mean value 

of Sidewall/Base Force Ratio is 2.17 and the intercept close to it at 

1.895; and the standard deviation is only 0.309. This relation will 

be discussed further,in the section below on forces. On the other 

hand, the values for maximum levels of Sidewall/Base Force Ratio are 

very variable. They have a much greater scatter, with a mean of 4.40 

and a standard deviation of 2.56. The slope is almost zero, once 

again, at 0.056, but the intercept is well away from the mean at 7.385. 

Although the correlation is marginally better at -0.556 for maximum 

Sidewall/Base Force Ratio, the experimental scatter is greater than 

for the average Sidewall/Base Force Ratio. lfuether this is an effect 

due to the loading, or a result of insufficient data, is not apparent. 

To investigate this would require a study of the distributions of 

pressures to establish measures of dispersion and this is felt to be 

beyond the scope of this thesis, but it is possible to conclude that the 

Sidewall/Base Force Ratio is independent of traffic intensity. 

Forces and Contacts 

The sidewall and base (or moving belt) forces generate the 

friction forces which are the components of the Sidewall/Base Force 

Ratio, as was shown in the previous section, 7.5.4.1. (Page 213) 

Sidewall/Base 
Force Ratio = 

-
Dragging force on sidewall 
Traction force on moving belt x 100% 

Normal sidewall force x constant (~s) 
Normal base force x constant (~B) 

x 100% 

The normal sidewall and base forces show correlations which indicate 

a linear relationship with traffic intensity, strongly in the case of 

the pase force, r = 0.997 and reasonably in the case of the average 

sidewall force, r = 0.694. When these two forces are coupled in the 

relationship shown above, for the Sidewall/Base Force Ratio, we get: 
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Sliding Force -Hl (traffic intensity) + Cl 

Base Force 

and Sidewall/Base 
Force Ratio 

= M2 (traffic intensity) + C2 

= M3 (traffic intensity) 

Examination of Table 7.54 shows that there is strong confirmation of 
(Page 419) 

a linear relationship between both sliding and base forces against 

traffic intensity, which suggests that there should be a similar 

relationship between Sidewall/Base Force Ratio and traffic intensity. 

The simulation runs do confirm this with only a poor correlation at 

r = 0.185, but the value of Sidewall/Base Force Ratio is practically 

constant with traffic intensity, since the slope is only 0.005. It 

would appear that the particular values of slope and intercept of the 

normal forces, together with the effects of the friction coefficients, 

cause a considerable reduction in the slope of Sidewall/Base Force 

Ratio. On the other hand, the variability of the two normal force 

values are combining to increase the variability of the Sidewall/Base 

Force Ratio and lowering the correlation coefficient r. 

It can be·seen that the normal sliding and base forces which form the 

numerator and denominator are linear functions of the traffic 

intensity, as shown by the correlation analysis. The Sidewall/Base 

Force Ratio, owing to the particular juxtaposition of the constants 

of linearity of the forceS and values of friction coefficients, is 

virtually independent of traffic intensity. 

Computer Usage 

Table 7.55 shows the variation of computer usage as the 
(Page 420) 

traffic intensity is ranged from 9 to 97. Computer usage is measured 

by the time in the Central Processor Unit (CPU), known as "mill time". 

The last column shows the differences in the mill time for an increase 
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in traffic intensity 6f 10 parcels over the 72 inch section length. 

The differences are small and fairly regular until, in loading the 

conveyor, the computer programme begins using the "rolling and shuffling 

action" at a traffic intensity of 39 parcels. The next increment 

causes a doubling of the computer time per parcel and more than doubles 

the time for the computer run. This is clearly due to the extra 

manipulation required to achieve the rolling and shuffling actions, 

which fill the conveyor belt section up. This is clearly a 

discontinuity in computer time. It is then followed by smaller changes 

of rate, but they increase rapidly, since the relationship is now 

exponential. Any further steps nearly double the previous difference 

in computer time, until the last step is reached and the cut-off 

point terminates the run. 

7.5.4.3 Width of the Conveyor 

The conveyors that had been observed in the parcel office 

were of more than one type and the widths varied from over 6 feet at 

the unloading point to 30 or 40 inches at restricted points. The 

upper limit which could be modelled sensibly, owing to computer 

storage limitations, was 72 inches. The model was therefore ranged 

from 32 inches to 72 inches wide, in steps of 4 inches. With the 

moving belt model using Croydon parcels, four simulation runs using 

49 parcels were carried out at each size of conveyor. In the random 

placement model only three runs at each size of conveyor were possible, 

since the average number of parcels per run often exceeded 60. This 

value is the maximum average number of parcels, which would allow four 

runs from the 240 parcels in the Croydon sample. 

Tables 7.56 to 7.59 show the values obtained for a comparison of 
(Pages 421 to 424) 

width of conveyor against the four major evaluators. Table 7.60 shows 
(Page 425) 

the analysis of the values in Tables 7.56 to 7.59 by linear regression. 
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Loading 

The scatter was not extreme for all three parameters of number 

of parcels, packing density and weight, as may be seen in Table 7.56. 

The linear regression in Table 7.60 gave a correlation coefficient of 
(Page 425) 

around 0.5, and it was considered that loading was not strongly 

dependent upon the conveyor width. The weak correlation given for all 

three parameters was felt to be due to the simulation of· the tumbling 

and shuffling action which favoured longer parcels tumbling towards 

the conveyor length. 

Load/Pressure 

In the same way the parcel loads and pressures, given in 

Table 7.57, were not shown to have any relation to the conveyor width. 
(Page 422) 

With the maximum pressure on parcels, the correlation was -0.556, but 

then the slope was only -0.023. With the maximum load on a parcel 

the slope was -0.364, then the correlation dropped to -0.264. Here 

the effect might be more significant due to a greater slope, but the 

correlation is so weak that little importance should be placed upon 

the relati·onship. Hence, neither load or pressure on parcels can be 

regarded as affected by the width of the conveyor. 

Forces and Contacts 

The values for base forces and contacts, given in Tables 

7.58 and 7.59, show little correlation, since the conveyor section is 
(Pages 423 & 424) 

of constant area in plan with the length reducing as the width 

increases, as listed in Table 7.58. The actual values in Tables 7.58 
(Page 423) 

and 7.59 are affected by this inverse relationship, but if the values 
(Page 424) 

are adjusted to compensate for the variation in length of conveyor, 

there is virtually no correlation with sidewall forces and number of 

contacts, as is shown in Table 7.60. With this correction made, and 
(Page 425) 

possible trend ignored, then the mean number of contacts is 15.958 
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for the static model, with a standard deviation of 1.182, compared with 

15.977 for the moving belt model t with a standard deviation of 1.719. 

Hence, the general conclusion may be made that forces and contacts are 

not affected by changes in width. As a check, the number of times 

parcels overlapped the sidewall and the top of the conveyor were 

considered. The overlap of parcels at the top of the conveyor had a 

correlation of -0.427, which was not considered to be significant. 

The sidewall overlap had a correlation coefficient r = -0.952, which 

was a strong correlation, except that when the length of the sidewall 

was allowed for, the correlation dropped and the value was r • -0.275. 

Hence, there was no effect from variation of the width, after compen-

sation for the variation in the length of sidewall inversely with width. 

Sidewall/Base Force Ratio 

The values for Sidewall/Base Force Ratio, given in Table 7.60, 
(Page 425) 

were interesting, in that the slope and intercept were remarkably . 

close. Correlation was low with the random placement model and too 

much significance should not be placed on the analysis. The rolling 

action of loading parcels with the moving belt model improves 

correlation from -0.188 to -0.560 and reduces the range of scatter 

from B.8 to just under 2.5. The figures suggest that the lower 

packing density with random placement is the cause of the low 

correlation. In moving belt models, the Sidewall/Base Force Ratio 

will correlate inversely with width of conveyor, due to higher 

densities and better contact with the sidewalls. To confirm this, the 

Null Hypothesis was set up. This suggests that there is no effect 

due to width, which was tested by analysis of variance. 
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where II o 

= llll 

- population mean of Sidewall/ 
Base Force Ratio for any width 
of conveyor 

and III to llll - means of Sidewall/Base Force 
Ratio for conveyor widths from 
32 inches to 72 inches 

The F-ratio for the random placement model was 1.036, where the degrees 

of freedom of the numerator were 10 and those of the denominator were 

22. The critical value of F was greater at 2.30 for the 0.95 proba-

bility (95% chance). We must, therefore, accept the Null Hypothesis 

for this model and say for random placement loadings that there is no 

significance to the effect of varying the width of the conveyor. 

On the other hand, for the moving belt model. if we apply the same F-

test to the Null Hypothesis, we get an F-ratio of 6.90 for 10 degrees 

of freedom for the numerator and 33 for the denominator. The critical 

value of F is less than this at 4.13 for 0.999 probability,(99.9%) so the 

Null Hypothesis must be rejected for the moving belt model. Clearly 

the effects of varying the width of the conveyor upon the Sidewall/ 

Base Force Ratio are highly significant with the moving belt model, 

which typifies normal conveying of parcels. 

This analysis shows that the effect of the width of the conveyor upon 

the Sidewall/Base Force Ratio, and therefore upon the jamming of the 

conveyor, depends upon how the conveyor is loaded and upon the 

"shuffling" and "settling" of parcels due to the movement of the belt 

and the drag of the sidewalls. 
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Computer Usage 

With a constant traffic intensity of 49 parcels, over varying 

widths of approximately the same area, the computer mill time was 

from 1.00 minutes to 1.14 minutes, with little scatter. The times for 

the static 10ading.Jwere more variable and higher at 1.13 to 1.47, but 

no trend was discernable. With such close figures for mill time~to 

draw firm conclusions is risky, because the scatter might be due to 

the computer job mixJaffecting multiprogramming, and thus the variation 

in mill time figure3 would be affected by the job mix,in computer 

operations. Hence, on the evidence for computer usage, it was 

decided that width of conveyor had no effect. 

7.5.4.4 M!terials and Environment 

Considerable discussion has been devoted to the effects of 

plastic parcels and humidity, upon the performance of the conveyor. The graph 

Figure 7.61 shows the effects of the percentage of plastic wrapped 
. (Page 426) 
parcels present in the load from 0 to 100% and under humidity 

variations from 40% to 70% RH. The graphs show that a marked increase 

occurs in 'traction force, pulling parcels along the belt, at the 

instant that a jam occurs. At this instant, the traction force 

changes from static friction to sliding friction. Thus, the traction 

force increases from the static value (lower lines) plotted for each 

relative humidity from 40-70% RH to the sliding value (upper lines), 

given in Fig. 7.61. (Page 426) 

The proportion of plastic covered parcels affects the amount of the 

increase and when approximately half of the parcele are wrapped in 

plastic materials, the greatest change occurs in traction force at 

the instant of jamming. Further increases in the proportion of 

plastic wrapped parcels,reduce the intensity of the effect. When all 

the parcels are wrapped in plastic coverings, the change in static/ 
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sliding friction is small, due to other complexing factors,such as 

different atmospheric contamination, loading, rate of sliding, contact 

pressures and so forth. The relative humidity (RR) has an intensifying 

effect and when the atmosphere is relatively dry, at 40% RH and below, 

the presence of plastic wrappings tends to minimise the change in 

traction force. As the RH rises the change in the traction force at 

the instant of jamming becomes intensified and at levels of humidity 

of 70% RH, close to saturation under Post Office conditions, the 

maximum effect is noted when about half the parcels are plastic 

wrapped. The ratio found at this point is about 1.62J for sliding 

force to static force •. If only plastic ,wrapped parcels are present, 

and the humidity is high, at or near saturation levels of around 70%, 

then the ratio drops 'to values close to the 1.15 given by the 

laboratory test rig, showing a level of validation with "real world" 

data. This difference is not important in a straight conveyor, but is 

relevant in configurations which are likely to jam, such as L-turns 

and chutes. The sidewall forces are more regular and the results are 

plotted in graph 7.62. The effects of humidity are predictable and 
(Page 427) 

fairly acute in both static and sliding friction. Thus, it may be 

said that comparatively damp conditions in the U.K. are a cause of 

difficulties, by producing considerably increased frictional effects. 

None of the values from the model would suggest a jam, since the highest 

SIB Force Ratio observed was only 11.0%. If any of the high loads, 

shown to be present across the conveyor on some of the parcels, had 

ever been present in an interconnected bridge of parcels that reached 

across the conveyor completely, then a jam could be created. The 

frequency of occurrence would be very rare. In this connection, the 

findings of Denton (1953) concerning dust are very relevant. He 

found that if dust was present, it became a source of infrequent 

jamming, whereas clean, dry surfaces jammed frequently. It is 
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possible that the variability in jamming performance in conveyors is 

more related to local environmental factors such as dust and humidity, 

than to the nature of the wrappings or conveyor materials. 

7.5.4.5 Parcel and Office Attributes 

The variation of the parcel attributes from office to office 

was more than just the wrapping. As had been noted previously, there 

were some local variations in compliance, for example Liverpool had 

rather more soft parcels than London N.W.P.O. In a similar way the 

size and shape varied from office to office, but the difference was 

never great enough to be significant. In this connection the 

statistical package SPSS was used on samples of 200 parcels from each 

office at random, to test attributes for significant differences, but 

there appeared to be none. Checks made in friction, contacts, parcel 

loads and pressures, packing and loading, all resulted in there being 

no evidence to suggest that the various offices produced parcels of 

different characteristics. It is therefore valid to say that a common 

parcel distribution exists. 

It is, of course, a very variable material. 
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7.6 THE VALIDATION OF THE MODEL 

It is a major source of difficulty to validate the computer models 

of "real world" complex industrial plant. Any validation tests are 

limited to exact comparisons. Industrial plant must make production 

runs and only rarely are these capable of direct comparisonJwith the results 

of the oversimplified model. This is true in this case. By 

courtesy of the Post Office,a validation was performed using some live 

traffic ("real world" parcels),in the conveyor section nearest to the 

computer model, at Western District Post Office (W.D.P.O.). The 

results/obtained by loading the parcels into the static conveyor in a 

random manner,were compared with the computer programme results. (See 

Tables 7.63 and 7.64). The conveyor section used,was not exactly the 
(Page 428) 

same section as the computer simulation. This was assumed to have 

vertical sidewalls, which proved to be unavailable in practice, but 

the order of agreement was not expected to be so good, that errors 

caused by the difference in section would be large,compared with errors 

from other sources. 

To obtain ,permission to use the live mailJ(i.e. actual customers' 

parcels) in any validation,is very difficult. This is only right, 

since it is possible that delays might arise from this cause, coupled 

with a slight risk from extra handling. Thus only the above validation 

was carried out, since any validation beyond this,was beyond the scope 

of this research. Themail was chosenJto be as representative as 

possible of the sample data to hand, but in actual fact the validation 

was insufficient to establish whether the sample was truly representative 

or not. The W.D.P.O. validation used a sample of real parcels, of such 

sizes, when used as input data for the computer model, as to give 

values of packing density which look high. On the other hand, the 

packing density from Birmingham parcel data in the mode~is only 4% 
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(approximately} lower in packing density and the mean number, at 73.5, 

compares well with the 74 of the validation (see Tables 7.63 and 7.64). 
(Page 428) 

If the W.D.P.O. parcel sizes which occur in the validation are fed 

into the model, it gives a packing density of 49.1%, or just over 1% 

different from the validation, but the mean number of parcels is low 

at 68.3 (see Table 7.63). To reproduce the loading of the 74 parcels 
(Page 428) 

exactly would mean the programme must load the computer simulation 

model of the conveyor in exactly the same pattern as the validation 

and nullify any comparison of model and validation. 

There is an effect due to the length of the conveyor. The validations 

were made on two lengths of conveyor (see Table 7.64). The longer 
(Page 428) 

108 inch section, gave a higher packing density at 54.9%, which compares 

with 50.51% for the 72 inch validation. We may also compare the 

number of parcels,by scaling the number of parcels loaded into the 

108 inch validation, down to an "equivalent number" for a 72 inch 

section. The adjustment is made to the 126 parcels packed into the 

108 inch section as follows: 

Equivalent Number 

(packed into 72 inch 
section, based upon 
the 108 inch validation) 

• 72 
126 x 108· .. 84 

Thus we find that this number of 84 is 13.5% higher than the 72 inch 

validation which loaded 74 parcels. This could be taken as evidence 

of the "end effects" caused by the short sections used in the model. 

On the other hand, it could be that the values arising in the validation 

are different,due to chance variation in parcel sizes, since they are 

well inside a plus or minus two standard deviation range of the mean, 

predicted by the computer model. As far as can be ascertained from 

the computer validation exercise at W.D.P.O., the model reproduces the 

"real world". Only further application and validation can establish 

completely how accurate the model is. 
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7.7 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS PACKAGES 

Since the study of the data was such an important part of this 

research,the statistical packages might be thought to be a fruitful 

source of analytical results. In actual fact, a considerable amount 

of time was wasted,in developing skills in using two of these packages, 

without any great advantage. Like most programme suites, the large 

statistical packages are unwieldy,because they try to do everything, when 

compared to a purpose built programme for doing limited analysis. 

The penalty for this "all-embracing" function,is a very large computer 

overhead. The three packages tested in this research were ASCOP, GLIM 

and SPSS. The first two were available on the ICL 1900 and the third 

on the CDC 7600. The size of these packages restricted turnaround 

considerably, but fortunately towards the end of the project, the CDC 

had available 64 Kwds of fast core and 256 Kwds of slow core and this 

enabled the SPSS programme to be available in two fast versions and 

one slow version, according to the size of the data to be handled. 

Even though the computer power was adequate for the problem, there 

were still difficulties over the programmes. None of these packages 

were created to cover specifically the type of project which would 

compare data such as the parcel attribute distributions. Naturally, 

this was to be expected of the GLIM package, once it was realised 

that the initials stood for the "Generalised Linear Modelling Package". 

However, there were similar problems with both SPSS - "Statistical 

Package for Social Scientists" and with ASCOP - and in this case the 

manual did not explain the derivation of the initials. The difficulty 

arises,because the packages are written with attributes which are a 

collection of dependent and independent variables, so that linear 

relationships are sought between the elements of a data point. The 

programme assumes, for example, that length will be linearly related 

as a function of breadth, height, weight and so forth. Had a good 
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". \I rank1ng sort been available as part of the suite, it would be possible 

to rank each of the variables from their smallest values upwards, say 

for a random 200, from the approximately 400)parcels in each office 

group. The logical basis for this method is dubious. It is quite 

feasible, however, to write FORTRAN programmes for this, but considerable 

computing is involved and the project would become computer research 

in its OWn right. Trial programmes showed that computer times in 

excess of three hours were needed for each office. 

There is no doubt that some of the features in these packages for data 

correction are extremely useful and superior to the various text EDIT 

facilities. Of these the CYBERNET interactive package STAN seemed the 

best. (See CRC (1973». Other useful features are ability to compute 

derived variables such as volume and density. On the whole, however, 

the large statistical analysis packages were better left to the 

purpose most of them were developed for, and that is social science 

research. Table 7.65 gives the results obtained from the SPSS 
(Page 429) 

programme, using the CONDESCRIPTlVE, STATISTICS ALL commands. The 

programme "is in Appendix VI. If a statistical study of the parcels 
(Page 298) 

was made, considering them as a very variable, but homogeneous 

material, then a very good approach would be to use the SPSS or other 

statistical package for the computer available to the investigator. 

The Table of Means and standard deviations of Table 7.65 were 
(Page 429) 

abstracted from the SPSS run shown in Appendix VI for the six parcel 
(Page 298) 

offices. This SPSS run also gave details, for each office and para-

meter, of the standard error of the mean, the skewness and the Kurtosis 

of the distribution. Kurtosis is the "peakedness" of the distribution, 

to use the terminology of Chou (1969). Although beyond the scope of 

this work, owing to the time, this information could well prove a 

basis for solving this problem. This could greatly affect the design 
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of conveyors for particular applications in specific geographical 

locations. If the nature of the parcel distribution could be specified 

more exactly, then the conveyor design could be much more effective. 

As an example, the data for the W.D.P.O. sample of packets had been made 

available by the Post Office. Thus, one SPSS run was carried out for 

the data for these packets and another for the 2075 parcels from all 

offices (treated as one batch). The results are added to the SPSS run 

for the parcel data,to give Table 7.65. These results are analysed in 
(Page 429) 

Table 7.66 to show the ratio of the parameters of Table 7.65 given by 
(Page 429) 

the SPSS package. A further step is to use the parameter Mean Volume 

or V, which is very simple in SPSS, previously suggested in Section 

3.4 for analysis. (See page 68) Hence: 

v .. LxBxH where L - Average Length 

B • Average Breadth 

H - Average Height 

V • Mean Volume 

and the comparison between packets and parcels, could be made on a basis 

of a comparison ratio CR,where: 

CR Parameter of Packet - Parameter of Parcel 

The values for CR given in Table 7.66 are interesting. If we take the 
(Page 429) 

CR for the length (0.677) and also the CR for the breadth (0.622), and 

to a lesser extent that for the height (0.243), then letter packets are 

surprisingly large, on average, compared to parcels. On the other hand, 

the CR for weight shows, at 0.119, that packets are about 127. of parcel 

weight on average. 

The regulations which allowed wide limits on dimensions for packets 

at the time of the survey (1971), yet restricted weight due to the high 
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costs, would seem to be in accord with this analysis. If, on the other 

hand, we calculate the mean volume V and the associated CR, we get 

0.102, which means that letter packets are in fact only about 10% of 

the volume of parcels. Using this type of analysis would enSure the 

correct handling for packets. An alternative approach would be to 

adjust the packet distribution by amending the statutory regulations 

for size and/or the costing by weight, so that the distribution of 

packets suited the handling facilities currently available. This would 

be a suitable area for further study. 
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B.O CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 

The conclusions are grouped into the following headings: 

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

CONCLUSIONS ABOUT COMPUTING 

CONCLUSIONS ABOUT THE MODEL 

SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

8.1 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

This section is sub-divided into the following: 

Achievement 

Parcel Distributions 

Loading and Packing 

Forces and Pressures 

Friction - General Comments 

Friction of Conveyor and Wrapping Materials 

Jamming of Parcels 

8.1.1 Achievement 

1. A computer simulation model has been written to demonstrate the 

operation and to aid in the design of belt conveyors for parcels 

traffic. It has shown that a computer model can reproduce the random 

packing of containers and the action of straight conveyors of normal 

section. 

2. A study has been made to establish the nature of parcels on a 

statistical basis. It has shown that the size. shape and weight of 

the parcels may be statistically defined and that they are a very 

variable group of objects. There are significant differences shown by 

some of the offices as far as some of the above characteristics are 

concerned. The internal materials of which the parcel is composed and 

the internal structures of the parcels are too complex and variable to 
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define. The variation in elastic properties,from orientation to 

orientation on the same parcel,is so large that one orientation can 

give values of Modulus of Elasticity which are hundreds of times 

larger than another orientation on the same parcel. To attempt to 

average such widely differing values would give meaningless results. 

Under these circumstances, it is impossible to define an "Ideal Parcel 

Material". The question remains unanswered of whether different 

Offices have parcels of different internal material characteristics 

and whether each one could be represented by a particular (and 

different) "Ideal Parcel Material" for that Office. Considerable 

research, beyond the scope of this present project, would be required 

to answer the question. 

3. This study has shown that a computer simulation is the best way 

to model a parcel conveyor. A belt conveyor is not a particularly 

complex thing to model, but the use of many normal engineering 

techniques is denied to the designer and operato~by the unique nature 

of the parcels traffic. By the use of a large data bank of parcels~ 

the past history of parcels data has served as the input data of 

discrete parcels. The loading of these into a conveyor section,is done 

individually with respect to parcels already sited on the belt. The 

orientation and attitudes of the parcels are partially at random and 

partially governed by the laws of mechanics and partially governed by 

the parcels already on the conveyor, or by the sidewall of the conveyor. 

4. This model has shown that, even though it is not particularly 

suited to computer languages, particularly simulation languages based 

upon time clock or even timings, it is still feasible to use a High 

Level language and a good operating system to create a complex model 

in a medium sized computer. To do so requires the use of modular 

computer programming and multi-file handling. 
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5. A study has been made of friction. This shows that Coulomb 

friction does not apply to the materials used in the conveyor and the 

parcel wrappings. The friction behaviour of a given group of parcels 

is a function of operational and environmental factors, especially 

speed of the conveyor, areas of the parcels in contact and also the 

humidity and atmospheric pollution near to the conveyor. 

6. In the computer simulation the behaviour of oversize and 

irregular parcels has been disruptive. Numbers of these appear in the 

samples of live mail from the various Offices. This would appear to 

be due to the somewhat vague and incomplete specifications at present 

in use. Some standardisation is essential to reduce parcel handling 

costs. It is doubtful that the adoption of the E.E.C. standards will 

achieve enough in this direction. 

8.1.2 Parcel Distributions 

1. When parcels arrive in an Office from a single large source, 

such as a large mail order company, with a characteristic method of 

packing a~d wrapping, the effect upon size and shape is sufficient to 

distort the parcel traffic significantly from the averages. In 

particular the wrapping characteristics and the compliance.(i.e. the 

softness of the parcels) are significantly affected by this distortion. 

The behaviour in friction is shown to be affected by this distortion, 

caused by large numbers of similar parcels arriving at one office. 

To monitor this effect would not require large samples. since the 

change in parcels which are present in large percentages,is the only 

important factor. 

2. It is not possible to say that parcels from all Offices, are 

from the same parent population. Tests involving samples of over 

2000 sample parcels, from six Offices. showed significant differences. 
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In wrappings, size, shape, weight, volume and density, there was 

evidence to suggest that there were significant differences in physical 

attributes in the samples from different Offices. In the case of the 

wrappings, considerable further sampling would have to be done to 

analyse the characteristics of certain wrappings, which were present 

in very small quantities and which could cauSe ja~ng. 

3. The SPSS computer based statistical analysis package had 

advantages for analysis of the parcel characteristics. If an up-to

date sample of parcels was available, rapid evaluation could be made 

with this package. This would be useful to monitor change, such as 

the increase in parcels wrapped in plastic materials. The survey by 

Castellano et a1. (1971) showed that, at that time, there was a 

considerably higher proportion of brown paper and cardboard wrapped 

parcels, compared to any other form of wrapping. 

4. There is no such thing as an "Ideal Parcel Material". A model 

which used a rationalisation which assumed parcels consist of an 

"Ideal Solid", in predicting conveyor performance, would result in 

great inaccuracies. 

5. Many parcels are related to thin walled box structures. This 

gives rise to severe problems in predicting forces and pressures in 

parcel conveying. 

6. Load-deflection values established by testing are remarkably 

linear for parcels. However, the shear effects are marked and values 

for the Modulus of Elasticity predicted from the load-deflection 

values, if it is assumed that parcels are solid, vary enormously, 

ranging from under I to close to 1000 lbf/in2. 
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7. The difficulties in predicting elastic behaviour, which affects 

Poisson's ratio as well as the Modulus of Elasticity, renders the use 

of finite element techniques difficult in this research. In any case, 

the complex model would entail very long computer times,if finite 

element analysis was used to calculate the stresses for one point in 

a probabilistic analysis. This would be for the force calculation 

module alone, without considering the loading and packing of parcels 

into the conveyor, which takes the bulk of the computer time at present. 

8.1.3 Loading and Packing 

1. There is a marked difference between the computer simulation 

model results given for parcels dropped randomly into a container, and 

for those loading onto a moving belt. 

2. Loading is 1.37 to 1.78 times greater with the moving belt 

model, as compared to random placement in a static container. The 

variation occurs according to whether the number of parcels, the 

packing density, or the weight of the parcelsJis used as an evaluation 

parameter of the loading. 

3. The packing of small spheres in large diameter containers is 

much more dense and more regular than the loading of parcels into a 

conveyor. 

4. The loading of a moving belt conveyor is not a function of width, 

irrespective of the evaluation parameter chosen for loading. 

5. The number of parcel contacts with a given area of the belt and 

the sidewall is not affected by the width of the conveyor. 

6. The loading of a conveyor is a linear function of the rate at 

which parcels are being loaded onto the conveyor (the traffic intensity). 
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This is true for number of parcels, packing density and weight, which 

all show a correlation coefficient (r) equal to 0.999 or more. 

7. The number of sidewall contacts is affected by the loading 

pattern. Differences are noticeable between randomly dropping parcels 

into a container and the loading of a moving conveyor. 

8.1.4 Forces and Pressures 

1. The forces exerted upon the parcels by other parcels in the 

conveyor are not a function of the loading (i.e. the packing). 

Conversely some parcels have very high forces, even when the packing 

of the conveyor is only moderate. 

2. The high forces may be transverse, along or vertical with 

respect to the conveyor. 

3. The transverse forces are adequate to cause a jam if bridges 

formed across the conveyor. While one could occur by chance, the 

probability must be low, since it has not occurred in the model in 

1472 loadings of a 40 inch wide conveyor. It has not occurred in any 

of the range of other widths from 32 inch to 72 inch either, but the 

number of loadings in these other widths was very much less. It may 

be concluded that jams can form by bridges occurring from some cause, 

as well as from random occurrences. 

4. The forces and the pressures on a parcel are not affected by 

the width of the conveyor, in the range 32 inch to 72 inch, using 

parcels from the survey sample of Castellano et ale (1971). 

S. The traction force on the belt is a linear function of the 

traffic intensity, that is the number of parcels flowing along the 

belt. 
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6. The pressures developed under heavy packing densities are 

sufficient to damage the polythene wrappings on parcels,when they 

slide along conveyor belt or sidewall. 

8.1.5 Friction - General Conclusions 

1. Sliding friction is clearly higher than static friction with 

parcel and conveyor material surfaces, by a ratio of from 1.26 to 

3.04 at lower relative humidities, (40% RH). Coulomb friction does 

not apply and the friction behaviour relates to a rubber tyre on road. 

2. In general, humidity has a great effect upon the coefficient of 

friction and other friction performance, as measured by the effect on 

conveyor characteristics. The effect may be to reduce or increase the 

likelihood of jamming with increase of relative humidity to the 

saturation point, depending upon the percentage of plastic parcels 

present in the traffic. 

3. Parcel Offices, by the nature of the building and the conveyor 

construction, coupled to parcel wrapping behaviour, are likely to have 

higher relative humidities than the surrounding area - for example. 

the local metereological station. This is because the large amounts 

of steel in building and conveyor frames, together with large areas 

of wrapping which absorb water, are a source of water vapour rather 

like a wick. This could lead to friction and jamming proble~. 

4. The coefficient of friction is likely to increase by a factor 

of up to four t as the humidi ty goes from very low to saturated. This 

relationship is an exponential form. 

5. The Sidewall/Base Force Ratio, that is, the ratio of sidewall 

drag to belt traction, can be used as a measure of whether jams will 

occur. It is virtually independent of the packing density and the 

type of loading. 
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6. The Sidewall/Base Force Ratio is inversely related to the width 

of the conveyor when the model simulates the moving belt conveyor 

loading, which allows subsequent settling of the parcels. 

8.1.6 Friction of Conveyor and Wrapping Materials 

1. The most important indicator of belt or sidewall performance, 

as far as friction is concerned, is the ratio of sliding to static 

friction. The friction coefficient alone is not sufficient. The 

ratio would be most suitable for selection of materials for conveyor 

construction. 

2. Increasing the percentage of plastic parcels does not affect 

adversely the jamming and friction behaviour of the conveyor. This 

would seem to be due to the higher ratio of sliding to static friction 

wi th plas ti c wrappings, whi ch causes a large increase in the traction 

force and a reduction in sidewall drag as the parcel slides on the belt 

and halts against the sidewall. 

3. Wooden sideplates are more likely to form permanent jams than 

steel, as shown by the average values of the ratio of sliding to 

static friction mentioned in paragr4ph 1. The ratio for steel is 2.82 

on average parcel materials and for plain maplewood 1.09. This should 

be compared to the friction coefficient (static), for s,teel, which is 

0.21 and for maplewood, which is 0.38 . 

4. Varnishing wooden sidewalls increases the friction coefficient, 

but reduces the likelihood of jams fQrming. This is because the 

sliding/static friction ratio changes favourably. The improvement in 

the ratio is from 1.09 to 1.4. The friction coefficient increases 

from 0.38 to 0.5, but this is of less significance and so the observed 

effect, which is to reduce the incidence of jamming by varnishing 

wooden sidewalls. is thus explained. 
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5. The ratio of sliding to static friction would be a useful 

estimator for wrapping materials and could be applied to a Materials 

Standard for Post Office approved wrapping materials. 

6. The ratio of sliding to static friction drops to the lowest 

value found and makes jams most likely, when a loading of 100% plastic 

parcels is sUbject to around 70% relative humidity. This is the value 

for plastic wrapped parcels against the cotton belt. This phenomenon 

would account for the jamming which occurs at specific Offices at 

particular times. 

7. The sidewall friction increases linearly with the percentage of 

plastic wrapped parcels present. This is due to the fact that plastic 

wrapped parcels show static friction coefficients little different 

from other wrappings. Friction coefficients range from 0.21 to 0.8 

for plastic parcels on steel and plain or varnished wooden sidewalls. 

8. Laboratory tests of belting in use in parcel offices with rubber 

facing showed friction coefficients of 0.49 static and 0.62 sliding. 

A synthetic rubber faced belt, "Scandura", gave values of 0.81 static 

and 1.1 sliding. 

9. Research gives published values for elastomeric rubber for belts 

and plasticJcoefficients of friction from 0.2 to 1.5 or greater. The 

practical sliding tests in the Parcel Offices gave values that were 

normally found to be close to 1.0. Testing the friction of these 

materials is difficult and further research should be carried out to 

find reproducible and relevant techniques. 

10. The values found for Scandura, a synthetic rubber conveyor belt 

material, were close to unity. If the techniques of measurement are 

accurate, and providing the forces do not destroy the wrapping materials 
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and tear them apart, the properties would appear to be superior to 

other belts and to plastic wrapping materials. 

11. Coefficients of friction higher than 1.0 are quite common in 

laboratory tests of parcel wrapping and conveyor belt materials. 

12. The evaluation of friction coefficients is complicated. They 

are a function of many other parameters than normal pressure. Humidity, 

area of contact and rubbing speed, are three parameters which were found 

to be important with plastic wrappings and elastomeric belts, and so 

were investigated on simple apparatus. Much of the information in 

published work does not define these variables when giving friction 

coefficients. 

13. The friction performance of most parcel wrappings is affected 

by humidity. The mix with parcels which have other wrapping materials, 

affects plastic wrapped parcels, especially if low percentages of 

plastic wrappings, are present,among a high proportion of brown paper 

and cardboard wrappings, which emit water and other vapours. 

14. Although plastic wrappings are no more sensitive to humidity 

than other wrappings, if the percentage of plastic parcels is between 

40 and 60%, a greatly increased tractive force results (see Fig. 7.61). 
(Page 426) 

There is a risk of damage to the plastic wrapping in these circumstances, 

when pressures exceed about 4 lbf/in2. Schallamach (1968) found similar 

damage using a pointed slider. 

15. This damage is caused by the self-heating effect mentioned by 

Schallamach (1968), which was found by laboratory tests on parcel 

wrappings to cause destruction of the surface at around 800 feet/minute, 

even with flat sliders. It is mentioned by Grosch as causing an effect 

at speeds as low as 6 feet/minute. 
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16. Dust from the atmosphere and possible vapours from the rubber 

belt (organic chlorides, acid chlorides) or the paper/cardboard 

materials of the parcels (sulphites and acid sulphites») will affect the 

friction behaviour of the conveyor and parcel materials. 

17. Economic factors, such as price increases for scarce resources 

such as oil for plastics, and timber and natural fibres for paper and 

cardboard, will affect wrapping materials in the future. Trends are 

difficult to predict. 

8.1.7 Jamming of Parcels 

1. This research has confirmed that factors not incorporated into 

the model, such as compliance and irregular configurations and shapes 

of parcels, are likely to be the cause of jamming in straight conveyors. 

It is more frequent to find that jamming, in the Parcels Offices, occurs 

at changes in the conveyor, such as turns, changes in section or height 

and so forth. 

2. Jams, reported as causing relatively frequent stoppages by the 

Post Office, appear to occur too frequently to be caused by chance 

juxtapositions of normal parcels. They are, therefore, probably 

causative and the likely causes are that groups of parcels, which 

include one or more awkward parcels, occur - positioned by chance -

across the conveyor. 

3. The Offices, which are reported by the Post Office Engineers 

as showing a rather high preponderance of problems, are those which 

have environmental factors which favour jamming. These would be high 

levels of humidity and industrial or coastal contamination, and 

certain temperatures. Naturally adverse human factors, such as an 

unsettled or unhappy workforce, may also influence the occurrence of 

problems. Careful research should be carried out before forming any 

fixed ideas. 
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4. The importance of jamming is related to the queueing phenomenon. 

There is a statutory requirement for the Post Office to provide a 

rapid postal service. Even under moderate parcel flows, queues will 

form because the arrivals tend to be concentrated into very short 

periods of time. These queues are very sensitive to the flow rates, 

both the service rate (traffic flow on the conveyor) and the instant

aneous arrival rate of the parcels. The effect is intensified by 

packing the parcels into discrete bags, containers or trucks and then 

putting these containers etc. into parcel vans, whiCh causes bunching 

when they arrive at Parcels Offices. Local queues must then develop. 

Under these circumstances the interruption of service caused by a jam, 

causes a queue of parcels out of all proportion to the time of inter

ruption of service. 
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8.2 CONCLUSIONS ABOUT COMPUTING 

1. The use of a good operating systemJGEORGE 3, and FORTRAN IV, a 

relatively sophisiticated high level language, gives more flexibility 

than simulation languages. This combination was best for this some

what unusual computer simulation. 

2. It is essential to have a good,computer random number generator 

routine, capable of giving a number of good strings of random numbers 

of at least a million numbers each. The 24 bit fixed word length of 

the ICL 1900,is such that the manufacturer's random number generator 

needs a careful choice of seed)to achieve random strings. Only four 

were needed, fortunately, since only six good seeds were found. On 

the other hand, the longer word length of the CDC 7600, which was 60 

bits, produced a very random string of great length. However, the 

CDC 7600 random number generator was inadequate since the software 

only allowed for the one string. Since the random numbers were not 

called in equal numbers for the moving belt model, compared to the 

random packing model, an undesirable variation was introduced. This 

reduced the comparability of changes in the controlling parameters. 

3. A multifile structure was invaluable in the creation of this 

model,both for the programmes and the data bank. The multifiling was 

also of great usesin the determination of the relations between 

controlling and evaluating variables,when many runs were made. In 

this latter case,the programmes were kept in the compiled binary 

form. 

4. The advantages ofmultifiling, using a control data file for the 

exogeneous parameters, and data bank files for Parcel Office data, 

could not be realised without writing a special user MACRO. The 

advantages of the GEORGE 3-operating system language in writing these 

MACRO s is particularly noteworthy. 
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s. There was a problem with the excessive printout. Some reduction 

was achieved by not using the "diagnostic" section of the programme t 

which could be switched on or off through the control data file. It 

was only when the computer was controlled by user MACRO's for the 

GEORGE 3 operating system,written by the author)that the computer 

printout was reduced to reasonable proportions. 

6. In the data checking programmes,it was invaluable to have the 

ability to over-ride the failure caused by incorrect data. This was 

given by the FORTRAN COMPILER LIBRARIES routine, FTRAP ERRS. By 

using this routine errors which were fatal normally were located and 

over-ridden. In this way, instead of many computer runs to locate 

data errors, one or two checks on each file were adequate. 

7. While in theory the graph plotter should have been ideal for this 

project, much effort was spent in trying to get both manufacturer's 

and University software operating in a form suitable for this project. 

Progress was so slow that it was abandoned. 

8. The statistical analysis programmes were all aligned towards 

linear models of point by point relations for dependent and independent 

variable. These are typical of social science and, to a lesser extent, 

other research involving cause and effect. The analysis of distributions 

of groups of parcels, by thei r respective attributes, was a difficul t 

problem for these programmes. SPSS was the most suited and for this package 

much preliminary computation was needed to adjust the data presentation. 

9. Even if the CDC 7600 computer facility had been available at the 

commencement of this project, the ICL 1900 computer was a more likely 

choice t since it had advantages in creation of the simulation, especially 

in modular programme form. An ideal combination, had an interface been 
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available, would have been to write the computer programme on the rCL 

1900 and then carry out the research evaluation using the CDC 7600, 

which was much larger and faster. In the event, conversion of the 

lCL 1900 programme to run on the CDC 7600 was such a major effort) 

that it would have been simpler to recode the programme. 

10. Mini-computers are ideal for small scale, interactive computing. 

There are distinct disadvantages to some of the software provided by 

the mini manufacturers, which is often limited. Of the mini-computers, 

the Hewlett Packard 2100 series was outstanding, followed by DEC (PDP), 

INTERDATA and MINIC in that order. The hybrid mini-computer and main

frame combinations, such as CYBERNET were even better, but very 

expensive to operate. 

11. With the present computer power (ICL 1903A) it was not feasible 

to use the COBOL programmes, which were created and tested for the 

shuffling and organisation of sets of data from the total sample of 

over 2000 parcels, because the computer time involved would have been 

excessive. If an updated version of the model were created for the 

CDC 7600 t then it could be run for a greater number of loadings per 

sample. It would probably be feasible to generate data from the 

sample to establish probabilistically the chances of jams forming from 

random causes. It would also be possible to create a model for the 

"L" turn and other conveyor configurations. 
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8.3 CONCLUSIONS ABOUT THE COMPUTER SIMULATION MODEL 

1. The computer model simulates the real wor1d,as far as the packing 

of parcels, when dropped in a random manner into a conveyor section,is 

concerned. There is less difference between the model and the real 

wor1d)than there was between the random sample of parcels used for the 

validation, and the sample of parcels from the statistical survey of 

Castellano, Clinch and Vick (1971). 

2. The simulation of parcels,ro1ling down and shuffling sideways 

into place on the moving bel t
J 
was apparently very realistic. It is not 

enough,to simply place a parcel randomly on other parcels. 

3. In many cases it proved unnecessary to search slavishly for 

absolute realism in the model,as far as the detail of positioning was 

concerned. The improvement in packing densities did not justify 

computer times being increased by factors of up to ten times. 

4. Real difficulties in loading the conveyor model were occasioned 

by parcels which were oversize. Initially, the presence of these was 

due to mispunched cards, but as the data checking systems became more 

sophisticated, these were eliminated. This still left a small 

proportion of the sample of live mail, either just inside or just 

beyond the girth limitation, but which had been accepted. These were 

a consistent source of variable loading and lengthy computer runs. 

5. The distortion of the regular rectangular shape to a trapezoidal 

(lozenge) shaped parcel seemed to have no more effect on the simulation 

than the assumption that the parcel was a rectangular shape. 

·6. The principle of "unloading" easily calculates the forces by 

determining the force on the last parcel to be loaded. This has no 

upper forces. From this start the computer model is able to resolve 
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the complex structure of forces, always working on the previous parcel 

which was loaded, without any need for very large core store or the 

lengthy calculations using large matrices involved in the finite element 

techniques. 

7. The friction behaviour established from the live mail parcel 

survey was such as to reduce the likelihood of any permanent jams 

occurring. During the whole of the research programme no jam was ever 

found. 

8. The computer simulation successfully models the discrete nature 

of the parcels flow. This is extremely variable,since the physical 

parameters of size (length, breadth, height, weight, wrapping and 

stringing) and of material (stiffness, compliance and plasticity), are 

all independent one from another. It has proved extremely difficult 

to establish a typical parcel "Ideal Material". On the other hand, 

the size of the parcels can be established fairly well and a statistical 

description of the parcel population can be established on reasonably 

small size, samples. Hence an "Ideal Shape" is a feasible concept. 

It seems unlikely that any algebraic queueing mathematics approachJwil1 

be successful for the prediction of the probability of jamming of 

parcels conveyors in the future. Further work will be based upon 

computer simulation models of greater complexity as faster and bigger 

computers become avai lable economically to research workers. 

9. Inherent in the creation of the computer models of the parcels 

conveyor.is the collection of recent historical data on parcels traffic. 

It is likely to become an economic limiting factor in this type of 

research, since the variability of parcels,is such as to need samples 

of near to 1000 parcels in every office considered. This is providing 

the present free choice of wrapping materials is permitted to continue. 
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10. An essential part of the creation of the model is to allow it to 

grow over a period of some hundreds of computer runs. To do this 

economically, it ,is probab 1y bes t to wri te the programme in modules 

and ensure that these will run as computer programmes in their own 

rightJwhere possible. This obviates repeated testing of programme 

sections which have no faults. On assembly of the modules, testing is 

confined to the interfaces between modules. 
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8.4 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 

8.4.1 Extensions of the Existing Model 

1. An extension could be made to the existing model to simulate 

conveyor configurations which are more likely to cause problems, as 

in the right-angled or "L" turn. This is more involved than might be 

thought, since first a section of the conveyor has to be loaded and 

then it must be traversed through the "L" turn. Since two loadings 

are made, much more computer storage is required. It is, however, a 

feasible project and requires no extra data acquisition as far as 

parcels are concerned. 

2. The existing model could be modified to introduce compliance, 

even if no further information was forthcoming, since parcels are 

already subdivided into six grades. These grades distinguish between 

rectangular, round and irregular and soft and hard parcels. Using 

this information alone it would be possible to introduce the effects 

of compliance and variations in shape. ConsiderablY more computing 

power would be required and the programme would inevitably be 

considerably longer in both the placement and the force calculation 

areas. This is again a feasible product based on data already to hand. 

3. The existing model and data could be adjusted to run more 

efficiently on the CDC 7600 to detennine the probability of a jam from 

random causes, as previously discussed. The programme would have to 

be adjusted to conform to CDC FORTRAN and, if the MNF optimising 

compiler was used, together with an effort to increase the efficiency 

of the programming at the same time, then the further reductions 

obtained would make this feasible. 

4. The present model could be extended to give a graphical display 

of the parcel loading, with the aid of a suitable display terminal. 
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The leL 1900 is very iimi ted in the communications capabi li ty at the 

speeds necessary for computer graphics. It is possible that a "front

end" processor with its own buffer stores might be an essential part 

of such a project. The degree of complexity of this project is quite 

simply a function of what hardware and software is available and the 

feasibility again depends on whether the appropriate interfaces can 

be found to devices which are available. 

5. If the computer simulation was altered to bring in the effects 

of contact area upon the coefficients of friction of plastic parcel 

wrappings and conveyor belt materials described by Webber (1972), then 

it may be possible to introduce a more realistic jamming effect. The 

loading of the parcel into the "PU, LU and PLU" attitudes"lends itself 

to assigning coefficients of friction with respect to whether the area 

was low - a corner; or moderate - a line contact; or high - a plane in 

contact. Also the nature of the contact, whether into the belt or the 

sidewall, and whether the wrapping was of plastic or paper or cardboard, 

are all of relevance in assigning a coefficient of friction. This way 

of predicting the likely coefficient of friction (according to the type 

of contact),is felt to be more likely to simulate the conveyor belt 

behaviour, than would taking test friction coefficienbfor the parcel. 

These values may typify only what that parcel will dolif it were on an 

inclined plane, subject to its own weight. If this programme alteration 

was coupled to the adjustment for compliance and shape irregularity, 

mentioned in paragraph 2 of this section, it is likely that even more 

effective simulation will be achieved. 

6. The existing model could be modified to introduce causative 

effects which cause jamming. The data carries information on the 

stringing and a random percentage of stringed parcels could be 

regarded as catching On the sidewall and becoming jammed. This would 
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be achieved by adding a high force at the sidewall, parallel to the 

conveyor for that parcel. An extension of this would be to introduce 

configurations of parcel groups which are known to cause jamming. 

While these alterations may sound simple, they would make the model 

more complex, because the effects of traction in trying to break up a 

jam would have to be modelled much more completely than at present. 

This area has been neglected because there have been no occurrences of 

the phenomenon. 

7. Another approach would take the existing forces and adjust them 

in such a way as to create jams. One waY,would be by increasing the 

coefficients of friction locally to provide the necessary drag. It 

would give rise to the same sort of complexity as the previous system 

in paragraph 6. 

8. It is feasible to alter the existing model to copy parcel 

loadings. The Post Office test parcels could then be used to produce 

some model loadings. These could then be reproduced in the simulation 

model with the test parcels' sizes to establish how close to reality 

the loadings were. Having done this over sufficient sample trials to 

establish parity, and carrying out any programme adjustments to the 

model to ensure close agreement, then the test parcels could be used 

in jamming trials. Records could be kept of the configurations which 

jammed and the parcels could be loaded in a similar way in the computer 

simulation. The results for forces, contacts and friction could then 

be tested to establish that jamming predictions were in agreement. 

The test parcels which can measure stresses/would also be invaluable 

here,to check the values given by the simulation for parcel load and 

pressure. This is a big programme, which would be difficult for anyone 

outside the Post Office organisation to carry out. Even so, it requires 
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the use of the parcel test set and suitable conveyor and considerable 

time in defining parcel positions and attitudes. It would also need 

the services of a large computer. 

8.4.2 Suggestions for the Control of Parcels 

1. The acceptance of parcels which are outside the size given in 

Post Office regulations is not uncommon (see Appendix II for details of 

the regulations affecting the parcels in the sample data). These large 

parcels in the sample, together with other parcels which were just 

inside the limits of Post Office regulations, caused problems in 

packing and loading in the computer simulation. It is probable that 

the parcels of this type in the normal parcels traffic)cause similar 

problems in the Parcel Offices when being conveyed. 

2. There appears to be confusion over the method of specification 

of parcels (Post Office 1971b),as far as size limitations are concerned. 

There is need for a clearer definition of the size limitation. 

3. There appears to be a need for regulation of wrappings to a 

"Post Office Approved" or British Standard Specification for parcels 

postal traffic. The small percentage of troublesome parcels could 

thus be reduced. Their effect in disrupting the efficiency of the 

flow is out of all proportion to the financial return. This is 

irrespective of whether they cause a jam or not. 

4. There needs to be control over strin~ing. Although the effect 

of stringing was not incorporated in this report, when a visit to a 

Parcel Office was made a number of lengths of string were seen trapped 

in the conveyor between the belt and sidewall and at other vulnerable 

points. The Post Office regulations should be altered to cover 

stringing, after research into approved methods. 
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5. It would be quite feasible to lay down standards for compliance 

of parcels traffic, using simple tests of deflection. For example, 

the parcel must not deflect more than one inch for every ten inches 

of length under gentle hand pressure. While this may not be very 

scientific, and is open to obvious criticism, it would be a step towards 

reducing the problems caused by only a few difficult parcels. 

6. There is an urgent need for a work systems design approachJ 

such as that of Nadler (1967 and 1970). Consideration should be given 

as to what relation should exist between National Freight, B.R.S. 

Parcels and the Post Office. The responsibility should be defined as 

to who should carry what group of parcels. The difficult parcels 

might not need to be handled by the Post Office parcels system. There 

are other nationalised undertakings possibly more suited for that type 

of freight. If, on the other hand, the decision is made that the Post 

Office must be responsible for these difficult parcels, then it is 

possible that the best way of tackling the problem is to isolate 

"large" and "difficult" parcels. That is, parcels which are likely to 

cause prob'lems should be treated separately, and the charges should 

be increased accordingly. Registered mail is already handled separately, 

but of course for very different reasons. 

8.4.3 Further Studies on Parcels 

1. There is an urgent need to monitor the changes in parcel traffic, 

especially the wrappings. There is the need to have knowledge of the 

"raw material',' of the parcels movement industry. Also, before any 

further modelling is carried out, there is a need for more information 

on the friction behaviour of parcel wrappings and conveyor materials 

of construction. Many changes have occurred since the last parcels 

survey. 
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2. The structures of parcels are not understood. The simulation 

of this could be achieved by making physical models, for example in 

balsa and sheets of paper, card and plastic film, which would give the 

thin-walled structures typical of parcels traffic. This is an area of 

study likely to be fruitful. Some data, for values of load against 

deflection for a group of parcels, already exists. From this data 

alone there is enough information to carry out a feasibility study. 

3. The study of parcels of awkward shapes. and also the groupings 

which give rise to bridging, will be useful. It should be possible 

to define those groupings which have the necessary structural stability 

to give rise to the bridges across the conveyor, as are found in the 

conveying of other materials. Here the work of Jenike and other co

workers will be useful. 

4. In the original parcels survey each parcel was tested for the 

position of the centroid and also treated as a compound pendulum. 

The results for this are capable of being handled very easily with 

the SPSS package, making use of the COMPUTE facility and comparing 

figures obtained for Centroid and Moment of Inertia from length, 

breadth. height and weight with those deduced from the compound 

pendulum data. This data would be invaluable in improving the final 

force calculation to determine the centroid and the likely attitude. 

This would replace the empirical rules used at present. 

5. Further work should be carried out on the frictional character-

istics to find out more about the effects of dust and atmospheric 

contamination upon conveyor construction and parcel wrapping materials. 

Apart from collecting the dust from parcel offices, dusts and contam

inants could be blended from woodflour, powdered mica, silica, chalk, 

talc, gypsum, alumina, magnesia, titania and any other easily obtainable 
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fillers. Soot, charcoal, sulphur and sulphides, plus acid contaminants 

could also be added to simulate typical industrial contaminants present 

in parcel offices. If the friction tests were carried out in a 

humidity chamber with temperature control (particularly the ability 

to lower the temperature in hot summer conditions), then some useful 

characteristics could be established. There are many parameters such 

as area of contact, rubbing speed, normal pressure, humidity, surface 

condition and so forth. Accordingly the rig needs to be well designed 

and sensitive, and the results subjected to statistical analysis. 

6. A study could be carried out on the nature and the effects of 

stringing and banding of parcels upon the friction behaviour. This is 

obviously an area of complexity, expecially with regard to knots. 

There is a chance that the friction behaviour of stringed parcels is 

such as to indicate that stringing is undesirable. Certainly, it 

would not be enough to simply slide a strung and knotted parcel 

material across the simulated belt. It would be necessary to try to 

determine the nature of how strings are drawn into crevices, between 

belt and sidewall, as has been observed in and reported from the parcel 

offices. 
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APPENDIX I 

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE OF TWO MEANS. 

Let the standard error of the mean be cr-~ 

where U-: Standard devi at ion 

N: number in the sample 

Thence for the two samples, respectively, 

-- Ii -
and 

Thence if the standard error of the difference between two uncorrelated 

. means j 5 () » ' where 

0-1) • iT':t.~ 0;.: 
If the means of 

=,[f1: .. ,.~ 
~ N., 

the two samples are respectively Ml and M2, 

Cri tical Ratio C CR C \M 1 - M2 , 

frO 

Taken from Connolly & Sluckin (1971), page 104 & 105. 

then 
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APPENDIX I I 

Extract from the Post Office Specification PE0097 

" (PHW 1115.50.3.71.mr) : reference Post Office (1971a) 

liThe pa rce Is accepted by the Pos t Off i ce mus t not exceed the fo II ow i ng 

Ilmi ts:-

a. The longest dimension shall not exceed 3ft 6ins 

b. The length plus girth shall not exceed 6ft. 

c. The weight shall not exceed 22 Ibs. 

However. as it is impossible to give parcels more than a cursory 

examination on receipt. the dimensional limits specified in the Parcel 

regulations have been exceeded in some cases in the dummy mail so that 

all parcels likely to be encountered are represented". 
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APPENDIX III 

THE FILE CREATION PROGRAMME FOR THE DATA FOR THE PSTF PROGRAMME 

The PSTF programme will be found in Appendix IX, figure 7.38. It 

gives the option of creating the data at run time, or of reading the 

data from a file, which has been created in advance of the run. 

The programme listed below, creates this data file. Appendix 3.1 

lists the programme and appendix 3.2 gives the output from the 

file creation run. The computer used was the INTERDATA minicomputer. 

Appendix 3.1 Listing of the PSTF File Creation Programme in BASIC. 

*RlJ BASI C 
~SIC 
HEw 15 
LOAD 15 
mSIC 
LIST 
100 REM PSTF DATA CREATOR 
105 :lIM U(8) 
US DIM S(3"2)"O(3"S)"N(4)"A$CS)"Y$C3),,NSC2) 
120 Y!>=''YES'' 
130 N$="NO" 
150 S 1 =0 
160 FOR Z = 1 TO 3 
170 FOR ZI=l TO 8 
172 DCZ .. Zl)=0 
174 NEXT ZI 
176 FOR Z2=1 TO 2 
178 Sl Z" Z2) =0 
180 NEXT Z2 
182 NEXT Z 
200 1 "HOW MANY PARCELS ?" 
202 I rJPUT N 1 
206 ; "STARTING ON WHICH PARCEl. 'I" 
210 INPUT NS 
212 ; "ON WHl CM CHANNEL I S YOUR DATA FIJ.~. Itt . 
214 INPUT X 
216 ; 
360 ; "INPUT DATA WHEN * IS PRINTED, IN 7 1..1 NES , mus" 
365 ;" LINE 1 I PCL NO" LENGTH" WIDTH" HEI GHT" 
370 ;.. FOR PLANE J 1 LINE 2 , PLANE 1 CENTRE" NO OF POINTS" 
372 ; It FOR PL.ANE 1 J L.1NE 3 I LOAD" f)EFLECTl ON" ETC" 
374 J tf FOR PLANE 2 j LINES 4&5 SIMILAR TO 2&3" 
376 J" FOn PL.ANE 3 ; LINES 6&7 SIMILAR TO 2&3" 

Continued overleaf ........ 
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App. 3.1 PSTF File Creation Programme ••••• continued •..•. 

:J:S ~ ; 
332 .1 "BEGINNING NO\.,T :" 
405 FOR N9=N5 TO N5+Nl-l 
~7 F=019-l>*7 
420 ; n* N., L., t;" H PCL "; N9; tt,_" 
430 INPUT N"L" W,iti 
44e FOR A=l TO 3 
445 .1 U# CENTRE" NO OF PTS :." 
LSI?) INPUT SCA .. J)" .sCA" 2) 
460 FOR A9=1 TO SCA,,2) 
46 5 .1 "* PO I NT"; A 9; ": .... 
~0 INPUT DCA" 1+(A9-1>*2),DCA,,2+(A9-1).2) 
i.60 NEXT A9 -
$0 NEXT A 
500 ; ON (X .. l+FHHLJ W'JH 
505 FOR A=l TO 3 
510 G=(A-1>*2 
520 ; ON (X" 2+F+G) SCA,,J)J S(A.d~i 
530 FOR Hl=l TO S 
540 U(H1)=DCA"Hl> 
5?0 NEXT Hi 
560; ON (X,,3+F+G)UC1)JU(2);UC3);U(4);UC5);U(6);U(7);U(S) 
570 NEXi A 
6013 NEXT N9 
9990 ; "nUN NOW ENDS" 
9999 END 
PAS Ie 
mUSE 

PAUSE 

* 
Appendix 3.2 The Output at run time from the PSTF File Creation Programme 

RJN 
HOW HANY PARCn.S 1 
3 
STARTING ON ~HICH PARCEL ? 
9 
CN WHI CH CHANNEL I S YOUR DATA FILE I 
11-

INPut DATA VHEN * IS PRINTED, IN 7 LINES I THUS 
LINE I , PCL NO, LENGTH , WI DTH" HE1 GHT 
FOR PLANE 1 ; LINE 2 I PLANE 1 CENTRE"NO OF POINTS 
FOR PLANE 1 I LINE 3 , LOAD" DEFLECTl ON" ETC 
FOR PLANE 2 J LINES -4&5 SHlILAR TO 2&3 
FOR PLANE 3 ; LINES 6&7 SHllLAR TO 2&3 

BEGINNING NOV I 

* N,L"W.,H PC~ 9 1-

9" 14" 8.7., 2.7, 5 .... 

Continued overleaf ............ 
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Appendix 3.2 PSTF File Creator Output 

* CENTRE .. NO OF PTS :-
10 .. 4 
* POINT 1 :-
So-.03 
* POINT 2 :-
U~ ... J 4 

* POINT 3 :-
15 ... 19 
* POINT 4 ,-
20 ... 25 
* CENTRE.. NO OF' PTS ,-
10" 1& 
* POINT 1 I-
S. .07 
* POINT 2 1-
10 ... 18 
* POINT 3:-
15 ... 26 
* POINT 4 f-
20, .28 
* CENTRE .. NO. OF PTS ;
&-6 .. 4 
* POINT 1 I-

S. .01 
* POINT 2,-
10, .03 
* POINT 3 ,
IS ... 09 
* POINT ",-
20 ... 15 
* N . .1 .... W"H PCL J0 ,-
10, 12" 12,7 
* CENTRE" NO OF PTS .-
6,4 
* POINT ,-
S, -01 
* POINT .2 ,-
U~,. 05 
* POINT 3 ,-
IS, .1 
* POINT ",-
20 .. - 18 
* CENTRE" NO OF PTS ,-
8,,4 
* POINT ,-
51 .02 
* POI.NT 2 a-

. 10 ... 06 
* POINT 3 ,-
tS ... 1 
* POINT 4 r-
20 ... 13 

Continued overleaf ............... 

..... continued .••.• 
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Appendix 3.2 PSTF File Ctreator Output ..... continued .•.• 

lit CENTRE.. NO OF PTS ,-
8,,4 
lit POINT I-
S. .05 
lit POINT 2 1-

10" • 17 
lit POINT 3:-
IS" .24 
lit POINT 4 1-
20, .25 
lit N" L,,t.!,, H peL 11: -
11,12.2"9.2,, 6.2 
lit CENTRE,NO OF PTS ,-
10" 4 
* POINT 1:
S, .01 
* POINT 2 r-
10, .05 
* POINT 3 z-
15, • 1 1 
* POINT 4 1-
m" .19 
* CENTRE" NO OF PTS 1-
J(~" 4 
* POI NT 1 ,-
S. .02 
* POINT 2 ,-
10, .12 
* POINT 3:-
15, .25 
* POINT 4 a
m, .67 
* CENTRE"NO OF PTS c
f»4 
* POINT 1 ,-
S. .01 
* POINT 2 a-
10" .05 
* POINT 3 a-
15" .12 
* POINT 4 a
m, .18 
FUN NOW ENDS 
~SlC 

'WFM 11 
~USE 

PAUSE 

* 
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APPENDIX IV 

LISTING OF THE TL 302 PROGRAMME WRITTEN IN 

FORTRAN FOR THE rCL 1900 COMPUTER TO SIMULATE 

THE PACKING OF PARCELS IN A BELT CONVEYOR 
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Appendix IV TL 302 Programme Listing. 

UOOO 
0001 
U002 
0003 
0004 
0005 
0006 
0007 

Continued overleaf 

LIB " A Il V ( ~ U R C. P ,)U ,' t S C E ) 
PRO ,; p ,\ M ( r> S 0 2 ) 
II/PUT 1=rRO 
OUT;>IlT 2"~P il 
r.O!I..>p(S~ I~TEGf :1 AN D LOGlrA L 
MIXF.1l S, GME :/ TS 
COM;>ACT DAT.\ 
END 
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Appendix IV TL 302 Programme Listing ... . cont i nued ..... 

00"11 
0009 
onl0 
001 I 
U012 
110 1'$ 
0014 
001~ 

on16 
00 I 7 
00 18 · 
11019 
0020 
0021 
u022 
U023 
U024 
U025 
U026 
00Z7 
0028 
U029 
')0:5 0 
'In J I 
1I03Z 
on33 
U034 
003~ 

0036 
uo 57 
UGH 
UO :59 
U040 
0041 
0042 
0043 
0044 
004~ 
0046 
0047 
0048 
0049 
OOSO 
005' 
0052 
un53 
IIOS4 
U055 
0056 
0057 
0058 
OCl59 
0060 
\1 06' 
U062 
VOl,3 
un64 
llOl,5 
OOt.6 
UOI, 7 
0068 
or. f, Q 
U010 
IIO? I 

MA!;H~ TI302 
C T HIS'S T Ii E ~ E r.ll 'lo r v P E FOR C E C A' C U L AT ION S Y S TE'I 
e T~IS IS THE PS pRO ~ OA~ VERSION 7~ - BI NARY WI'~OUT TR.CE 

IN' ( tiER oFF (,0) 

80002 

80021) 

40018 
41)1)' 
40~ 

401 

4Z30 
450 

r- 1 ""'I S 1.,11 P il ( 3) • ,R E J ( 4 ) 
1\ I I·, ,: N 5 I ( I N M ~ T ( 4 ) • M S L I 4 ) • ~ PST / 4 ) , M r> 5 L / 4 ) 
nlrl " NSI,,~ Frr(3.Il. TI1C3d) 
1'1111 F 'I S I "N N"" f ( .~ • :5 ) 
1'I'" f NSI ' IN S:, R5 L i l.) . ~ )(nST(4) .~\(1J51 (4) .SXw~T(4) 
tI I I I r N :' I ,1 " 1(. [> ( 1 ,.00 • J ) • N, I nOS ( , (\ 0 , , 0 ) 
n II~. : 'I S ! "'I I " 1111 ( ; \ • 1 /I r P ( 7l 
n III 01 ~ r II ' ; "''' ~ ( 1 .) 1\ • 7 • , 0) • I PM (1 00, 1 , 6 ) 
n JI\, 'IS r liN IlJr (3) 

nlll ,. ", $ 1 "'11 J ,." (3\ 
nll'.· N~I . Jrl 1., p(1 1l ",3,,,) ,IIJ R(,I\f),6) 
o I II I ' ~ I S 1,1'1 '" IJ Il ( , 00 , ~ ) , I P ill! ( :5 ) 
1'1 III, : 'I S I "N I,' ~ (1 . , n • :5 ) • Ie ;> T 0 ( 4 n • 5 ) 

0' 11 r II ~ ; ,... 'I I ' ,/1( .. ) , lC K I) r> ( 3. A) , ! T R I (jI, ) • MAT( 10), I C k 0 (6 , 
t. 5 ) , II r> L ( 4' , , l iP ~ ( ~ I • , L () 1/ (" ) , I C K (l 0 ( , • II) • IN TIL' ( jI,) , I C ON' ( 6) , ITT ( 6) • III 

3 P Q ( " ) , 1 I' t 6 ) • !,1C .. I 
tlATA II PL /3H I · IIJ •• " IlII,7liP I).4 ~ t.J ONEI 
" AT ... u r r I 4 ~ I I ~ M • 4 Il 8 ,! , T , 4 HeR .J Y • :5 Ii I I V , 4 ~ to\ h N C • 4 w ~ \J PO, 3 H \J 0 a , 4" T [ S T , 

l4liS ,' rL, ~~NO d F/ 
Il A T.\ J P r J /4 I . r. ~ T " • :5 H l F N , J M IJ J I' • 4 H II (; H T / 
"A 'A I ~ or,. /3 :1 nF F • ,H O;j/ , lOP P 14 H P Jhl T , ~ II n F F I 
/I. T A II A : 1411 :, TEL. I. H C oJ T T , "H S C 'N • 4 II D 118 F\ • 4 H P 1.10 I) • I. ~ v u O 0,4 H S P C II 
r. Ol' llfI ll! j: T N~,. rlllJ l . C~;j Z. r.tiNJ , t:H N4 

MPSiC1)=7S 
MI'Si(2)",O 
I'Ir>ST(3) .. ~S 
I'IP5114)., 40 
~r>SLI')='O 
I"ps.,tt)",,5 
MPS L(3)=40 
MrS I. (4),,45 

'1'1,,1 
RFAIl(1"lC)001) IPNMA X ,lOP 
IF( ! np. ~ O.O)10P=' 

FO~'~hT (14. ; "" 
URITF(2.ROOu2)I ~ NMAX 

FO . ( MAT('~1.'''HTf)TAL NUM8EII M CARDS 15,16) 
IJRIH(2.~f)O.!0) 1,JI'P( I OV) 
fO n MAT(13~ IlIA ~ NO~T1CS:,AII) 

I R'h: _' 
\.J1I17F(2.400~A) 

F III" I AT t ' T H I 0: 1 S T ~ E F I II!: T R U II ) ) 
PEA.>I' '4(5) IMAX •. IM • .I\,ICMAr 
FMII.T(JI'O) 
CHN1 - O . ,9 2 A37.~5647Z44~ 
CHII~ . • 0 . 19 2773 3 46520,40 
CMN] • O . 9'~17' o 149Q78456 
CHII4 • n . 18~'97h~39Y7570A 
\.JRIIF(2.40') 
~ OItIlA' (~)(, 33HllF.l.o' 'IN I N(i OF LOADI NG AUANGFHE~T.) 
V M. ( F L n.\ T ( I II A X) ) • ( F l n AT ( .I M A X) ) • ( H 'O AT ( I( 'H X ) ) 
DF" "t' .4,O)/lII :;E : 1.M Uc;eLZ .IHC,PPLAS,PFlCP 
f0 ~! 'AT(~" n .zr , 0.4 ) . 

V M. ( F L n ,\ T ( I II A X) ) • ( f L" to. T ( J" A lC ) ) • ( ~ L I) AT ( I( I' A)( ) ) 
4 1 86 \J II I T F ( 2 • F. 0 11 \) J) I . I A X , J ,., A)( , r M A:-< • V to\ , MAT ( I" II S ~ I .1 ) • MAT ( MUS E l 2 ) 
!! 0 (l 0 ~ f 0 ,I" A T c:> 4 Ii r. J N ': ~ Y n it lJ I II F N!: I I'IH A R F • 16 , .. H IJ I n e " tI , 5 H LON G ,r 6 • , 9 H H 

.!IGH A,IO VOLlJME · ; ~,f16.3,/21 1t S IO~IJ. 1.I MATfR1AL IS,46,9H BASE I S, A6) 

36) 
P L 'J = p P l " ~ • 1 " n . 
I r ( " f' LA ' . (, T . 7 • I) ) ~ l LJ = 0 -

Continued overleaf ....... . 



u7t-~ · 

U0 73 
007 4 
U fl'7 ~ 
u0 76 
0077 
007i3 
0079 
OOIJO 
00 8 \ 
UOll2 
0083 
U08 4 
U085 
Ufl86 
Ufl87 
UOll8 
001\9 
0090 
0091 
009 Z 
0093 
0094 
U0 9S 
0096 
0097 
0098 
0099 
0100 
o I (II 
OIOZ 
0103 
UI 0 4 
UI 0 5 
Ul06 
UI07 
UI08 
U1()9 
Ul 1 0 
U II 1 
0112 
0113 
0114 
U 11 5 
U1I6 
U117 
o 1la 
U1I9 
UI20 
01 ZI 
012Z 
0123 
0124 
on 5 
UI26 
UI27 
UI28 
I) 1 29 
u'~O 
U I ? 1 
UI32 
0 13 3 
0134 
0135 
01J6 
il l 37 
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\"" i\ 1 • r (( . ;. \, " 'j ' ) ) I ' .. 1.1 , I : LI' t ( .. If r ), " rAP 
49905 r .)t;/I,\ : ( 29 ,\ PI :.nI C P A ~( EL'i I NHCT En AIIF,FIO.2.23H".,oID HUMIDITV 

un :' r r . A 6 • ~ ;( • I ~ H "Y ? n /~ F N TIS, flO. 4 ) 

I j) L.I ~ =, 
n( ;q'L.I;.EQ .OlG " TO AOOZI 
I F ( ,' P L 4 •. LT. I • 1 I I P L.\ ~ : 2 
I F ( .' P LA :; , LT. 0.9',) J P LA 5 · 1 

a0021 pFA :J II . 1.1)01 IO FS 
400 FOR 'I A T ( i I O) 

U~I T r(2.416)nn ( IOF S ) 
416 FOR /l AT( ~~ ,Z :~HTH I: PRd.IECTEII O~FICF IS.AI2) 

IF( T F ~T. FQ.o)GO TO 4 000 
4500 CO IIT I tjl'~ r. THF 1I ;: ~tT , 'NG OF : HE "!AnneES ~Oll A NE~ IIUN 8')T SA"'E OFfleF 8EGINE!I HERE 

TESTeO. 
UTSI)"'''O. 
V II " \) . 
no 31'10\ 1=1.1PN 
00 3101 tAa~.10 
00 3 130 /11=1.7 

3130 N,'I'I(I.ID.IAI·O 
:5' 01 N n.J n 5 ( i • J Ai . 0 

flO .5102 In z 1.6 
310Z 1',Hu l, ; F\ )a o 

IRW ~ cl. ' ) ,J~u~([.2). JP~(T,I).IPR(I,Z"lpR(I.3)·0 
110 3 103 .,=1.3 

DO 3103 "'.'.10 
:5 I a 3 1 ;", ( I • • 1 • ~ ) • I B .. ( I • J • K) .0 
3001 CtI!>IT I llil E 

Nil" I p:l * 1 n 
DO 3110 NA-,.3 
(10 3 110 'J=1.NR 

3110 I cp (N.NA)"O 
J PtJ (, :10 

11l"l ~. JQ : I~+1 
1.111 I H (2. 400~711 ~OJK 

40027 Fll lltlA 'r (IH,.' THI S IS pUN NUMBFR'.T6) 

rO=O 
U R-I ; F ( 2 • A 0 0 1 0) J .' OJ R EC • I P .-IT CIT 

8 0 010 FIl ll tl A7 C' TO I Al " ARCELS '1111.1',)6,' TnTAL CUDS Ntl W1 ,y6) 
4000 Q~A ~ (" ' 00)[nF. ; DNN,ISH.,URP . JUT.ln z .IL.1U.IH.M~T(').MIL(I), 

l MS . (2), '4SLC'}' : I~T<3).M51 (3).~ln(4>.MSL(4) 
100 FOQIIAT( j l,13.2X.",.1X.212.3CJ2,4)(I./lJZ) 

IF (IP II·t .EQ.I PN ;IAX ) GO TO 9901 
I Ptl ~. 1 PI,Ie+' 
IF( ; OP. F. n.Z)r. 0 Tn 8 0 089 
IJRI7F(2.400 2 ~ll ~ OJN.'PN~"pNReC 

40026 F,' P:IA7(' CA .: n NI) I~ ',(4. 1 SEQllENeF NO IS 1,14. 
Z' IIO U , nAD e ll. NJt4BER IISED ON PR [ VIOU~ RUNS \.lAS, ,15) 

80089 J (; Ta· IL • (\ 1J 4IHl/Z 
IF([r,TH.~T. 7 '}\.I ~ ITE(2.a0043)IPN ,I GTH 

80043 FIIR'U '; (' r.[DTJ ILLECiAL nN Pr.L ~n'''4,1 GIRTH IS',16) 
1F(Ir,TH.~T • .,~)r,1I TO 40070 
IF ( I I .r, T . 4~)r,U Gil 4 0~8 ' 
IF( :II .G 7. 40 ) r,,1 -:' 11 4 0 n~Z 
JF( i ~.r,; . 35)r,O ; n 40 0113 
JF( : P~'1.r.E. I DNM ~ ~+llr, O rn 9901 
IF( i O ~N .FQ.Y~9} u n TJ 990' 
UT" f' luA:cIUr> + ~LO .\T( J01)/'~, 
UTSIJI.4=U T r.U"hUT 
IUT=TFI ~ CUr.10.) 
JP r<" , rN, 

80080 I F (Ir" ;j GE . 101 , r.O TO aOOal 
(;0 Tn ( .j o03, .80 0J Z) .IHC 

a OOll1 11" 1'" .~'J -l 
GO Tn Stl nO 

Continu ed overleaf 
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VIJ" 

0139 

U140 
0141 
0142 
u143 
U144 
U 145 
U I 46 
U 147 
01413 
0149 . 
U1S0 
0151 
onz 
U153 

, 01 H 
U155 
0156 

'. IH 5' 
0158 
U'59 

~ Ul"O 
0161 
U162 

~ 0163 
U164 
U165 

t U166 
'0 167 
0161\ 

(. Olf,9 

U170 
017' 

t U172 
U\73 
0174 

I. U\75 
0176 
0177 

(. 0\78 
U119 
U\IIO 

~ 0' p., 
u182 
01l\3 

<. U184 
0\85 
IH 86 

I. U187 
UlI\8 
U\89 

I. 0\90 
0191 
0192 

I. UI93 
0\94 
U\95 

~ 0\96 
U \ 9 7 
UI98 

I". 0\99 
U200 
u201 

1,.- U (02 
\J?03 

" IJ V (V ! ""& I 
1""(IiTH 

4nO/2 U~ITEC?,4~07'llPNN.10.!DEJ(IR) 
4'l0i', FllDtlAH' PC, NO' .16,' IIEJEr.TED ON IWERsIZe DIMENSlnN OF' """ 

l' FIiP' .. \I\) 
IP'l K "IP II ~-\ 
GO Tn 4 L1 00 

4008\ 1 ,: .2 
10- i I 
GO Tn 1.t11l72 

40082 11/_3 
10-(1.1 
GO TO 4,1072 

40083 . 1 1/ .4 
10-[11 
GO Tn 4 ,1(\ 72 

800H C'\I L FPtlCIlVCC,tN4) 
IFCudI4.r.T. ;> DLA5)GO TO 80031 
II.IR I' ,.4 

81'03' C,)I,)TI I/ IIE 
IFCT~~T.FQ.0)URrTEC'.80033)n~FClnFSl 

800.53 FIlPIIA':'C' OFFICE FI)R T~I~ RUN IS I,AII) 
IF S', /;>"O 
I AI~ R • I A ,~ _ 0 
IfCII.EII . O)II'" 

. IF C I 1/. F. II. 0) ) II" I 
IfI,I.I.E ILOl il.l'" 

VRO=I/fl 
VA_ Vw+CCFLOATCIL)l·CFlOATCIU)).C'LOATCIH1)) 

, 0 5 0 0 CA L l F P II r R Vcr II N I ) 
~P"(IPN-\l·,n 
NN" I pit 

I N D'J~O 
(1021,)01.'.3 
(10 2 I (l0 .1. I • 1\ 

Z'OO ICKOPCI.J) .ICK"n(J,J)·O 
nO 2,')1 1-1.1-
flO 2101 1-1.5 
ICI( ,I/ I , .1)·0 

210' CONT' 11/1,: 
IF C II T I) • \J F • 4 I I NT 0).40 
Dn~10ZJ.'.~ 
nO 210~ I·'.NTO 

2102 IC~TUC ; .J).O 
no 21151·'," 
IGN('>, t T~III>, IrORCI) ,1~TILTCI).ITT(6).ICO~T(r).O 

2115 ID!QR(J),I~CI).'M(I)=O 
DO ~116 1-"3 
IPNluJ) .. 1l 
D(l2116 ,1-'.3 

2116 N"JFCI.J)·O 
INDI~' I.I!:PL=O 
II/PL.4 
I MAli IliA ,; . I 
JM 4a .I IU A. 1 
CALL fPllrnVII': HN 1\ 
CAL _ LP ~ ~T(II PA.r.HN1.IMA) 
foUL FPIlr.I!V (CM :. ;» 
CALl LP -; ~TCJI PA,r.HN,?JMAl 
I LP,,' LP:,-I 
,I L P" .I L ~ ,\ - I 
IFlIII.Lr . lln> .. 0 Tv b1Sn 

40'0 CAL .. FPllrHVc 'r"N~\ 
CAL L LP ~ ~TC Ir. S . : ~N3,'2) 

4021 IFCu: 5 . , F.6)r,.) : 0 4 0 ;>4 
ron ~n 1. 11)0 

Continued overleaf ....... . 
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d, ' <. 
U20 5 
0('06 
0207 
U208 
U( 1) 9 
Ut10 
0211 
un 2 
0213 
0214 
02' S 
U216 
0217 
OZ'8 
U7.'9 
U220 
0221 
U(z2 
U i'2 3 
0224 
L' 22S 
U?2 6 
0727 
0728 
02?9 
0230 
023' 
U232 
U233 
I) 234 
0235 
u236 
0237 
u238 
0239 
U240 
1)241 
U21,2 
U243 
O?I.I, 
0245 
0246 
OZ47 
0 21,8 
U21,9 
U250 
025' 
0252 
U253 
02H 
ot5S 
0256 
07S7 
U2S8 
0259 
U260 
0261 
U2 6 2 
02~~ 

u764 
0265 
0/66 
O?O 
Ol t- d 
I) ~ I. e) 

1, ,, , 4 I '" I, = 1 

6100 
4 0 H 

4033 

4034 

4035 

40]6 

40] 1 

419:5 

4300 

6150 

6101 

T H ~ :~: ' . .. 70 ii 
I 'I n ,: A 5 = . r :; 
r.O I n C~1'I31,4v3 Z ,40 33, 4 1134'4n35,403"'),hH\C"~ 
I n 1 ;- = I ~) 
JOl F.dL 
I( 0 I , = I H 

It: a ;I 
GO TO 1.,03 
I n IF.I H 
I F ( 1 H , LT. IIJ / , ) G \) TO I, 0 3 2 

JOI F=lL 
r 0 IF" 1 U 

IC 1I " 

GO TO 1.,93 
J~IF.IH 
nClu+J:I, LT.CIL.,)/ZlGO TO 1.0]' 

Jol~=IU 
KOI , ,,1l 
IC. 4 

r.0 Tn 4 11)3 
I Oh:1 L 
If( i W,L-:- . IU/3)Go TO 4032 
JOI • • IH 
nl ~ _II.I 

IC" ~ 
(.0 Tn 4103 
11'1 IF" 1 u 
If(I~I+loI.LT.(IL.')/2)GO TO 4031 
,'I) 1 F.I H 
nl . ::1 L 

le= ~ 
GO Tn 1, , 93 
lOI .. :Jl 
JOI F.IU 
J( 0 1 ; .. 1 H 
Ie" , 

IF( :~O q . ~Q,2)GO TO 610' 
l OHjN= I lP 
J0f1 : ~-J1P 

IO" A)P'I",,+IOIF 
JO'I ,\lC-J L D+J 01 F 
p1f~" I OP., ~ 
IMF"IVP' i. X 
J"'N= . IOH i.~ 
J M F ".I OP1 : ~I 
GO In 4 ~ n3 
r.MI TINIl f' 
CALL fPIlr.RVCr.HNI,) 
THEu-C IINI,+O. 7854+0. 7854 
I ~OR8Z 
I I.IOCAS:o : rS-I> 
r,o -:- 0 ~~(l0 

les " 7 
r.0 Tn 4 11)0 
CON 7 ' PII' i: 
IOH iN= I ~ P 
.I n'1 , ~,. J " p 

(AL L FPllrRvcr. HN 4\ 
CALL 01 , IX( , ~I, IrO,J~I,JCO,THETA,IDIF,JOIF) 
1~1~= , I)Hpl +J r.n 

l Oll .\Y. lI ll1'J+I S I 
,M F = I 0" : 'I . I !; 1 
J ... /oJ = .,,) II ; ~) + J :: I 
J (' M:. \( : J II ') . I r. () 
.1 M r = .1 U~ : ~ + I r. ('\ 

Continued over l eaf ....... . 
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U271 
0272 
U773 
U274 
0 275 
U276 
UZl7 
U278 
0279 
02 11 0 
0211 1 . 
U2 11 2 
u2 8 3 
0284 
02 8 5 
021\6 
0 2 8 7 
1)21'.8 
02 11 9 
U290 
U291 
0292 
0293 
U294 
U;>95 
U196 
0297 
U298 
u299 
0 3 00 
u 30 1 
lIHI2 
0 30 3 
0304 
U305 
1J306 
U31)7 
0308 
0~09 

0310 

03" 
O.S' 2 
\1313 
0314 
0315 
v316 
0317 
0318 
0310 
u320 
0321 
OS22 
U323 
0324 
0325 
1)326 
o ~27 
v328 
u ~?9 
05 30 
0 33 1 
0 33 2 
V33 3 
OB 4 
0 33 5 

41n3 IFC ; o"A A . GT."~ A ;o(l GO TO 4101 
4 1 0 2 I FC I 0111 i l. L E . 1) t ~J 1\ U • 1 

IF C; MIA;.: GF. . P IA>. -') I ~OU=2 
4104 IFC TFST . FQ. Ol GO TO 4,,4 

(, 1) 7 0 9 ,', 00 
4101 I AQ :sIAII., 

I F ( I I • r. .. . IM ,, )() It/ :, , T" ( 2 , 4 0) I P N 
4 0 FOR I I AT ( ~ II , 1 311 P .\ 1/ C F L /HII~ II E A I , 6 ,2)( 127' 1/ E X CI' E f) ~ 1 N TE A IJ Al L 0 I STAll C E • l 

It/ II ITF(2.4" IP :J IL\I! 
41 F O ~ ,",I\T ( I Pr.L. :.0.'.t4,' OUTI!:InE !;IDEpIAT e ON oAClPPtNG • REFIT 

~ATT ~ M P T ~UM a F~,.,4) 
IFC(A KII.FQ.l)GO TO 4'012 
I f ( ; ~ R • ,: I) • 9 l (' 0 7 n 4 1 0' 1 
GO T n 1 I) S 00 

41 011 I A 0 II = 1 
IL 11:0 
J Nil n" 1 
I F ( r II II / 2 . LT . ( I II :1. 1 ) /2) I l II. III A X -I H -, 
GO i n 4 u J3 

" 1 01 '- \J II I T F. ( ;1, 4:: lIP ; PI, I I' ~ 
42 FO ~~A T ( ' p e l NO.',14,' REJECTED AFTe D 10 TRIES' ) 

I.' ~ 1 "UE tJ r. E :I IIM8 ,, 11 IS 'tl4) 
I PI/ ,.; .1 P ,I W:-1 
VR" II HIl 
r.n Tn 4 0 00 

9 00 0 C I) '/ TIt/ II : 
IF( TF S T . FQ.O.)G 0 TO 4114 
I (" I( = ~IP · 1 
~T I)" , 

90000 CO NT I 1/11 ., 
IF( l r K . c ~,1 l (,O Tn 90100 
IF( :ITll.(,F.41lGO TO 9 0100 
1C1{=IC r. .1 
rCH~. IC~ -C(Ir.K/,n).'0) 
UCjrlll( . IE,4)GO , t) 9 0 0 00 
IF( l rH r .FQ. 9 lGO TO ? OOOO 
nC(r.p( : rl(,,)'L '- . ln l \~:OG O T" 90001 
(or) Tn 9 ,) 000 

9 0 0 0 1 I F( I r p ( I r I(, , ) • l , . I n III :0 G n TO 90000 
n(Ir.I'( : rK .. n.l ;: .J001 0 hO T Il 90002 
GO ill 9 ,) ,)00 

90002 H(rr l' ( j rl(, l) .Lr . JO . II IIl " O TI1 900110 
r.0 Tn tl ,)o10 

9 () 0' 0 II 0 ' I 001 1 J • 1 • 3 
ICP T nC ~ 7 n,J).IC ~ tIC ~ ,J) 

90011 CON i I II lit; 
tTC ~ .« I r.K/,0)·,n)+ 1 0 
I ell r n ( N 7 0 I 4 ) .1 C I: 
t r. " Tn ( N";' /') , 5 > • I C I ' lIT C rc , 3 ) 
NTu ,U ITIl.' 
GO Tn 1) .)000 

90100 CON T IUli e 
IF (; IT' \. ': 1).1>r.u r n 4 i '4 

90200 r.nPI T I 1/ 11 ,: 
I B 1( , \ G . ,} 
t K 1( . I (' r. . , 
UC.rPTIlI1,5>.E u. 0) (' O TO 4114 

90201 COll i l/lU r. 
tB I{" , OK .. , 
IF(ln K •• , F.4,) GO TO tlOZ0 6 
1f( . r I' T I) C18 ~ ,3) . r.T.IG ) G u TO 9('1201' 
GOT n I) I) j) 01 

9 0 2 0 10 I F( Jr. . F, I . 0) \, nT , I 90 8 00 
1\ 0 'I n Z I) .S J." 5 
I r I( I ) ( I ,. ' : • J ) = I C P • ,,( r I. r. , J ) 

Continued over l eaf ....... . 
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I) \ ) 6 
~ o.n' 

03H 
033? 

" 0341) 
UHl 
UH2 

to. U343 

- ' 

I! .H4 
0345 
U346 
034! 
0343 
0349 
0350 
0351 
U352 
0353 
U354 
0355 
U356 
tJ35! 
u3511 
0"S S9 
U.HO 
U361 
0362 
0363 
U'64 
0365 
tJ366 
U"Sf> 7 
UH8 
0369 
0370 
O.Hl 
0372 
U373 
0374 
0375 
03i'6 
U377 
0378 
0379 
0380 
o ~ /H 
0382 
0383 
031\4 
OH5 
0386 
031\7 
U:>88 
031\9 . 
0390 
0,91 
U39? 
0~93 

0 .394 
0395 
0396 
0397 
0398 
0~99 
U400 
U401 

'1 " 2 iJ 3 r " '~i' : ' '' ; 
I F ( ; ~ I; . .. () • 6 ) r. il .,. r'\ 9 0 II 0 0 

r K 1(" r r: ': ~ , 

"n f)()20,' J a 1. 4 
I Cl'ro CI ·.r"J).O 

90207 CO'l", III II ,' 
J (j II Ri;= ,) 
r.0 TO 9 ,J' 01 

90202 1(j= ; rpTuIIB~.3) 
IGG=tBI( 
(i 0 Tn 9 .) ? ')1 

90800 CO IJ TIll" ,'. 
IF(Jr~O(,,5) .E~.n)GJ TO 4114 
t F C j r .:: 0 ( ~ , 5 l , E ~ • n ) GOT 0 9 0 8 ,)1 

tFClr~O(~,Sl .EO,nlG O TO 90801 
INDI~=6 
IFCIr.~0(6,5l,EQ . n)INnIS·5 
JF~[r.KnCS,5),EQ.n)l " nl~a4 
JFCIr.KO(4,S).EQ.n)IN~IS.3 
(i0 TO ';1 ,)300 

91)801 CO NT IIIII ,: 
J" D \ ~ = I 
roo TO 9i! 'OC 

91)1102 It>lO;~=2 
90205 r. 0 N T I IHI F 
9030" CON TINlJ I: 

J N L IJ . I (j ,l O"O 
IDIl~L, : .I 
on I 401 '. J"' I • IN :) 1 S 
J/H\lTC ; n)=l 

90301 tTTCr[)l=rCl(oCIKL.4) 
TCO :I T C , il ) " ( 1 r K 0 C t i( L • 4) / I (\ ) • , I) 
IDCo:oC(lrKOclI(L.4)/10).'0l.10 
TF(lrpC:nCO.7l. GT.tTM)INTILTlln,.tNTTLTCTD)., 

?1)3n2 r.MlT l'IUi ' 
90500 TFc;,,:ln. ,Q,1,GO TO 91)601 

UClrr.n Cl KL.I). GT.t"'-J)GO TO QO~01 
90S02 1F( ; rKO (t KL,?l. ! T . Jll~)GV TO 0050' 
90~04 If(ir~0(!~1.1). ~ T.l tH)GU TO o050'i 

GO ~o ° l l~i)t 
90~01 IF( i rKnCTKL'?)' l T.JHf)GO TO 90S0A 
90507 tFC l r;;O(lKL.1) .... T.lllFlGO TO 90501. 

GO Tn 90~05 
001)01 If'1TO!·I"MI~+TDTUZ 

J M I i) I = J".q N +.1 I) I ; /2 
tFClr KO (lI(L,1).(,T,lllIot )(i0 TO 90602 
GO Tn 90;1.03 

9r)604' IFClrK0{lKL,2) .. ·.T.JllIDI)GO TO OO~06 
GO TO 9 1)~08 

90603 TF( i rKnctKL.~).GT.JHII)I)GO TO 90505 

GO TO Q,,~03 

9n503 tTR t (1~)=1 
r,0 rll 1)11303 

90505 Tn ; IID).2 
GO Tn 1)1)303 

90506 ITII:cI Olc3 
(i0 Tn 9.n03 

90508 JTR ; c1f1 ).4 
90303 tTR.~DI T al( j n) 

lUP I I=CI\~ KOCln,4)1'0+1) 
tTV I' .IC.: nCI~L,4)-ICONT(II) 
leo III I (l l = I T V I' 
II(L :; ,Kl.l 
101: I n+l 

1401' rO '-Ji 1 II IIl 

'40' '- rM·U t IW.: 

Continued overleaf .. .. ...• 
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Appendix IV TL 302 Pro gramme Listing . '" continued .... 

U4 0 2 
0 4(\3 
0 4 0 4 
0 40 5 
0 406 
0 1. 0 7 
U408 
0 4 09 
U410 
0 4 I I 
0 4\2 
0413 
0414 
U415 
0416 
0417 
0418 
0"9 
U420 
0421 
U422 
0423 
U424 
() 425 
U426 
0427 
0428 
U429 
U430 
0 431 
0432 
0 433 
0434 
043S 
0436 
0437 
0438 
009 
U440 
0441 
0442 
U443 
01.1.4 
0445 
01.46 
0447 
0448 
0449 
U450 
0451 
U452 
ULS) 
111.54 
04B 
0456 
0457 
0458 
0459 
0460 
01. 6 1 
04 62 
U4 1d 
0464 
UI.65 
U L t. 6 

0 1. 1> ' 

1 t. 0 1 3 

9 0 4 0 ~ 

9 1'1 406 
9 0 4 0 7 
/) 0 1. 0 8 
9 0 41 2 

9 041' 

I f " O 
I~L , T(l Il'" 

! F s :~ .' 
! TR j ~ =!T III( I Fl 

1 TV l' s J C" p (J ~ ) 
,r.0 :/ : I C,)lI T ( f ~) 
(,n Tn (9 n40s,904n6, OOI.07,90408),ITYP 

G" T(1 ( 9 0 411 " , nI.l 2 . 92 412 .9n41 4).1 H t S 
GOT n (0 ,) 4 , 5 • Q 0 4 1 , , 9 0 4 1 4 • 92 4 1 3 ) • I T II I 5 
(.n r n (02 414.9 0 4 11 , 9 01.11 ,904 ' ~).ITIII S 
GO Tn (Q 0 417.924 " ,9 0 4'2 , 9~4").ITRI S 

1 '-I L;I=' 
GO TO 9() 431 
! N l ll . Z 
GO Tn 9 ,) 1.3' 

9 n 41 5 1 '-1 L IJ . 3 
GO TO 9 rr 431 

9 1) 4171 '-1 L iI : 4 
9 Q4$1 on 140 35 10=1,2 

on,,01 o J-l.5 
! r. K, I r> ( ! I) • J ) " I C K. , tiD. J ) 

14 0 10 CO NTIIlI IF 
I e KII ~ ( I ;) • 6) .. I C 1(, J( 1 D • 4) /1 n. I 
t C K ,) r> ( I ,) • i'l " I Co ,: t I D) 
I e K.I" ( ! ;.. . (}) = I T R i ( I D) 
' ~( I~~ I ~. E Q . ,) G" TO 90810 

14035 CON T I i /IJF 
1 P f/ , I C 1) = I C to: 0 P ( 1 • 6 ) 
IP NdCZ). TPNU(3)=ICK ')P(Z,6) 

GO Tn 1 5,.,00 
901J1 t) ~Oll I '1'.0 

No S\J =3 
IPN ,H' )"ICICIlP(1 ,,.) 
I ( K" ,, ( 2 . "'), IrI(O ;. (3,6)o: 1000noo 
1 P f/ <I ( 2 ) • , P '-I ll ( 3 ) =, 0 0 000 0 
('0 Tn , ',soo 

91'141 I 1 '-I S ," II I 
INP La1 
loa, 
110 , , 46 0 J-,.5 

1146(1 I U UP ("J)aIC '; 0(1,J) 
! C I( ,I P ( , .,.,) a I r. K 0 C 1 , 4) / I O. I 
ICK ' IP(1.7)· ICO ,I (1) 
1 C KdP (, • p,). 1 T ~ I ( , ) 

11404 IN l r-LII=ICI(,)(1,Sl 
I Phi ') ( I ) • 1 P N ... ( 2> • , Phi LI ( :5) .. 1 C 1(" P (1 , ,., ) 
GO Tn <, , 40,." 4nZ.1,40Z).INIPLU 

I 14 0 1 (n" Til "' ; r I( O < 1 , 3 ) 
1(0 1 1 A y "I(, 'MI ~I .I(Ol F 

' NOS ,, =Z 
tin Tn "409 · 

11402 IIjP LaZ 
IClC oI P(Z."')' lr.r(O ,I /3,6)atCKOP(1 ,6) 

114111 !F( l r ~ ( ; r ON +5.3 I. EO.tCP<tCO '-l .6 . :5»Gn TO 11411 
! F ( I r P ( { r 0 hi. ~ , 3 ) • G T • 1 C P ( leo ~l. 6 , :5 ) ) GO TO I I 423 
(,0 1 n ,,421 

11411 IF(lrP(lr O hl+~,3 ) . G T.!CP(ICON.703»G(I TO ,,424 
"421 PH ll .. , 

rO H I~ = lcp(! c nN. ~ .3) 
~ ! N c. I C I' ( J C" ~J . 5. ,) 
(, CI r n 1 31100 

'''22I N LII=2 
~ (I I~ I ,,= Ie" ( 1 en Jl + ~ • 3 ) 
r I fl r. " I ( " ( J C ,I N • 7 • , ) 
(: 0 rn , J II OO 

1 1 42'5 I ' J L I I ~ 3 

Continued overl eaf •..•..•. 
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V iol (\ • (,I I, 'J" I \. ~ ( I , . n l l • . J • .3) 
Ol. tQ t I IJ <: = I ( " ( le t I 'J + 6 , ~) 
1I470 lin ~n 1 s nOO 
0471 "424 I NLu = .. 

~ U472 rOI l I N= l, : p (J cn :I+7. 3) 
0473 ( I II C .. I r. i ' C J C, J I ! + 5 , ~) 
0474 '5000 CO N;I IWr 

~ 01. 7 5 J( (l II .. lC = K : tI C + t: n I F 
U476 INP L;;2 
04?7 "n ~'J=4 
04;' 8 1 P N Ii ( 1 ) ;; 1 C K ,) P (1 , '" ) 

04 ;'9 IPN :llZ).IP"U(3)=fCICOP(2,6) 
U4110 15157 "p · :1 ~+, 
0411' , NO 1 "IN ;) , +' 

04 8 2 ,N02 .. ' + I 'JD2 
o 4E'. 3 I N 0 .... I N ,I I. +' 
04 8 4 I F ( I N I) 4 . (, E • 'n GO TO '515, 

048~ GO -:on (,~','~2,,~3,'54), INO, 
04116 , 5 ~ I C p ell r • 1 ) ;; I M N 
04 11 7 GO TO , ') , 54 
04118 152 I CP(t.lp.,l=l nM IN 7 

04 11 9 roo Tn 1', ,54 
01.90 ,5.3 I r. P \ ,II' " l = l it F 
UI. Q 1 G(l Tn , 5' 54 
0492 1 54 IC P eIJP.1)&I Il MAX 
04 0 3 ron Tn 1 5154 
0494 15154 GO T n ( ~ ~5. 'S 61,~7.'58).IND2 
01.(J~ 155 I C P ( IJ P • ~) ;; J " I~ I" 
U496 GO ,n , " ,58 
0497 156 I C P ( ' J P • • ~ l = .1'1" 

UI. Q8 GO Tn 1 r; 1 5 II 
04/)9 1 57 IC P(lJP .;:)=J o) "'AX 
o~no (,0 T(I , 51511 
OSO, 158 I C P C II P • ~ ) - J " F 
0., ,) 2 '5'58 nC ; IID4 . Fi),I.)GO TO , Ii' 61 

05"3 JFC ; o.I LJ 4 ,r, T,4 l GO TO 15162 
0~O4 Gn Tn ( 1 n 1 • , n 2 I I n.3 • 1 04) • ,N L IJ 

USH '01 ('0 , (I (~~1. ' ~2.,~2),IND4 

OS06 '6' I C P ( 'I P , :0 = J( Il l' 1 N 
0~ O 7 GO ;11 1 5157 
U5'18 '62 ,CP(IIP .1 )- lC i NC 
05 09 GO Tn , 5' 57 
O~'O '5161 (;('1 ,r. e ~ " ",2 ",2,1' 1)" N LlJ 
US11 I I I ICP( NP,3 ):a ('I MIN 
OSIZ I NO, . 111 ;);0- 0 
ue;, .1 ('0 Tn 1 , 157 
OS14 I , 2 ICP('IP, 3 l"(INC 
(iSIS I N01 .1 '1 11;0-0 
U~16 GO i n 1 :; 1 57 
0~'7 '5'62 Gn in ( \ 71 .172, \ ? 3,174) , ,N Lll 
u518 171 r,0 Tn ( , ~3,,~4.,~4,'~.1), ,~Dl 

()~19 163 I C r> \ N P , ~ l = (11 M IN + K 0 I F 
OS20 GO i ll , J 1 57 
o ~ 2 I , t. 4 I CP(~P , ')=(INC+~hI F 
u~22 (' 0 Til 1 'i 1 57 
u'23 I 'i I 51 Gn 'in 4 IS ' 
US24 172 GO ,0 ( ,~3.,6J, ,~4,'~4) .10.10, 
0525 173 tiO ,;,n (\~4.\~3,,~.3,'64), I~Dl 
1I526 174 roo Tn ( ' h4,'64,,~3,'~3),INDl 

0527 1 04 (.0 ,n ( " h 2 .• , ~ 2 , '1 ~ 1 ) • I NO 4 
0~ 28 1 1)3 (;0 TO ( 1 h 2 ,'~1 , i "")' I ND4 
O~29 , ,) Z r.0 ';'0 ( \ ~,.,~,.,~2).IND4 

U530 ' 6000 rON , I l/lIl' 
. U'>3 1 I Nfl I . = 3 

v U 5 32 r. o " n , {, nO' 
u'>" , 6 ' 57 I,JP" ;J I'+ ' 

Continued overleaf .•••..•. 
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05 34 1 ~ 0 , .. I I.j ;) 1 ., 
0~35 It.:D2"ifj l) '·' 
O~ 36 1 ~O:." I ~:> , •• ' 
OS37 IF<! N04 . r.E..,.,GO TO 16151 
0~38 G(1 Tn C11.10"1610Z",,,03,1611l4',1N01 
0539 , 61 01 1CPC IJP . ~ )::l tlN 

0~40 r,o 7n 1/.154 
o ~ 41 16102 I C ? ( 'II' • \ ) = I " p~ I N 

0542 GO Tn 1/,1 54 
0~43 '6103 1CP(NP,'"a"1F 
0544 GO -r n 1 1, 1 54 
U '>4 5· '''''04 I r P (" p., ) =It)P-IA)( 
OH .... . GO Tn 1 1,154 
OS47 , 6001 I F ( : r K n 1'1 I , /; ) • L;: . 1 C K 0 P C Z , 8 ) ) r, 0 TO 161'102 

05411 Ir('rKn r C3,",.L[ . IC~np(Z.8)'r,O Tn ,,,nO] 

0!>49 I F ( 1 r ~ (),' C :s , 1l , • L f • I C j( n p <1 , B) lr.O TO 16n04 
0550 ISE=c; 
(I ~ 5 I ron "i n 1 I, n 10 
0552 '6002 IF(lrKn ~ c2, 8 ).L ~ . IC~op(3.A»r,O Tn 16nt)5 

0553 IFC,rKn ~ c:5, n ,.L r. IC(OP(1,8»GO TO 16006 

0~S4 ISE,,' 
u555 r.0 Tn 16nl0 
0~S6 16003 IS£,." 
05H GO T" 16 nl0 
us 58 16004 1S£=4 
o ~ 59 r.n :n 1{, (ll0 
U~60 16005 I SEc1 
U~61 r,O Tn '111'110 
0562 16006 ISE=i' 
u~63 Gn r n 'u 01 O 
0564 16010 ron ;n C j ,,0' , .16 .,1 :5 , 16 0 1 I , ,601 Z , , "01 2 , 1 6 0 1 :5 ) , I SE 
U~65 1 ... 0' 1 !In , "OZ ~ J", . 8 
0566 t r. I( I I'" ( 1 • . 1 ) • I r.1( 0 .' t1 , J ) 
0567 , t'> 0 l1 CON T I Ill) r-
U!>68 GO Tn ' 6 0Z0 
0569 16013 DO , (,02Z J., .8 
uHO I C K I ,,., ( 1 • . 1 ) .. 1 c: K 0 ." ( 3 • J , 

OH1 161'1Z2 rON T 1 IIIJ" 
UHZ (:0 i n 1{, oZO 
0573 HOI? !'I 0 HOB J .. , .8 
osn, ICK ",., (1 • .I )- l rKO r I2,J) 
U575 160<13 CON i I IIII r: 
0576 16020 GO Tn (1" 0 3l. 1 6 n 31, ,,, 0 3:5, , 6033, ,6031 ,16032) , t Sf 

U!> 77 160",1 DO H.07.10 J -, , iI 
UH8 I C K 'J 1'1 ( 2 • .t ) • J r J( 0 r t1 , J ) 
U579 16024 eMITIIllI E . 05/10 GO :" '()O40 - 0581 16032 1\0 '1.025 J.,.S 
U582 tCKo,.,(2.J)~r~KO ~ (2,J) 

0~83 1 60415 . r n N T I I/U E 
O~84 GO .n 16(140 
05115 16n33 !'I 0 ,,,02 .. J., .8 
0~A6 I C J(., 1'1 ( ? • . 1 ) • , r. t( 0 1' I 3 , J ) 
0~87 1~O26 (''1'1i 1 ;/11,: 

U~88 '6040 (,0 in (,~043,'6J4Z,'6042,,604' ,16043.1604').tSE 
051\9 '" 0 4' no , ~Ol'l J., • II 
U ~9 0 I r. t( ,),., ( 3 • .I ) • I r t( 0 i ' (1 , J ) 
0~91 , ~ 027 r aNT 1 11lI," . 0592 r, o .n IM\SO 

~ 

O~9 3 16042 /'10 ) ,,02 .1 J., • n 
0 ~9 4 1 C 1(",., (3 • .1) -I C 1(0 .. (2, J) 

.., U ~9 5 16028 r.ON r I IW e 
0~96 (in in 1tollSIl 
U ~9 7 ''''Oq /'1 (\ 1 ",02 1) J -, .Il 

~ 
U ~9 1\ 1 C 1( ., f' ( 3 • . 1 ) .. I r J( 0 .· ( 3 , J ) 
0~9Q ' '' ''Zl) r nN 7 1 Ijll " 

Continued overleaf • . ••.... 
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(' 6n l 

Ot-02 
01>03 
ll~ 0 4 
U605 
U6 06 
0607 
0608 
o I>I~ 9 
01'010 
0'" I 
01>12 
0613 
0614 
0~15 
U,,"16 
Ot;H 

\i611\ 
06110 
0620 
0621 
\i62Z 
01>23 
0624 
0~ 2 5 

0626 
01>27 
062ij 

· 0629 
u~30 

U63' 
0632 
06 B 
iJ 634 
0635 
0636 
0637 

u638 
01>39 
U6 40 

0641 
01142 
0643 
0644 
()645 
01>1.0 
ut. 47 
061.8 
061.9 
0650 
0651 
0t-~2 

0653 
06 Sl. 
UI>55 
06S6 
0657 
0658 
Uf-59 
0660 
0661 
OHZ 
0 1'11>3 
0"64 
061>5 

- 2 77 -

TL 302 Programme Li s ting .... con tinu ed . ... 

', .Ii , ') 1,( :r .: ~) .)T1.Xl. ~ . . I )J () I d 1 0 ., ·\ 1, 
rr( ; r >:O i,c 2 d l. "I . . 2) (, n T ) 16 f) ~3 
IF( ; r ": O) /3,.'l )." .· . 3) C, 0 To) 16()~2 

I, ~ = I 
(, 0 Tn 1 (, 157 

lhOH I~F::4 
CoO .- n 11, 157 

1£,053 J,F", 
(,0 Tn 1 (, ,57 

'''O~Z ISF::' 
(,0 Tn 1,,157 

Ihl~4 GO Tn ( 1 ~105,16106.16107.16108),1"1I2 
10105 JCPC"P. 2 )cJ OMIN 

GO Tn 'n,58 
,6106IC D Ct.lP.2\-JIHI 

GO Tn 1 .J ,58 
16107 IC~ ( ~p' 2 )=J"MAX 

roo Tn 1 6 158 
16108IC D (lIP.,?)1'JIH 
16158 IFC1N04.FQ.~)GO TO 16161 

JF(:~D4.~T . ~)GO TO 16162 
r,0 Tn C,,,26, ,16 ~ "Z,16Z63),INn4 

16261 GO TO ( ~ "20~ ,16 201 ,'6201,16204),'~F 
16201 TCP(ijP'J\=I ~ KOO(I,3) 

Gn r n 1 6 157 
lf1Z0Z ICP(,,~, 1\c:I Ck'OOC',3) 

(,0 ;,n 1 6157 
If)262 ('0 ,n (11)~OZ,16202,'6204,'620')'!S' 
I 6203 I C P C ~ P, I) = I.: K 0 0 ( ~ , 3) 

G 0 ·r n 1 (. 1 5 7 
If)201. ICP(~P' 3 1=I ~ KJC , ,3)+ICKuCl,3)-ICKOC2.3) 

GO Tn 10157 
'6263 GO ~ n ( ~ I>Z03,'6 l n4,'6202,'6202),ISF 

GO Tn 11, 157 
16161 GO Tn C16304.16 J n3,16303,163(3).!SF 
16304 TCP(NP,JI=I~KOC \.3)+IC KOCI ,])-TCKO(2.3) 

lN01,IN il l=O 
(;0 Tn 1 (, 157 

1630~ ICPCNP, J lcI C ~OD ( ~,3) 
ll.iO~ . IIJ;, ?=O 
GO Tn I 1.1 57 

16162 ron Tn (~,,'81 ,16,A2.16,83,161B4),ISF 
I 61 7 I I C P C II P , ., ) = , .: K 0 D ( 1 , 3) • K II I F 

(;0 Tn 16157 
16,72 ICPC~P'3)·I C ~ O D(',3)+KDIF 

GOT n I /, 1 57 
16173 lCPCN~' 3 1-IcrOO(.,3). ~ nIF 

~O Tn '0,57 . 
I ", 7 4 I C P ( ~ P , .S> .. I C I( 0 C I ' 3 ) • ! C K () (1 , :5 ) - I CleO ( 2 • 3> + K J) I F 

GO Tn ' h lS7 
161111 ~O '1'n n"'71,16172.,,,17 3 ,111174),yN", 
161112 (,0 ,n ( ~ "17i,'6172,'6174,16'73)"NDl 
1/l111] (;(1 Tn ( : "171,'6 ·,14,j1>~72"6173)"ND' 
1~I1I4 GO ' n(10'7',16'~','6'72,'6'73),INDl 
I 6 I ) I r 0 11,\ If'' 1 C (0 P ( I , 3 ) • K D I F 

KO~ ! ~~I ( (OPC',3 ) 

r.n Tn 4 1 ~' 
1~60t) ~nrl i ~=I .~ Y O Il",3) 
'550~ KIN e _ 1 ( ~ OP ( ,,3) 

GO rn ' > 000 
924 I I 1 f ( ! I) I) I ~ . E Q • I ) G.l TO 9041 2 

IH i NDI .;. EQ. 2)G ,l TO 16600 
111500 [1 0 ,,,50, ':C ' , 3 

00 ,,,,50 :! J-, ,5 
I C K, II' ( I( • . 1 ) • I rI(O ( I( , .J ) 

16502 CONT II II J( 

Continued overleaf •...•... 
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vno o 

0"67 
U668 
UM9 
1)6 70 

Of'> 71 
UI; 7Z 
U673 
U674 
01; 75 
UP 6 
,jfl77 

l' 6 78 
UI;79 
UhllO 
U,.,81 
U61\2 
U,,1\3 

U68 4 
0,.,/15 
U"86 
U",'I7 
UII88 
0689 
0690 
0"'''' 
U692 
116<)3 
U694 
06 95 
06~6 
06 97 
UI'>98 
U699 
U700 
0701 
U'Cl2 
0703 
Ul04 
U 7Cl 5 
U706 
0707 
U708 
U709 
0710 
071 I 
071Z 
0713 
U714 
I) 71 S 
0716 
1)717 
0718 
0719 
11720 
0721 
U722 
U723 
u724 
0725 
11'126 
U/27 
0 728 
U729 
U730 
Unl 

1l.. ' I '~"\"""' - l ' " ', \ -.,-'' ''''--. 
ICK 0P (~.7):,r0~(K) 
IC K/)p(K .A),"/TRI (K) 

I 650 I CON T 1 IJI) C 
1'10 1 ... S0 tl J.,.3 

165011 IPIJo) (J)::IOdP(J .... ) 

N I'IS ' Je 6 
roo Tn 11'1)00 

9 Z 4\Z I F( I N IJ 1 :, . ~ Q • I ) G.., TO 90414 
1F(, N<l 1 ;. fQ.2)G

'
l TO 16600 

roo TO ' 6 0;00 
924'3 1F(I' · O I ~ . EQ.l)G" Tf) 9()415 

lFC IN:> I :; , EO . .,)G Il TO 166 0 11 
1:0 Tn , f. '>OO 

9 Z 4 , 4 I F ( I 'I ~ I :j . E Q • , ) GilT n 9 0 4 1 7 
I n 1" II I ~ • . E Q • ., ) Gil T n , 66 0 n 
GO T n , 6')00 

, 6600 1'10 1 [' 6 0, /(:0 ,.2 
DO ,I;6Cl2 J.,.5 

I 6602 1 r. K, I P ( I( • . ' ) • ( r. K (1 ( K , J ) 
ICI( O)I' (K.[,)·lr~O(l(,4)/l0.' 
IC/( dc> ( 1(. 7).,r l)R(K) 
ICK ur (K.A).ITRI ( r) 

I 6601 COil ( 1 ~ I U I: 
1'10 , ... 60 0 J·,.Z 

166U8 IP~ ' J(J)::ICk 'J P(J.",' 
IPN Il(3 ' .ICK ll PO .... '·1ClOOOt)(l 
~I OSIJc:5 
GO rn , ,,1)00 

2000 r ON , ! IW e 

'JOO 
5302 

IF( :I'~ . ~F .99)GO TO 5nOO 
IfC ,: nrlA .: . GT.K I1A n GO TO 5300 
GOrn 4,) 1'10 

u ~ i T f C ;! • 530" ) T ;1 N , I( () H I ~ , K 1'1 M A )( 
Ff) ;U1A TC' pel . NO.'.14,' swOIolS AII OVE stOEl'tATE. 80TTO~ weTGI4T', 

214,' T/lI'I4FIGH:''\4) 
IFC.;nlll ll . Gf.~ f 1A ..: )G0 TO 530' 
liO Tn 4 [)110 

53 0 , CON T , IIll t: 
TFS IJ ilat r~ IoIZ.1 
uRI T r(Z.~40]'IF ~ u2 

HOZ FOR/IAT (38r! P:.uCE~ HAS 8E F. N AEFITHD, TRV NO 
NNa ,I 'J-' 
NP" 'I~-11) 
IF(I~ S U ~. GE . l0) ~ n TJ 5000 

'070Cl 1'10 107111 J.1,3 

10705 
'Cl706 
'0704 
10702 
1070' 

, NO I:. I P" II ( J ) 
1F ( !'I or.. r, T .1,1 oooon) GO TO '0702 
1'I0,n70 4 hl , ' 0 
UC"nll( ; NOC,1,Kl . EI).TI'N)GO Tn 10705 
GO Tn 1 1)704 

0 1' , 0 '/1'16 L.1 • ., 
1,i0 1l (IN ,)/': ,l.K)· O 

Cd'! T I .J!JE 

CO .n I N:JF 
cnll T 1 fW r 
GO ,;,n , 1) 500 

9,90" uRI ' F(?.0190~'ITOIS 
9'905 FO~fUTC 1 0H F~ll E n 011 ITlnS IIn.16) 

(i0 r/l " ; 004 
9190, uRI ' F(Z.Q1902)1 r VP 
9 , 902 FOR II A T C , A II f A I l r 1\ 0/1 IT V P N f) • I 6 ) 
9,903 FO RIUT C j nH FAIL,' I'! AT COflouTEn Go TO . fPN ,16.4I4ITVPd6,4H le S .l6.I.H 

2 J T ,. I " • I, H r :, P L , I A • 5·, r T II I !: , I 6 I 
91901. U II I T F (Z • 019 0 ') I .' '''' , TV r . , r. S , IT H, I'" Pl. 1 T R I ~ 

Continued overl eaf •••••.•. 
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"'; ( 5 2 
U /.3 3 
0734 
0735 
0736 
0737 
0738 
0739 
0740 
0741 
u "142 
0743 
0i'44 
0745 
0746 
0747 
0748 

0749 
07S0 
U 7 5 1 
0752 
Oi'B 
0754 
U;o55 
07~6 
\)'157 
0758 
0759 
0760 
o i'6 1 
0762 
0763 
0764 
0765 
0766 
0767 
07~8 
076e; 
0770 
0771 
0772 
un3 
0774 
U775 
0776 
()771 
0778 
0779 
U7110 
078, 
0782 
0783 
U/1I4 
on!> 
U786 
07 8 7 
U7A8 
0789 
0790 
079, 
U 79 2 

j 079 :i 
0794 
071) 5 
0796 
(l ",' ~ .. 7 

4',,, H " " ; '1,,0 
'''P L:1 

, I 01 n 
""09 
, , 000 
415 , 

1.'5 Z 1 

41522 

41523 

1.1524 

4162 

4161 

41 51 

4165 

4170 
4H2 

r Cl ., .\ v = K :> 1 F 

TFS ; .. 1. 
IP fl ' 1(1) .IPt.ju(2). ,Pt.jU(3)::I1000000 
I (' I( \ I P ( 1 • f, ) , I r. KO., c 2 ,6) • I C K 0 P ( ~ .6) .1 0 ilO 0 0 ~ 
NOS '.}.' 
GO Tn "000 
rON"IW r 
r.(lN T' I IU,~ 

CON" i/ U, 
I.IP = 1 ~+, 
I NO 1 • I I-j :11 ., 
I'd);.. I N,I/'+1 
IF«(~U/' . 6E.9)GO TO 4151 
GO Tn (~152' ,4'5,2.41523.41524),fND1 
lCi>CNP , I)=(H~ 

ICPC~P.:,)·J O MIN 
GO or nI.l r; B 

I e P ("I ;, • 1 ) .. ,0"1 I N 
ICPCNP.2)=JIIN 
GO Tn 4 ~ 'i8 

1 C ~ ( Ij P • 1 ) a • "4 F 
ICPC~P'2)=JIlMAX 
GO 1'1'1 41<;8 

1 C ;0 (I~ P , 1 ) • ( 011" X 
ICP( N" ,~)·JI1F 

lFCpJt)4.~fl./,)GO TO 4161 
If(]N ~ 4 . ~T.4)GO TO 4162 
KI)T,,~Ol~ I '" 
I C f' (I I P oj ) al( I) T 
(;0 Tn 4, .. 7 
lCI'C~J P' .I )·I(()T 
KOT"v()H"X 
'N D 1,,0 
(if') Tn 4~s7 
rON r, I, u 1: 

'''101=0 
11102=0 
IND 4 aO 

lC p cHP,1):O 'I./R ~ 

1 C P ( 'J P , ~ \ " I :; H 
NPa dP·' 
I C P ( 'J I> , 1 \ = I v II 

Ie" ( II P • "a I F I ;( tT H ETA * , 000. ) 
ICP(NP.])=llll'l 
CON1'I :PJi: 
t.jnr\ i) ~ (11 ;1,1 )., P N 
NOD I) ~ ( N; 1 , 2) = I L 
NOD I) ~ ( ' " : , , 3) = 11./ 
NOO;')~ (N 'i . 4)=IH 
'lor) .) ~ ( '1; I • 5 ) = I LJ T 
GO ', 1'1 (,:,090,,49' : 02,40903). I ;>LAS 

49901 CA I,I F I' ,~CII'.lCCH .'J4' ) 
lfC CuIIL . r.T., JPLA 5 160 TO 49903 

49902 IIOO , I~ (N :I. 6) = H P S ~ CMU ~ F L 1) 
II 0 0 ,I ~ ( N. i • 7l = Hi'S I (,., II ~ FL I ) 
~ 0 D '" ~ ( '1 ~ I • 8) = H P S r 0'" 5 F L 2 ) 
NO~ . I~( :'I ,' i. 9)=,,~ P S I (MlJ~FL2) 
ICP( IIP -,,1)=4 
GO TI'I 4< ' 904 

49903 NClD :l ~Pl iJ ,6):;MST(HUHL1> 
~O 0 01 ~ ( 11 :1 • 7) =,~ S L ( .. U ~ r I , ) 
N(l D t) ~ ( N ,I • 8) = H S T ( H U S i: I 2) 
NO I) i) ~ ( ~ , / ,9) :;" ~ l ~ H US E I 2 ) 

I, ' , 1'1 t) . • t {,, : I ° 1 0 \ " j r, 

Continued overleaf ... ..... 
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0709 
01\00 
OM' 
01102 
UAIl3 
UII 0 4 
OROS 
U1I06 
011.07 
011(\8 
011 0 9 
01\10 
Otl" 
0812 
01113 
01114 
01115 
0/\'6 
0817 
01118 
011'9 
0820 
OA ? , 
UI\22 
0 112 3 
01',24 
o P, l S 
01126 
01127 
01128 
01129 
U1I30 
Oil 3' 
01l3Z 
01133 
Ill'. 34 
UAB 
01136 
0837 
01138 
01139 
01140 
08" 
u/l.42 
0843 
01\44 
01\1.5 
01\46 
0 ,'147 
01148 
01149 
OI\SO 
01\ ~, 
0/152 
0853 
0 8 54 
0855 
0856 
01157 
\l8~1! 
0llS9 
01\60 
011 6 ' 
01\62 
0116 3 
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C EXIT TO TP~ 1 0A ~ING 
1 8 00n IN='T P~ -1'·'n 

dl)01 tF( t ~O\J . ~(. (J )GO TO 18010 
111021 nO , ~O, t, ~I ",. 3 

N n D F ( 1 • I I ) • I r: r> , t ;1. I .to 
~ n 0 c c 2 • :1 ) • I C p , t .'1.2 , 11 ) 

... , continued .... 

180'4 NnO c c3 011) ''( l r~( I~ .3.M'.Ir.P(tlj.4.M))/? 
(,0 on , ,\ 009 

1 /10 '0 H(/ IIDW.r Cl. l )(,O TO 111011 
/ P N )(" • I CK ,)I' (1 • ,t,) • S 000000 

~OD F C1" )·"UX 
N nO t c , • ;! ) • r c: p ( , ,j . 4 • 41 ) 
NnDr-c1 . 3 )'" Irp( 1 ~+1\,")+/r. ;: (11I+4.~»" 
~O ,aO'"l 11 :103 

~ ° D F. C 2 "') " , r. PC/ ,j+ 3 .It ) 
,8013/o1 0 Dc (3. ;I)·(rfP(r",+1."'+'CP(II/+2. 14 »/? 

GO rn ' , \<.109 
1S01 I , P IJII (1 ) • 1 C ~ 1'1 ~ C , • 6 ) " 3000000 
11\015 I/IlD f t1.Z)·' CP(l :J .2.Z) 

"00 , (1,,):00 
NOD t. (1d)·(tCP(,lj+6.3)+,r.P(IN+2.3»/'l 
no ,lIu1 6 M.,,3 
N" 0 r ( Z " Il " I r.P ( I;; + I , 11) 

, 1\ 0 1 6 NOD F ( 3 • " ) .. , 1 r.,P ( I ~. 3 • ~ ) + I e P ( ! OJ + 4 , M ) ) / , 
(,0 Tn 1 .\ t)99 

, 8999 /') 0 1/\ 9 n ,) J. 1 • :5 
, P II ( , I' N • . 1 ) • ! PI/ U ( .1 ) 

00 ,1190 1/ K=, .3 
111000 IPl1'IPN • .I ,K). NO : ) J(J . ~) 

C NOOE ~A T ~ IX LOADING 
1900 n 0 i) 190 'J 1 I;; 1 • 3 

J.' 
IN()..,ral," JJ J( j ) 

'F( I~Un~,G T,QOO n nO)Gn TO ,9nn, 
,9002 IF(r.JOO(JNO j)r.,7 • . I).EO.0)GO Til 19nn3 

!FC llC1DC,NUO, . • 7oJLEtl.IP JIlGO TO 10903 
nC JnD ( j NOFl ,: .7, .! \.EQ.IP'I )GO TO 1090J 
I F ( .1 , ~ a . 1 0) Ci 0 T, I 190 n 5 
J.J. , 
Gil TO 11, n02 

D 1/ 19 IJ 0 4 K.', 3 
N"I)(I I1 (\OC.K,J) .UIOO(INOD C. IC,J) + IIOOF(!,IC»/Z 

GO TI'I " 1/\1)1 
19005 UR(T( ~ .10006) INODC 
1'1nO" FOR r1A T C1~H :;IIIl P, liS CIOD E ON NIlIl HATII IX. PCI IIIl • .It.) 
C lATF~T tlO j. F O V FRIoI ~ 'TF. :; THE LINF 3 OF !lATRIX 

,9 (HI 3 0" 1 t) I) Il 4 I(. '..s 
10004 N"II(f ;I IlOC.IC,J).NO OFCJ,O 

NOD (' uO ,)r, 7 • .J).; DN 
,0001 CO :IT I 'I rl ~ 

!F(lnP. G T.')~O Til 20no 
UI!I rr<2.50"I\) 

5 0 1 1 ~ F n R I ! & T , " "H I rI(O" MAT II I )( • ) 
UPI T F(2.~01'Q)C ( 'C~ O PCL,l'),I'·'.8),r·'.3) 

5rJ"Q FORII_T( i~. I\I'O) 

5 n lZIl 
"ozn 
6 1')/ 

ypI T F(2 . ~01 ~ n)( I D NU('! ),J.',3) 
FOR,uT u n li U~DE " DAA C F.L IPN ARE.311\) 
r. n ro ' 2 ,) 00 
",pa,Jp. 1 
I N , ;;, II I ., 

I N2 .. , '" 
IC PC"P.:5)·I(I1 IA IN 

6 1 n" Co n Tn ( .-, I 5 6 • " , 5 .'1 • " , ~ Q • 6 1 f. ('\) • , N 2 
61 0 j I r ( ; ') 1 • " F • 9 ) r. , I ; n 4 1 51 

P( ; IJ 1 . ,. ,.4 )r.'] : n 6~()t. - ------

Continued overleaf ....... . 
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Ut"'It- 4 

UII~S 

01\66 
0116 1 

i' Ok6 a 
0/169 
GI\70 
01\ 71 

0872 
01\73 
01174 
01175 
0876 
0877 
01\78 
"1179 
011110 
01111 , 

0/1'\2 
01\1\3 
UIIA4 
OMS 

t U1\86 
UA87 
01\1\8 

; 013~9 

01\90 
OAt') 1 
OA? 2 
01393 
OA94 
089~ 

UI\96 
UIi ?7 
UA98 
01199 
0900 

) 090' 
()902 

. U9"3 
) 0904 

09()~ 

U9"6 
) 0907 

UOO'; 
0009 
OlnCl 
09" 
09'2 

} 0 .. \ 3 
0914 
09'5 
0016 
00'7 
UO, !! 

J . 09 I 9 
U920 
0021 
oo7Z 
U9 Z 3 
097.4 . ., UO Z S 
0926 
f)0?7 

uo 23 
0929 

Gli ; (\ 6157 
6 , 5 6 I r. P ( " P • ~ ) = 1" N 

I r. P (I, I' • ~ ) • J II". J N 

(,0 711 ("113 
61S3 ICPc~P, ~ )=JOMIN 

ICP(NP, 2 1=JnN 
GO Tn 6,n3 

6 159 Ie P (II P , ~ ) '" IIH 
1r."CN",~)"'J('MAX 
GO rn 6103 

6160 ICP('lP,~I·I()MAX 
ICPCNP,21. J nr 
GO Tn (,1n3 

- 6104 1""::lll'.' 
N P" :I p., 
IN 2 = I Ij, - 4 
I C P ( N P , :1 I :01( " " AX 
(,rr -;,n 6, n6 

5 0 0 0 CON ';' , IW i: 
VP!l:vR/VM+'on. 
UQI;FC2 . 100)VPD. IP :I 

700 FOR II AT(' 7 HE i' ACI(ING [)£IJSITY 1~',F1n.2.' FO'tI,JI.,' PARCELS.') 
uqIT~(2.~75 ) UTSJM 

515 FO IIM AT ( ' T~E TOTAl PAllcn IJEIGHTS IJEII' '.F20.2.' LU.') 
C IJ Q t TF /) : IT II ",} Ti ll ~ S P l II C H E Co(l "I G n N L Y F 0 I I n IJ 

IF( IOP . GT.' )r.U rn '7000 
UIIITF(Z.~O') 
IF C ,I D. (.7 , 99.» NP=09(1 
II Q I T ~ ( 2 • ~ 0 2 ) C ( I ,: p ( M A , H) , M.' , 3) , 11 A'" , II P + , n) 

501 rr)R I 1AT('l(,'''HCO ~ ''Eq PUST MArlll)(.) 
502 FOll tl ATCp , 3 110) 

IIQl r F(2.~O'j) 

5n5 FOR luTC,H'. 2 ')liN , ) flE STOIIAGE DATA MAT RI)(.) 
IF( il N.G, ' . ,0, )"1"1::100 
URITF(2.50 9 )(CNdI'lDS(M o .ne).t1F·'.'O) .... D.'.N"I) 

509 FOR ,uTC , nI101 ' 
IIpITr(2 . 'iO' ~ ') 
wRI 7 F(2,~O'5?) C«(NO DCIA.IP.IC). 1~.",(1).IB.,,7).tA.',IPN) 
UR ; TEC ~. 50(14) 

W R I i ~ ( 2 • c; 0 1 1 5 ) ( ( , P R ( ... N , H 0) , I~ n: 1 • 3) , H IJ.' . I P N ) 
UR I TE c.~ . 52,) 

WRl j F(Z.5Z0)«C , pM(IA.IB,IC),IC., .6),IB.,,3).IA.1,lpN) 
11I1IH(2.'i2Z) 
URIT~C?S23)«I ~ IIR(tn,IC).IC.'.21.IO.'.,nO) 
u~ITFCZ.~21) 
11l1lrrC2.~(9)(I ~ Q(I~,IL).IL.,.3) .IK.,.10n) 

'700n CON T ,'IU e 
Ifx=n 
W R I r ~ ( Z , 7001 1I P ~J 

1001 FO i/tA AT(1HL?4W IINLOADING STARTS AT pCL.161 
I P 'III. I P II. 1 

'7005 I PH '/ _t P f,U-' 
00 , ?09 \) IC.,. 3 
"0 ,? 09,) J II I , 3 

'1090 F I 1CJ. ~ I.T l l(J, " IlO 
IFCI P~ U . I E.0)GO TO 5500 
I C "" C /1' :1 u *, II ) -, 0 
IJ~ I 1C') • (1r. r> ClrA+2."·IC P C1CH4.1»/2 
IJI( I1C:!) • ( :r.p ( j rA+1.2)+ICP(fCH,.2) IZ 
DO 1101 d "I.' ,/I 

'10'8 ITOT. ICP(ICA+I/.3) + pOT 
IFC:TOT . I T. II ) IT () ~ . 8 
IJ~ I 1( 3 ) • pOT/II 
l( 1/ •• lOA -;' ( NO " n S ( I II NY. 5 ) ) 
Q K 3 = l( Illl . 
~~2.111('=)(N/ ' • . 

Continued overleaf 
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U9:3 1 
u932 
0933 
U934 
09 :; 5 
U936 
U931 
1)9.58 
11939 
OHO 
11'14 I 
094 2 
()Q43 
1'9 44 
uQt. 5 
0946 
0947 
0948 
0949 
0950 
UCi ~ 1 
UIISZ 
UQ 53 
0954 
0955 
1)956 
0957 

. U9 S8 
0959 
09bn 
0961 
0 .... b2 
0963 
U964 
U965 
0966 
0967 
0968 
0969 
0970 
1)9 i'1 
0972 
0973 
0974 
0975 
0976 
0977 
U978 
U97Y 
0980 
09/\1 
0982 
09~3 

09114 
09 f , 5 
091\6 
0911 7 
09~!\ 

U91\9 
0990 
099 1 
0992 
U993 
1)99 4 
1Ir,l95 

17403 

17402 

'7405 

17404 
174'118 
'1400 
174Y9 

'74' 9 

17417 

174 18 

17410 
'7004 
17006 

17101 

17102 

17105 

Xl ,: ~ w;;;' ~ A B 5 "( 'F L.; ~ T <1 .' KM (1 ,. r "M C! P NIJ , I ,1 » , >! ~ /. 3 
~ J 1 " ( R ( 1 • A B:; ( F L tl A T ( 1 " I( M ( 7> • 1 PM ( 1 P N U • 1 , 2 l , , , III H 3 
~ , 2" ( R I( " • A B ~ ; ( F L tl A T ( j ,I I( M ( 1 , • rPM ( I P N.., , ;I , I , ) ) , I D ~I:5 
X J 2 = I ~ ~ ~ .. A B S ( F L oJ AT ( I " I( M ( 7l • 1 P 11C 1 P fl U , ;I , 2 ) , , , I II ~13 
~ I :5 = ( Ill( ; • A B :, ( F L , / A T { I ,I ( M ( 1 ) • I PM ( 1 P N u, '5,1 ) ) ) , I P fl3 
x J :5" ( H ~ .~ • AS " ( F L , )A T ( 1 J I( M ( 2 ) • I PM C I P N IJ • ~ , 2 ) I ) ) III M 3 
P'(1.1l=·xl, 
p\{z.1> ,, · XI 2 
FM<3.1)= _ I:5 

, FMC, ,2l".XJ, 
Pol(l.2'= yJ2 
pIC\.2' ,, ·xn 
pol(, .3'=~~1 
FMCl.3)ui(2 
FM( 1.3):gK~ 
IFC ljo!l(;",jlJ.7,1' , EO.O)GO TO 17499 
00 ,740 0 JA,,1" 0 
IFC .jnO( I~ N\J.l,J .. ,.LE.IJKMC1)lGO TO ,7402 
I'lO 1740 :> J=,,3 

T" ( 3 • J ) C FLO A T ( II 0 D ( , P I/IJ , J" 3 • J A) ) .. n, C 3, J ) 
r,0 Tn , ','400 

IF( NO,.(IP,j..,,2, .IA).lE.IJKMC7)'GO Tv 17404 
00 1740 :; La,,3 
T M (1 • L ) " HI C , • L ) .. FLO,\T C II \) D C I P II IJ • L" 3 , JA ) ) 

GO Tn 1 '/ 400 
DO 174r) ~ (=,,3 

Til ( 2 , .: ) :: T / 1 ( 2 , ~ , .. FLO A'T C N n II C I P II IJ , I( • 3 , ; A ) 1 
CONTI r/Il E 
Dol 174,0 Ja1,3 

II 0 ,? 4 1 .) !( :: 1 , :5 
FTR~"FM( I,K).rM(J,K) 
IFCFTRV.r.T. n 3~O o nO.)FTRV.8!OnOOO . 
If{nKV , IT.o.5)"o T0 17417 
I F C F T R V ,IT. - 1\ 3 0 () 000. l F TRY a· 8 J 00000 • 
ITIIV.IF I X(F r IlY) . 
GO 1'n 17410 
IF(fTP Y . GT.·O.~\GO TO ,7418 

GO TO 1 ', '419 
F T ,' VaO . 0 

GO Tn 1 '/419 
1~''''(I ;' Nt.I'J,!(.3Ic !TRV 

COPJT' /jO , 
I'll) 1710'5 lIal,3 

IP~~~H·I~RC1PUW.I(' 
IFCIPNS~H.Eu . 30 J nOOO)GO TO 17700 
IF(I~NSf.H.fu.l00nOOO)GO TO 17800 
J.l 
IF(~nD(lpNS[H,7.J).(n.JPNU)Gn TO 171~2 
,1aJ+1 
IF<J . EO . 1"Gn Til 17104 
GO rn 1 :- ,01 
110 1710 f\ I(Q,,4,6 
IF<,jnD( : ~NSCH,I( () .J).~E.O'GO TO "10~ 
'" (l 0 ( , P "' '' r II , ,( t) , " ) • I P tl ( J ~ IJ IJ , I( , It Q , 
GO 71'1 17108 

Nil n C I ... lISe II • K Q • .I ) • NOD (I P N S C H , Ie I)' J) • T pM (I p N IJ , Ie , Ie 0 ) 

IF(tn~. r t).2l~0 rn 17'08 
.., R , H ( 2 • , 79 l n ) J I' N S C " • , ~ :IIJ , J 

17920 Ftl R"A j (' FOR ,: F!' 0"1 peL.Nn.'''4,' FROM PC L. NO.'dl., 
2' .n NpllE :/ (\', 14,' HA 'JF B(~N Slll"~ F. I\.') 

17108 

17100 

CON T "W ;' 
GO TO 17103 

"J Ii r. I i' N U 
IFC iUllr , r, E.,n1> " n Tv 9800 
1'10 1771) , J8,.6 

Continu ed overl eaf •. • ...•. 
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U'J9 6 
UQ97 
0998 
0990; 
1000 
HOI 
1002 
1003 
100 (. 
100~ 
1006 
1007 
1008 
'009 
, 0 10 
, 01 I 
, 0 12 
1013 
1014 
, /)15 
, 016 
1017 
10111 
1019 
1020 
1021 
1022 
1023 
1024 
1025 
1026 
1027 
1028 
'029 
1030 
1031 
1/)32 
1033 
1034 
1035 
11)36 
'03"l 
1038 
1039 
1040 
1041 
1042 
, rl 4 3 
10(.4 
, 045 
1046 
HI.7 
'048 
1 n49 
1050 
1051 
1052 
1051 
1054 
lOSS 
ItH6 
1057 
HS8 
I 0 ~9 
1060 
, 06 I 
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'II Ul 

17800 

1 780' 

91!00 
91101 

91102 
9503 
5500 

50 1 ~, 

50152 

SOl I 4 

50"S 

'521 

520 

522 

523 

524 

528 

525 

526 

527 

529 
7500 

7645 

7602 

7610 

1· IIItl ·.I O\- , ; ) = ,,, r·ql~N ! J" ,JI 

, B \.};: II ~I I: r I Z) ;0 1 p ~ U 
GO rn 1 ' .. ,03 

I B ;1 r = I ,HJ ~I 
I r< / ~ Rr. • r, E • I 01 >t. n T I) 9802 
DO 1?aO ~ Ja,.6 

l il g(I"DC,~.J) • IPM(IPNIJ,K,J) 
IB\J w (iR I~ r,l) " II'NlJ 

GO TO 1-;0103 
U II I H ( 2 , I 7' 0 I,) I .' p.J S C ti • I PrJ W 
FOR IIAT!i.w PCI ,1".Z1ti HAS 1.1;) NUDe F~M4 PCI .l6,\7H IP~ IS IN E~ROI!.) 
CONT t II Ur: 
GO Tn , nos 

W II / T e U , !l8,) 1 ) I :· NW 
FOHMAT(' THE WAll REGrSTER rs rUll WITH',!4,' lEJT') 

GO TO 5:;00 
IJRiTEU.Q8l)~)l p NU 
F 0 I: I''; T ( 32 H T i l E 1\ A S ERE G I Sf E II I S F U L1 lJ I T H .,6, 1 5 H DA R C f L S LEFT.) 

CO PI r t 110 I: 
IFC;oP. tj T.l)c,o TO 75no 
wRI,dZ.501S" 
f OlllllT{ lI~I, 171111 1) rlE 114TR/X.) 
UR'Tr{Z,~0'~2){«(NO ~ (IA.1RIIC),I~.,,'0).18.,.7).IA.',1 PH) 
FOR IIATClnI10) 

WR I TE <.~ . so, 14) 
~OQ I IAT(~'H j DR luTRIX,) 
IJ R 1 T ~ C 2 • ~ 0 I , 'i ) ( i I P II ( M N • rt 0) , ~I 0 a 1 , 3) , II jj -, • t I' jj ) 

~OR I 1AT<' X,3110) 
WI/ITEI ;>. SZ,) 

~0P. 1 1AT<'2H !pM MAT ;!lX ) 
wRIT~(2 . ~20)«{,PM(IA.'B.IC) .IC-1,6) .18~1,1),IA.',IPN) 
fOR !IAT{\Y,6;10) 
IJQIH(2.522) 
FOR llATi .' 1H PAS E /UALI R[GISHIIS) 
IJRI~~i2.523)({I ~ UR(IO,IC),IC."z),ln.",nO) 
FOR I IATC ~ x,2110) 
\JRIT~(2.524) 
FOR IUT< , C;H UA , IREGISTEII) 
WRITFCZ.c;28) ({I~D{le,)F).JF.1,6).1F..' .,on) 
FORIIATCH,6110) 
wRlrr(2.'iZS) 
FOR lule , 4 ll il l SI' DEGISTEII) 
wlllrr(Z.'i26)(C{IRIICIr.,IH.IJ).IJ-1,6).IHa1,11.IG.,,100) 
FORluTCH,6110) 
IJR I rF CZ. liZ71 
FORI14 T ( 5H 'PRl 
URITr(2.~29)(I~II(IK.ll).ll.1.3).JK."'0n) 
FO~I1ATCll(,3110l . 
CONT t IIIJ, 
IF(lHC .u T.1)NX~4 

00 -;0/145 .\8'.4 
S)( II:; I cr~) • S)( 13 ~ T C I I \ , S X lJ S l 04} , 51( W q (~I) a O. 
nO 7/10' .1-1. I 00 
NIC=tCP(J·' Q-l.,1 
u B 5 L . T ~ II ( F L () AT (;J 0 0 I'l S e J 19) ) / 'i 7 . 295 n) 
II R S ~ = T ,I. I. e F L t J AT { .. 0 0 0 5 ( J , 8 1 ) / 57 , 29 .. 77 1 
uWS L. TA Ii ( F Lo AT { .. ,n:l 0 :; (J , 7) ) /57,29 H7) 
UIJSr=TA"(FLOAT{~OOO:;(J,6»/57.29577) 
110 7/104 p.Jal.3 
S II. F I 11 A T ( I B II ( J , II • 6 ) ) 
IFC 'nC. EO.4)GO TO 7610 
00 71.02 JAal.IIX 
c: )( B :; I (J A I = SO. U 8 :; I / , U ... S X R $ L <.1 A ) 
5XB~TCJ~1~SD.U8 ~ T/l0.·SXRSTCJA) 
c;O , n 7"n9 
uB B" , all " c: l 

Continued overleaf •••.••.. 
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1063 
1064 
10 6 5 
1066 
10~7 

1068 
, 069 
1070 
'1'7' 
, 072 
H I 73 
1074 
1n75 
1076 
1017 
ln78 
1079 
1080 ,nil' 
11)1\2 
10113 
10114 
11)85 
1(\86 
101\ 7 
1088 
10/19 
1090 
1091 
1092 
1093 
'094 
1095 
1('196 
, nQ 7 
Hl98 
H.99 

"00 
, , 0' 
1102 
, , 0 " 
" 04 
lH1~ 

" 06 
" Cl7 
" 08 
" 09 , , , 0 
" , , 
'''2 , , " 
" 14 , , , 5 

'"6 , , 17 
,,,~ 

, , , 9 
, , 2 () 
, , 2' 
, , 22 
' • 2 J 
, • <'4 
H 25 
" 2~ 
" 21 
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1\0 11',01 , IO~, .NX 
HCJ~.Et).')GO T" 760'5 
J~"JR-' 
00 .",06 ,10a,.JE 
USB :; I :oII IJ RS L.peXi' 

'606 119 B 5 T:O II i: R ST. ~ EX" 

. . .. con t inu ed .... 

7 6 0 5 ~ X B :. I ( J ,; ) E ~ ;) • U B .. c; LI , 0 • • S X B SL ( JI\ ) 
S X 8 ~ T ( J ,j ) "c; 0 * u n ., c: T I , n ... 5 X B S T ( J B ) 

71) 0 3 CON T I IJII ;: 
7609 COljT' NUl' 
7604 CO ,IT I Ij,,~ 

~ 101 - F I (I A j ( I A (l C; ( I ',I D (J , 4) ) ) 
IFC,:,C. I' O.4)r.O TO 7 6 20 
DO 7",2' I A-,. NX 
~XIJ SI <l,\l·SU.UU~, 1110 . "!iXW5L<IA) 

762' SXU ~ T(L~)~SU.UU ~ T/'O,.SXIJ5T(IA) 
roo TI'I 7/0,9 

7620 uu w,; I .. 11\l e; L 
lJuu :; T=lI ; lc: T 
r,o 7,,23 I n"1, NX 
IHI.R.f ,I." (' O T,) 762~ 
IED I, R-' 
~o " ,.,26 10.,. LE 
1I1J\.J :;1 :If ' !1J5L.,,eX,, 

767.6 UUU :. T= UlfwS T. rlCX ., 
7625 ~xu ,,1 CI I; ).~U·IIU'Jc;LlH.·SXIoISL<LB) 

c; X 1,4 \ T ( I ,) • S If. UU ',J c; T I , n. • S)( 101 S T ( La) 
7623 co tn, tlll"-
7""9 r. 0 N r I :/" ,: 
76/)' CON r I tllf f' 

1\ 0 701. 3 n ,I X., . ,I X 
1F< 1I )'.r ll.1) (, o T, l 765' 
Jxx:r .x.,n.3 o 
101111 i F(Z.7650)JX .. 

7650 FO ~"A T(IIII' wuMlnITY IS'.14,'X') 
765' ((lI/TI 1I11!: 

1J~ITF(2.~OB, 
508 fOR ' IAT<, FA ICTlO~ fOllefS 4 lIE II) 

\JQI ~ f(2.~30l 
530 f(1R : IAT(..OX.';wBA~~1 ,1.OX.9WSII\~ lolA I I ) 

U Q I H C 7.760) ~ X [h I (J ,0 , S x ~ S T C.I)() , -: X 101 H (J 10 ,5 XWST (J X) 
760 FOo ,IAT('olC,F,n.2.QH .)IIDI~c;"nO.?,.~'i STATIC .. ZOX,no.2,9H SLIOING. 

2.f10.Z. J W STATI~ . ) 
IfC ~ X~SL(JX) .LT . CXeST(JX»GO TO 7520 
IFC~XU~r(JXl . LT.~XB~L(JX»Gn TO 7525 
IoII1ITFCZ.?61> 

701 FOR I UT(,~H I'FRM~NENT JAIl.) 
GO Tn 71'~O 

75Z0 ~RI~F(2.?62) 
762 FOII II AT (', o;H un J loW Oc cURS.) 

GO Tn 7",0 
757.5 1J~lr~C2.763l 

761 FOR'I.\TC1oH INITIAL HIIHING BuT UEAK~ Up , FREES.) 

GO T O 7t.~0 
7' 63 () C MJ i 1" II r 
CPA ~ C f L I'~ 1\ I V 1 0 I) Al r, DES ~ U R E r.A Leu L AT I 0 iii S 

UAITfC2 . ,9107) 
19, 07 F" II tl A T ( , ~,," CF L LOA D S. " "" F S ~ U D F ~ (L!IF II H in • ) 

U~I 7 F(2.'92,,?) 
'9207 F" u11A · (' NIJM U ~R'.~X.'OX.'lOAD'.1 4 'IC"lnAO 2'.14X,'lOAD 3'.14X,'P 

lO f ~ :; IJ We' ) 
,?,on Y(l =;: ".' 

~:O 

Continued overleaf ........ 
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~ , ? i! 
} "29 

) 

j 

) 

) 

J 

H 30 
, ~ 3, 
H 32 
":53 
11 34 
1135 
, , 36 
'137 
, , J.Ii 
, , 39 
'140 
, , 41 

'HZ 
"43 
'144 
'14S 
, , 46 

'147 
"4~ 
, 149 
"50 
" 5, 
" 52 
, , 5 3 

"51. 
, , 5 S 

" 56 
, , 57 

" SA 
" 59 
"60 
1161 
, , 62 
1163 

" 64 
''''5 
, , 66 

""7 
'161\ 
, 169 

" 70 
'171 
'17Z 
"7 J 
,,74 
'175 
'176 
'177 
"7'8 
, 1 79 
, 1/HI 

1910~ 

1 9 104 
19105 
19106 

19110 

1930Z 

,9304 

19305 

9705 

1)901 
9902 

9991 
701 
9999 
420 

9706 

Continued overleaf 

n O ·,1)1<1 , \ J: I .~ 
P:/ ( J , = ; l OA ; C 1 P 1\ C K 0 • ,I ,6) ) 11 (\ . 
P :: P .. r>1! C .1 ) 
r. r):~ r l il 1.1,. 
1l· ;l n {Jf';(~ n.?) 

I W" In D tl .; ( ~., • ,) 
, ~ .. I; n lJ tl ~ C (0 • I. ) 
c; (\ ., II ( : 0 , /), • 1 9 , '" , , 9 1 0 2 , 1 9 1 0 3 , , 0 1 0 2 , 1 9 1 0 3) , , N DCA S 

UFU'lAT(IL) 
~"F ,.rIA T ( !\oil 
GO TI1 " , ,04 

hFIOA-;'ClL) 
9:FLnATC!II) 
1';0 .(1'1 " , ,04 
hF LnAT(lU) 
S·FLnliTcl tl ) 

Pi/ rS" .'1 (A.R) 
U~IT~C~,'QI06)~O'f'R('),PR(2)'PR(3),PRF~ 
F,)Dt1A7C1H ,16.10X,4EZO.4) 

(jn 7 n " )100 
C(')'I T I flU" 
1.:~'7~(Z.,93 0 ?) 

FIlQtu r C1H , ,' DARCEL NUMBEIIS O~ 9A!:E CONTACTS" 
no 10300 LA : ", Pol 
1 f C : II lJ II ( I A, , , • N r . 0) \.111 1 T E C 2 , ,030, ) 1 a WII ( LA, , ) 

FOol1/. 7 t1 H .11 ,) l 

C(JIJT I i ;llE 
\Jill rFC2.19304) 

F,) 0 11 A 7 ( , H • II / I , , PAR C EL N UN lIE R S OF U AL L CONTACT!:') 

~n ,03n ~ LB=1 ,I ~ ~ 
If( ; II \lQC LB,2).N r: . 0)WRITECZ" 0 301lIBII,,CLB,2) 

C , \ 1,1 T I ;111 E 
1 PNLa I P II'I- r PN I(- I PNREC 
IPNnFC" j r>NREr + !PN 
1011 ·il ::[ ,' OJTL.!PNI 
U 11 I ~ F ( 7. ,0705 , I R I, I( , r P N L 

f" " PlA ·rC' NO.", PCLS RF.JECTED nN RlIN',I4,'WAS'd4) 
r P N r n T = r P II N 
r PN e. 1 p ;j r+ I j:'N 

(;0 rn 4Sll0 
('0 7n Q(! OO 

WR:TEU,9902) 
FO fl M/\"!'C15H NO nnRE ORDS.) 

('0 TO 0 t) Q9 

\oIRIH(2.701, 
FORII&TCVH ro ACKIIJG 1~ OVIiR THE SfCTION (;I,PAeIH) 
\oIl1lr,,(1.420) 
FO~MAT('H', I END O ~ QUN') 

WPIT~(Z.0706)IP N Tl,rpNN,'PNC,OFF(lnF~) 
FOHMAT(' ~AR~~ REJECTED WFAE',r6/' CARD~ USEO WERE',161 

Z' PIIRCEL~ U~F.O IN CuHPlETED LOAO!: UF.RE',161' OFFICE WAli,AIS) 

STO ., 
END 

.. ,.,., . 
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" 111 
" 1! 2 
, , I\:S 

" P,4 
" ~ 5 
"116 
"87 

~U9 ~ oUTINE L DSE~IIO,g, I) 
FaF Lo ATcT> 
F II F .0 

lO= I FP CF) 
10 " , 0+ ' 
lIE T ,11111 

END 

EN p OF ,SEGMENT, LfNGT~ 

11 r, a 
" l; 9 
" 90 
~ ' 91 
,,92 
" QJ 
" '1 ':' 
, 1 Q S 
, , '7 6 

" 9 7 
, 1 (,) .C; 

i ~9Q 

1200 
'201 
'202 

Continued overl eaf 

S II .) ,; ,; UT I IJ E iJ I F I /. I I S , 1 C , J ~ , J C • A , I • J ) 
nZ ;: I I)A ': I [ ) 
~ J "' rl OATlJ) 

QI S:: "'I· ~,"I (A) 
DI C,. II!* r, OS (,\ ) 
D J S c; II J • :; , fJ ( .\ ) 

o J C ; 0 J * ,:" S ( A ) 
Is= : rIX ( Dl S ) 
I C: " i r 1:': ( Q I e) 
,I S I'i cIXcDJS) 

JCalFI XIRJr.> 
IO-IFIXCF) 
10-ln+' 
AfTUII N 
END 

t .' ••• ,. 
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CO~SOLI~A~E~ AV XPC~ '29 DA 1'F 31/10173 rlMF 23/54/43 

PH()GRA"I P<;1'I2 
MIXF[I 51!G"FNT~. 

COMPACT P~OGIIA'" 
CURE 

(D9M) 
25)36 

HG 
HIj 
HG 
HIj 

SEG 
HG 
C !) V 

HG 
SEr. 
SEG 
SEG 
SEG 
HG 

HAnS IN COHPAc:' DATA (15'\ "" 

T L ~OZ 

IAI\5 
TAN 
111\( 

IpX 
~ L nAT 
IITII( 

D j F J X 
L p ~ET 

F " I-,CRv 
CII( 

SIN 
F1' 7A8<; 

t· ••••••••• * ••••••••••••••••• . ~ •••••••••••• ~ •••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••• • 
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Appendi x 5 . 1 The Listin g of t he GEORGE 3 Outpu t Fil e . 

,.. j U T ~l ·.I'; ' ; E~ I' t C \~ !' S ~ ~ :'2 5 
o 1 ~ (. /, ' 1 ~ T I r ~ : 0 ~ r 

TI' I , I S T ~ E ri g S T ~ ' J ~ 

,. 1\ E r, " I'll " Ii () f I./'I A ,., P I G " '" A ' ; (, [ " c " l. 
C O ~I! F " " ~ 1 1)r- 1 (1 i'l ' I ~ p ' r I. r: u l D: 7 7 Ln l l G v . H/r. .. ', ~ Il V nl.lJ l '~ B 11'\361\ 0 .0011 
Sir F ',. :, I L "A T F. ~ I A l I S ~ 1 [ , 0 , I ~ f. : ~ . " T T 

- PLA S TI C :> \I< CF L< 1 ' ! J FrT f i" .• ~f ~d'\,I) ,; 'I, ," : I r> HUM/ OITY E rFE r T O ~ EXPON(lI T IS ,.lS0n 

T HF P~ (1 JEr I ED n FF lrE 1<; (Il II Y 
n nl CC F OR T 'i l S P II ~. 1 S r R I) ',' 

P r L • >.J() . , n UTS Jr, r ~ I ~, ~ :> .. ~ ' r F n, () ~ ' IP P 1 11(, REF! T 4TT I /oI p T 'J l jf~ n Fq , .. 
P r l • ' ;'1 . • rU T~I D F ~ I (\ :' " L 1,1 r- (II i V P ' 10 r 1 :1(, R f r 1T h f T ~ . .. P T " I)M " ~ q , 
or ' • ' J {) . ~ " U T <: I I) r ~ I ~ ' ; [' L h ~ F (1 .. D Q" fI P 1 11 r. 11 F F! T ATT !' " P T 'J IJ /oI '\ rQ , 
P r l • 'W • 5 /'I U T ~ I :> f ~ I il ,: " L 1\ ': F (1 :l DIl " n P 1 ::r. RFr 1 T ATT ;: "flT 'J 'J ~ n r A Z 
I' ( l • /; 0 . 5 ,.. UT:' I Of ( , ~ : [' L h ', ~ 0 ;; DI1 ,)oP I :; (, II ~ FIT ATTr""T .. UMHR 3 

Pr l • ~ 'l. 5 I'I IJl~ I Dr q i" ~ fi LA': F o ~ . [l ~ 'l fl P I .J(, II [rJ T ATT r "PT " I ) '~ r., F R 4 

P r L • \1 0. 6 ['I UTq i" F ~l il f' r lA': F O. il Q II P r T ;. (1 I1fF I T A TT , ·.,,,T ' J U M ~, F R 1 
pr l • ':0 . 7 " l l ! ~ 1 rH ~ I n! ' !' L~ ~ ~ 1) 1 OR" P p I :I r. IIU I T ~TT t: ~pT 1I 1I "' ~ F~ 

, 
p rl . ... O . , " U l ~ l [1 r ~1 (l r "LA ' F 0 ;, ORI, 0" I :; (, !If n T ATT r uPT NU,", '\ r II 7. 

P r. L • ' 10. 7 n U T ~ l [1 r ~ ! ' ) f t' LA ': F 0 " 0 11 ,, [' 1' 1 ,or. ~ fr IT ATT e "PT II tI '1 f1 rR l 
" 

P r l • ' J (\. Po " Ulq (I F CI') ~ t' l.\ " F () I; I) I1 " Dp l l/ (; 11 E r 1 T ATT F , · pT ~ lJ "" , F R , 
~ r l • ·l O . H nU T(J Cl f Q ') r t' l A; F 0 '. fi R" I' P t .I r. "'fF 1 T /, T T ~ .' p T ~ U/oI r, F II , 
p rl. ~ O . ,0 " U l ~ I rl F <: 1 [) :' ~ L A '; F 0 " nil >! I> P I ;; (; Hrl T ATT f', !' T 'I" '" r. ~ II 7 

P r L • ': 0 . , ~ I'I tJ T ~ l r> r ~ r n ;' :" L 4 -; F 0 ;. o ~ I' n" r \ ~ ~ IIEnT ATT ; .. "T OJ iJl~ r, F II \ 

Pr l • ~() . H I n VT :: l flF ~ 1 n :" f' LA ''!'' ~ U :J ORd !'> 1'1 :. (, A F. CJ T ATT ,; "pT NU'"' n FII 1 

P C L. 'J 'l. 22 $ t; rt U S ~ Q 0 '/ ;: S I ,I F f' Lr. TE . Btl T T O '~ ~El r,HT H Tnp wEt (. H T 37 
P r L • '10 . 24 III ) T ~. 1 0 f ~ I I) ! r L " ' ~ F 0 1. DR,) p p , :: (; 11 F.F IT ATT o"pT wV!o1 r\ F II , 

"C L • ., rJ . 24 Sw 'l IJS A R n'l I' S I , r P L ,\ T ( , R () r T () I~ H F. 1 r. H T ,~ Tn I' II f , r,04 T 40 

P r L , '10 . 20 n UTS! (I f ~ I np' lA ':' F 0 " I) RlI D P 1 .1 r, 11 E F IT ATT F,·pT ~d )/oI ' I F II , .. 
p e L. ': 0, 27 " U1 "; l rl F ~ I n) '" l A'r F 0 :; oA " p p, ,r. R E F1 T ATT p~PT lJU!o1 ~ ER 1 

pC L . 'In . 27 SU fl t.I!; ~ ~ 0 '1 r $ I ,; F D L:\ T E • BO 'I TrH~ w F I ('. ,\ T ;>9 TIIP II E I (i w T 'S7 
P C L .'iO . Z Po s~ n "'S " ~ (I '/ f 5 I :, ,,rL .\ T E . fl O T Tl) M H ~I (' H T '7 TOP II E I r, II T 40 

P A II C ~ \ H ... S B r F II ~ F.ftTTF r> , T R',' IJO , 
prL. N(\ . ZiI. ~ " ·, t.lS AII OV r: S l .I FI'L ;. TE. ROl l .) M HF 1 r.HT ' 6 TOP HFl r, ~T 0 

P AIICFL W ~ S Brr N '1 F f I 1 1 f D • T p .,' NO 7. 
P r l • ': 0 . 7 8 I'I UTQ [I f ~ I F) r I' l" '; F 0:, [l RI , p r 11' r. Rf F IT ATT I' MPT . ltJ Mn ~ II , 
Pel • ~ fl. 7Q t' IJE I OF Q !, ;. p LA- F (\ I. f) Q IJ O P I ;.: r. II E F , T ATT I ", PT " U/oI '1 F R 

, 
Pr:L. 'I ': • 30 5 \1 :1\.15 \ 8 (1\' r S l i , " rL ,\T E. 1\0TTu M HE I r,l l T 7° TM wf l (' wT 0 
PC l. ~ 0 . 3' S .. " .... S t. 'I (IV ! S I ;' r P L.\ T E . 0') .. T OM ' I F. I i. II T ,~ TlIp II F I t; 04 T 41) 

PC L. " 'l. 3o! S 'I) ~' S :. r. OV,: S I , F D L.\ T [ • "('\ ~ ' n M " F , r," T ?" T I' P " F I r, w T i1 
1' r L • ' ·0 . 33 IIIJ T S ' .fI E 5 I 0 i' l' LA ';' ~ I) ;, fl R ,, ~ P 1 1: r. II F Fl T ATT r >lPT ~U "' ,1 FR 1 

PI; l. "" . 33 S ~I)\J S ~ ~ n V ;: S l ;1 ~ P L .• T E. II nn o "1 HFl r,H T 15 TIl P IIFI r, wT ,9 
P Clo NO , H S WrloiS ! , II OV :: S I ' F I' L,\ TE. I\tl TT OM II fl ~. " T 43 T il l' II F l r, wT 6(\ 

P,t P. UI HAS 1\ f PI QF. flTTf O, TR y ... 0 , 
pr l • ·in. 36 II I! T '; I ~ F $ I 0 ,' p L A - F 0 1. ,) R, . PI' I :;(; IH r I T AT T r .,pT "U /oI " FR , 
p n.'IO . 3 1.' II UTQ i" F <; 1 0 ; 1' 11,~ ~ 0 ', DR . 11' i" :. (; p r r1 T "TT i" ' P T " UM' , FII 2 
P r. L • ' :0 . 36 I'I1)T"~F ~IO : pl" ': ~ n·' O ~ "oP I ;; r. QF F ,T "T T .· .. pT " U I~:1 F A -' 
pr L • ' 10 . 36 Oll T o; lOF <; 1 0 .' o L ,~ 7 F 0 ,; IIA " pp 1 ::r. I1F r 1 T ATT r "PT "UM '\F R 4 

PCl.'IO . 36 S II )"'S .;",OV F S I II" P L:. T E . (lO TTOM H f I r, I\T ' 7. Tn I' wEl r, wT 51 
P r L. '10 . 37 n U T "; l ~ F c:t Or fi LA- F I) ' : OR, IDP ' :)r. R F r 1 T AT T,' " I' T ,, "M 'I FR , 
pCl. ~ O . 37 S H'1 WS 4 9 (1\' ,: S I () r pL HE. "O ITI)M H~IIjHT ' 3 TOP Hfl r, ~T 45 

PCL,>; O . 3 1\ S w " 101 S .\ I\ O IJ ~ SI . , ~rL .\ T [ . ill'\ t TOM H FI r. 04 T ,5 Tnp ~ E l r, wT 47 
PC I • '1(\. 40 I'\ UT5 1 0 f S I!\ IP l A7 r 0 1. OP"pp 1 i. r. A F. r IT ATT ,. ",pT _"I "' " F Q , 
:' ( L • 'J I) . 40 I'\U T ~ I () F ~1!) ;- p L" 7 F 0 '. r,q , I p r r ;;r, P F.F lT ATT r. .. rT dH~ 'I~1I 2 
Pc L , ',() . 4 11 'l l) T q o ~ c; t D I ~ L ,'. '" F 0 ,; o~ , , ~p I :I e RU IT AT T.- " p T Ii" " ,, ~q ~ 

P r L , 'l (1. 4 1) nlIT S l ;1 F ~ I I) r. p l A ' j F n :. Il Q"P P 1 .J (' P F F IT • T T • ,. P T 'IU"I 'I F ~ I. 

Pe l . ... n • 4') S H ·) ,, 5 ~~r. V ;: S I " F J.' L ,\ T E • Ri'lnO M wf J(dH 47 TOP HE ' r. H T 40 

pAQ C" 1 HI. S BF F N OF, l i T F !> , T ~ . : ti D , 
p e l .... () . 4 0 5 ~ ,t.I S ~ F\ nv" S ; , , ~ l'l .. TF. UnTT, .M H f I " HT 4 1) TOP ~F, r, wT ~, 

r AR C ~L :~ ~ S '3 1. ~ I; ~ rF!l T ~O, TP " II I) 2 
P r L • '; i'l . 4 0 1' t! T ", I ~ F ~ 1 I, " r L" " F 0 :, II ~ ,) ~ P 1 .1 (, PH IT A TT ~ "PT NU'1n FR ~ 

P (' L . ~ n. I. " ~ .. llJ S " F1 n\'. " SI :l F l' l :. TE . (;O I T I) !o1 H F I (j HT 47 TOP wE l r, wT 4Q 

P A Q co: l H ~S 'l ~ F" 1FF I : HIl, T ~ • .' ~I n " P r L . to. (I . 4 0 5~ rHJS ~ I' nv, Sl . , F r l :. TE . RO j TOM ~Fl liH T 42 TOP w F. I li W T 43 

P ARC"L H ~ S SrF'l ~ r- f I 1 T f I) , T R',' IIIl I. 

P r l • ,,(I . I.() S 'l"I.'S A !l ev ;: S I ,. F P l :. T F. . " f'l TT (1M HFI ~" T 4 0 Tn I' HF I (. wT " 

Continued over l ea f 
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PHer I '1 ~ S 9~~N ~Ff !TH O, T ~ '; 'H l S .. , Pr l. .... 0 . 40 S ~ 'lI,/S I , q (1'/, ' ~ I , ' F ;> L I, T ( • RnTTf)~ 

PAUCFL ~ ~ S 91 ~ ti IH F I 11 r !'l . T Q''- ,W " PtL. ~O, 40 5 w'1\J5 ,\ R ('IV : 5 I " F r L 1\ T r . (;0 ~ T f)H 

"'l P A ~O I ~AS 'l~F'I 'lFf! l TF ~ . Tn'l un 7 

~ r l t ' ': ' ; I 1. 0 " liT ~ I [I F ~ I D ': P LA , F 0,. OR " PP 1 1l r. 
P r l , .J"' . 4 (1 I'IIIT S Jr'F q " f" L" or ~ n .. o ~ ., l' r1:Jr. 

"'\ ~ t: L • \: (l • 1. 1\ SH"l\JS IH . (1V ,· ~ J i I e P l ,; T E • 
I'AI1(F I HU ~ ~ F 'J I;FF!lTfD. 1 ~ ',' IJf) 

pel . ~ I,. 4 11 S~"W5 A n(\V i: J I , I F ;> L ,\ T E • 
"'\ PAPUI t l ., S R f F N r. lFl i Tr ') , T ;; ',' 1,0 

II r l • "" . 4 (1 s II ,11.1 5 ,Q (1'/ .- ~ 1 " r- P l , ~ T F. • 

P,l1C F l IQS e, F .. P r FI t 1F I) , T Ii ', tl(\ 

') T I! r P:.UI'J[. r.r":' 1 TV I ~ ;~ ~. 6.,. r., ~ 
Tllf lOT H PA~Ctl. \J f. 1(,11 T :, II F, ' F 

. " 

H IJ I',~ny 15 1, 0, 
FRI~ri n~ FORrfS ARE: 

r-A 5 E: 
1 ? ? • 7 n S L , " I .. . j • 

10/ 0 J A" !: C CUll S • 
8.) . 3;" ~ TA ';' r C , 

;;I)MI Il ITV IS ~fl" 
fR1CrIO ~ f n~~ fS ARE: 

, 1') • ~ ~ S LIn I N Ii. 
... 0 JA'1 ()C CUs<S. 

~ U'~ I ~ I T Y ; S 6 (l '( 
rRI~'IO ~ FO~~F~ 'R£: 

'I\'.I)~ SLTrllo/C;, 
I/O JA'1 OCClJ~S. 

Ill!" II' IT '{ IS 7 0 r. 
~RIr.TI (] ',' ~" :> rES ARE: 

U'1.15 SLl~I~r.. 
1/ 0 J " '~ ( I C r. U R S • 

9J.34 t;TATTC, 

Continued overleaf •.•..••.. 

IlA:;F: 

BA:if, 

f'. AS f': 

1111 rT tH-t 
1\ 

fl/) T 1 Ofl 
Q 

n f1 'f T (1101 

10 
1,(1 

HFIr.IIT U TI'IP ~Etr,wT 

H F I (", T 1.1 TOP uFt (; HT 

RU IT ATTF'·~ T "lUMl1f R 
II E F , T "TTr ... ~T "ll!'1'1 FR 

H F I r.1I T ~7 T Cl P 1IF.1r.~T 

H F I ' .11 T 1. 0 T ('P H F. I r. H T 

1/ Fl.; " T 4~ Tr, p ~f1(,HT 

f.' A R r. F.I 5. 

176.117 t B", 

0.1110 SLlDPHi, 

0.117 SlIDlIo/G, 

0.110 SLIJlING, 

o • 1 3 S L I ~ I I! r. • 

3Q 

1.5 

6 
7 

41. 

1.5 

5'S 

SIIIE UHL 
n.n s STATI C . 

sr"e UHI. 
O.O~ HATIC. 

S I /IE \JAll 
0.07 STATIr.. 

SIIIF. WAll 
0." H\Trf . 
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PA 1/ C r I. L :'A 0 S , & plI<!iSllkC S (L ;~ "' !. ;» 
'\ltl:~ 0 F 11 1.0A :> 1 , ? .11 0 Ill) 

7. , • i.', (, .) 
.1 O . ,' ,: 0 f) 
~ (\.6 ·) 110 
.. 4.1 (j 1l0 
fI I • S' i I)O ., ? t\ .,(\0 
P, , .7.' ln O 
0 0.3,; 1)') 

1 0 1 ... t) 11 00 
I , o .A ,)IH) 
, ? 0.5 .\ 0 0 
I , o. 't100 
14 0.5 ;) Ot) 

n ').21 , 01) 
1(, I. I 1: (\0 
, 7 0.611110 
I A O . ", ; nO 
II) O . " ,. 1) 0 
20 (). 9 ,:. ",) 

2' , • 5 1' 1\ ') 

n fl . 5,, (1 ,) 
n (I. <, ,) 0 C! 

2', , . 5 ,; (1.) 

l'i ,.2 .)0 0 
2 ", /1 . fo. " l') 0 

27 0. 1; ,; 00 .. ,., 0. 8., 0') 
7.0 I) • S" (I 'J 
3(1 ,. ''\ 11 (10 
31 , • !! . 1111) 

., 7 ,.2 ,, 0 0 
.5 I 1. (\. )0'.1 
34 L. I) .lnO 

~~ 0. ~ I , (\n 

H 1.3 ,, 1\0 
.P '. 0 1)00 
31\ O • .? .,0 ,) 
31) n. O, ; II O 

p AA r. E l , . u '18E II S I) f ~ /' c: F C () :; T ,. (' T S 
1 
2 
~ 

I. 
o 

I I' 
1 2 
1 I. 

I '" 
I " 
35 
3 '1 

pARC E L .,U"REIllS (IF Uftl L col.r ... CTS . 
I, 

, 2 
1 ~ 
, 5 
3~ 

4 (1 
IiO,N PelS "eJECTED ON Rll ll 

Cont inued overleaf •••• , ••• 

o 

... , continued ... . 

LOAD l UHO , ~ ~E SS ; ) PI-

.~ I\ • • j 0110 6.2 1)1'1) Il. S, ~n 
'i ., . () \J fon C?5 I1n u (· . 15 ')7. 
2L o vl)I) 1.'>0 (\0 O. ~ l S/\ 

0.1,,) 11 0 , .2 0 ( II) 0. 0 ' ~I) 
,.7 0 00 10.;0(\0 0 .0 1> ?? 

~, . 21.'0 11 L1 1)1'lI) O • .? ) /I ~ 
') • t\ 1) 01) 4 / •• 5 1')01) (\ • ')2 (\9 

11\. (11)00 O. A 1'1 (d) 0.11 " 1'>2 

0. 30110 0.1 1\00 o.on? 
1. 1\(1 1'10 ' .... 1')00 n . Of-' 7 

11. " u oo , • 71')00 o. n n 
I). S 110(1 , • '71100 () . f\ ~ I' (l 

0.7 .)(\ 1) 1.4 ,1 00 (!.o~ ,' 

O. ~ .) 1'11) I • 1 1'1 f,1) o.PO 
?2 000 , L r,1')(10 o • 0 I '. All 

1.' \) 00 3 .2 0(\0 V . I) I..,"" 

11 . /\ 0 0 0 1 0 .1 000 O. , , I ( ' !) 

o.I. Onn I • 3 1') (, 0 o. " ', I) S 
0.2 0 (10 0. 51')(\0 O. I) 14 I 

4. 0 I) r . 0 5.00(11) (\. " ;> S 
14.1 u oO 6 .0 -11'10 (I. 14 ~o 

·,.II t}(\il 1. (ioni) (\. 5, O(l 

".2t) (l1) " • "1)110 1).1. />(\1\ 

o.Suno 1.0 11 00 0.11 39 , 

11. 7 U(l1) 1.4 1) 00 O. oi",., 

O.lh\ n/1 , .... 'l 0 I) 0 . 1\ ;- /111 

L. t ' lIO ' ) 1.700 0 0.11 (lQ 

fl ."0(1(') I • '71) I' (1 O.0 ~Q3 

1) .5u (lO '.1 0 1\0 0.01"P, 

? I 001\ 7..600 0 0.05 I, 4 

0.110)(1 0 4.700 0 0.0~7Q 

L 70)00 6.5 '1flO 0.(1/63 

1.( 1)00 2.1 0 (\1'1 O. f)~Z7 

1. nuno 2.' nl'lO O. '4/\ 1 

o . '5 U(l I) 0./\ 0 0 0 O. , ,. (\(\ 

,. '0/11') 2.6 1\ 00 O. ", S 3 

'.0 0 1\ 0 6.11\0(1 0.0 1l 4" 

0. ;> lIn 1\ 0.51\1'0 0.1'3;>1 

o.O o no 0 . 01\(\ 0 (I. fll) OO 
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\ ''!t~ I S II U'~ ~ u"-,, F.1l 2 
TCHL r~HEL ~ " ~IJ 41) Tp TAL r. A ~ , ) ~ N,1IJ 40 

OF q rE PH' T ~ I ~ ~lJr: IS rR Oy 
") PrL. 'In. , nUTQ OF !i1t' i' I'LA 7 f (II : o Q , "' r I I~ r. II E FI T ~TT ::- .. PT IjUM n ,:R 

Pr l , li n. 2 nIJT~I~F ~ I 0 i ' 0 L ,\ ' ~ F 0 1; IJll d OP I '; ,; REnT ATT P 'PT 'J'JMI\~ II , 
P r l • ' I n. Z " " T ~ I D F ql) , p LA , F 01 . o D, , I' P I';r. liE rt T ATT , lAt'T ~' U"'"\ ~ II 2 . , Pr l , 'In • t> n U T ~ IO~ ~ I r, I' p L A ~ ~ 0 ;. I ) ~, ,I> r I ur. g fF' T ~TT r "PT 'JU"'~,F Il , 
Pr l • '10 . 7 ,, 1J ' ~ If\F ~ I 0 :: p L ,I ~ F U" {\ II " ~ I' I I~ r. R F. F IT , TT .· uPT "U"'~F~ , 
pn. 'If) . 7 n lJ T ., 1 0 ~ ~ 1 D:' r Lr ~ 0 :, o ~ " P P I ' I r. r Fr- IT ~ TT r · 'f'T ~lJ 'II\~Q Z 
P r l , '10 , ,4 "U T ~ I I' F qO ' I'LA ~ F n.; (III , , 0 P I ;; r, Of Cf T ATT , ,,PT '1U""\ F II , 
P r l • ,, (,\. , 4 " UTq I' r ~ I ~ i' t' L ,I ': F " I. DP " r" 1' 1 ,1(, D f rt T ATT ,' uPT '1 U"I 1F R ? 

P r l , 1;(' . 14 ,.Un I OF r, 1 r) I' P L A T F U;I [) R, I P r I ;: r. DF n T ATT c ",I'T "P"''1Fil 3 , P r l • '!O , 16 r , \) T ) I r) F ~I':) : oLrr t' :: ~\.l l ' n t' T' (, Dp IT ,TT L"PT ~U 'I ". FR , 
r(l , 1/1' , '6 r U T~I O F ~ICl I' pLA~F ('II ~ flD , , p I' 1 .1r. o Ef 1 T ATT «.r T "U "I '\F R ? 
r r L , '1O , '6 ,, \J T :; ! O ~ ~ I t> I f' LA 'j F 0 1, f) ~ . I 0 f~ T :. (; p F ~ I T ~TT .. ... OT IoJU"' r. ~q 3 

P r L , ',('I . , II " UT ~ l tJ E ~ I f\ , I' L A':" F 0" n Ul l £' p 1 :; r, OFF IT ATT , "PT ~I)"'" F II , 
P r L • '. n . ,0 n lJ T ~ l o r ~ I v _ r' LA': F (\ ;. I}W \ . " r I r,(t RF n T ~ T T ,' .. " T ..,lJ"1 " rR , 
r r l , ' /tl , , 'I n 'Jl ~ I OF ~ I (l I' PU ~ F 0:, O~ , , [q ' 1 11r. PEr IT , , T " .. P T NU"1 r, F II 2 
prl,~O, , Q ,, :1 T C; 1 n F ~1!') r pL~ ':' r. 0 :. Ilq " ~ r I t, (; Q f rT T ATT r· ... rT ~ U "'~FR 3 

I' r l , \ 11 . 2Z n UTC;I OF ~ 1 !)rI' L .\~F 0,. l) D" " r I :: r. ~ E FI T ATT r .. P T ,,')"I,,~ q , 
P r l • · 1f""1 • 23 " UT ~ HF ~ I ') " f' L ~ " ~ co :, fJ Rl l t' P 1 1.(; ~U IT \ T T r ' 1 t: T ~1J"' ,, ~l! , 
P( l , ' ! () , n "IJT ~ I () r ~ 11'1 ,' I' L" '. F 0 ;; I)~, , I) r I ' : r. P F CJ T ~TT r .. PT ,,1 .J!" 1 ~ ~ 2 

Pr L , 'II). 21. " IJ T"IOF ~ I 0 " I' L A ' ~ F 0 " I)q ,, !, p I :: r. P Fr IT ~ T T ~ , I r T ull"1 ~ Fq , 
P r L , 'I n, 24 n UT!; I \J F ~ l n, ' I>L A~ F /)1 . o P" r" 1 ' ; (, P F FIT ~TT L ... P T "IJ'I I1 F q 2 

-, r r l , 110 , 24 r IJ T ~ r l' F ~ In , (\ L ,\ ': F u ', Il~ ,, " P t ::r, R E rr T ATT ~ .. roT ~ l) 'A :1 F II 3 
P r t ,1,0, 26 ~IJT ~ I O ~ ~ I 0 I' r> LA - F n' l o D"D r I :I r- R f n T ATTp·" T "U:o\~FR , 
P r l • ':0. 77 o U1Q OF qO ~ I'LA ':' F 0 :, DP " " PI .i r. PF.F IT AT T " .. I'T " U ", ,, ~R , 
I'r L , "0 . 27 I' U T~I O F (JO :' pLA ':' F (1 " OR " I' P I :; r. D ~ r IT AT T I' " P T ~U"1 '1 rq 2 
Pr l , "0, 32 1' 1) T S II' F ~ I ll ,: p L" ': F 01, OR " r> PI :j r. p e ~ I T A TT p,P T "II., '\ F" , 
PCL , Nn . :33 " UT'" Of $IP '- l'lA ~ ~ 0 :: I, ~ " r> PI :; r. QU IT ATTr""T "U"I a FR , 

-' P r l • '~O . 37 n UTSJf'\ F q!) i, n LA-F 0" IJ R, , " r I ':r. I' ~ < I T AT T , " f' T "lJ .' " F q , 
Prl,~n, H " ll T" I OF ~ln r pL'\ ~ F ,1 , . n" " pp 1 .'; r. II E < I T ATT .. , I'T NU",~~q 2 

P rl.'10, ' 0 IlUT S IOF C; I DI' " L h ': F I' ,. DR ,, 0 P I :; r, Df n T ~TT c .. rT .. U ,,- ~ ~q , 
; , P r. l , " 0 , I.' n lJ T~I O ' ~ I f)" P L " ~ r ".; D~ .. rP I :/(; II r FI T ATT ,,·pT "UM '1 FR , 

Pr L , NI'. I. , r' JTq OF ~ I D ,: f' L II ' r. 0 :. ~Q , , 0 PI :, r. P F F1 T .TT I' .... rT ~LJ"' '' Fq 2 
~c l. 1:11, 4' S~ O tolS A~I' '/ r- :; I " F P l :, T E • Rn flO" '! f I '; ~ T ?~ TnI' ~ E ! r, w T 42 

.J P r L , ' i l'. "z pU TS I OF. q~ : I'L~ ~ ~ ii, I) R" 0 P I :1 r. P F" T ATT r "P T ~1I "1 '1 F I: 1 

Pct , OJa . 42 " U Tq O ~ C; I D ~ : I' L II 'r F 'J '; 1)~ " PI' I !H; P F rT T AT T p, rT \' U'" ~ F q 2 

Pr l , ' ;0 , L'l I' I JT~l n ~ ~ I D, : p ~ ,~ ~ F (I .. I>R . co P I :.G PH IT ~ T T , . ... 0 T OJIIM ~ FP ~ 
. " 

P r L • I, (, • '2 nl)T 5 1 0 f ~ I f) :' " L 11 1 ~ f) . \) D, , I' PI ,Ir. P E FIT AT T r . , P T t,!I' ''l 'lF II 4 

oC L,~n , 44 Sw"W S /'.~O'J,- !> I " r P L .\ T E • n" T TOM ' t F I ,,.'T 0 TnI' It ~ I r, wT " I'eL.N(I, 47 5 "' i'~IS A q('I' 1: S t " F P L ,\ T F. , 1\ 11 f.' I)I~ 11Ft r, 4T ~6 T n I' wE I r.wl 4fo 

r , QU l .. ~S 9 f f~ ClFrPTFD, T n'l flO , 
P r l , 'I n. , 47 I' UT S I Of ~ I 0 :: p LA , f 0 1, IlIl II I' r' I ,I (, IIEn T AT r f "r T .. 1J",rR 1 

Pr. L , ' 1O, ,,)I "lll C; IOF q [l CPU '7 F 0 1. I) R"P l't :: r. Qfr' T .TT ~"O T 11')'-4 ~ F R , 
•• J PeL , I~ 0 • !>o 1' ~I T r; "l f ~In .- !'L"~~ 0 :, DR "P PI ,:r, lIF,qT ATT r /o'PT '1u ", ~"Q , 

rn. ~n . 50 SU'lt.lS ~ AOV I ' S I :, FPl .\ TE. ~IITlM~ It F I t; H T " TnI' It F I ,; It T ~I\ 

I' C L . '10, ~ , C; 11 ,11.15 t, n( ' V:: S I ;1 < P L ,I T r . 1\0 7 T O '~ W f I Ii o;T ') 1\ TnI' wEl 'o wT J/\ 

pel. loll), 5l S ~ ·~Io!S f "n v I: 5 t iJ F P L .\ ~ E • nn r T(II~ 'H 1 .-,w T '} t> T OC' wFl r-It T 4~ 

r C L. ~ CI, 5 ! S~()WS ~ "ClV I' S , I, F f>l ,. TI: , I\" ! ' I) " wF l t,wT "- T('\P .. FIr.wT 4' 
P r l , I~ I' • 54 I'UTSI [l e q ~J .· Dl-I, ':' F (11 , t) R" p r I ,, (. II [F IT AT T : ., II T ' , lIM '1 F I: , 

_ J I'C l,~O, H !i~'l\lS ~ ~nVr $ 1 " r.Pl ,\ T~. Rn r T "., w F I ,',II T n TM' ~ FIr, 14 T " PAPrr.t ~ ,', s ern, II F fIr , ~ (1 • 1 R ': 'Ill 
PC I , '10 , H I'I)T~I [l F ~ln F pL4 T F 0 1. OR " p P I .1 (, ~U IT 

_ T T , 
"PT IjlJ"1 q ~R 2 

o e L • '10, H 'i- n-.s A ~ nv. SIMPI I T t. II n " ,, " ~ ~ I '; 'I T , .11 T I'p wEI '~w T 42 
PADen w~, S BF.PI I1FFllJFC, T Q" I;() I 
pr, , ';n , H r. I" S I (l F ~ I r, :' r> L ~ , ~ C'I, lill , ) ~ r I ; r. II F. F r T ~ T T ' ,.1' T 'lll"' ~ F R ~ 

I'r L • f: II , H S ;/1 )015 /1 ~ :'I ~.' ," ')I II ~PL " T E . {I (I r l u ', ~ f I ' , fi T , 1\ T'lP II E I ',14 T 30 

PHCH It,~ 8FF" r. FlllTF~, TA \' NO 
PlL. lin . " ~~ , \oIS tRIIV,. 5 I " F ;> L .\ Tt • "rljl ,1I1 ~ ~ I ,; ' I T , II T ~ P wFl r,wT ~ o 

'-, PA ~ (' F I 14~<' II FF~ ~H' JlTf (\ , Til': 1: 0 £ 

p r L. 1.0. H S '/ · ' .... 5 t, R () I) .. ~1 , )FPl :, T r . lin, T ,,'" I< F 1 ·',11 T , r, T n I' w F I fi H ~ 42 
PAP.U I H .' ~ B ,. ~ .. 'I < f r ; Of ~ . T ~" 1;1 ' , 
Prl • ~I () • 51. "II I " I r. F l , r,. " L ,~ ~ ~ ll, \) ~ " P I' I ,; (, QF n T AT T r /o'PT 'liJ'~ " F Q 4 
Pr I • I I " . ~ I, ,. 11 T" , ft r ~ I " "'l " , , I , dol , ... p T , f "F ( I T Ii T T r , ' P ~ ,,It'' ''' r ~ i 

Contin ued overleaf ......... 
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r , t •• ' J. ) l. ~ . 1 \ .' ~ ,\ ! LI ,' • • . ' , ,j I ' l , ,1 I. • is t', ; ", ' ~ 

P! Rrrt h \ ~ q ~ &- ,~ .~ ~ F I 1 T ~ C' , Tn y r;n (, 

PeL. 'I I' . 54 S~I'\I.!S ,\ n l' V ; SI " rP l !" TF. . 1\ (1 fT 1111 
p , Qr F L H I ~ 9 r f OJ Q' fl ~ T Ff\. T P'I 110 7 
P r I • -; 1) . ~4 " UB t /I F ~ t D I: ~ L A ~ F Or. 1)I~ Il P P I :1(: 
r(L . '~J . ~ 4 Sol '11, S r. f; (lV I S I ;' f P l .i T E • an I T oH 

P ARU I "H HFII ~ F fl l T FI\ . TRy III) Po 
PC l. " ". H S~ "uS AI\ OV ,: S I ;' FPL " TE. I\O TTIIH 

PARcn WAS 8 0 F II :<EF !TTf D, T il,,' 110 0 
lin. Nn . H s ~ nus ~ R(\V r S I ,l F P l ... T r: • BO TTOM 

PARCFL HAS BF HI ~ FF[TTF D . TilY Pl O '0 
THE PACKING I)E'IS /TV IS 2' • toO Fil II 54 
THE TOT 4l PARCEL WE/GilT s I.iE tl F 

UNlOA ~ I N G STAaTS AT rC L 

HUMIDITy IS 40", 
'RIr.TI ON fn ~ CES AilE: 

BASFI 
2n6.8~ SllnlNG, '34 . 5~ ~TATIC' 

"' NO JA P! , OC(URS. 

I' UJo1If'ITY 15 50)! 
fRI C TI O~ FO RCES AilE: 

2'2.24 SLlnINr" '5, . 67 ~TA T IC, 
NO JA'4 nrC L'RS. 

14U"ItOlTv IS 6rt" 
fqlr.TION FOpr.ES A~E: 

HA S F. I ' 

2Q5. C2 SLI~ING, 19J.80 ~TAT'C. 
, N 0 J A'4 0 (' rl' R 5 • 

II U"'II'I!TY IS 70" 
r p lr.ll0 N FO~rES ARe: 

4~ Q .'~ SLII)INr" 28 4 . 07 ~TA T 'C, 
10/0 JA '1 ()C,=U IIS. 

Continued over l eaf 

.... continued . ... 

II I I I , q T I. \ T I l l ' W I I ' ,lot I .. ~ 
HF I Ii II T ~ I\ Tnp ..fl (,~ T 42 

R F. FI T ATT p, PT NU~ r\ FR " HF I 'i HT " TOP wEI r. ~T 42 

M F I (j'l T 4~ TnI' HF/ (. MT 44 

HFI r, HT 0 TIIP wEIr,wT 44 

PARCELS. 
278.'9 l Be; . 

O. no SL I 0 ltJG, 

0.00 HIllING, 

0.0 0 SLl~I~G/ 

o.n/') St.lOI'lG, 

S I"F. VAl L 
0.0 0 STATIC. 

S I FIE \.I H L 
0.00 STATIC 

SInE VAlL 
0.00 STATIC. 

51" ( lUL L 
0 . 0 0 STATIC. 
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App endix 5.1 TL 302 Output Listing .... continued .... 

PAR(FL LnA~S, ~ PRES~'IIIEs ( , n ~ I I ,J? ) 
II IIf'!) r ~ LOAJ LOAD 2 lIHO ~ P~ESSU~f , 1.0uOO ~.9000 27.5000 o. 3f> II? 

, 1 . 2()(l0 411 . 10(10 1..5000 0.411 1 
" 
~ 0 . 7(101) ' 0.70(10 1 . 5n(lO 0.1) ?7 9 

I. 0.4000 0. 1.0(1(1 ~ . 0 (1(10 0.Ofl~9 

~ 0.4'iflO 0.40no 43.2noO 0.4 (1 (\0 

(, ? J"nO ?31)('I0 4.t.I\OO (\.fl Il A5 

1 II ~ • iI () 1\.) ;<'.90(1(1 S.21'l00 1 • 0 6 ~ 6 

R 0 . 6( ,00 ?70flO 11.111')00 · 0.41 I') 4 

0 1'). ~1I00 I'l.Juno 14.9000 0.5~'6 

11) 0.1\,0(11) o.flOOO 1. 60(l 0 0.0 6 ';3 

, 1 0.3,,00 0.30(10 n.71\(lO 0.1""3 

1 ;> O. ',(100 7.7,)0(\ 6.700v O. H(\2 

n 1.1(;00 'i . 901'l0 2.31\1'10 0.(1'75 

14 1 • (~(/(I (l , . 3llno l.7flO(l O. I'll'- 15 

1 , 4 . 31100 4.31.)1'10 ?1. 1 ('11'10 O.17H 

1f, 1 . 11.)00 ,.110(10 5.(1)00 0.0/. 72 

p ;'';.01100 0.90no 5.300:> (l. 3'. 04 

111 7.601'1') 17. ~vno 2 . 0000 0.1 <; 41 

J 
1? L 11100 ? 1000 ;>9.7 1) 00 0.4 7 1'111 

2('1 51.. , .,(11.) 4.0000 ' '' . 1)1\('10 (l • 71;1 S 

21 o. S. ,no o. hll'lO 1 • , 0 (l 0 0 .0 ': 7 5 

l..- n 0 . 11 1/11\ \ (,.8000 , .6 1) (l (I 0.160(1 

n 1'1.5,)00 :1.1 oJ'" 0 7 . 9 000 0.0 11 ~1I 

21. ~ O. 'I (l Oll ~. ~O"O 1.61\1')0 O. 1 1 II 7 

v 2' ?0, .(l0 ~.;<'O"o 4.6 (\ 1'10 O.1.I Q 

7 I. 1 1" . 1 11(\1- , • ~ 'II) II ~ • n "1\11 O. , (. n 4 

£1 o. "" 11 (II ) 
.- .-- --- --i~6v;i 'n 4.1 ('0 () n.II .. ... ·) 

,'"' 2 11 , .1, " 00 7.. 1 ()('Ill ,0 . 7 (1 00 0.11 7. ~ 

2? 0 . 6, ,1'l() 1~.SOOO 5.41)(10 0 .7/. 79 

3n 1.' I, IH) ,. 1 0('10 2.1000 O. n 714 

....... 31 0.5 ., 00 o.'iJOO 1 • 1 I) 0 0 0. 1) ~ 1It) 

37. 1\.5 000 4~.7.IJOO 9.0000 O. , (."n 

3~ 0 . 5 (, 00 n. ~ ()Ol) , .0(,0 I) 0. 0~ 03 

'" 34 0.7 ,, 00 o.70M) 1.4000 0.0 ;' C;Q 

3~ , .1I()(10 1 '\ • , .) no tI.21100 0.1170 

3" 0.5000 n.S O('lf\ 1.'''00 O. OJSO 

,'" 37 , • Ol) fl() , .0 lIOO 2.'"00 O.n H5 

~il 4.0 01'0 4.0(}1'l0 :0.01100 O. I. , ." 

3? 1./1 ,, 1'10 1,.4 000 1.11':\00 I).Of ' O'" 

4('1 , • 0 ,;1'0 1.401'10 ?Ol)f\O O. 0' ~ II 

41 'to 5 lit' 0 ~.500() 7.110(10 0.1 7,.,5 

47 n.8 {1 11 O "'.11\1 0 0 14.61)00 1).0 1\"1 

4 .' , • 5(100 1.0000 2. 0 0(10 0.1)4~~ 

41, O. °11(11) O.?\JOO ~.91\(l0 O. ",., ~ 

4' 0.° 11 00 O. "000 1.1\1)(10 O. O?H 

4,., 0.4 (} f\O n.4 0 1'l0 0. 11 1)00 O.O;>O~ 

47 0 . 4 t1 (10 0.4()OO 0.1\"100 O.O UI') 
-- . - . - 411 0.5 L 1'l0 o.'iuOO 2.lnoO 0.0 (' ''''' -

40 1.4 11 00 1.40nO 1.21)00 O. o ~ , J 

5/l 0.40('10 0.4000 0.111)00 O.O3/./\ 

5 , 4.1 !l00 4.1000 11.3000 O. ' 7 ,.,1) 

52 0.80(10 0.1101')(1 , .7n(lO 0.0 :" '" 
53 4.3uoO 4.3000 11 . 7000 0.1 B 1 

Continued overleaf •..•... . 
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Appendix 5 . 1 TL 30 2 Output Listing 

P~RCEL ~U HBE06 OF B'S~ CONTACTS 
1 

2 
I. 

S 
to ., 
9 

1 (I 

" '" 22 
~, 

' PARC£l ~UM~~DS OF VAll CONTAr.TS 
4 

'1> 
Z2 
42 4., 
~ 3 

'" O. OF pel S II E J EI" TEllO N R lI'j 

T " I :; IS rH' t., ~ 1J" .j E ~ 
T01 ~" "ARCE L ~ "1 0 101 9 /, Ti lT A L r .H , , ~ NI'''' 
OFnn f( \ 1! T'iI S k 11:1 IS rll O'l' 

PCl.~' O . , nUB) rF ~ I 0, pLA 7 1' n" l)iI .!p I' I ·;r. 
Pel. \/ 0. :3 flUT~)~F S I tl r l'U ' r- 0 :. DO . , p I" I .• r, 
Pel. ~('I . 3 nllT S) Il F ~IO,-pLA : F Or. D~ I I P P I .;r. 

.... continued ... . 

Q3 

I: E FIT AT Tp l PT NUMnF" 1 
11('1 T ~TT r "PT 'I U '~q F 1/ 1 
IIEnT ATT~ .. PT \lU~I\FR 2 

, ..••..•.••...•••.•................. . .....••.••.•••• .. .• _ .•...............•..... 
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Appendix 5.2 The Listing of the GEORGE 3 Monitor Log for 

the TL 302 Computer Programme run. 

~ ,* .......................... ' .... .,f .... "'.' .. . ... • •• 1r··*···.··· .. ··~···.,·····*····· .. 
'LISTT~G nF :PP.JR-SAVf(1 / R'B. l i p " nDU ~ ~D I N R~OV'1 AT n8.2S.1~ 

.. 0 II T P II f P \' lIS TF J LEI ,; t: :'1/ , .J i - S A'i ~ t " N .1 NOV 7.1 AT 0 R • '16 , n, 

- DOr.U~F.t-IT 

- ~TA~TFO :PQ,JQ_SAVE, ~~OV7~ D7 . D4 . ~7 
0/,04,57. J~ JP-~~VE, :PR 
O/.05.0~. JP·~IVF 
0/,05,12. DU~ *r.R JR-D~]o:J .,R-PRS2,*LP 
O/.OS.2f.!. IF 'JnT 'HlP,lJf CIIME~ Il ,GO oER 
0/,05,31. wE r~~ERR,Gn oE ~ 
07,05,33. IF PQFCLP1 1T ) A;U\ STIl()::()".n 91CL1 
O/,D5,]5. IF p~fC*rR) aND ~OT ~TR( JR-nN3).C),RV JR-DN] 
0/,05.37. RV JR-~N3 
IPR.J~-DN1(1/) IS ALoFaoy n"LJ~E 
0/,05.44. IF PRF.C*TR) AND NOT c;TR()=Cl,RV 
0'.05,4~. IF pRFC~)'lO JR-nO~~ 
0/,05.47. LO Jg-P~~2 
0',nS.411 J~8 1~ Nnw FULLY ~T~ p, TED 
IPR,J:l-PB~2(1/, IS R~I~G il FTP1FVEo 
0',44.59 0,01 CuqE Glvr~ 30464 
0/,4~,01. IF NOT CORF,~O VfR 
0/,45,04. IF PQF.CCOS),C;P (J,C1l 
0' , ',5 , 0 6. IF." S C COB) , S P Il, (0) 
0' , 4~,11). SP n,CO) 
0/,45,13. IF pgF.C.CR) AND 
Of,45,'S. IF PPF.C.TR) A~D 

0/,45.17. IF anS(*LP) nR 
07,45,'9 .. CE , 

!:TII( JR_n N] ) .(),OL .CRO 
~Tn(,e("OL .TRO 
NOT ~TII():C) ,GO 1 

0/,45 .22. If P II F C Ll MIT) , A ~; * L 1'(\, I ( I. I MIT 
07,45,74. IF AASCLIMIT),A~ *Lpn,1 
0/,45 .2 <'. ~S .LP(l,1 
01,45,2 11 • 1 It AE\SC.~T> OR IjOT ST~«).{),Gi) 14 
0'.45.?9. GO " 
0/,45,2'h " U A9SC.Tp),(,O 1i' 
01,45,30. GO 1P 
01,45,31. 1e IF "~!:(.CP) ... ;n 1r. 
01,45,3'. GO H 
0/.45.3'. 1C If PQF(tCQ) lli D ;,OT ~TRC .IR· iHi3)"()'A~ *CRO, ./11-1)'13 
O/,45,~1. AS *r.II(" JR-IIN3 
01, 45 , 3 ~. I F pilE C • T R ) A II 0 ~ 0 T c; T II ( ) : ( ) , AS * Til 0, 
0/, 45 , 35. I F P II Fe. L P ) 4'10 101 0 T "TIl ( ) : C) 0\ OJ i) PilE ( L 1:11 T) , AS. I PO, C L I'll T ) 
07,45.3"'. IF DQqtIP) 41;1) NOT ~TR()II() ."10 ABS(LI'UT),AS .,pO, 
0/,45.]A. IF AAS(.CR) A~O aBS(.TR),OL .CRO 
07,45,36. IF A,,!;C.lP),(ll .. ,PO 
Of,4S,3~. IF ppFC."'T) 1'10 NOT ~TA(),.(),AS .~'T2,(EIIPTY) 
C/,4S,3A. IF PQf( •• MT),AS • IIT 2,CIJIIITEl 
01,45,36. IF PRF(TI"'F.l,T1 
O/,45.3"t1. IF Ar.S(TI"lf),T! <'III, , !: 
0',45,36. TI 5"I"S 
0/,45,37. IF t'RECfNUY1,F. .J 
0',45,37" U AASCEI;HV),E .j (j 
0',45, .$7. EN r) 

TI '" E IJP 
5,04 FAltf~ ,P~OGRAM AT 110Z7", 

11027 B~Z 7 ,,03' NCH)."0~' 
0',52,31. IF ARSC·CP),GO 2A 
0'.52.B. GO 2a 

Continued overleaf "."" .. " . 
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Appendix 5.2 GEORGE 3 Monitor Log for TL 302 ... , continued .... 

~ 07,52,35. 24 ,~ AOS(.TP),~n 2 ~ 
07,S2,3h (,0 2~ 
01.52,39 .. 28 IF An!:(*LP) Ill! 1~IlT STI!O:(),(j O 2 

.') 01,52,4'" I~ A~S(.MT) OR :JoT .;TR<>.().r;o ~r 
01.~2 .43 . (, 0 ;>r 
Of,52,4S .. ZC So /),(0) 

,...., 01,52.47. He IF 10,. LIl 
0I,SZ.S2. FR In 
01 • 52 • 5 ~.. 2 I F P I! ~ ( Eli r.» A II n ~,\ I () 0 II ; ~ J! l ( ) , (j 0 9 R lJ 1/ 0 K 

,~ Of. 52. ~t'> .. IF .~~~ (~~ [) ,(iO fI IlIP/,lK 
Of.52.SR .. (,0 QgUllf)1( 
01 • 53. (\ 1\.. 9 R U II (\ I( 

. J E~II OF I' Arp n 
0/,53,02" •••• 
F II II f) II I ~ V f R ~ I V f II 1\ ~ 0 q II AT F R II 0 I( 
f''UI OF MH~I) 

IH JTI':G F')R OII"PER TO rtN t~11 :N CQpIENr 
O!!,04 . 55 FP H .LPO, 384 T ~A~j $, FRS 
o IS , C 4 • 5 7 J ~ F F • r. III), 1 I' 5 T ,I A 'J ~ I J! ~ S 
01:1.05,00 ~, .. , ~ OELdED.n O, (1;0 00. \) 4.5 9 
a!! , (15 , a 2 5 , 1\ 5 FIN ( ~ HE ll 

'.J 

,j NNN N I~ N EF.f;FEE(FEE;; IJ\J1oI 

N"N'I ""II H " ~(E[Ff:E f Uhf!.! 

"" ~ II 'i N t.liN t: r " W\I\J 

. 'J t/ 'J II'I'IN ~' 'J Ii E J! :' '.JI !U 

'I"'" liNN r\N N E F " U\JW 
N .... NIi", ~'1" t: J! :: FEE U t~\J 

uuw 
UUU 
uww 
wIJIJ 
IJWIJ 
~''.J'J 

1111., ""'N ""'''I FF I FEE II IJ\J UUIJ eJl.JIJ 

v 

() 

- ..., 

1~-'O-73 

N'I N NIIN ' : 'IN r ~. : wlJlJ uww\J\J IJu~' 

OJ': II II·HI~: III.J Er ~ 1J\JIJ 1/101101 

'I&:'I N~I' . ' I ~ [f L 1.'1./1.' Ioll/u 

lj&:OJ '1',0; N [f ., FE e r. FE f E \I IJUIJ 'l 

~'III , ; OJ II (F ·: rEF r FF.Er \JuIJ 

DEnIJGGtN(; OR q ,JN lj! tl r; '~IlIlTOAII PROC;IIA M7 
foIAVH HAlO '\,jl Ll 11 1!>ROn VIIIIR TURNROII~O. 

Fl,!. SESSlnNS ARF NO~ WEl G EV EPV DAY' 
SEE "IAI~ NflTIr. E OO .\IID FOR ~ rH H \llE AND 
II' T _ ( l :; , II ~ II 0" II T S .1 1I!l r' lin : I r II I N F () k "' .H InN 
AV4'LA~lE FQOM I l' : ~O~ OFFlfE. 

''' U~' U IJ ~ 

\Ju\,/ 'J OJ I.' 

IJ'J IJ\JI.' 
\J~I U 

ssss~sss 
B~S~~!\SB!;S 

s~s S!:S 
~~<; 

S!\C; 
~~SSS!:SB 
~SSSC;SS!\C; 

!\C;S 
~~S 

S!:S !;C;S 
B~~SSsSB~S 

~~SS~SS~ 

GE "'"(.E 3 10\(6,6 IJII. L 1I£IIA111 IN LI~E FOP T .. C RF~T n' TillS TEIIM 
T H F PI) S S I 1\ l F. ~I . i F 0 .. 1\ A I : K ., u ILL D E PE - E ItA M I "f D A T r. N II I ~ T ~ A S 
HHII FURT 'tEII VFH FIJ I"'A ;I r.E ~F!\ T ' •• 

y , .•••.•••................ ~ .- ..... ......... ...............••......•••••••••••..••••••.. 
. V 
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APPENDIX VI 

OUTPUT FROM THE SPSS PROGRAMME RUN ON THE CDC & CTL COMPUTERS, 

THE CDC 7600 ACTING AS A LARGE 64K FASTCORE PLUS 256K SLOWCORE 

& THE CTL MODULA I ACTING AS A LINK REMOTE JOB ENTRY (RJE) TERMINAL. 
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Appendix VI Ou tput from the SPSS programme, run on the CDC & CTL 

computers , the CDC 7600 acting as a large 64K fastcore plus 256K 

slowco r e , and the CTL Mo dula I acting as a link Remote Job Entr y 

(RJE) t e r minal. 

* ••• l " :'1! SC Of' ~ ;> . ~ * 11*. 1 "' /17.17 5 

() ,I I (; I 'I ;.td . ',·M . 5 5 C" lI c;£ C I) \. r 
I: .~ ~ . 1 ~ . D F S . l~ X . LIIN'HI'1 l"' l V. 3 ."', 111 . 2'4 L3~5 6 OCT 7~ C:VB ER72 

1 t • j(, . ~fl ~ H'. ',' t.' :' • ~ LH:' Lfl f1 . 

1 , , .' '' • . ~ :. :1 /., ' :'.' • ~'2 ~ J ~.J'\ • 
11 • :H, • . i ~ ;;·H·\.l; ~ : ~ . t' \ '" S V s . 
1 t • ~" . ,d ~ ",,' .'.' • ".1 t I rn) . 
t , • "" • .1 ~ /I " . 11' (1 • , .• 4 t ! I!, IJ • 

1 t ~ ''' • .II' " '. : ,...,:,\ . ~ ~) :: II 'J !~ • 
I , • . 1 f • • . i /) r.w'!" ~ ·! . ?'.J H 1) <;<1, 

t t .3" . JFo :.4 r, \ 1 11 • :i \ l : , SYS . 
t t , :I f . • J " ( " ~ . ~ ,., . ~ • :~ , j '" SV'i , 
I 1 • :3 ... , 31) :: ~" .. ~ ~"' • . i. ~ : ' 51~. 

t I , :In . )1, ,,~ ~ ~ . I.; • :i ~ h ,\ ~ '(~ . 

1 1 • . 1' , • ) (, ~' .~' ~/ : ~ . 3.' \ S 'r <; , 
1 t. H, . 1(, ~" ~ ; I ~, . • ):! 1 t; '( ~ . 

t I • " II . l r, (\ .~ , , : (' • :I.! I "'(~ . 
11 · •.. 1 1) • . It> ~"" (n ~' . "~ , t SVC; . 

\ t , .\ I , • . If, ~l/ .. • .'C' • ) L' ? S~S . 

t 1 • 1 t> . ]" ij t ~~ • . j;, . J ,~ ,? f,1S . 
\ 1 ~ .I n . ,H\ ~ \'1: ' , . ~ " • ] ~' (' ~ y~. 

t ! • :~ ~ . 3 /, ~ I., ' ,':- • 3 ~';- <; ', S . 
t I • , : • . j; C'''·~ '1~7 . Jt ·. ? S'(5. 
I ' ·, V, . j " .~ ~ ; I ~I :, " . j ' 1,; svc; . 
\ , • . 1" • :I (, C1~ · ( · ~~ II, . : ~ ~ , _" 'irS , 
1 1 , :lIl • j!'> e't Y.'~" ~~ . Jti .! SvS . 

'1r:G ~lI\l.rK r.l ":Pu T I ' II; Cf~I Tf: ~ 
~Oq T ~~E STrq ~ ~ ' I ! J£ q"l lv 

~ . rn'.l ( r. RII C " <';>J • . In • .., 7 tiVt~ ) RO !l~I(E 
• A Tl A 01 ( ~ P f. ~ , s p" S , Y D: P II R L I C ) 

Pf h /:l -CVCU: 5 " lT4C '~EO 
• Sp ~~" 

Forn,/AN l. J R I~ t.~Y 177077 18/07174 
l '.('\ "'''!'oS 

. ~~" CP SFC{'\I\jr)5 f 1( F. C" T 1 ON l1fo!E 

R"7 ' "' · I.' A ~ , I 't ~ " ArT) vt' Flt.ES J 

r.."./ 7 t - ()P~ "II:I (l~f C A I L S II 

k "77? · I) A T II T Fl A I~ SFf ' l CALLS 7~7 

rl M77) · rf ) ' . Th'I . l/P ('\~ 1 Ty n 'IIN (' CALLS Q 

I-( '·7 7 4 ~,~ DA TA r ,1 \>lSF r: fl CALLS t ~Q 

PI 77., · n ~~ cn:. l II n LI P ("I S 1 fI () ~I I ~J G CALLS ~4 

1./'.17/:' · (l ll ~. llf: .,A : , ~ Gt::R CALI.S ?:! 

1''' 1 " · Ill; c: 111.1. c: Al t. s 24 

~(>, 4.(,1)] lOI S 

Jl n ~ . C\ I" M" 
~ ' · S "' . ~ 11 6 ..,~S 

1: 5FR VI . ? :~ 7 SEC 
Jl ' ~ II • • \ 1' 4 Sf. C 
l I S ur,F II . tJA 76 \l 0 t)NITS 

SC"'~ '" -OI'lNIf" :; SC ILr s wAPS 
UU: CII <'."'IIX, SCM USED 004'IJM'l "a 

10/1217~ PAr. F. 

5 P S S ~l AT IS TICAL PIICKA~F. fnp THE SOCIAL SCJENCF.S 

V~ A SIO~ ~. ~ .- SPS51"~ -- n~C[~D[R 11)72 
3"AlI. VER1-IOI,J FOR CDC 7f>~H! AT lILCC _ AUGlIST 73. 

1/ ') ' . 'I J ME. 
VI.fl I ,c, !, Lf. I. t5T 

I ' :"LJ T ~ ' f . el ll l l\ 
r vF CAsl :> 
I ' IP I I T I' Of{:" A T 
C;) ', n E ~ C in f' T 11< r 
STATTSTrC:; 
R~ ·~D : 1~ puT D,\ TA 

Continued overleaf 

NR. SAV E f IL ES f~n~ SCOPE J~2 WILL HAV E TO HE 
CO~VERTED USING FT8COPYCTAPE,GTFILf,l) 

Cr. I1F ~~IH'I ~. S nF ~0" FR(1101 ti OFFICEI) 
wH M LOM HRM HBM WHR LHR ~HR H~~ wCR LCR RCR HCR wLI LLI BLI 
ilL 1 w~IT l. MT RMT HMT WN W LNW RNW HNW 
CII~D 
? IHI 
F lXED C2"'F'J. I) 

"l.1. 
ALL 
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Appendix VI SPSS Progr amme Output .... continued .... 

r ', cr; OF SAMPLfS Ill-' 2"' ~' FROM 6 OFF ICES 1I'I/tV7!5 

FTlr 

, ' J L 

'OIlYAAIF "'1\'1 
0 

'1 ( 4'1 :1."'<104 STO ERROR .3104 STO DEY 

(.J VAIHA'.eE t~.f)9ti KIIIHIlf.IS 1 • 1 :1 t t.~88 

'" fl A ',r.( 2".4l'0 :, MINIMIlM MAXIM UM 

V'I TO OnS[llV ,\ TtfJ~li'I - ;1"" 
... ISS I 'II; 0 ~ S E ~ V A T1 O~. S _ I) 

- - - ~ - - - - . --- --- - . -- - - ------ . --- - - - - - -- - - - - - - ----- . --
I') 

VARIAHLf LBM , () . 
ME 1.'1 7.J!> 0 

IJ VA,?TA n Cf tl."~11 

Rh ' lr. t 1!>.p1 0 
u 

VALTD O~S E MvArION~ - ~00 
MI'l';J ·,r; nllSfR VArtOl15 _ l' 

<.J -- - - - - - - - - - - - . 
u 

VAR TAH I.E ~IHI 
'J 

Mf ~I J ".414K 

VAR 1 A IJ!;F 

VtLyn On SF RVAT(n~s - ~"0 
~T ~S I NG O~S~Nv ATtn~s - , 

.:..:1 

; v 

:u 

continued overleaf 

STD OFY 

KIlRTOSI~ 1.494 S'<EWNESS 

M A X I MIJM 

-- - - -- - - - --- - --- - - . - . - - -- - --- - -

STn ERROR .1 ~9 STD DEY 

KIJfITOS I S SKEWNESS 

MPIIMllM ,IH'''' MAXIMUM 

1.132 

17~5 1'10 

1.830 

2 
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Append i x VI SPSS Pro gr amme Output cont inued 

(I"; f'F ~ :."PUS (I~ :>",', Fk(Hl Ii (if ~JCI' S 1 "II ?l75 

FTlr- (C~rArIUN OAT~ = 1~/llI75 

VAPTAf'LF ItHI1 

Mf ~" 2 . :j 4 ~ 5TO DEV I ~ JJJ 

VAQTAt·,CF: I.Jlb KlIlHosrs 1. 130 SKEWNESS 

R A ':r:r= , • ] (,1 ~ MAXIMIIM T.7~A 

V t' l T C' O " 5F: ll V~TIO N S - ~"'a 
'1T5';TNG o r,:ifRVAlIOtJ5 - ~1 

- - - - - .. - - - - - - -- - ~ ---- - ---- --- . - - . . -- . - --- . - - . - -. - --

!:l • . 1 ,9 

VAllI) Of1~E R VATTClf'S - ;>"0 
'"' T .'it; T'-! G (Jf1~f.RVA T ro tl s - 11 

-- - - - . - - - - --
VA1nARLf IEIR 

E; . 0 42 

7 . !.itO 

17.601l 

ValTD OBS f "V4TrO N ~ - 2D~ 
'"1<;<;1'1(; O H Sf~VATTO"'~ - '" 

Continued overleaf 
•• <II <I. <I •• 

STn ERllQR STD Dfv J .7'1 9 

t\URTOSIS I • 114 SKEWNf!l'l 

11 I tl r /1IJ~1 MAXIMUM 

ft _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - • - - - _ - - - - - - - • - • - - - • _ - -

~TD ErmOR 

KUfHOSIS 

MINII1UM 

5TO OEV 

SKEWNf.SS 

MAXIMUM 

2.740 

t~JJ6 

20.000 

J 
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Appendix VI SPSS P 0 grarmne Output .... continu ed .... 

1'11/12175 PAGE 

FILF (C~[ArIO~ DArl ~ IA/I~/75 

0'\ • 

VA~'ARl.f ~6~ 

'" 
MF hN 5 • .,,2 sro E.RROR .t2Q srD DEV 

0 ' V~R1A " C[ J. J'lb I(U~Tn5IS 1.lIl7 .5J7 

~A"'r. E 11. 4 ;Hl M'NI~IUM 1.1~0 MAXIMUM 
1 

V~L'O Dn~~HvAT~nN~. ?~H 
Iq~~I': G OO~fI{VATJO tJS • n 

- - . - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - -- - - - --- - - - ---- - -- - - - --- - - - - - . 

VA~lAnLI: ~tf:lR 

' i 
'1r A II 2. !.7 6 ~rr) ERROR .113 srD DEV 

') VtR1A "J U ". !"d6 KIJRTnSI~ 

'!~' ! ~f. 1'1.1>;'1(1 M111I"'UI1 
MAXIM UM '.APl0 

. ) 
v" l I J) Oll~lI{V AT IIPIS . ,O1.1 

Iq~c;I " r, (iOS! QVATIflNS . " , ) . - -- ----- - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - ---- -. - - - - - - - - - . - -- - -- .. . . -. . 
' ) 

VARIARl ~ "(~ 

M~AN " . 51!! STO FRROR 
) 

. 279 STD DEV 

IIAQ T h : CE 1~.,)71 KURTt'SJS 
SKFWN ESS 

R A "'r. ~ 21.t> 0 ~ Mll~ IMLIM .IOA MAXIM UM ::»1.71:'0 

'HI II) OO~ f RVAT I ONS - 20~ 

H! S!> I 1; (, (l!.l~~~VAT 1(1"!\ - . tI 

'. 

Continued overleaf 
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App endix VI SPSS Programme Output .... continued .... 

cr. f'F SA :~PU:; OF ::> ' iI F~n "1 6 (I~ rl CI :5 10/1 ')/75 PAG E 

F 11 F 

r 
V A Ilf A R I. f LCR 

11 ~ ~ ~. 7.JlY9 STn ERROR STo Dry 
,-

v A III II NCf- ;>4,410 SKEWN ESS 

llA//r:f !i9 .3 ~1' I . J01'1 MUJMUM 

V~I.TD ORSEIlVAT l fl\JS - .,"1Il 
"'TC;~ING o H S E R \' A TI r I~ :; - I' 

- --- - ----- - - - -- - -- - - . -. ----- - -- ----- - - -. -------~ - . 

STO F~>?OR ,3 0 6 S f(J Ot::V .. , ,B \ 

13 6 .9 88 10,RIA 

59 . 8('10 MJNTM l/ ,.. • RIi0 MUIMlIM 61'1,601'1 

VALTo OOSf PVATIO ~ S - ?"~ 
~r~ ~ r ~G UH5ERV II1T O~S _ ~ 

. - - -- . - . - - -- . -- - -- - -. . . - - . --- - - . . - - ----- -. -. . - ---. 

5 TO £JIHOR STr> DEY 2,958 

VLFTANCf 8.749 I(URTOSlS SKEwN F. SS 10,951 

~0 .2 h0 I1TNJM UM MAXIMUM 4",600 

VALlO oA SfRV ATIn ~ s _ 2UH 
" rC;SI NG OR5fRVArln~s _ ~ 

Continued overleaf 
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Appendix VI SPSS Programme Output continued . . .. 

...... 

1 

j ' 

1) 

FT l F (~RfATI0~ DATt a 10/1~/15 

VAJnARLf. "u 
ME All 

VA~TANCE 

Ih ~ ~ I ; E 

VAl , TO ('In~fR\I/lTTnN~

MT~~l~G nA5F~VATTnN~ • 

"."., 510 E~ROR 

KURTOSIS 

1""1'-175 PAGE 

STD DEV 

SKEWNESS 1.953 

MAXIMU M 

- - - - - - - - - - - - -- ----. -- -. -. --- - ---. -- --- - -- . ------ - . . . 
..., 

VARTAflLE lLl 
~) 

Mf A" 7.Mll 5Tn fRROR .22to STO DEY 

') YAld A~; CE 1"'.192 I<U~TOSIS SKfWNES5 1 ·.~60 

RA'I!;E 11l.9:dC:l 
- ) 

MAXIMUM 21.401'1 

YfIlTD O'iSERYATIN' ~ - ?~f\ 
M I <;r;J""r. Of!SERVATlI1"'S - 0 

) -- - - - - --- -- - ---- - -- - - - -- -- ---- - - - ----- ~ -- - ---. - .. - lit 

' ) 

YARJAHLE till 
) 

Mf.~"J ~.234 STn HROR ~TD OEY 

,,; ' Y/IRIANCE ;>4. "~h' KU~TllSIS 11. A7B 

~ A 1,r,E r;9.~'HI MJNIMUM 1.300 MAXIMUM 
J 

VAI.TO DH Sf RvA T t O~JS - 21~0 
Mt~<;I'"G DFlSFR\lATT('N~ - " ~ 

. \,J 

Continued overleaf ........ 
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Appendix VI SPSS Programme Output .... continued .... 

CG nF SA~Pl ES OF ~ C'i ,' Ffi i lM b OFFlC[~ 11'1/1:>175 PACf 

I' r I. r (C~f~Tl r~ DAlE = 1~/121'b 

VAPrAHLF. f<LT 

2.j!'i 5 STI) DfV 

25.37 4 KURTOSTS SKEWNESS 

.:1 01'1 

VALTO onSERVATT()~S - ? ~ ,~ 

M T ~s I % OH~tflV ATI ONS - I) 

- - -- - - - - - - - - -----. ----. - -- - -- - -. - -. -- . - . - -. - - - - - -- - -
VA 'l JA flLE I'-~T 

flF H I 4.lI fl B 

VARJA NCE 13.~' J 1 

RA~r.E ;> 1.2"" 

V~'-J(' OBSER"" T 11"'5 - :> 110 

"'rS!'I"C OfJ5F RVA TJr·~; s - 1'1 

- - - --- -- -- - -

I':FHI 

16.201tl 

VAllO OOSFRVATln~s _ 2~0 
~T~~I~G DOSERVATI O~ ~ _ 0 

Con tinued over l eaf 

STI) ERROR 

KunTOSIS 

.1 HI' 

STD DEY 

SKF.WNf.SS 1.655 

21.300 

- -- - -------. - -- - . - . ---- . -. . - --- . ~ - --- -

STD f~ROR STD DEV 

KUkTOSIS SKEWNESS 

MA)(IMUM 

., 
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Append ix VI SPSS Programme Ou tput .... continued .... 

1I'/IV75 PAGE 
F'IlF (CRFATlnN U4Tf s t0/1217~ 

VAIIJAr\L~ a"T " 

ME A~I 5. I ;, I 

)' VAIITANCE ".4Ilid 

RA ',GI' 11.0:11' 

VA lTD OB ·')F.R V4Tl'lNS - :?IHI 
~TS~ING OBSt::RVA T tr~NS - 0 

. - - - - - --- - - - -. 
: 

VARTAALl ~"IT 
~ 
./ 

MfA" 2.064 

) VAr!! ANCf. I. J:)" 

qAllr.E 6.11"11 
) 

VA LTO onS~RVATIONS - 2~1II 
MI~~ING nBS~RVATI O ~S - 0 

-

5TO FRRO~ STO OEv 1.61'\6 

KURT OS IS SKEWNESS ."111 

1.200 ~AXl~ lI M 

-- - - ---- - -- -- - - - -- - - -- - --- - - - - - - ----- . 

STO fRF;OR .11'62 

KURT(JSI!l I. Jti0 

STO Of" 

SKEWNESS 

"'Axt"'!)M 

1.16) 

1.167 

6.J1II0 

- . - -- -- - - - - - - -. --- - - - --- - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - --- -
./ 

IIARTAFILF. !IINW 
.J 

"FAN OJ.llt! 

,. VARTANCE 1~.402 

f4ANr.F. 11,."",0 

VAL TO ORS[RVATJO':S -
-1I~SI~l G O[lSo;RvAT' ~ NS . _ 

, / 

Continued over l eaf 

S TD ERROR 

KUIHnSI~ 

• tH'" 

2110 

'" 

STO OEV 

5KEWNF:SS 

MAXI"'UM 

". ·11115 

1'.5:;6 

22.00111 



~ 

" 

---, 

'\ 

1 

') 
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Appendix VI SPSS Progr amme Outp ut continued 

C~ nF SAMPL ~ 9 OF 2 ~~ F ~ O ~ b UfFICfS 

FI I. ~ ( C ~ [ ATION OATf: 1 ~ /\2/7 ~ 

V A~TAALE L \) 10/ 

~ r: ,\'J 7. 7 1i 4 !\TD f PROR 

VAR !A NC( \ 1l .t!21 

RA " r.E 17, '.HI " HINr~IUH 

VAl 10 OBS ~ RV ATION5 - 2kl ~ 

MI'i"I 'J G O~S E RV4TIOf ' ~ - p: 

.:?JJ 

1,61 2 

STO OEv 

IlKf·WN F. SS 

MAXIMIIM 

11'1/12175 PAGE 

J.29'" 

1,216 

. - - . - - - . - - - - - - - - - ---- - - -. . --- --- - - --. -- . - -- - -- - - - - - -
v ~ 'IT A RL [ t:! 'Jw 

'iF A 'J 4.7 " 2 STl' ERROR ,tJJ STD O[V 

... ... R TA ~I C f. j,~'8 SKEIo/N f SS 

IH 'J ~E t<', " HI MA)(IMUM 

v" '- T 0 0 9SER VATl (, ~S - 2 ~H' 
HT <; <; 1"(; O [1 S ~RV AT! (1 "'S - " . - - - -- - - - - - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ N _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ • _ _ • _ _ _ - • -

VA RJAflLf ;'1/10 

Mf A~ ! 2,916 ST[l ~ RIWR S TO DEY 

'1A '1 r A NCf \ 1.071 KURTn SIS 90,761 SK EwN ESS 

RANr.E "I, !)liHJ .5A0 MAXIMUM 

VAIP) OA SEI/ VAT r Ol'; 5 - 20 0 
~1<;'ir N G ORSEI/ VA T IrI-. ~ . 11 

Continued overleaf 
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Appendix VI SPSS Programme Output .... continued .... 

t ll /lV75 PAGE ! " 

1~/12175 PACE II 

~ hOl l'1 ((I'iJ'l.(lf.O 

'HI " PER (IF C[lN THOl (4'lnS R£"CI I() 

(' ~1i " If1f R (1F f iHH'I<S C[ TF C Tr. n u 

J 

) 
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APPENDIX VII 

THE DATA CHECKING AND HISTOGRAM PLOTTING PROGRAMME 

FOR TESTING PARCEL PARAMETERS 

This programme is written ~n FORTRAN for the 

ICL 1903 computer. 
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!I n 13 
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Oil 15 
flnl ... 
11 ~17 
0/\11'0 
0019 

'l O' O 
onll 
')O n 
(In ;'l 
,j r.t4 
) 0 25 
.) (\ Z /) 
~n '7 
(In,1I 
0 0/'1 
" 03(> 
{ln3, 
(I03( 
0033 
(l C'H 
(1 ( , 3 5 
onlo 
0031 
u031! 
0 11$9 
0 04 0 
1\0 41 
') II~Z 

O(l 4J 
" 1)44 
(1)45 
0 11,6 
0 11 47 
Ofl'I> 
0114'1 
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o n~' 
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OIlH 
0/\55 
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"057 
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The Data Checking and Histogram Plotting Pro gramme 

fo r t esting Parcel Pa r ameter s , wri tt en by t he author 

f or the ICL 1900 computer . 

OI. S T::_ tlrL~ I I ~ 1. 

, , T r: (. i' ? Q L 4 ' . t , ~ S T , f) II, I' 'I , 

(\ I II C 'I:; I .I 'J L i " r (1 " I ) , " r • ( 10) . V ~ P ( 4) , P 1/ (\ /\) 

~ I :' EN " 1.1'! C (C 1)(0 1 , TV P F (6) , ~ I ,. ( I 4 1 , ~ 1:1 (41 , ~ '0( (4 \ , C US S ('4) 

~ I " I: '! '; I ,) ~ 0 I ( ~ 0 \1 \ , ~ J ( ',0 .) \ , Q " ( ~ n u) , IJ T ( ~ n I) I 
~ I" r ' J <; I I) ,: II I~ A P ( (, ) , l IT ( ~ 1 , , 1 L ( .• ) , C r ( /' 1 , P '·1 ( " ) , ~ ( T ( 6 , 4 1 , • r. L ( fo , 4 ) 
r. 0 " 111" ; I 01 '1 C I ,.",\ ~ 
r ()": ! n .; I I ~ L 0 C ~ I I. I N E , R I AN,: , A ST . 0 H 
n'T ,\ ., F F 1 ,1 H ,; , ~ II' "4" , A ' ''1 1, , r, ~ T n N , 7~ C A OV no .~ , 1\ II I. , V E A P , L 1 "HM" 1/ C H , Till 4 II II 

2~q) O , ·( : I !·'n l \17 ' I~pF.r.'AI,/. IOI O NFI 

n AT ,I E 'llJ /3 ~ c: ~ D I 
nAT ,\ TV p < 16 ,1 \.1 ~ I "~T 1 {, ~ l F. tI r, T H , ~ II V I II T H 1 I> H II r , GilT I 
II A T i \ I J Q ', :' lS i: 0 A ~ E q 1 " ;I C ,\ II ~ I! n 1 ',' .. S " C ~ I N (, • 7 ~ P I AS TIC, 4 H ~ 0 0 D • 5 H ~ PAIl f: I 
r H ,I ~ : I I ~ 'f S T ~ F. L 1 ... H COT TO :I , 6 II ~ LI 8 ~ E ~ 1 8 II ~ ~ " 1/ n U A ~ I 
I.'R1TF(2."Z) 

9 ,' rll~ " , \ T('''','7H D""CFL A!jH\' ~IS.) 
H~ IJ (' I,;>l"){ 

5~ F " ~ ' 1 4TnX,'3l 
I'I() 5 ' . • " 2 

5 ,) r OPII .IT(14) 
o F ~ II (, 1 50 ) N 

S CO'JTI ~II F 

Of .\;>(' 1411011llFS 
4 ,) 0 ~ I) q IU T ( I I 0 1 

, H In F S • F'l • III I (l F ~.o 
4 S 0 F (\ P 'I AT ( , Ttl I S r) ~ • I eFt :i ,",1\, ' N U,"IF. II '" ~) 

WOrTF(Z,45~)OF'(IO'S) .IOFS 
50' F (I P II AT (, 0 f. IHI ~ V LAO l L £ IJ ~ I n H T $ T H Leo TT ON • U IB S CHID I " ) 

w Q[TFC?~C') 

ro 70 "II"H~ 
4 ,) 0 0 ~ E ,\ n ( \ • ' 0 11 ) I (\ •• , P N '1 , IS " • IV ,> p 1 I L ~ 1 I 0 l • 1 L • 1 ~ , 1 II • 

2 IIT. II L 
, I') 0 F n II II A T ( I ~ • I , ' 2 X," , • , x 1 l , 2 1 , / I 3 • ~)( ) 1 " r 2 ) 

~ I ( '1 ). r LoAf (' L) /I O. 
p J (: :) • F lf~ ~ T ( ,,"I) /I 0 , 
O((I : ).FLlloIT( I Hl/'O. 
U T ( II) a F L n .\T ( I L R 1 • F L (\ AT ( I 1\ 2>/16. 
UP. I T F ( 2 1 ~ 00) I II r 1 , P N II. I S II . 'V ~ P 1 I L" 1 1 0 l 1 R f 1M) • R J (H) • tIC (H) • 

2 liT, " L 
~OO F I) ~tI.\T('H ,11.1

'
,,212,1 2 .13,3F5.,.8(3) 

n (IW~P) ,.CT (1I1RP\.'. 
nO 1 5 'J LV.', 4 
r CT (I . J R r ' LX l. F LOA T (,.. TC \. X » • Fe T (lia P • l \I ) 

150 HL(! ! I Q~,L)(l. FLOAT(ML(L\() • FCI(lIJR',LIt) 
UT S oI: I. '·IT ~ U-I.u T (Ill 
olS .. gl ( : Il.~l~ 
IIJS:o~J ( I I\. ~ J~ 

70 H~.oq l l).g(~ 

X""FI ' )~T (IIX) 
I-IT Ilc W T ~ ',,,1 XII 

o I"'" I S/X'I 
OJ ' ,.qJ~/y:.1 

o~"cgf.S/XIl 

no ~ " '''' ,t.= \ f I I)' 

'JV .. ( " T ( n ~ )-I.ITlll --2+UV 
OI V "( ~ ,(,,ftl-ol~l-.2 +RIV 
~ J V" ( ~ J ('1") - Q.J "I) •• 2 • I, J V 

e, O( V ~( ~ K(~A)_q ' M) •• 2 . ~ ~V 

~ u .. S 'l 'I T ( ~JV 1)(" 1 
~lc~()~T(~IV/XII) 
$ J • S I'):j T ( Q J V I )( :, 1 
q.~() ;{ T (P~V/)( "" 
I~QITF(2,'10) 

9 I' F to ~ " ,~ T ( ~ 6 x • 'd HE" II • , h)( , , "H S T l N II A" 0 D"" r A! I n IJ ) 

Continued overleaf 
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Appendix VII Data Checking & Histogram Plotting Programme .. continued .. 

(1 ,17 (1 
o n71 
0,) 12 
l' n 73 
0 n H 
(111 I ~ 
ilfl7~ 

V') 17 
r)1I III 
')(\ 79 
vllo O 
0(111\ 
0 11 1\ 2 
on83 
n ')S 4 
Ot'tI ~ 

1) 1)8 6 

("In 87 
01)118 
,"n<l9 
(1 "'I 0 
011<>' 
0<, <'>2 
0"9 3 
1) .,<> , 
0 ·)9 ~ 
')1\\1 6 

on97 
() /l9l\ 

1)f\ 09 
0100 
(1 10' 
.J 1 0 2 
(11(1 3 

0 104 
I) ~0 5 

VI 0 t> ' 
\1 1 0 7 
,) , () l! 
(\ 109 

(I' , ° 
(l I , " 

(I' , 2 
Q'I] 
(}l 14 
0 1 , ~ 
v,'6 
0"7 
0 1' 8 
(I' '9 
t' ,2n 
nu, 
l' I 12 
O, n 
(1' 2L 
0 ' 25 
0'26 
0 'l7 
0,28 
0 '29 
')1 In 
.) , l, 
0 132 
0' J3 
0 134 

t ... .. : I t \' I · ' I I J , . , J ' 

9 , ~ ,, ~ " .1 T ( :\ ~ IJ [ I 'i ~ T , Ifl X .I' I (1 • ~ • 28 X • F1 I). 2 ) 
\/ ~ I Tr ( 2 • 03 ) :1 III , :; I 

9 .1 f ,) ~ ,, \T(RH I('J'jrll ,1" X ,,1(l • • '.2I1X.rln . 2> 
\/ p t T r ( 7 • 04) •. 1 I , S .1 

9 I. ~ ' I 0 " . , T ( 7 'I u t OT .1 , 1 1 x • F1 n • 2 • :1 8)( , no. 2 ) 
UP i T~(7. .05) l< rll,~' 

9 5 f '1 ~ " ,\ T ( Q ~ ~ E I (; ~ T , 1 (I X , rI (\ • " • 211 X • FlO. 2 ) 
IInT~(2.~321 

5,2 F Il~" ;,T(I/I' FQlrTIO Io! M': AN V HUE~.'//l 
~o 5' .1 J 'I .1.,., 
U D I T F ( 2 , ~ 3' ) '.J I( }, p ( J U) • C T \ ." 1) 

531 r 0 P,II \ T (II ' F ,) R \J R h ' I UTE R IA L r. 0 ~ SIS T I ~ G I) F " 48,' , " F 6 , , , 
2 ' PA ~ CF. I S IN GRnUP .'/l 

1 F ( C T ( J f) I F. () • () • ) IJ R I T ~ ( 2 • 511 0 ) 
'AO fIl WI',\T(' TIIEQ~ 4RF 1./.) PAqCELS IN THIs GAOUP') 

IF(C,(J :J).e,l.o.)r.o Tn 53n 
on 5'.5 J".'. 4 
H T ( .f a , J I' ):a F rr ( J " , J V ) I ~ r ( J U ) 
fC L (J " ,J V)·UL(J tI ,J V1/ Cr<JU) 
P-TA .I< ~I'T( JOI, JVI 151. ;,! I) S 771 
XL-TA )( ~~L( JU ' JV) 157.29 577) 
II P. I T r. ( Z • 51 0 1 Fe T ( .1 U , J v I • :< T , F C L ( J II I J V I , XL, • H ( .f V ) 

' 10 FC' RI : ~T(' ~R'CTlnN IS ',H.2,° D~GqF.FS I,F6.c,,1 COHFlCH'NT STATIC, I 
2 . " ~ ,; I ,~ • I Ol F G REF S I.; 6 • 4 ,I r. 0 EF rt C I! ~ T ~ Ll 0 I N G ,0 A I,,, A ) 

533 C(1 'ITI ,J\IF. 
530 CI') :; T I ~" F 

\/Q!H(Z,751) 
U( 11 · WT'1 
RX(2 )·PI''' 
• x ( 3 1 ,, ~ J I~ 
DX (I, ) cQ t: '" 
~ ~ (i I - S ' / 
Sn(;? )I,SI 
~~(:\)·SJ 
~~( '; )"~I( 

VH(I)·SLJ.~~ 

VAD P)·S'·!;I 
V H' ( 1) • s .f • S ,f 
VA~(4)-~~·SK 
1,,'1:: 1) 

71 0 J,!tr."n 
I P·1 
1~(I N~ . AF ,4)~O Tn 990<> 
tld l ol :J tI+1 
I F ( 1'1 ~ • ~ I') I , ) r; 0 Tn 781 
11 0 1i 7 /) Jx.1.14 

~7() CLAS~(JX1·O 

7 t: ' 0-$)'10 I"" 
7,11 SI~u.~X(INO)-3.0.CS 
720 J:lJ.1 

lFeJ . IiF.1S)(, n TO 730 
~I~(J)·SIOB+~LOAT(J.1)· C ~/2. 
IF(Sl ~ CJ1,LT.O.)r;0 TO 7 2 1 
(,0 TCI 7;- 0 

7 30 Gil T" (731 , 732,733,13 4 ),INn 
70' U~IT" (,,797) 
702 F 0w~A T(!III' pROGRAH JAI L ~O av EXCEEblNG _AN(if OFSD ~tT~ ALL 

ZI,i Et;.\ TIV,- VALl'tS') 
ro n Tn Qo09 

72' IH.J 
I F ( J • £ ,) • , 4 ) (.0 Tn 791 

GO Tn 7 2.) 
7~' 01'\ 735 I.' ,'IX 
735 C(I).UT(I) 

GO TI) 740 

Continued overl eaf 
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. ; , s ~ 
:) , .51> 
11 '!,7 

0 ' !'k 
0 139 
r. 14i' 
(It 41 
014( 
0 143 
0 141. 
(l 14~ 

0146 
0147 
0 14A 
(l 149 
::> 15 (I 
(l ' 51 
() 152 
O ~ ~ 3 
0 1H 
1)155 
OlS6 
IJ 1 S 7 
0158 
0159 
01bO 
(,' 16\ 
0 1 02 
11'63 
0 1c4 
o It, 5 
01"", 
01' .. 7 
016/\ 
0 169 
I) 1 In 
1) 1' , 
0172 
0 ,7.3 
OIH 
(1 175 
0 ,i'6 
0177 
v 1711 
0,79 
O,l:Iil 
0' ~, 
o I/IZ 
Oliq 
u\84 
O'8~ 
o IIlb 
o HI7 
OI!!1; 
o ~ 119 
(\ 19 0 
Q'?, 
0 ' <; 2 
0' ''' -' 
(; 19 4 
019 • 
0 196 
0 19 7 
0 ,9 11 
0 ,99 
0200 
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Data Checking & Histogram Plotting Programme .. continued .. 

905 

750 

751 

752 
753 

7~5 

7S" 

6000 

1I 00 J 

", I I " IJ 1;1" ,1X 
r.c l );~ lll ) 

roll TO 7", 11 

l' oI 7 I? 1=" tlX 
rcl)=~J(!l 

(.r ' ":" n ? 1. ,) 
~ II 7, ,, Iv, ,IIX 
CC I)cOKcll 
011 7~' .1 -' ,MX 
~11 7 ',2 ': -I R,13 

IHccJl.r'£,~loC,(ll GO Tu 74~ 
r.t .'5~ (K)· CI A5S(1O • , 

~r.·llr·' 
rill Til 744 

C '1!1 T I .: · I ~ 

(("/T I ~ ' I ;: 

r.L~5~/I4)·CLASS('4l+1 
MC=I: r .• I 

(1l!; T I !I" F 
C') :lT I 'J ' , F 

U( lIf , 'IE.IIX) IJRIT" (2, ? ll j )HC,MX 
r fJl!lI ,\T(' ~ ~ II , IQ IN '~11 I II\FII OF ClASS AT '.14" COHPAREb IIITH', 

2 14,' 'N TIlTAL') 
~l /'l (14).oI)9. 
~RITF/2,75 0 )TYP£(I~D\ 

FII P'UTI/I, HlnOGA " M plll; ITS FOR I,AS.I, /lIHF,IjSION' NUHBEII IN 
Z rL .\:;~' ) 

~,, ~ ' .ATC'H',' IilST I1 G><AM I'I"TA,') 
IJolrr<7,753) 
IJPITF/2,7~2)C S IOcLl,I.'.7) 
IJ R 1 H (2, 752) ( C l A ~ 5 C l I , L c, , 7) 

r I) 1I1t .\ T / , X , i' C" x, r1 0 , 4 ) ) 
~ 1. P II AT(t,y,'< - .~.'l'''O X ,'< - ;>. 5',IIlX,'< .. "I)','OlC,'< ·'.5','Ox, 

2'< ., .0' ,\~x.'< .0,5' ,' 0 v,'c M~AN'l 
Ffl~ " ATC:,~,'< .I).~',\/'IX,'< +1.0',1(1)(,'( 1.5 ','Ox,'< .2.0 " '0)(, 

l'( +7.5',\ Ox , ,< +].O',I 0V,'> +3.n'l 
\JAITF(~,7H) 

YOIT£/2,7S7)C510Cl),' =R,14) 
IJP'T~C7.,752)CClA~S(L),l.~,'~) 

IJ~lTF(?,"55)TYP£CI"OI 
~ n u", \ T ( I I I'l I H r '/ S ION IJ ; ~ I. A ~ ) 

~~IT~C2,756)QXCI~bl,~ ~ CINI'l),VAR ( INDl,TYPF(IN/I) 
~np."ATC' I~nll ',FlO . Z,' STA."j!IAAIl nfVIATIO'1 l,nO,4. 

Z' " AnT.\'JC£ ',r,Il,I,I' HL roq nATA Olj I,AA' 
UDITE(~,6~"0)TYPE/IN~) 

f II A.t A T c1 H 1 , ' F R E Q II EN e y D, ~ TA 1 "tIT ION , n R " A 8) 
cl a r,sl7.n 
~ I ~ T. 'I X ( , 'I ro) .6. O. C S 12.0 
M' A :: • C l A ~ S / I \ 
n n ,i n .) I .1' I ~ , ~ 4 
IF( I,"'; :<.r,E.CIBseJ»r.tl TO 6 1/ 02 
(It' .\:{ .CLAH (J I 
r.fl tl ll :;u" 
CO 'IT I ·JlI F. 
WPITF(2,~n0 3 \Typ~/IN~l, S llla.~IOT.CL,nHAX 

FItA ' 14T( 6 lC,' RAIlGE OF '.A8 . ' 15 FRO'" 1,"0.],1 TO ',F'O,lI 
Z t!-~,I 11,IlT ,I F r.L .\SS ItlT C RV~ 1. I~ I,F,n.JI 
3 I'> X , I !' .\ ~ 1" : J M 0 R 1\ 1 'lH E 'I F. 1 4 H TIS I, F1 0 , '1111 ) 

WWITF/Z,,,,,I OS) 
r qHI'I\ T/~O ·t,' I/UHOFR IN C LASS,'") 

I P F q n 
DO 64 " 7 "X~,., n 

py, I(O",lI1A)( /1 O,.~ LOAf ( ilvl 
IJOIT~(2,~4n ~ )IPF.pV 

f'1 allo\T (10¥,11 ,2l1"oc4X,r6, :' ll 
ClO 4 ~ 2 2 I. Y f 1 ,,0, 
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Appendix VII Data Checking & Histogram Plotting Programme .. continued .. 

•. ;:n , 
,' 7:: ;> 
0,('1 3 
"?" ..' '-
0 ' t ~ '
:) , 1,) 0 

0 7n ? 
(l 70 F. 
0 ? l' Q 
(l ? 1(1 

o l" 
021Z 
011 ., 
r:t ?14 
021 ~ 
0216 
(I ~17 

0 2111 
0 ?19 
0; lI" 
O~l ' 
07.2 2 
l)7.l 3 
O? ZI. 
0715 
OUt. 
r7.27 
~7 ll\ 
0,21; 
(l 7J n 
07. 31 
O?3Z 
~ ? .n 
O,H 
02J~ 

0 236 
OlJ1 
ozlS 

6 '. ~~ L l'l r i I.VI = 91, ,\ : ;~ 

I I 'H (1) ,, rH 
nil,', I ,! 3 I Z = 1 ,1(\ 
L = l7. .1 0 .. 1 

6 , Z3 LI ' Ir. (l). OH 
IJ P I r ~ C? , 6 ~ ;> .. I L I :1 ~ 

6 3Z4 ~ 1) ~· I ," TC1 1X .1 U 1 ,\\) 

n (1 (, 1 '1 0 L ~ = 1 , 1 ° 1 
6,o0 L1 II F(L;()8011 

I p"o 
u~I T~(2,f,3 0 1)LP,OH,L' N E 

6301 rOR I1 1T(3X,tl,SX,.' "01.,) 
IIT_Il, 

~O ~ 310 I P.I~"4 
(\1. . "I T 

n T-CL " SSCLO) 
VAl ,,~II\(lP) 

r.A L L II S (j q PH ( nT, 0 I , L P , V • L ) 
6}10 rO :/ TI" d ~ 

(H :I (\~ 

nT- 0 . 
lP a u, .. ' 
U Q I T ~ ( 2 • f, J ,) 1 ) L P ,011, LIN E 
nO li J :J 2 l F ., • 1 0 1 

6 3 0Z ll :: F(Ln* l1" 
UP1TFCZ, ~ 3 n3 1 (No . nH , 1. 1N ~ 

6~(l3 FO ~"i Tn X ' I\ ~,4X,"',' :> ' ;" ) 
1J~ITF(2, (. J f14 ) 

6 .'04 FII PI1 4TCI!!' HISTOr.RAIi IS rOHPI.ETp'O. • •••••••• ') 
(jn Tn 7,11\ 

9099 wq lT~(?,9 7 ) 
9? F ,'P I I A T C I' ~ I) II Ell'· S. ' !' ••••• • • • ••• • •• •• • •••••• • , ) 

UP 1TE(7,~4")")( 
51.0 FfJ~, .. \T(lII' TifF TOTAL NIIH ~F. A OF CUDS IIE_F. ,,,,) 

1J.1T~ (;!.06) 
96 JOn,, ;" (f,H ••• • •• 5X,~H· •• ··) 

~10p 
F II 0 
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Appendix VII Data Checking & Hi s t ogram Pl otting Programme ., continued ., 

'~ 7 3Q 
r, 7 i, ~ 
07 41 
o? <.2 
024, 
0 7.44 
U 74 S 
0 746 
0 747 
0 7. 4 8 
r, ,4Q 
0 7.~ (l 

n 5, 
02 52 
C? )J 
v ?5L 
07. 55 
0 7~'" 
(' 757 
n58 
en/; 
C, ' 6 r, 
t' 7.61 
(762 
r' 7 6 3 
(> 7.64 
~ , 76 S 
{, ? 66 
0 7 6 1 
(126F, 
0 ?6Q 
0 270 
07. 71 
(, 272 
0773 
0774 
07.75 
0276 

C?'7 
CU8 
n 7. 79 
n?M 
0'81 
0282 

6 1.0 

6 '; (\ 

635 

11 4 2 

6 '; 7 

6 ~, 

6'i2 
6~'" 

6 58 
6 (, 0 
64' 

6'" 

~ ' In i: ,, ' IT I ': E rI ~ I~ Q '" ~ ( QT . PI L , ~J , V 1 
I 'H[G O' Q ~LA; •• ~ST . !l~. ~ N " 
n ·1 '1( ', :; 1,11,1 L I ~ r ( 1 n' ) 
r. fll tl l " . : I ; It. C l.lIt ,\ X 
en' 'I' ('\ :: I I ~ L '1 ( ( Ii. I N E • ilU N ~ • AS T • 0 H 

J ~ T _ J r ! ~ ( ( H. , 0 I) . I I CH I AX. O. , ) 
I ~L =ln :« (PL*, no. 1/0,", ,\X+(').') 
IF(lgL.E 0.n )r ~L =' 
!F(IQT.F.n. 0 ),QT_I 
(1) o, n J .. I • , (\ 1 

L J ~ I F (J) .RL ;.N~ 

'F(lgT-I~L)~' O .6~1,6S 2 
no "'~S .,- r ~ T , T R I 
LI !l f (J)_A ~ T 

~RJTr(Z.A42)v.O~.LIUF 

F n W II AT(1~,F tI .3.'lC,Al.l01A') 
,IX_loT.' 
"I) r', ~ 7 J=n.T RL 
l' ·'F (J) "a L~" r. 

(i 0 Tn 10,,0 
L1 .jF ( J ~ T): ,; 0 

\J" 1 T ~ ( 2 • 1,42 ) v , II ,I • L I II F 
r; n T" "',;(\ 

0 11 1.:;6 .I _ r ;: , • 1 R T 

L J :H (J ) - ,' ~ T 
WRITF(2,"'4~)v.O~.LIUF 
,! X-IoT-, 
nO (, ~ " J~!~L.JX 

LI 'J ~(J).UL:,N ( 

. w~JH( ~ .(,4'HJH.L!~' E 
FOR 114 T ( lOX. :,' , , () , A I ) 
W P J T F ( 7. , (,41 ) 11" , L , /I F 
W Q I TF (2 , "'6 I ) N. OH. LIN F 
FORII 4T(llC,ll.4X.41,101Al1 
wPJTF(~,""')nH.L'NE 
WQ!TF(2.A4 1 lOH'LINE 
Anu;" 
END 

~L()C~ OAT" 
r~TEG~~ qL" Hr .AST.0H 
~I !' f ialn/j LIIJ~(\01) 

r 0 'I: : n :;/ I ~ L (\ U I LIN E • R' ,\ N K , ~ S T , n H 
0lT4 A$T"H."BL4NK/1H I,OM/1H-/ 

• eND 
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Appendix VII Data Checking & Histogram Plotting Programme ., continued .. 

n? 8 3 ~ I . , I ~ ;1 

£ ~(l CI~ cu·, P I L .\T J 0 " - ,~ 0 EII~I')~~ 

-- ~/C 5UBFllE I . 4 ,) ilU C~ETs 

r I II C; T \J nQ~ rJ LE 56 nU crET~ 

SFCO"D \J (\ OU I LE 39 B IJ CKET~ 

CO~SOLJOATED ~ y Xr CK 128 

~QnGA4'" TEST 
EXTE~~F~ 1ATA (Z Z~~ ) 

COMPACT PROGR4~ ( ~ BH) 

cnRE ' 11776 

S ~ G 

s ~ r, 

S rG 
$ I' G 
C;JP 

C'!v 
$ FG 
SeG 
$ EG 

..:: ------ ..:...- - -
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PCL.\I/Al 
TAN 
S (1 0 T 
F L I') ,\ T 
JlllOCIC 
Ol le 
HSr,r. " :1 
HIX 
IOlOCICS .. 

useo 

USE~ 

USen 

'7101/74 U II F 04 /33/04 
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Appendix VII Data Checking & Histogram Plotting Output 

>~~CFl A'J ~LY~!S, 
T w I ~ nn,CF. I ~ ~ t Q M ' ' I A'! IJtl n:) .~ , 

OU NO SIJ LB (17 L r. ~ '·/1 ~ ~T ~ TE E I. r OTTI'l'1 DlI l '~ ;; rA"O ...., 

, , l 4 6 20,2 , .; , n 3,4 , , ;>~ 7.? '0 21 ·,n ~ :; ~5 

2 1 , j 5 , , , I) ~, (I 4,/\ I) ,~ S 23 40 7 '1 '.0 4:, 55 
3 1 Z 9 10 '6 , 2 , 4,6 ,~, 6 10 ('t; 74 40 n 4(1 3 /. 55 

" 2 S ,4 , ~ ,0 4,6 4,6 I) ;OS 24 40 2~ :,0 4 ,) 5S 
5 1 l 12 , , ,0 , n, 0 ",0 9 ;>S 7S 40 ,r., ., 0 37 SS 
6 3 , , , 2~ ,O , .s," 4, 'I 1 , ,:S ~3 40 2° I,n 3r. 5S 
7 , , Z , ~ ,4 " , 4 4,4 9 25 24 40 29 4 (1 4:, 55 
A 3 " , 1\ , l ,6 , ',I) A,' 10 7~ 7:; 40 3,) 41l 4 I 55 
9 , , ~ 14 16 , I) A, ;> 7,A 9 " ~ 23 41) ~ (\ 40 4, SS 

, 0 , , ~ 5 20,1) '6,0 ",'1 11 ;>5 7.5 40 Z:j .. 0 41 55 

" 
, 2,8 6 14 ,6 13,2 " ,2 10 2S 23 40 7B 4(1 4 , 5S 

, 2 3 Z 8 I) " ',0 ?,4 1\ ;> ~ 27 4(\ 2'-. , ,,(I 4n 5S 
13 3 .. Z 17,0 ",0 10,6 

• 0 2S 23 40 ~I\ 40 3(, SS 
14 1 4- , 0 6,4 6,(\ (,. (I • 2 ZS 73 40 2il '.n l~ 55 
n , , ~ ) 1) ,Il ',6 9, n ,,) 2S 25 40 ~:; 1.1l 41J 55 
, 6 2 ~ , I) 7,2 S.2 4,0 '0 ~s 23 40 n .. 0 4 ; ~ 55 
17 , 3 /I 16,4 5, n ,,6 , , 2~ 23 40 n i. n 3" 5~ 

10 2 " 0 n,4 9,4 ",6 , 2 ;>5 22 40 28 .. 0 37 ss 
, 9 :s 6 Q ,0 9,/) ~, 4 12 25 7F. 40 2'1 ':'0 3' ~ ss 
2~ :s 4 16,4 1(1,0 1,6 sO 2' ~o ,6 3,) ~ 8 5,1 ,,, 
Z, , 16 ,2 , 2 , " 1(1,2 4,0 , 1 2S 2~ 40 ~2 40 3" 55 
22 , , .. 9 't.S, 4 2,6 ?,4 ,0 2S 72 41) ~ , 40 4? 55 
23 2 , 10 ", ,2 2,8 ~, iI 11 ~~ 23 40 30 Ion 4; H 
24 .3 , I, ,4 12,4 7, 4 2,8 , , 2S ;>5 40 27 '.0 3? 5~ 

25 1 , 4 , " 14 6 " ." 5 ,I) 1 0 :'S 24 40 ~Il 1,0 4t, 5S 
2t. , , 4 4 12.4 9 , 4 5,4 10 2~ 24 40 ~ o ('0 4~ 55 
Z7 Z 8 .3 23,2 , 2,0 1',('1 9 2~ 7.6 40 '0 .. 0 47 55 
211 , 7 2 H 4 , 2.0 11 , 0 '0 ~r; 7.5 41) 2 6 ,,(\ 4 \ S5 
'9 n' 4 20,2 3\ ,0 ~, ,2 , 1 19 92 34 ~ " "I, 7.'. ,5 
"0 120 " 2Z,O , 3, (I 6,4 , 1 2~ 24 "0 .~ 2 .. II 4\ S5 
~, , 2 ~ 13,6 , , ,4 1 , ,. 10 2~ 2,1 4('1 27 1.0 35 55 
.3, 4 .3 12 20,2 '6. 1\ ;J,ll 11 Z5 ~3 4(1 ~2 /.n 3" 55 
33 2 Z 14 , 1 , 4 9,11 1. 6 9 2~ 24 40 ~, 40 4 ,) 55 
34 , ,4 '4 ,Il /l,2 , ,4 10 25 7.5 "'0 29 .. 0 4~ 55 
.I~ 1 , .3 , , " , 4 7,0 A, n 

• ('I 2~ n 4(1 31 /, 11 45 S5 
.J(o, , , " , . D ,0 6,11 ~ , 0 C')O lJ? III 34 43 : 4 5 ', 25 
"7 .3 , 2 0 ':5,0 6.4 4,Z 12 2~ 2il 40 29 /.,(1 4, 55 
38 , Z,' , " 13,5 Q ,4 ,,6 10 ,s 23 40 27 .. 0 4;' 5S 
.19 , , Z 1\ 9 ,0 6,0 3,0 11 25 26 40 :to I.!) 4 /, SS 
4(\ 3 .3 II '.1,0 5,4 3,4 • 2 25 27 41) :> 8 40 3 7 5~ 

4, 3 3 I) 26,2 9 , n 4,1\ 1 1 2~ 24 40 if} 40 4 \ 55 . 
42 1 t. n " ,0 9,0 ',4 ,2 2" ?6 40 n "II 3/, 55 
43 1 • , f) 14 ,6 7 ,8 ,,0 ,1 25 26 4,' 7Y .. n 4 ~I '15 
44 3 1 10 , , ,0 8,4 3,4 , .3 2~ 2il 40 ?8 1,0 4? 55 
45 Z11 n H ,2 , .3,2 B,6 ,0 2S 23 40 ~, ~(\ 11) 55 
46 2 ', 1\ , 0 '~,4 7,4 " , ,~ , 0 2S 23 40 ., 0 ,,/) 5 r, 55 
47 , l I) Y ,4 6,6 7,7 " 2~ 7.3 40 ?') l~ (t 4 1, H 
411 , , , 6 9 ," 11,8 0,11 • 1 ~'I 73 40 ?6 :,n 3 ,\ 5'1 
49 , , Z ., '. 5,11 5,2 3,6 Iii .S 2~ 40 :t~ .~ (I 4 ·\ 5S 
5(1 .3 , , , 2 , 0,0 g,O ;>,6 l' .1S 74 40 7" ':'0 4, 55 
51 2 6 7. 9 ,1\ 7,0 A. I. '0 ~~ 23 40 2P, 40 4? 5~ 

52 , 2 0 9 ,0 4.4 4,4 
" 

7S 24 4" 3\ ,,1\ 4/0 55 
53 , '0 , 4 14,0 ~,4 ~,O ~ 0 2S 74 40 ~ I\ 1,0 41 55 , H , 1 1 2 28,0 5,0 4,2 1\ ~c; 7S 40 20 I. n 4 ; S~ , 55 , Z 5 y ,4 ",6 '1,2 , 1 2~ 25 40 27 .. 0 3" ~s 

. . , 56 l 5 \ l',6 7,2 3.4 , Z 2'> 26 40 :n '.n 46 S5 , 57 , l! 13 !I,O 7,2 4,0 ,0 2'i 23 40 29 4(1 :5C') Ss 
51! , , , .5 9,0 :5,2 ,,6 ,1 2~ 23 40 ~2 ':'n 44 5~ , 59 2 2 t. 7 ,6 7,4 7,6 " . 2'1 24 40 2Q 41\ 4,) 55 - , - 60 , l 6 1Z 110,0 , 2,0 7,0 2 50 44 40 Q4 40 2~ 50 
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Append ix VII Data Checking & Histogram Plotting Ou tput 

": 1 , I. ,! ., 7. ~ J '} 
o ~ , 1 ~ , 2 , ,I . (\ 

~ J "" - ~ . 6 
6 , 11' "6 . (\ 
~5 , 4 ~ '8 . 2 
106 , ," " 1 S . 0 
6 7 ", , .~ l J. n 
6/\ 2 3 H 1 'J. 0 
6Q , "l 3 ~ 1 l . " 
7 0 3' ~ '2.~ 
7, , , , '2 ,~.O 

I, , , b ~ '~ .6 

7' , 1 2 0 5' . 0 
74 3 , j ' 2 l U 4 

,~ 2'l '" U:2 
76 ,,3 ("~,, 

77 1 ~ ~ 1~:U 
7 Po '" I) ' ~ . ,) 
lQ , I 4 1 (\ . 4 

!;iI , , 7 , I, 1 ~ • ~ 

{" i" 3 1,.0 
<"2 l' ~" n 
~J '3' 21"'" 
f. 4 , ,I 2' \1 • 4 

t ~ J 1 ~ 4 I" 11 
I'. ~ , l t , 2 ,< A 
~7 , ,'S C 12 . 6 
MR ) , J ~ '4. n 
~~ < ',Z (, 2" . ;1 
~n , l ~ " '~ .4 
... , " " ~ ., • f) n. ", f. I .' 
93 Z Q'e 7. 4 
~ 4 ,~ \0. n 
'1 ~ , " 0 S. 1\ 
'l ,.. ,I, M , 0.2 
u 7 1 , Z " ' ~. h 
~ F. , , 3 J H .I! 

uQ '''' " 7." 
1 \ ,Ir, l ~ f) , ." 

, , \' 1 '- 2 1 n ' . Il 
, '1 2 , " ~ q. (, 
, u 3 J !l ~ 'I , 4 

\ IlL , l\ ;1' l . " 
,, () ~,'6 I~.2 

, ~ 6 l , '- 4 '1,0 
107 l 7 ~ '0,4 
' 0 ~ '- 4 ,'.4 
\ .'t;:, .s, 1 14. n 
1 1 I) , 6 " , 6 • II 
", "I, 2 111 . 11 
,'Z 1 2 ~ ~.4 
113 , j '1 7.0 
"4 , 4 ~2 ".0 

"~ ~? 5 ' . 6 
, , ~ 1 Z , ,1 '.4 
, , 7 1, 4' " . I) 
,q 1 ?IC n 1/ .11 
,'? I '- ,,4 U.6 
i ll; lIS ~ ,Q. 11 

, , " , ~, 6 ~ . I) 

, 1 22 I 't 5 '2 1~.6 
~ i j 1 2 2 ~ '~.2 
, 24 211 2'~.4 
11 6 ; ,,2 1 1~ . 2 
I Z ~ ~ , Z 1 1~.6 
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1) , (, 

I . r, 
, 1 . 4 

" ." ". (, 
IJ.4 

,.,. ,) 
"1.4 
4. 0 
6 .6 

I 1 • 4 
3, ;> 

13. n 
, "I • 0 
, ~. e. 
~ . n 

1 0 . 6 
7 .2 

, ;'\.2 
4. " 
4.<.1 

, I. :? 

~." 
1'1' . 'l 

5. 0 
Q.n 

" .b 
(, .11 

, 2.4 
f. . 11 

5 . 2 
~.Il 

7.11 
6." 
7 .6 
11.4 

13.1\ 
5 . 4 
5.4 
4 . 0 
7.6 
~.2 
6 , 1> 
r. . f. 
7.0 

'0 , 6 
9,4 

, , . 6 
6.6 
!I . O 
6 . 11 
4.0 
lI .n 
5.6 
4 . 6 
'1 . 2 

11 . 6 
7 . r. 
7 .6 
5 .0 
c.? 

10. 6 
Ln 
~ . 8 
7,6 

4, 4 " i" :>j 40 ) . i ., 1' , . ",', 
~, ~ " ~ ~ 7~ 40 7 : ~ o 3~ ~, 
?, ~ , 2 , .t; 2": it ·, '),' .. n 3", ~ S 
7.~ · 0 2 '; 21 40 (' II /, (1 31 1 f) , 
~. f., " l. ~ 7. 3 40 ~ I ... 11 ~ , . )~ 

~ . : , , t) .' C; ? L .. (\ ~, '. " 4 . ~ «; 
? , 4 , 0 .' ~ 2 < 4'l 3 ' .• 1, 4 ,~ , ~ 
I> , 4 " ,~ , ?..' 4 0 7 ;1 .. , (, 4 ,1 5 '; 
,,1. ,: .~ ~ 7.6 4 0 " ".(1 5 " ~~ 
i, 6 ,2 l.~ ')640 ?:I ., n ~ . , 55 
1,2 ,2 ~~ ')3 40 ' l ~ o 4 ~ 5S 
6,6 " ~S 24 40 , ~ ~n 4 ~ ~s 
3 ,2 , 2 ,! S 24 41) ~ I . ~ II 1 " S ~ 
~,n 'l :'; 76 40 1" ~ O ~ n 5S 
, ,6 " 2 S ~ () 4 'l ~ .) ',0 4 ,' 55 
~,2 -2 z~ 2] 40 7 0 ~ I\ 4 ~ SS 
!,n " ?~ Zl 40 31 ~~ 4, 5S 
4,1> I' 2 ~ 2~ 4 0 i l 1. 0 4 , 5\ 
, , ,~ 1 0 7 5 i ~ I. 1\ 1 1 ~ 0 1, :1 5 S 
1,t;'1 i' ~ 2" 40 , .~ I.f) 4 ~ S5 
~,~ 1 3 2~ 7 2 4n 2 ' ~ ~ 4 J 55 
~ ,foo 1 I ;. , '1 40 "I ', 0 4:' 55 
4, ;; " ,.' 5 '( ': 4 0 ;:'1 '~I) 4.1 5S 
r.,8 Il 2 ' 73 40 7"1 ~~ 4 l S5 
~,I\ 1, ~S 77 40 7 ~ _" 4, 55 
1,? ,2 : ' 73 4() ~ , 41) 46 55 
4," " .; ~ 7l ~ O "I ~n 4 ,; S'l 
7, 0 ' 0 ~, 74 40 2~ ~f) 4~ 55 
r,.~ ,2 :< 7., 40 ~, ~O 5, 55 

",4 -, ~~ ;2 4" ' l ~ " J ~ SS 
~, ~ 'I Z~ 73 4 0 77 , ~ 4r ~S 
7." " Z ~ 24 1,0 77 ~ Il ] 7 S5 
~,5 " ~ ~ ?~ 40 2J 411 4' SS 
1.,2 ,2 ~, 22 4J " ' n 3 .1 55 
3,6 I I 2 5 21 4 a ~ 4 ' .1) 4 ,. 55 
7.6 ,3 2~ 27 40 2Q 4/\ 4 ~ S5 
7,6 " 2S 76 40 ]~ ,. n 4\ 55 
2,0 I' ~ ~ 27 40 30 Mn 4 1 55 
~,6 ,2 ;>5 23 4(1 ;>'1 ',n Jr , 5S 
4,6 '2 ~ ~ 23 40 7 R ~ ~ 3 ~ SS 
.,4 ,3 ~~ '3 40 77 4~ 3 ~ 5S 
7,~ ,~ 7 ' 2~ 4 0 7 ~ 4 0 3 ~ S5 
4,6 13 ~~ 22 40 ~, 4" J ~ 5S 
],6 ,1 2 ~ 24 40 ~ ? , n 4 ~ S5 
"I> ,0 )~ 23 40 'I ,0 4~ ~5 
~.~ " ~~ 75 40 ?O ' n 4h S~ 
9," " 2~ 23 40 ' 0 ~n " S5 
"n ,2 2 ~ 2~ 40 77 , n 4 ~ 55 
7,4 " ~ ~ 26 40 18 4 0 4 , S5 
J,n 'I 2 S 2] 40 'l ~ n 4 ~ 5S 
~,n Q ~~ ?? 4n 1 3 ~n 4 : SS 
, ,4 ,Z ; S 24 40 16 40 J .l ~s 
1,~ " ? ~ 23 40 ' I 40 47 5S 
2,2 ,n I ~ is 40 ' 2 4 n ~ 7 5~ 
?,~ " ;> S 74 ~11 " ·.n 4 , 5~ 
',n , a ? ~ ?] 40 Ib ~ n , ~ ~~ 
,,2 ,~ 25 ' 0 40 26 4 11 1h S5 
A,~ 'I 2 ~ 73 40 i ? 4" 4 4 5S 
'.~ Q ~~ 22 4~ ~ , ,.0 ' ; 5~ 
s,n ,2 ~ 5 2n 40 7R 4n 4\ S5 
S,Z 'Z 25 23 4" 7Q 4 0 J : 55 
~,6 , 0 l~ 25 ~n 'I 4n 47 5~ 
! ,O '\ 25 27 40 '2 ~n 4n 55 
"n ,2 2~ 23 40 ?a ~r ., 5S 
S,i! ,~ 25 2l ~O '0 '~n 1.\ ~5 
).,0 " 2'> 11 ~O 23 ~O 4\ SS 

.. cont inued .. 
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, , ( I , J , .1 t il " 
') , ~ 

,. , 
>, . ' 1) ,.: r; ? ~) 41) " .. " ~ : r; '; , , n; , , 7 /, , , II , Z, fl ", , " ,! S ' 3 40 T , , c ,," 4 " ~~ 

1 1('1 , ~ " , 7. H , n 7, Il I~ • l , , ? ~ , 5 41) ~ '; ,,(I ", 55 , ,.s (l , ~ 2 , 0 1 Z , r, 1 l. 4 l' • R , ~ " ~ 72 {, (I n 4(l ~ , . 55 
,""I 1 , 3 , .1 , , 0 " 4 '1.6 t;, :") , , ,> 5 ~ O 40 J fl 1.1\ 4 " 55 , , .12 1 , 5 0 13 1\ 0,1\ ,I ." 12 l C; ~ J 1./1 < ,1 ,.n 3" ~s 

, .13 , , 1 2 6 , b , 6 ".6 1,.s ' 0 l ~ l i 4 0 , ' . , ".n 4 ..- SS 
'34 , 2 9 4 2 0 ,2 , S ,r, ',4 , ~ 2 ~ l3 4 0 2 ,~ ".n 3 {, 5S 
,.IS :5 , .I 1\ 20 4 f3,O , , . 0 , 1 2~ n 40 7'> l.n 4 5 55 
'3/1 , l 3 Z 1),2 5,'" 4,6 , Z .? ~ 23 4 0 ~ I ,.11 I. ' 5S 
, .11 , , , n n , ? 3. 4 L4 , 2 7 ~ n 40 Zli ,.(1 I. ., 'i5 , , 3il , , , " tI , O .s,b 1 , 4 ,2 ZS 24 4 n 7 ,\ 4n 4 ~ 55 , , 's9 Z ~ /, 

" 
, 0 8 ,6 1. 3 ,2 2S 24 4 (1 ? '1 ~ O 4 1 55 , , 4(\ Z 9 1'\ ll,O " , 6 l,4 , 2 2 5 7.3 40 3 0 Io n 47 55 

, 10, , , , L 9 " R,O 3 . n ,3 2~ n 4(1 ? (. I.n ~ 'l 55 
142 2 7 14 , oS 2 13,0 A,2 1\ 25 73 40 , 3 4 (1 4,; 55 
,43 , 2, I t , 15 , 7. , Z , 4 1.2 , 2 <Ii '22 4 0 H ~(I 4~ 55 
'44 7. , ,4 (1 .11 , r) 5,2 ~ . 2 - 3 25 23 41) q <,0 47 55 
'~'i , , 1 111 D /, 7,4 <; ,4 , :5 2~ 2 ,~ 4 0 CO <'(1 4 ' 5S 
, 4 f1 , I I 4 13 , 0 , 2.0 2,2 , Z 25 24 40 :t ~ 1. 0 5 , 55 
14 7 , , ,/1 ;> B , 0 11,0 fI,fI , 1 Z ~ 23 40 ~1 I~ 0 4(1 55 
,I, A 1 1 7. P- I S , 0 9,0 ~,f) , 2 2'1 23 41) ' J '.(1 4 , 55 
- 49 Z /, I. 11 , ? 9,0 , . " {'2 SO {, I, 40 14 4(1 .3 '; 50 
1 ~ " 1 ., 1\ 15 6 B,6 7, f\ ,3 25 24 40 7" 4 0 3" 5~ 15, ~ ~ II 7 lQ ,0 6 , 6 6,6 " 2 'i 23 40 ~ Ij 4 (1 3(, 55 , , 52 1 .5 8 's O,4 7,2 1.4 

" 
2 ~ 24 40 21) 1.0 4 / SS , I)} 1 " I) 21 . (1 , Z , 0 1. . 6 I ~ l ~ 2t1 40 '0 ':' 0 4 , 55 

,H ',1> 0 H I> 7,0 4,0 ,2 ~~ 23 4 r) 2'1 4 1l 1,,, 55 
1 ~ 5 't. 7 4 11,0 ,~ , b 2,/\ '1 ,~ t; 22 40 ~1 .. 0 4 ) 55 
nil , l 4 6 6 4 , 4 ~ , 2 , \ ~~ 25 40 ' 2 .. (I 4" 55 , n7 -; 5 4 , 1 , 0 ~ 4 2,0 , , ; ~ 73 40 2/\ 4 (1 3r. 55 , ,5/\ 2 Z 1 " n,<1 6 , 4 5 , 6 " 7 'i 23 40 71,' "0 41. 55 
, ~9 l 1 13 '0 , 2 9 . 2 ~,4 " 2 ~ U. 1.0 2'> 1· 0 3" 5S 
,6(1 1 3 4 7 , 6 7,n 4 , Il 12 2~ 21. 40 77 " (\ 3s 55 , ~ , , , 3 6 ,,, , 0 8,6 9,2 1 0 7 ~ 7S 4 0 3 I •• (1 4 .. 55 
16 Z 1 1 6 I Z ll,O 7,4 fI ," 

, , (~ C) 23 41) Z') I,n 37' 5S , ,6J , 6 /I ",0 17, P 1. 6 ' " 2S 2S 40 27 1,(,) J " 5~ 

1 1> 4 " Z 
4 1'1 , I) ''',0 , 0,2 1'1 2 ~ 73 40 U ~ Il 44 55 

,65 1 4 ~ ~ o , o 7 , 1 3 , il 12 Z ~ n 40 , 1 .. (' 4~ H 
,66 ~ 4 11 II ,0 ~ , O ~ . 4 , a 2 5 , 3 1. 0 '3 ".0 17 S5 , \ ~ 7 l 4 ~ , 1,4 5 , 4 :5, Il 

" 
2 ~ c3 40 ?9 i. O 4ft 5~ , l b & 4 " 4 , l , 6 9,/\ 7. il , J 2 S 2l 100 79 1.(1 3, 5S 

, 1)9 , 2 Q 11 , 8 7 , 6 ~ , 2 , a ;!5 24 40 211 '.0 4 (\ 5S 
\ 7(1 , ,0 ,4 , 1 , 2 I, • 0 1.,1\ , l 2 5 20 40 '0 40 3~ 55 
,11 , , 0 Q H,O ' 0 . 0 9,Z 10 l~ 2S 4 0 31 '.n 4 ,', 55 
,7 2 1 I '1 , 11 . 4 3,0 2, 0 ,;! zs 23 40 , l) 40 41, 55 
,7j , I II 4 , U 0 , 1, 0 7 , 0 , , 2~ 23 40 ,L? 40 4 I 5S 
,74 1 1 4 ,2 14,6 " , 0 Q, 2 ,2 l ~ 2j 40 7'1 1.0 47 5S 
17~ Z , '1 0 Il,O 3.2 3. 2 , \ ~S 22 40 71\ 1.1\ 4/\ 51) 

1 '" 
, 1 1 4 5 D.? , • 0 7,4 Q 2<; 26 40 H 1. (1 47 5~ 

171 , 1 , II 6 , 2 6,2 3,1\ ,i! ;>~ 7.1 40 Z6 I. n 10 S ~ 

' 7/\ 3 , , , j '4,0 14.0 5 , 4 12 ~5 24 40 77 1.(1 31 H 
179 3 , 6 5 lfl,O H,b 4 , 0 10 2 ~ 26 4n '0 ,.n 5? SS 
,1\(1 3 I 5 Z 14, ~ , 2. 0 I) , '- , ,1 ;'~ 2J ~O ' 0 1,1) "Il 5" 
HII :5 1 1 1\ , l ,0 , 1).0 1. , 6 , 1 Z5 n 40 '0 ~ I\ 4" 51) 

' 11 2 \ ~, 2 S I b , 1\ , 5, Z 10,3 , \ ,>1) 73 40 10 ,,(1 3 ~ H 
,tl3 \ 1 .~ ,4 , l ,6 2,2 2 , 4 " 2 ~ 23 ~o " 4 (1 4" 5~ 

104 , l l 4 I J, 0 '",Il 6,~ ,Z l~ 23 40 11l {' II 4 ' 5') 
, 11 <; 3 1 3 I j , , , 2 7 ,0 4.1) ,2 2S ?3 40 71 ;, ~ 4 .) "5 
, 8 6 2 3 Q H , 2 4./\ ~ . 2 , ? 2 'i 2 4 40 " 4 0 4 .. ~S 

,87 1 1 " 
, , , 2 "',6 4,0 10 l~ 26 40 ~ 2 40 4·: 55 

, 11 11 , " , ,4 , J. 8 1jLII 1\,4 13 2~ 23 40 ' 5 '. (I 4, 55 
• 8Q \ , 8 , 4 14 .0 , , ,4 ' , 2 , 1 2 5 22 4{1 'I t) 1, (1 3 f1 S5 
'<,/ 0 , ~ 0 1:5 , ~ . 2 ' !'\ , 6 1. ,4 , , ;>5 21\ 40 " .. 0 4, 55 ,9 , 4 , , 0 II 21,4 4, 0 4 , 0 , 2 2') 23 1.0 31 1,(1 4 ~ S5 
,9 2 1 il 10 , :5 .2 , 2.6 2,0 , 2 ~<; 27 40 27 4 (1 3" 55 

Continue d o v e rl eaf 
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Appendix VII Data Checking & Histogram Plotting Output 

, ' <; 5, 1 5 ,4 '~ , 4 

, 1<.14' , 7 n ",4 
,9~ I l~.! H n 4 

, 19~ 1 2 5 ',/\ 
197 Z 7. ~ ?,~ 
IQ~, S 3'l,O 

, 199 I, , F. ~,4 

700 ? , l 0 Ii,?, 
;>H, 2 ' (l '.5,2 
702 2 2 '9,2 
7a31'l' 5",11 
7 n 4 , , Z ] '~,8 

1 ' 0 5 J , 6 () ,~.O 

, 7 u ~ , , 2 9 '7 , 0 
, ' ~ 7 , 7 ~ 'J,6 
, 7('11l "0 0 " , 2 
, 709 ",,~ ",n 

7.'~ 2,0,4 'l,4 
7" 2' IQ 6,4 

, 7,2 , Z 7 , M,4 
7'3 1 l '2 I?,? 
714 " S '/," 
7'S 12""0 
7'6 , 7 ~ Y:n 
7'7 , 7 ~ '4,6 
7,1\,29 ]"0 
7.19".5 2'~'O 
7Z~ , 2" Z ,,:6 
22, ZS 1l,',O 
712 ,,6 /\ 13,7. 
7 23 , 2 9 ,n ",2 
7 L L 3 , 3" , I, , t.. 

, ?25 3 2 II lJ,O 
, 726' S Z 12,0 
, 727 2 , 2,0 l"O 

.. , 7.211 , l :3 7,2 
, 729 ", 2 'J, 2 

7.31'1 , , Z "',/\ 
7..1, , , .I 14 8,4 
7.32 , 2 l ",4 
7.13 "t-'2 P,O 
7,54 , 2 , '0 9,2 

I '3~ I , 9 6 ,~,O 
, 2,5~, 3' 9,0 

7.57 1 1 .3'4 7,0 
2H3,9 "-",6 
7.,59 3 , Z '2 '6,6 
740 6 3 2 6 '0,6 

1 74' 2 3 4 '&,2 
242 2 2 1 8,"-
7.43 , I ,4 9,4 

7.44 2 4 " '0,6 
745 I 4 '4 '0,6 
;46 , 4 6 ~,' 
747 2'0 6'2 () 
74~ 122' 3 l':6 
7.49 2' 8 2~,O 
7.50 l 7 0 24,0 
25, I , 412",4 
7.52 , "n /\ '5,' 
7.~3 2 , , 1Z ",2 

, 7H , I 3 4 '3,6 
7S5 3 , 4 0 10,2 
7.563'" ,., "',4 
257 2 ~ 4 2.1,2 

, 258 ", 14 '5,0 

1 l ,4 

'I , n 
14 , /\ 

1,6 
6,4 
9,6 
4 , n 
3,0 
6,4 

, :5 , n 
, , , II 

'1,2 , ') , ~ 

, 5, (\ 
1 1,0 
, , ,4 

"',n 
, 2,4 

3,4 
6,4 

13 , 0 
4,8 
7.4 
7,0 

, 3, (1 

, 2 ,0 
6,8 
9,0 
7.4 

13,0 
".8 

q,r;. , , , ° 
?,2 
3,6 
5,4 
n,6 
5,2 
~, 2 
9,11 

, 2 , 0 
6,2 

, 7,4 
6.2 
5,0 

"',6 
n.6 
5,6 
0,2 
5,4 
6,0 
7,8 
9,6 
4.2 
7,& 
5,0 

21),11 
, 2,4 
, 5 ,6 
'2,0 

, .6 
9,4 
6,2 

14.0 
, 2,0 

6.,3 
, '>9 ~ l b 
7': 1'1 3 , 
7~' 3 ~ 

, c;. I) 7' . ( I 

II , I , ~ 4 , II 
4 'Y, o '';',11 

)62 ; " 9 
H , J , ,, 2 
)64 3 3 

, 765, ~ 

, 766 " 7 

12 7,6 5.4 
6 16,11 '1.~ 

14 ",2 7 , ,> 
4 'l,1) O,f: 

1'1 r) ,0 .7 , r;. 

Continued overleaf 

1. ~ 
I • • " "1 ;~ ) ') ~ 

'3.4 l' ,: " (',$ 
7:\ 
.23 

;. n ') ,' ... " 4 ~ S\ 
4 ~ ~ ; '. ~ 4" S ~ 
4 n , .) ,~ 1 , '> ~ 
~O " , , ~ J7 55 
40 ( 1) '.0 4, S~ 

~, ~ 
~,I, 
5, Z 
3,2 
',0 
4. , 
n,a 
, ,I) 

, ,II 
7,;' 
~ ," 
7,'" 
11,2 
3.2 
6,4 
2.2 
1,." 
(1.8 

7 :; 4(' 7 1) ' , i l l. , 5~ 
2Z 40 l, ~ p 4 ~ SS 

~n ~~ Z] 4~ ~ ? ~~ , ~ 5~ 

" 2 ~ 244079 ',0 4 ~ S~ 
12 l~ 2~ 40 'l ~ n 4 ~ 55 
l' ~ ~ 2" 40?" ,~ o 3,) S~ 
12 ,n 75 .. 0 26 ,,0 3 " S5 
l' ~ ~ 24 40 ~3 4~ 4 ) 5S 
" l ~ 73 40 10 ~n 4, SS 

~ 1 : ~ 
,n 7. 0; 
.. , ;" \ 

.. ;: Z" 

l' 2S 20) 41) " ~II I. ,; 55 
9 25 24 40 " ~ (\ 4\ 5S 

1n l~ 22 40 ~n .. 0 4 ~ 5S 
,3 2S 23 40 ~2 ~o 45 5S 
" 2" 24 40 7Q 1,,0 3 , 55 
12 25 22 40 79 ~n 4~ 55 
12 2S 7.6 40 12 40 3" S5 

3,2 " 2 S 
7,0 1 1 ;> ~ 

~,6 " )~ 
7,6 12 ; ~ 
11,8 ,2 Z~ 
7,1) .2 Z", 
~,4 ,0 2~ 

4,2'07. 5 
5.4 10 2 '> 

" I. ~ 
,~ ,2S 

1.,0 
5,6 
"',4 
5,4 
3." 
2, II 
, ,6 
? ,I) 
7,9 
,,8 
7.0 ,.8 
9.0 
2, I. 
5.4 
1,6 
L6 
4.1) 
iI,4 
~.4 

,2 ).5 
-2 ,>5 
,2 20; 

" 7.S 
" .2 S 
" 2 S 
" ? 5 
1:5 25 

" 2 ' 
, 1 2 S 
ql 2~ 

'2 ;>0; 
12 ?<; 
1 0 ;> 5 
'2 ;>0; 

, ,I) " :? ~ 
3.8 ,0 7.~ 

3. 8 " ,2S 
1.2 l' 2~ 
6.0 12 ;>" 
2,6 .2 2~ 
:l,6 ,2 2S 
6.4 ,2 25 
4.2 '2 7.5 
11,6 " ;>s 
,,6 14 25 
1 ,6 ,3 7. s 
4,0 10 2S 
A.4 10 2S 
11.0 9 25 
~. 0 9 lS 

22 40 ]2 ~n 37 55 
73 4~ 7A 4P 3 ~ 55 
73 "0 21 ~ n 3 ~ 55 
74 ~(\ 7 3 ~ n 3 ~ 55 
2] 40 15 40 40 5S 
26 40 ~2 40 45 55 
24 40 '5 ' n I. e 55 
24 40 ~, ~ (\ 4~ 55 
24 40 J, .1'1 4/\ 55 
23 4~ 28 ~ n 4, ' 55 
25 40 2Q .n 4~ 55 
30 4n ,,) ~O 4, 55 
24 40 29 ,,(\ 4, 55 
23 4n 77 ~n 41 55 
23 40 78 'n 3~ 55 
24 40 ' 3 , p 5, 55 
25 40 2? , ~ 41 S5 
2, 40 79 ".0 4n 55 
27 40 29 .0 47 5S 
24 '0 30 " n i. t, 5 5 
23 40 29 4n 44 55 
75 40 J, 4~ , 47 55 
2R 4~ 30 ~n 4~ 55 
23 40 29 ~(\ 35 S5 
21 40 '2 '0 44 55 
23 4'> 29 41) 30 55 
3, 40 ,~ ~II 40 55 
? 4 .. 0 ?t; ~ n 4, 55 
23 40 '0 ~n J~ 55 
2r. 40 2Q ~O 4~ 55 
22 40 ~n '" 3A SS 
23 40 2n ~O 3S 5S 
26 40 ]0 40 47 55 
23 40 26 4n 35 55 
~2 40 28 ~ n 40 55 
24 4n ]0 4n 3 ~ S5 
23 40 32 ~O 36 55 
23 40 7~ ~ O 3A S5 
23 40 30 4n 44 S5 
25 40 3' 4~ 44 5~ 
24 40 , ~ 4n 4, 55 
25 40 ~Z ~~ 4A 55 
23 40 ,~ ~n 41 55 
'-6 40 ]0 ~O 47 55 
23 40 J, 40 42 S5 

,1, • \ ~ 

,-,6 
, (l , ~ ~ 7 J 
• 2 ;' 5 26 

1. 0 'l . ~ .• n·- I. ~ ·-';;', · 

4 0 ? ,; " " 3 " S ", 
• i\ 
" , 
J,6 
J,'" 
4. 0 
<;,2 
~. 6 

" ~ ~ 2 1 40 ? \ ~(\ 4~ 5S 
2J L~ ? ~ 4 ~ 3" S~ 
21 40 ~ ~ ~ n 4/ 55 
2 ~ ~~ 7 ~ ~ n 4 ~ ss 
7.'\ 40 Z' ) ',(I 4 ~ s ~ 

73 4 ,~ 7! " n L S\ 

"2 .! t'\ 
10 2 ~ 

1 ', ;> <; 

" ; " 
1 1 2 <; 

,. continued ., 
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Appendix VII Data Checking & Histogram Plotting Output .. continued ., 

1 ,07 2 , 2 I e tl ,O 
? (, s; I 2 I! 2 I/), I) 

71' 9 I Z ~ I 14 ", ~ 
I 77 1' , , , ,2 0 ,6 

I 77, , I'll 5 ",6 
, ,)72 2 3 9 n 4 .7. 

,'3 ," (1 2'1 1\ 
774 " 5 Ill: 7. 
?/~ I 2 ., 1 0, 0 ,'6 t" I:? Ij, 6 
717 1 , 5 I~ " ,2 
,7 a I , /) 0 ",2 
,/Q , 2 7 "I S , 2 
700 3 1 6 5 '/~ ,O 

I ? Il I ~ '1,6 
71l21"21',4 
7 ~ 3 '/ 8 2 16," 

I ?84 2,4 4 I~,6 

? 8 ~ ," 13 1 0 ,2 
, o ~ 22 4 '1,~ 

7 8 7 I 4 2 21,4 
I 71lA I Z /) I I) ",8 

7~9 2 3 5 I~ 4 
79 0 ,,$ 7 16 4 
79 I 1 I 5 5 I ~ , I) 

I 7 '1 2 I Z" ~, Z : 4 
I ,'JJ 1 1 2 11 13 t' 2,0 

7'- 4 I , J 12 c! 0, Z 
7Q~ J 2 0 lJ,O 
7\l~ 3 ,, 0 " ,0 
7?7 I I 4 8 10,2 
7 9 ~ 3 I Z 4 13,0 
79'1 I ,~ f)'0 4 
~oo I Z 8 15:4 
30' 213 2 ",n 

I 302 I 4 7 7. 9,4 
I ~03 I Z 2 14 , 4 

~ 0 4 I I 6 0 lJ,O 
Ao5 3 , I ,4 12,0 
3 u6 3 4 2 1~,O 

~~7 3 2 0 13,0 
' 0 1\ , , 5 a 10,4 
., 0 0 2 l 4 ~ , 0 

310 " II. 8,0 
." I Z 2 15 19 4 
312 l 4 ,4 1,/:6 

I ., 13 Z I 1\ 40,4 
3'4 Z 2 12 l4," 
"5 ,II II. 2',6 
,I/) 1/1 1\ n,4 
~'7 l 2 ,2 27..2 

I 311\ 2 3 10 6,1\ 
I ~I9 Z 3 14 ,6,0 

''/0 3 0 S,C 
~2' , , Z 2 7.6 
322 2 2 e 12,6 
323 , ~ 2 12,4 
324 , 4 10,6 

'l~ I <~" 0 17 , 4 
,,,,,,,>,3 4 1~,n 
~27 ~ ~ 12 ",0 
'211 , 5 ° 20,0 
,,? I , " 14 
:\5n31014 

\I~IGMT 

L ~ rlla ~ 

\I'~T~ 

HFICiHT 

2 v, 2 
17,0 

Continued overleaf 

LII 
13 . 0 
15,2 
3,/l 

I ,J, 0 
5,1, 
3 ,4 
7,2 
7 , 4 

1 0 ,6 
5,1\ 

, , ,6 
11',4 
I a, 0 
7,2 
5,6 

13 ,0 
I, ,6 

11,2 
5,0 
S,II 
7,t> 
0,0 

'5 , n 
3, 6 
9,4 

13 , 0 
16, ~ 

6 ,4 
8 ,4 
7,6 
°,2 
?,2 

n,4 
9,4 
~,4 

, 1,4 
(),O 

11,0 
, 1. II 
In,4 

7,t> 
iI,O 
7 , 4 

,6,6 
, Z, 4 

3,4 
, ~ ,1 
I ~, 2 
17, L' 
, 6,2 

5, b 
, L', 4 

3,0 
5,8 

'2,6 
'0,8 
8,4 

J,B ,2 ~ ~ ? 4 Ion 1: ' n 4 1 5 ~ 
V,, '1 2 ~ ?4 40 'l 4ft 4 , 5~ 

'"," " ~~ 2J 40 ~ 0 4n 4 ~ ~, 
1,~ - 0 ~~ 27 .0 31 40 4 ~ 55 
A,4 '2 ~~ l4 40 2A 40 3( 55 
~,~ " 2 ~ 2~ 40 ~1 4n 4 , 5S 
2,11,3 2 ~ 7.7402" I,n 4; 55 
~,6 ,3 25 27 4q 27 4 0 41 S5 
,,2 '2 2 S 2J 40 7.7 4n 3~ 55 
4,A 12 zs 23 Ion , ~ _~ 37 5S 
~,4 .(' :~·n 1.0 , ,) _(I 3 .1 55 
7, 2 • 2 ... 5 2" 4 v 2 ,~ "(I 4 ~ 55 

'2,4 12 2 ~ 23 40 ' 0 _n 4 ~ 55 
A,2 13 ~~ le 40 ~R 40 4 1 55 
1,0 'I 2 ~ 2] 40 " 40 4" 55 
4,7 ,2 ~ S 25 40 70 ~ n 3" 55 
Q,4 " 2~ 24 40 '2 ~n 4 ~ 55 
0," II 2 5 25 40 '0 _(I 4 5 55 
4,7 9 2 5 27 '0 29 'n I.! 5S 
J, n " 2~ 24 40 78 4n 4" 55 
, ,a " 2 ~ ? 6 4 0 ' 2 .. 0 4' ~ 55 
4,0 " 2S 2J 40 , ,\ " n 3 ,\ ss 
~,2 " 2~ 2J 40 7.7 4 n 4, 55 
6,4 ,~ 25 23 40 7/ ~~ 37 55 
o 0 , n 2~ 25 40 '3 ~O 4ri 55 
A'ft ,~ 2~ 22 40 26 ~ n 3 7 55 
6:4 -, 2 ~ 24 4~ ~2 4n 4 55 
2,8 '1 25 23 40 ~Z ~ n 3 n 55 
4.2 ,? ?~ ? ~ ,~ 29 4n 4, SS 
3,4 13 25 23 40 2 0 .. n 41 55 
,,6 13 2S 27 40 29 4" 4? 55 
1,2 12 25 30 4" 76 4" 3 ~ 55 
3,' " 25 23 40 29 40 I. ; 55 
3,0 ,2 2S l J 40 27 40 3~ 55 
A,n '2 25 22 40 20 40 3~ 55 
7,6 I' 2S 23 40 " ~ n 3 ~ 55 
4.~ '2 2~ 23 40 70 4n L~ 5S 
J,il,2 2~ 23 407./\ " n 3(. 55 
2.0 ,l ~~ JJ 4~ 2~ 4n 4~ S5 
7,0 ,2 25 2~ .. n '9 4(1 4~ S5 
2,4 Ii IS 26 40 77 ~~ 36 S~ 
~,2 \J 2S 75 40 '2 ~~ 4~ 55 
l,A " 2~ 24 40 ~n 4~ 4A 5~ 
4,0 12 7 ~ 25 Ion zq 4n 3S S~ 

. l,6 '2 7.~ 23 40 27 ~O 3" 55 
4,a 10 2~ ~o 40 ~o ~ o 3Q 5S 
3,4 17 2S 23 40 ' 0 4 ~ lo A 55 
n,4 ,2 zs 30 '0 79 ~ n 3~ 55 

,n,o ., 2S 23 4~ '0 40 4 ~ 55 
,,4 ,2 Z5 27 40 2~ ~~ ~~ 55 
7,~ " 2 S 29 40 '0 ~ n 3" 55 
2,6 IZ 2~ 24 '0 28 ~" 3q S5 
6,0 '2 7.5 74 40 " ,,(I 41) 55 
2,Z 12 7,S '8 40 ?A 4(1 J1 55 
4,0 ,2 25 23 Ion 77 ~(I 3 4 55 
6,4 I, 2~ 27 .0 32 40 4~ 55 
3,n '2 2~ 24 40 27 4 0 35 55 
,,0 ~3 H 3,4029 I,n 43 S5 

, .1,7 1 'I, " 
(',6 4,~ 

I' ;. s Z j I, 0 ' ,\ ~ (I I, .. ~ 5 
., 2~ 74 40 ~, ~O 4~ 5S 

7,6 ',4 
111,2 2,6 
,6,4 4," 
Q,n '),a 

5,';'Q 
14,:!n 
9,u7 

4.7" 

I;' l. 5 '-1 .. " " " ~ 4:, S 5 
,2 75 ;>,1 40 ,I '.n " , 5S 
" l ~ 27 '" 7R ~ (I 3 ~ 55 
12 25 26 40 27 ~n 3~ 5~ 

~ TAN Il 4qD I'IEVIHIOII 
, , 39 
5 . 4 0 
1 . 78 
2 . 64 
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Appendix VII Data Checking & Histogram Plotting Output " continued" 

showing Friction Angles & Coefficients, 

FRICTlnN ~EAII vAl ' IES, 

~nR I.IRAP ~Ar~RI.\l CON SIS T 1'4 Ii UF PAPER & "16.n PARCF.LS I II GR.WP, 

FolCTION IS , I ,70 OEf-REB If: ?0i37 CllnFIClF.NT ST ,\nc, 29.2 0 (lrliAEFS o.r;t>10 COEFF I (lENT 5 lInlNC 

FRICT1n~ IS 25,2 9 OE(,REE~ 0, 47Z~ cnE~FIC'ENT ST ,\TIC, 19.71\ Ofr.REF.S 0 . 8325 COEFF'elENT SLtnlNG 

FqICTlO~ IS 25, 0 11 r)Er.REE' 0,46111 COEfrICIC'~r 5 T:, TIC, 40,49 o ~ GReES 0.A517 COEHIClENT SLtnlllG 

F.ICTION IS J? ,1\" oe(,oEES O,AHo COEcFIClEN T STATIC, H,~A Dr.GIIEF.S 1." 13 COEFFIClEIiT SLt~IH; 

FOP I.IRAP f'''HRla eO NS ISTltJG M r. ,\~ Oil 0 & '08 . 0 PARCELS I U GN""P, 

FAJr.TIO~ 15 , I , \4 Or:GoF.F~ 0,701)(, COErFleIEIl ( S T .\ T I r., 10.4A nr:r.IlEF.S 0.58(16 COEHICIEI4T SL I nlll (i 

FIICTlIJII IS 2 ~, 25 DF.r,;EO n.4 7 ,,, ( OEnlelEtlr S T .. \ TIC, 19,71- I).GII~ e ~ 0.11320 COEHIClfNT s II 'IlliG 

HI CTI OII IS ? 4, ' 2 nEGR~B 1),4604 COEHICIENr STATIC. 40.01- or"REeS O,I\6/1Z COEHlr.lENT SlIOING 

F DIe T II) II IS 39 ,7.0 o~r.IIEI::C 0,11157 cOEencnNT ST,\TIC, H,54 I)~GI!E"S 1.40)9 COEFFICIENT Sll f)114(j 

H'D ,."QA,' "~TfR I .\l C,l/,SI3TIIIG 'H ~ACI(IIIG & Z. n PARCELS III GR " UP, 

F.ICTIl'N IS 10, ~O IHr,~f~c; 0, , '\~ :I COEHICIJ'N'r s T.\ TIC, 30.5n DF(,qF.f ~ 0.S1\90 COEFFI CIENT $lInING 

Fg ICTI Ol/ IS 2), 1)0 I) E r.g~E<; 0.466" COt;HICIt:IJT S T 1\ TIC, 4n.OIl D ~ (;11 E F. S n. ~39, COEHICIEljT SllDlli G 

F~ICTION IS 27, '10 I)E" ~fE ~ !l, ~ 0'1 ~ ( OEFFICT EN', ~ T.\ TIC . H.l)n D~(,I!E F. 5 0.40.0 COEHI ClENT HI I) IIi G 

FIlICTIOII IS 40, ,'0 OE(,RE~~ 11 , /139 , CIlEnlCHN T ST .'.T I C, ~ 5. on OF.GIIE FS , .42" I COHFlCIENT 5 I I I) I NG 

f()~ :.JIIAP r'Hf~IH C')~SlSTING OF PLASTIC I: 4. n DAIICEl~ IN GII "" P, 

FRICTION IS , , ,SO DEr,IIr: [ ~ n,2tl3s C OEFFICIE~. 5T ,\ TIC, 4\ • on DrGilEr-S (1 , 6000 COEffiCIENT SllolNr. 

FolCTIOII 15 ;),00 OE(.PF.(<; 0,4 6 6 :\ CflEFFICIF.NT 5T ,\TIC, 4n.01l DF.GREFS 0.11 J9, COEFF I C IEljT SliDING 

colcYl(H1 IS 21. flO otr.R~E~ O,424 ~ COEFFICIE:-iT H"TIC, H , H ocGIlEES 0,7067 COEHICI£lH SlIDING 

F II I C T IIlII IS 4(J, IJ O n~r.ilEr:c 0,11]0, CI)E~FICIENT ST .\TlC, ~~.on I)FlillEFJ 1. ,28, COEFFI C lENT SLIDING 

rOA LI R A" HAHq IH CONSI~TlJolG \IF ullOn & 0 . 0 PAACEL~ IN GllnUP, 

TIiERE AoE NI') PAqCEl~ IN Till S GR fl lJ~ 

rOA I.I RAD 'HTfRIAl CJNSISTING OF ~PARE & 0 . 0 PHeELS IIJ GAOUP, 

TH£RE AOE NO PA~eELS IN THIs GR,lllP 

-. 
HISTflGIIA" pOI,' TS FOq UEI r.H T 

< -S 0 < -2.-' 
:7,~~7l .. 5," ,'42 
o,o~no "'O~OO 

< .o,~ < .1.0 
7,l')i~ 'S In,1 1 62 

~7,0 0 no Zl'),nonJ 

I) I IIEtJ~ I 01/ . : <lr"BE ~ IN CUH 
" 

< ~Z,(I < -1. 5 < -, , n < -O.S 
-1,9 ,; , ~ -n, 'I ,'R4 ,,4n45 1,5974 

o. ,jOi n" o,oonO '2,0000 , 23,0 ,)00 

< I , 5 < .2 , (\ < .2.~ < .1.0 

'2. H'I 1 '''~6)O 16,7549 '8,9478 

21> • 0 ,1 no ,],OonO 5.0000 5,0000 

DIHfN~IO~ UAS I.IEIGHT 
H~A~ ~,79 STA~nARD DeVIATlnll 4 .3 8 5ft VAArANeE 

All FOR OAT' 0» \lEIGHT 

Contin ued overleaf 

FO~ STEF.L 
fOp. COTT IHJ 
fOp RU'\IIE~ 
FOp SCAIiOll RA 

FOr S T E EL 
FClI' COTTOII 
FOp RU~8EII 
FOr. SC4 11 0 URA 

FO p, S TF. £L 
FC1 r COTTON 
FOp RU'lRE~ 
FOr SCAN[)UU 

Fnr ST e H 
FOp COTTON 
FOp RUnftEII 
FOr. SCANDUQA 

< t1E~N 
5, 7Q 0 J 

75,0000 

> .3 . 0 
91')9.0 000 

5.0 00 0 
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Appendix VII Histogram Plotting Output. The Histogram for Weight. 
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Ap pendix VII Histogram Plotting Output 
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The Histogram for Length of Parcels is shown on page 324 for 

ease of presentation . 
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The Histogram for Width of parcels is shown on page 325 for 

ease of presentation. 
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Appendix VII The Histogram fo r Length of Parcels . 
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Append ix VII The Histogram for Widt h of Parcels. 
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The Histogram for Height of Par cels & conclusion of 

the Data Checking & Histogram Pl ot ting Programme . 
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APPENDIX VI II 

RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
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,APPENDIX VI I I RELATIVE HUMIDITY 

Relative Humidity is the ratio of the amount of wAter vapour 

in a sample of air to the amount of water vapour that the sample 

of air could hold at the temperature of measurement. 

The Relative Humidity (RH) of the ambient conditions may be measured 

by means of a Wet and Dry Bulb thermometer. A diagram (Fig 8.1) is 

overleaf. If the air is saturated with respect to its surroundings, 

then both the wet bulb and dry bulb thermometers read the same 

temperature. If the ambient air is not saturated, however, the wet 

bulb thermometer gives a lower reading, because the bulb is cooled 

by evaporation, which removes the latent heat of vaporisation. 

Tables are necessary to find the Relative Humidity. They will also 

give the Dew Point, which is the temperature at which condensation 

will occur in a given ambient condition, and also the Specific 

Humidity. 

RELATIVE HUMIDITY 

at any temperature 

SPECIFIC HUMIDITY 

= 

= 

Amount of Water Vapour in sample of air _________________ x 100% 

Amount of water the air could hold 

Grammes of Water Vapour 

Grammes of Dry Air 



DRY 

BULB 

Figure 8.1 
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BULB 

The Wet & Dry Bulb Thermometer for determining 

Relative Humidity. 
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APPENDIX IX 

ILLUSTRATIONS, FIGURES & TABLES 

Generally throughout the appendix, 
the dimensions of the parcel & 
conveyor length,width & height 

. are in inches. The weights are in 
pounds. 
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was modelled. 
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TABLE 1.2 

Aspect Ratios of Simulated Belt Conveyor (See section 1.4.4.) 

Computer Ratio with Standard Ratio on Transfer Acceptable range 
40 inch section Conveyor section of widths (inches) 

IeL 1903A 1.8 0.25 32 - 53 

CDC 7600 7.2 1.0 32 - 108 

TABLE 1.3 

Sample Parcel Data, obtained from Parcel and Packet Statistical Report. 

(Castellano Clinch and Vick 1971) See section 1.5. 
I 

Office Number Office Number of Parcels 

1 Birmingham 330 

2 Brighton 381 
.. 

3 Croydon 315 

4 Liverpool 402 

5 Manchester 419 

6 North West P 0 240 

Total 2087 
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VALUES OF MEAN (M) AND STANDARD DEVIATION .{SD) OBTAINED 

FROM SAMPLES OF PARCELS 

OFFICE NO IN WEIGHT LENGTH WIDTH HEIGHT VALUE SAMPLE 

1 330 

2 381 

3 315 

4 402 

5 419 

6 240 

Table 1.4 

L6'S '" ,,.. 
''''' 

IN 

5.79 14.2 9.07 4.78 M 

4.39 ! 5.40 3.78 2.64 SO 

5.71 15.2 9.82 4.99 M 

4.17 5.17 3.22 2.69 SO 

4.51 14.45 8.69 4.53 M 

3.81 6.37 3.51 2.71 SD 

5.03 14.78 9.65 4.26 M 

4.25 6.09 3.33 3.04 SD 

4.90 15.04 9.79 4.51 M 

3.38 5.64 3.66 2.35 SO 

5.50 15.21 8.95 4.73 M 

4.23 6.41 3.46 2.59 SD 

V~lues extracted from the results of the author's 

parcels data checking programmes. (See chapter 7) 

The data bank was created from the details of raw 

data used by Castellano, Clinch & Vick (1971) 
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VALUE OF CRITICAL RATIO Z 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

~ 0.25 3.90 2.36 3.04 0.79 

0.25 ~~ 3.96 2.26 3.00 0.60 

3.90 3.96 W/// 1. 70 1.44 2.85 

2.36 2.26 1. 70 ~/~ 0.48 1.36 

3.04 3.00 1.44 0.48 V~ 1.88 

0.79 0.60 2.85 1.36 1.88 V7~ 

1.5 Matrix of Critical Ratios for comparison of standard 

error of the mean for any two samples. (Using the method 

of Conolly & Sluckin 1971) The results shown are for 

the mean weight of parcels, using table 1.4 as a basis. 

One Office is read from the columns, and one from the rows. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

0 None H.S. J.S. S. None 

None 'i'~ H.S. J.S. S. None 

H. S. H.S. V/// None None J.S. 

J.S. J.S. None V/~ None None 

S. S. None None V// None 

None None J.S. None J.S. Vh 
None • Not significant Value of Z less than 1. 96 

J.S. • Just significant Value of Z more than 1. 96 or 5% level 

S. = Significant " " Z " " 2.58 or 1% " 
H.S. = Highly Significant " " Z II " 3.31 or 0.1% " 

1.6 The significance of the differences of the Mean Weights of 

any two sati.lples from the various offices. Derived from table 1.5. 
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PROPERTY F-RATIO SIGNIFICANCE 

Weight 5.32 Highly significant (H. S.) 

Length 1. 66 Not significant (None) 

Width 6.53 Highly significant (H. S. ) 

Height 3.40 Significant (8. ) 

where Not significant = Value of F less than 2.20 for 5 

Just significant " " F more than 2.20 5% level & 2081 

. Significant = " " F " " 3.05 1% " degrees 

Highly significant = " " F " " 4.2 0.1% " freedom. 

Table 1.7 Significance of difference of the means, considering 

all the Offices together by the One-way Analysis of Variance Method 

of Daniell & Terrell (1975) 

of 
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Fig . 1. 8 The BASIC language programme for the INTERDATA computer 

to calculate the values of the F-ratio for One-way 

Analysis of Variance. 

LIST 
10 REM ONE WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE F-TEST 
2 [1 DIN N ( 6 ).. V (' 6 .) .. N (' 6).. C (' 6 ) 
30 DIM V1£(18 .. 4) .. Vf(16) .. Ol£(2~ 6) , 0£ (25 ) 
48 V1£ (1)="NEIGHT" 
58 V1£ (2 )="LENGTH" 
60 ~,tlf (' j '.) = "N IDTH" 
7171 Vlf ( 4 )="HEIGHT" 
Eli] 01fd)="BIRNINGHAN" 
98 01f (2)="BRIGHTON" 
188 REM ANVAR F-TEST PPOGRAN 
118 01f (' 3)="CROYDON" 
120 01f(4)="MRNCHE5TER" 
l ~A 01£(5)="LIVERPOOL" 
148 01£(6)="NWPO" 
158 RESTORE 
1613 FOR 1=1 TO 6 
1 713 PEAD N( U 
1.90 NE,\'T I 
190 FOR H=l TO 4 
260 ,\'=0 
210 N9=28.97 
228 C=O 
2]8 B=O 
248 Vf=Vlf(H .} 
2.50 , 
268 
270 
2.98 , 
298 ." 
380 .. 
]18 
]28 FOR N=1 TO 6 

FOR VAR I ABL E" .; Vf.; " 

] ]8 ; "INPUT NEAN & VARIANCE FOR SAMPLE" ; N; "FRON" ; 01f ( N) 
348 INPUT M( N) .. V(N) 
358 C=C+M(N)*N (N) 
3613 8=8+M ( N)*M (N)*N (' N) 
]78 NEXT N 
]:S8 N9=[ 
398 5=8 

continued overleaf ....... .• 
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F i g . 1.8 Continu ed ...... . 

400 C=C·'f,·C, .... N9 
410 FOF.' N=l TO 6 
420 V(N) =N ( N)* ( V(N) +M ( N)*M(N» ) 
4]0 5=5+ ',/,: to 
446 NE,':.;'T N 
456 5=5- C 
460 B=B - C 
470 1-1=5-8 
480 F= (B/5 )/(W/(N9-6 » 
4~~0 J "I/ALUE OF F IS " J F 
500 J "8ETUEEN 5ANPLE5 I 5" J 8 J TA8 (]5) ., "1-11 TH IN 5ANF'LE5 I 5" J 5 
510 J "5UN OF SQUARES IS" J5 
526 FOR K=1 TO 6 
530 V=M9-N(K)*N (K) 
540 8]=N(K)*N(K ) *N(K ) +V*V/( N9-N (K» 
556 BJ=B]-C 
560 ID = 5 - B] 
576 FJ=(B]/1) / (W]/ ( N9-2 » 
586 .: "FOR 5ANPLE" J f( : "FRO N" .: 01£ (K) 
590 .: "F-RAT 10 15"J FJJ "FOP" J "1" .: "&" J N9-2J "OEGREES OF FREEDOW' 
666 flE ,:·;'T 1::-
616 NE,\,T H 
626 DATA ]]6 .. ] '81.. 115 .. 462 .. 419.,246 
6]6 END 
BASIC 
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Fig. 1.9 Results from the BASIC programme for evaluating F-ratio. 

RUN 

************ FOR VARIRBLE HEIGHT **********.** 

INPUT "7ERN & VRRIRNCE FOR SAf1PLE :1. FROn BIRNINGHRf1 
5. 79 :1.9. 2355 
INPUT NERN & VRRIRNCE FOR SAf1PLE 2 FROM BRIGHTON 
S. 7:1. 17. 375:1. 
INPUT ~7EAN & VARIANCE FOR SRnPLE 3 FROn CRO'r'DON 
4. 5:1. :1.4. 5:1.36 
INPUT MERN & VARIANCE FOR SAf1PLE 4 FRO'., f1ANCHESTER 
S. 83 18. 8776 
INPUT MEAN & VARIANCE FOR SAMPLE 5 FRO'., LIVERPOOL 
4. 9 :1.1. 4489 
INPUT ,.tERN & VAR I RNCE FOR SAI1PLE 6 FROM NJ.JPO 
5. 5 17. 8966 
VRLUE OF F IS 5. 3253:1. 
BETt~EEN SRNPLES IS 433. 738 ltIITHIN SRNPLES IS 34332.6 
SUM OF SQUARES IS 34332. 6 
FOR SR",PLE 1. FROM B1Rf1INGHRH 
F-RRTIO 15 ~ 6605 FOR :1. & 2885 DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
FOR SRMPLE 2 FROM BRIGHTON 
F-RRTIO IS 6. 7:1.484 FOR :1. & 2885 DEGREES OF FREEDOf1 
FOR SRHPLE 3 FROM CROYDON 
F-RRTIO 15 :1.:1.. 5431. FOR :1. & 2885 DEGREES OF FREEDOf1 
FOR SR'''PLE 4 FRaN NRNCHESTER 
F-RRTIO 15 :1.. 1.3669 FOR :1. & 2085 DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
FOR SR~IPLE 5 FRON LIVERPOOL 
F-RRTIO IS 3.34381 FOR 1 ~~ 2085 DEGREES OF FREEDO~' 
FOR 5R~7PLE 6 FRaN NloJPO 
F-RRTIO IS :1.. 25733 FOR :1. & 2a85 DEGREES OF FREEDOM 

For WEIGHT the F-ratio of 5.33 is Highly Significant at the 0.1% level, 

for 5 and 2081 degrees of freedom. (The F-ratio at 0.1% is 4.40) 

Continued ••••••••••••••••• 
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Fig. 1.9 Continued .... Results for Length. 

************ FOR VARIABLE LENGTH ************ 

INPUT NEAN & VARIANCE FOR SRf1PLE :1. FROf1 BIRMINGHRM 
:1.4. 2 29. 2:1.29 
INPUT MEAN & VARIANCE FOR SAMPLE 2 FROM BRIGHTON 
:1.5. 2 26. 7568 
INPUT NEAN & VARIANCE FOR SAMPLE :1 FRON CROYDON 
:1.4. 45 4l~. 6:1.19 
INPUT NEAN & VARIANCE FOR SAMPLE 4 FRON MANCHESTER 
:1.4. 78 37. :1.4:1.:1. 
INPUT "1EAN & VARIANCE FOR SAMPLE 5 FROM LIVERPOOL 
:1.5. 04 1:1.. 7589 
INPUT f'1EAN & \IAR lANCE FOR 5Rf1PLE 6 FRON NJ.JPO 
:1.5. 2:1. 4:1.. e85:1. 
VALUE OF F IS :1.. 66241 
8ETUEEN SRNPLES IS 282. 5 IHTHIN SRMPLES IS 7:1.808. 1 
SUN OF Sf.!URRE5 IS 7:1.1.188.:3 
FOR SRNPLE :1. FROl1 8IRllINGHRlf 
F..;RATIO. IS 4.18609 FOR :1. & 2885 DEGREES OF FREEDO~1 
FOR SRNPLE 2 FROM BRIGHTON 
F-RATIO IS 2. 8896:1. FOR :1. & 2885 DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
FOR 5ANPLE 3 FRON CROYDON 
F-RRTIO IS :1.. 4655 FOR :1. & 2885 DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
FOR SRf'IPLE 4 FRO~1 MRNCHESTER 
F-RRTIO IS . :1.815:1.9E-:1. FOR :1. & 2885 DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
FOR SRI-IPLE 5 FRON LIVERPOOL 
F-RATIO IS . 767384 FOR :1. & 2a85 DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
FOR SRI-1PLE 6 FROM NUPO 
F-RATIO IS :1.. 212:1.1 FOR :1. & 2a85 DEGREES OF FREEDOM 

For LENGTH the F-ratio of 1.66 is not significant, being well 

below the 5% level, .. which is 2.27 

Continued overleaf 
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Fig. 1.9 Continued. . . Results for Width. 

************ FOR VRRIRBLE WIDTH ************ 

INPUT ~1EAN & VARIANCE FO~' SRf'1PLE 1 FROf1 8IR~lINGHFm 
9. 87 14. 2829 
INPUT MEAN & VRRIANCE FOR SAMPLE 2 FRON 8RIGHTON 
9. 82 lB. 34448 
INPUT NEAN & ~'AR IRNCE FOR SAf1PLE :1 FRON CRO'r'DON 
8. 69 12. 2917 
INPUT ~1EAN & IIRR I RNCE FOR Sflt1PLE 4 FROf1 MRNCHESTER 
9. 65 11. 8611 
INPUT NERN & \"RR 1 ANCE FOR SAI1PLE 5 FROM LIVERPOOL 
9. ?9 1.1. 3621 
INPUT prEAN & IIRR I RNCE FOR SfU'lPLE 6 FROM NUPO 
8. 95 11.. 9847 
\lALUE OF F IS 6. 52965 
BETloJEEN SANPLES IS 399. 25 UITHIN 5f1NPLE5 15 25847. 4 
SUN OF SQUARES IS 25847. 4 
FOR SAMPLE i FRON 8IRt1INGHAN 
F-RATIO 15 J. 29232 FOR i & 2885 DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
FOR SRNPLE 2 FRON BRIGHTON 
F-RATIO IS 6.9E:01965 FOR i ~~ 2885 DEGREES OF FREED ON 
FOR SA"1PLE ;] FRON CROT'DON 
F-RATIO IS 1.4. 862 FOR 1. & 2885 DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
FOR SRfo'PLE 4 FRDN NANCHE5TER 
F-RATIO 15 2. 68853 FOR 1. & 2885 DEGREES OF FREEDOI1 
FOR SRNPLE 5 FRaN LIVERPOOL 
F-RATIO 15 ~ 72189 FOR 1. & 2085 DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
FOR SRNPLE 6 FROM NI.JPO 
F-RRTIO IS 4.279 FOR :1. & 2085 DEGREES OF FREEDO~1 

For WIDTH the F-ratio of 6.53 is Highly significant at the 0.1% level, 

which is 4.40 for 5 and 2081 degrees of freedom. 

Continued overleaf •.••••••• 
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Fig. 1.9 Continued ..•• Results for Height. 

************ FOR VARIABLE HEIGHT .********.~·.lo·** 

INPUT NEAN ~~ VARIANCE FOR 5ANPLE 1 FRO,., BIRIHNGHAN 
4. 78 6.9584 
INPUT NEAN 8: VARIANCE FOR 5ANPLE 2 FRO,., BRIGHTON 
4. 99 7. 2339 
INPUT MEAN 8: VARIANCE FOR 5ANPLE 3 FRO,., CROYDON 
4. 53 7. 3491 
INPUT HEAN 8: VRR lANCE FOR 5RI1PLE 4 FROl1 NRNCHE5TER 
4. 26 9. 2555 
INPUT NEAN 8: VARIANCE FOR 5ANPLE 5 FRON LH'ERPOOL 
4. 51 5. 5356 
INPUT ,.'ERN 8: ~'RR lRNCE FOR SRNPLE 6 FROf1 NNPO 
4. 73 6. 7288 
VRLUE OF F IS 1. 41683 
BETUEEN 5RNPLE5 IS :1.23. 28:1. liITHIN SRNPLES 15 15141. 5 
SUN OF SQUARES IS :1.5:1.43. 5 
FOR SRNPLE 1 FROM BIRMINGHAM 
F-RRTIO IS 1. 37558 FOR 1 8: 2085 DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
FOR SRNPLE 2 FROM BRIGHTON 
F-RRTIO 15 8. 88243 FOR 1 8: 2885 DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
FOR SRNPLE 3 FROM CRO'r'DON 
F-RRTIO 15 . 419848 FOR ;1 & 2885 DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
FOR SRNPLE 4 FROM NRNCHESTER 
F-RRTIO IS 8. 9467:1. FOR j 8: 2885 DEGREES OF FREED ON 
FOR SRNPLE S"FROM LIVERPOOL 
F-RRTIO IS . 884555 FOR j & 2885 DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
FOR SRNPLE 6 FROM NJ4PO 
F-RATIO IS . 449:1.78 FOR ;1 8: 2885 DEGREES OF FREEDO~1 
BRSIC 

For HEIGHT the F-ratio of 3.42 is Significant at the 1% level, 

which is 3.15 for 5 and 2081 degrees of freedom. 
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WEIGHT LENGTH 

Office F-ratio Significance F-ratio Significance 

1 Birmingham 7.66 S. 4.39 J.S. 

2 Brighton 6.71 S. 2.01 None 

3 Croydon 11.54 H.S. 1.47 None 

4 Liverpool 1.14 None 0.02 None 

5 Manchester 3.34 None 0.77 None 

6 NWPO 1.26 None 1.23 None 

WIDTH HEIGHT 

Office F-ratio Significance F-ratio Significance 

1 Birmingham 3.29 None 1.38 None 

2 Brighton 6.91 S. 8.80 S. 

3 Croydon 14.86 H.S. 0.42 None 

4 Liverpool 2.68 None 8.95 S. 

5 Manchester 6.72 S. 0.88 None 

6 NWPO 4.28 J.S. 0.45 None 

where None = Not significant - Value of F less than 3.9 

J.S. = Just Significant " "" " " over 3.9 at 5% level 

S. = Significant " " " 6.7 " 1% "" 
H.S. Highly Significant " " " 10.9 " O. U " 

for I and 2085 degrees of freedom. 

Table 1.10 ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE. Tables showing the F-ratio 

for comparison of the significance of difference in the means of Wejght, 

Length, Breadth & Height of parcels samples from each of six offices. 
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loading 
rate 

o 

Input Flow to 

LOADING POINT 
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T 

RETURN PORT ION 

2T 

unloading~--------------------------------~ 
rate 

o T 2T 

.... . ~ 

DELIVERY PORTION 

Time 

Output Flow at 

UNLOADING POINT 

Fig. 2.1. The conveyor system studied by T. T. Kwo -

("A theory of Conveyors" Mgmt. Sci. 1959 V.6 1 51) 
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LOADING 

WORK STATIONS 

- A typical conveyor system 

Fig. 2.2. The conveyor system studied by A. A. B. Pritsker. 

Rand Collection Report, No. P 3016. 
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I 

LO"D 'TW,!;, ... .. lJJ ?!,RCEL IIfrO T!~E COi'7VEYOR 

-, 
C). LCULATE THE FORCES & 

RESOLVE " tT ..... ' ., TO BASE 8.: SIDK':ALlS 

• 
EVj~I.,UATE !"RI eTlaN FCRCES TO SBE IF 
JA!·:!·;ING '::ILL OCCUR 

.' 
Fig 3.1 The throe ~odu1eR on which the simul~tion is based. 

Fit; 3.2 The concept of bridgine which mieht be a ceuse of 

jpmming, due to the prch of ~~rcels. 

K 

I Origin 
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De: f \... e:. c. "'-0 R P L. A .,. €. 

I\CR05S 
C ON.v€.'10« 

Fig 3.3 Diagram of the forces 

on the conveyor walls & belt. 

Only five parcels are shown, to 

avoid confusion, and to simplify 

the drawing. (See page 54, Section 

3.3.1) 
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~--------------~------------~ 
PREPARE SIMPLEST HODEL OF A CONVEYOR 

ASSUMPTIONS CORRECT ? 

Yes 

'_.---B---t 
REVISE SYSTEH 

.. 
REVISE ASSUMPTIONS TO GIVE A 

j ~ 

MORE SOPHISTICATED CONVEYOR 

I -, 
PREPARE A MODEL -I 

I 
~ TEST FOR VALIDITY OF' ASSUMPTIONS 

-- - .. 
I 

ASSUHPTIONS CORRECT ? .. No I Yes 

j~ 

-, 
SYSTEM SUFFICIl::NTLY SOPHISTICATED ? 

1-+ No -i Yes ----,,- - TJ;;,I 

I 
~ : =: -........ ~,-..... -.--.-... 

r--------=---~~;--:----.~-A----*-----~ 
PERFORH TRIAL Rr~:S OF MODEL SYSTE:,j 

FIG. 3.4.. 

STOP r'LOHC}!Ar~T OF THE snruLATIO~~ }fCr)LL 
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I START -I 

I READ STEERING CARDS , . T 

I READ DATA CARDS INTO F I LEi 

1 
GENERATE A RANDOM INPUT FROM FILE BY MONTE 
CARLO METHOD. OUTPUT DATA DESCRIPTION TO . 
LINE PRINTER. CONFIRM OFFICE CORRECT. 

r 
READ STEERING FOR: FLOW DATA: RANDo}l 
NU~rnER SEEDS: CO~VEYOR GEO~lliTRY: STRESS 1--. 
LOAD SYSTEH: CONFIRH STEERING OFFICE. 

r 
PRODUCE DISTRIBUTION REQUIRED BY A 
SljBROUTINE GE~l'~TOR. CHECK BY CHI 2 

~ -.. 
FOR GOODNESS OF FIT. CAN BE StHTCHED 
IF CONVEYOR IS "AU-1AYS FULL" , 

~. 

ESTI!'ATE WHETHER 'rliE CURRENT DROP HAS 
INSUFFICIENT !" •• ~~Cl:;LS ':'" J J:...:TIFY A ~ --
FORCE CALCULATION. IF TRUE, JUl-iPS 
TO MODULE 06e - ERA 

I 
LOAD THE PARCELS ACCORDING TO 
THE HEURISTIC ALGORITHNS CHOSEN -. ---
IN 010 - STE .. 

-I 
CALCULATE THE SIDEWALL AND BASE 
FORCES ACCORDING TO THE METHOD i-----_. 
SELECTED IN 010 - STE 

I 
CALCULATE THE PROBABILITY OF 
JAHHING. FIND PACKING DENSITY. -~-.- .. 
OUTPUT ?ARCEL CONTACTS, LOADS, 
PRESSURES. FRTCTIm:AL FORCES 

1000 - RGP 
• • • Random Generat ion 

of Parcel List 

for low 

1040 - LAR 
--tParcels are arranged 

in a loading -
of loads 

results 

FIG. 3.5 FLOHCI!ART OF PROPOSED NODEL SYSTEM 

Showing division into modules. 
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Office Size Friction Data 

Parcel Identity 

Weight 

Shape 

. Wrapping 

Data on the Parcel 

as a compound 

pendulum, etc • 

45 working columns 21 unused columns 

THE LAYOur OF THE PUNCHED CARD SHOWING THE ARRANGEMENT 

OF THE DATA FOR ONE PARCEL 

, 

11 Variables stored in the Computer Memory 

Reference Number 

. Shape 

Wrapping used 

Weight 

Static 

Parcel 

" 

" 
" 

Length 

Width 

Height 

Friction 

against 

" 

" 

" 

Coefficients:-

Sliding 

Steel 

Rubberised Cotton 

Scandura Belting 

Rubber Belting 

Fig 3.6 The Data Matrix (See Section 3.4 page 67) 
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TABLE FOR A PARCEL OF 64 CUBIC UNITS & RECTANGULAR SIDES,SHOWING 

THE EFFECT OF SHAPE UPON THE SHAPE FACTOR WITH VOLUME CONSTANT 

Dimension (units) Shape Area 2 Shape Factor S 
v 

(units ) 

4 x 4 x 4 Cube 96 0 

8 x 2.828 x 2.828 Rod 106.5 0.138 

16 x 2 x 2 Rod 136 0.660 

40 x 1. 265 x 1.265 Rod 205.6 2.540 

64x1xl Rod 258 4.330 

8 x 8 x 1 Plate 160 0.416 

16 x 16 x 0.25 Plate 272 1.69 

Table 3.7 The effect of change of shape of a rectangular parcel 

upon the Shape Factor S • (See page 68, Section 3.4.1) 
v 
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FIG. 4 .1. UNIT CONVEYOR CARRYING BAGS FROM UNLOADING BAY TO 
THE CONVEYOR SYSTEM. 

FIG. 4.2 . TRANSFER CONVEYOR ON TO WHICH THE BAGS ARE UNLOADED 
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FIG. 4.3. THE 'L' TURN AS ONE BELT CONVEYOR TRANSFERS TO ANOT HER . 
IN THE llACKGROUN D PARCELS ARE DROP PING OFF THE TR.<\NSFER 
CONVEYOl<. ON TO THE BELT CONVEYOR 

.-
:!i'IG . 4. L, • TRAN SfEn FRm: BELT TO GLACE 
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, 
" FIG. 4.5. A JAH ai, A GLACE \-lHICH "NEARLY REACHES THE BELT 

n G. 4 . 6 . rUE J !01 HAS SPREAD TO r!lli LS!"T 
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FIG . 4 . 7. THE mEl.TION OF A PROGPJ\:·l?-lE NODULE BY A SYSTEMATIC APPHO,\C II 

-=-__ ~,-_____ sw_-rns .. .., 

CONCEPT AReA A CmlPLETl~ ABSTRACT C00!CE PT ! ~ 

""'~-"T ______ -=:1_ Yes 

--
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~IG. 4.8. Ti~O DD!ENSION}~: RIGHT REC'fANGULAR PLACENE~T 

FIG. 4.9. Tlo]O DIMENSIONAL: TILTED PLACEMEN':.' 



FIG. 4.10. 

START OF 
SECTION 

• 
\\ S"'O~ box " 
\J ilLWt:' (>,,,,-r I 

... 356 -

n:Cl Du:n,s IO~;AL: DIAGONALLY ROTATED PLACE!-lE~n 

WALL 

END OF 
SECTION 

FIG. 4.11. THE 4.4.1. CLOSE PACKED and 4.4.2 CLOSE PACKED TILTED 
LOADINGS - FIRST LAYER OF PARCELS (PLAN VIEW) 

\ 



START OF 

SECTION 

"SHOE BOX" 

VIElV'POINT 

Origin 

Fig. 4.12 

START OF 

SECTION 

"SHOEBOX" 

VIEWPOINT 

Origin 

Fig. 4.13 
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TOP OF SIDEWALL 

END OF 

SECTION 

The 4.4.1 Close Packed Loading (Side Elevation) 

TOP OF SIDEWALL 

The 4.4.2 Type Loading (Side Elevation). 

END OF 

SEctION 

The 4.4.3, 4.4.4, & 4.4.5 Loadings are somewhat similar. 



START OF 

SECTION 

11 SHOEBOX" 
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SIDEWALL 

END OF 

SECTIO~ 

VIE"~~~~ ____ ~~ __________ ~~~~~~ __ ~LL ____ __ 

Origin 

Fig. 4 .14 

SIDEWALL 

The 4.4.3, 4.4.4 and 4.4.5 Type Loadings, 

showing the first parcels loaded. (Plan view) 
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STEERING DATA INPUT 

-
PARCEL DATA INPUT 

A I B 

I RANDON PLACEME~"T I MOVING BELT I 
I 

J 
CHECK FOR FULL LOAD J ClmCK FOR OVERLOAD 

GlmCK FOR SECTION TRAVERSED 

J 

c I 
J 

POSITIO~"AL ?-fATRICES RECORD=l~:l 
D 

I J 
CALCULATE FORCES BY CALCULATE FORCES BY TRlGONO}IETRY 

METHOD OF MOMENTS ASSUMING RIGID LINKS WITHOUT TENSION 

I J 

FORCE MATRICES RECORDED ". 

SUM FORCES 

COMPARE FRICTION FORCES 

OUTPUT RESULTS J 
Path A or B are alternatives, as are path C or D 

FIG. 4.15. FLO~~CHART SliO\\lNG SIHPLIFIED HODEL SYSTEMS 



BASE (Belt) 

Fig. 4.16 
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The rigid Link Force Calculation Model, showing the 

network of hypothetical links which transmit the forces. 

Contact point S is on the Sidewall, & points B on the Base. 

(See Section 4.10, page 101) 
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SUB~OUTINE f'~ANUM(R,R1) 
RAN=100000.·'-1 
RAN=23.*RAN 
I=RAN/100001. 
F=I . 
RAN=RAN-100001.*F 
R=RAN/10000U. 
RETURN 
END 

END OF SEGMENT, LENGTH 53, NAMt fRANUM 

Fig. 4.17 Listing of the Sub-routine FRANUM, which generates 

Pseudo Random Number Strings. 



")'LI\TCHBOX" represent 5 

PARCEL 

CORNER" or 

"DROPPING 

POINT" 
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"SHOEBOX LABEL" 

"SHOEBOX VIEWPOINT" 

"SHOEB:JX" represents CONVEYOR 

SECTION 

represents "SIDEWALL 

OF CONVEYOR" 

"SHOEBOX BOTTmf' represents 

"BASE" or "BELT" 

"FRONT-RIGHT-HAND-LOWER CORNER" or 

"ORIGIN OF CONVEYOR SECTION" 

Fig. 4.18 The Shoebox Analogy of the Conveyor Section. 
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LStartl 
I 

READ 
E. ",tc ~ .froM +~ 5.4- Conveyor Size 5 No.~) Office 

~ 
Base & Sidewall Material 
Percentage of plastic Parcels '1 

READ 
Parcel Size 
Weight 
Wrapping 

- - [ S-I!€. ?a...s~ 110 Comp Hance - - -
Friction Values 2 

i 

lIS PARCEL FROM THE OFFICE SELECTED hi 
I YES ;] .,: ~ 

I " 

Every parcel is considered IS THIS FIRST PARCEL ?fl 
for random substitution of ~o YES ~:>_. 

a plastic covering to give L ~NGE OFFTCE!1~ 

percentage selected 4- OUTPUT r-
Warning-Of.~ice & Data 1-1ismatch i 

I 4-l 
A.. Choose location point :Joa~ - . -- ·ff~tlon.l - Choose orientation ~ •• details 

--I~irth checking routine I~ 
... . 

'piPt't'ion or rplnl"'atinn 9 

, 
olp of 

41 , 
IS PAttCEL INSIDE SIDEI~ALLS ? 

NO I '{es 10 , • 
IS THIS 5th ~ELOCATION ? Irs THIS FIRSl PARCEL? I 

.. ~o I Yes II I No , Yes l1,,-,Oirect e:, 
I 

PARCEL CO~~ER UNDER 
I I No J 

PARCEL? , 
y:es \yJ 

iPLU loadi 
it to 
ng 13 

·~rISNEXT J • 
.. __ .... L ____ ~:R:e:c:o:r:d=p:alr:c:e:l:c:o:r:n:e:_r-' IS VI 3 

Fig. 5.1. 

No 

COR~ERS ? 

hi,:!;hest 3 

quadrant of each corner let 

cRe'~m .£ip:tE~ :;a~rlor~€J;10 

Ex\t rc 
.f~ S.~ 
("0 i') 

(:CXit~J.p~rcci. ioc.!ltion'~ 2 E)t';\- to ~Ui S.2(Noi \ .... -_____ _............ ...u -."J -I 
A simplified flowchart, covering the first of the programme 
modules for Steering, including the substitution of plastic 
parcels, and location of the parcel area, and any parc~ls 
underneath. 
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it t\~ '5. I (No;2.) 
? 1 

C entry froi Steerin~ mOdule) 1 
r IS UNDERPARCEL CORNER TYPE 1 
r No .~ Yes 1 

.. -, 
, IS UNDERPARCEL CORNER TYPE 2 ?1 rr S AREA TYPE 1 ? J 

~. No i Yes 1 I No ! Yes I 
I I I 

I IS AREA TYPE 1 ? I f IS AREA TYPE 2 ? I IPareel rests on-I 
I No ( Yes i J No ~ Yes J. underoarcel PLU I 

I I I -, 
T~ ARPA 'fV"PR 2 ? Pel rests ~IS AREA TYPE 3 ? pel rests LUI 
No I Yes bY·South jYes No North s ide up t 

lIs AREA TYPE 3 ?1 ~Pcl rest1 Pel rests' pel rccots 
INo 1" Yes J PU, East LU, Ea~t ,PLU 

I 11 ~ hieh side UI! 

,t ~PCl rests PU Pel rests LU " ,. 
"- \os 

11 1\ South hhh East side up , 
~ IS CORNER TYPE 3 ?] 

Yes ~ No 
I 

115 AREA TYPE 1 1] lIs AREA TYPE 1 ?1 
IYes 1 ~o J I ~o ~Yes~ .. 

I ]' 
~I Pel rests, PUllIS AREA TYPE 2 ?I rIS AREA TYPE 2 .l.: 'pcl rests LUI 

Wut hiC7h [Yes I NO I t >ies ,_ No A \\fest high I 
-. j .t " 

I~~l rests LU I IS AREA TYPE 3 ~ (pel rests PU] lIS AREA TYPE J-n 
. ~st ~i '11" un liVes , ':0 I ~orth hieh fYe~ I No ~ 

~ I J G I 
IPcl rests PLU'lPcl rests LU ! Pel rests L~.PCl rests 
~ ~ f-::nnt'h .dnp UI'I" ~orth side UP , 

~~ fX 
RECORD PU I" 'REcORD to ","6 ~ RECORD PLU I 
Bottom & 2 Bottom & 1 Bottom height~ 
intermediate intermediate ...,..-;;-

heights hchhts .--, i 

~XIT TO MATRIX LOADINGt: 
3 E~~t -to 

Figure 5.2 A simplified flowchart covering the second module 
showing the placing of the parcel in the 
conveyor section. 

. ... 

PLU I 

1 
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1 2 
'~NTRIES FROM MODULE 1 & 21 

ONLY 1 U~mERPARCEL 
No .: 
STORE 
CORNER 

, POINTS 

Yes 

STORE 

STORE 
CORNER 
POINTS 

IS LOADING 
.Yes 

IS RASE UNDERNEATH? IS LOADING Ul ? 
Yes 

Set Base 
& Nodes 

Yes 

~ Yes No 

STORE 
CORNER 
POINTS 

Regist;" "'I"j ,S BASE UNDERNEATH 1 

S;t'i;se Registe:s & NOdes·" fls-e-t--... -----&-N-O-d-e ... s 

STO:?"E NODES PLU q STORE NODES LU • STORE NODES PU 

FOR 3 CONl \GTS 

POINT REGISTER 

'ARE P':'RCEL 4- CORNER DATA STORES FULL ? I 
INo I 1l.!S , 

IS PARCEL BOTTm! ABOV[ S :DS~.JALL AT 3rd RELOAD . 
No I Yes 

I --.. I nOVlifG !H:r.T CO~~EYOR TRAVERSED ? :!ODI:L ., . 
~ovin~ belt onlv) I Yes • .'lo 

\~o_ I ".-:.~ 

along b'eltl/" I ~Iove parcel 

.return to ~. :~ I ~ module 1 for ...... 
~, 

reloading 
OPTIONALLY OUTPUT ALL PARCEL DATA 
& LOADING DETAILS -0f1' · OUTPUT PACKiNG DE~;SITY & NU1·IBER 
OF PARCELS 1.0ADED - . 

G}7 ~i: f-;;;:;FisE·t 101\ ,"oJ" l~ 4 
Fig 5.3 Simplified flowchart of third module 

? 
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G 3 E",lrv~ ~~ t~ 5·~ 
ENTRY FROH RECORDS HODULE j (t-to 4 ') , 

rSET COUNT EOUAL to LAST PARCEL LOADE~i 
I 

f~ 
HND PCL NU UF U.~DERPARCEL CU~ fACTS J 
FIND FORCES 'OF OVER PARCEL CONTACTS FRQ}1 STORE RECORD 

., 

CALCULATE FORCES AT 3 CONTACT POINTS " 1[Method of moments 
(using preselected method) trigonometrically 

or 

') [STORE THE FORCES: FOR THE PARCEL IN HATRIxi 

I:STORE THE FORCES; IN THE UNDERPARCEL RECORO[l 

•. ALL 3 DIRECTIONS CALCULATED ? I 
-tNo ~ 11::::; I 

!l 
IREDUCE PARCEL NU}ffiER BY ONL~ 

4 ~ fj 

IA.'rt MORE PARCELS ? 
Yes I No 

I 
ICALCULATE SUN OF BASE STATIC FRICTIO;': FORCES I 

CALCULATE SUM OF SIDEWALL SLIDING FRICTION FORCES 
I 

ISIDEWALL FORCES EXCEED BASE ?J 
lYes I No .J 

I 
CALCULATE SUM OF M::iE ::>LLDING FRICTION FORCfS 
CALCULATE SUM OF SIDEWALL STATIC FRICTION FORC~~ 

I 

SIDEWALL FORCES EXCEED BASE ? I 
Yes . t NO I 

I I 
PERMANENT JAM TEMPORARY JAM NO JAM 
DECLARED DECLARED DECLARED 

~ OUT~ RESULTS~ 
FOR FORCES , 

lCALCULATE INDIVIDUAL PARCEL PRESSURES & LOADSI 

t'\ -to ~" S., 
J 

OUTPUT RESULTS 1 tN. 5) 
.. 

FOR PARCEL PRESSURES & LOADS 
! I 

ANY MORE PARCEL DATA ? 
res !'.o 

~ Return to mOQule :1 
1 for new loadin~ 

Fig 5.4 A simpUfied flowchart of module four, the force calculation 
and module five, the jamming and pressure & parcel load 
calculation. 
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3 

i max. 
I 

, 
2 >4 

; I j m.1 n I '" / / / 
I , 

I . 
J max. 

'/ 
\\ 1\ I . ~, 2(, 1 ",/ 

SHOEBo><- I ' / 

V\eWPOlNT~t_I __ ~»_~ ________ I_i __ m_in_. ___________ '_~ _________________ ~I~~~ 
O~I,\\"'l. S \ DE Wt\L.L 

(a) Original system 

3 2 

2 

'\S~OE 
Box" '- j min. 

V\€.W Po 1"''''.4.1 i min. 

-1. ~ I 
OR,,,, \~ 

(b} New system 

3 

I 

I j max. 
I'" 

FIG. 5.5. Relocation of Parcels overlapping sidewalls. 

See 5.1.4. for details (P.lI2) 
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DESCRIPTION OF CO&~R POST PRINCIPLE 

LV 

I 

I ,~ 
/' 

/ 

. J 

,.......; , I 

I / 

/ 
/ 

I 
I 

I 

7 
I 

Fig. 5.6. A parcel 

loaded line up (LU), 

showing the 'lozenge' 

distortion in one plane 

of the parcel geometry 

caused by superimposing 

the corner points 

coRrie.~ POSTS 

Fig. 5.7. A parcel 

loaded point up (PU). 

showing the lozenge 

distortion in two planes 

caused by superUnpositiol 

of the corner points • 
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1. max. "" 

Jl'i omax. Boundary of 
F-=--=-=-::-=-=-=---':-=-=--:=-=--="''=---='-=-=-=-=~, ...... "0 c cup i e d Sp ace" 

Shoebox 
Viewpoint 

j max. 

parcel, 
ax~s. of ........ ~ 
orlg1.n "" 

j min. 

~ I j omax. 

__ ._~~~r __ ---:L-.:-__ _ 
'i omin. 

i min. Boundary of Conveyor , 
\ ~ 

Conveyor axis of origin 

Fig. 5.S. Diagram of "Occupied Space ll (For explanation see 5.2.2. 

IIPosition of Underparcels ll
). 

...... 
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SIDEWALL 

Fig. 5.9. Diagram showing the three mutually exclusive 

cases of loading type : 

(a) PLU - plane up 

(b) LU line up 

(c) PU - point up 
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r 

Cnr 1 

NOTE : The 'I' & 'J' cordinates are 

expressed as IOMIN, IMN, IMF & IOMAX, 

& similarly for 'J' as JOMIN, etc. 

The 'J' cordinates are not defined , 
for the sake of clarity. The four 

areas are marked as 1, 2, 3 & 

4, in clockwise order. 

Cnr 3 

PARCEL 

BOUNDARY 

OCCUPIED SPACE 
BOUNDARY 

• • h d' .• f " ' d " D1agram show1ng t e 1V1S10n 0 occuple space 

into four areas. Notice the areas are not 

symmetrical when the parcel is rotated. 

See 5.2.3. "The position of the 3 nodes in 

occupied spc1ce". 
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~,. 

, ,. 
, , , 

urtt>EIt PA.Re.' '-, , 
Oec.uPlEl) SPAC.£ 

BoultJt)"AY 

FA\..&..l +-14 
P", ~ c...e.1... 

A\.."'t"ERtJf\-r"vE VtVP£R. PA~C£'-
PoSC."TLON t~ CorflroJ.611 2. ~A-t> 

8E'E~ IN ~ t2.fA -i 

Diagram showing how the geometry of a parcel 

underneath the parcel being loaded, affects 

the location of the upper parcel. (See page 

119, section 5.2.4 - Selection of Loading 

Type - pu, LU or PLU) 



OCCUPIED 

SPACE 

OVERPARCEL 

Fig. 5.12 
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E 

s 

F'~ST 
,o4,""ft.'oS-r I----~~ 

A 

I 
c...H~l 

1 

Diagram showing a parcel being loaded in the Line-Up 

mode. (See page 120, section 5.2.4) 

The parcel is regarded as being supported on three 

" "-
3 

corner posts. The upper corner post is on the side of 

parcel A.(Corner type 2,area 4) Since the lower two 

corner posts are of equal height, provided by the corners 

of parcel B,(Corner type l,area 2 & corner type 4,area 2) 

the upper parcel will load in the Line-Up position. The 

highest feature is the upper parcel's South oriented edge, 

hence it is called "South Side Up". 
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....... -e 

5 

F'ALc..I~it 
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B 

, OCC.""'l.,-I) 
$P'rc..f' 
80\11111>M ~ 

Fig. 5.13 Loading in the Point Up (PU) mode - East Side Up. 

The parcel is supported upon three points of differing heights. The 

highest point is over corner 1 of underparcel A, the next highest 

is over corner 2 of underparcel B, and the lowest point is over 

corner 4 of underparce1 C. 



YES 

NO JAM 

YES 

INC'IP IENT JAM 

FORMS BUT BREAKS 

UP 
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SUM OF STATIC 
FRICT ION BASE 
FORCES 

SUM BASE 
SLIDING FRICTION 
FORCES 

> 
NO 

> 

SUM OF SLIDING 
SIDEWALL FRICTION 
FORCES 

SUM OF STATIC 
SIDEWALL FRICTION 
FORCES 

NO 

PERMANENT JAM 

FIG. 5.14 FLOW CHART OF TEST FOR JAMMING 

CONDITION 
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+K 

-K 

UPPeR FouR 
SPA" Sf"~~oQS 

• 
J 

THt! l.oWEe 
Fo\J~~Ac-C 
sec. '"toes. 

The 8 "Space Sectors" involved in the 

force calculations. (See page 128) 
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TABLE 6.1. The Job Card Pack for the COPYOUT Operation for File 

Storage on Magnetic Tape 

JB JR-COPYOUT,:PR 

DP 1,2400' POOL TAPE PLEASE 

GET JR-FlLES(*MT) 

COPYOUT JR-FlLES,TIIII 

JR-B3,Al 

JR-B4,A2 

JR-PS1,B1 

JR-PS2,B2 

JR-PS3,B3 

JR-PS4,B4 

JR-Dl,Cl 

JR-D2,C2 

JR-D3,C3 

JR-D4,C4 

JR-DS-C5 

JR-D6,C6 

JR-PBSl,Dl 

JR-PBS2,D2 

JR-PBS3,D3 

JR-PBS4,D4 

JR-SF2F,El 

JR-SF2G,E2 

JR-SF3F ,E3 

JR-SF3G,E4 

JR-SF4F,E5 

JR-SF4G,E6 

JR-PRUN,Fl 

JR-SRUN,F2 

JR-DN1,Gl 

JR-DN2,G2 

JR-DN3,G3 

JR-DN4,G4 

JR-DN5,G5 

JR-DN6,G6 

JR-PDlD,Hl 

JR-PD2D,1l2 

JR-PD3D,H3 

JR-PD4D,H4 

JR-PDSD,HS 

JR-PD6D,H6 1111 

JR-PD7D,H7 EJ 

**** 
JR-PDlS,Il 

JR-PD2S,I2 

JR-PD3S.13 

JR-PD4S,I4 

JR-PD5S,IS 

JR-CHECK,Jl 

JR-PA,J2 

JR-SEQ,J3 

JR-DATARS.J4 

JR-PBSC,Kl 

JR-PBA,K2 

JR-BA,K3 

JR-PB2,K4 

JR-P3,Ll 

JR-P4,L2 
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Table 7.1 Proportion of Various Wrappings which occur 

in the data of Castellano, Clinch & Vick (1971) 

TYPE OF WRAPPING NUMBER OF PARCELS r. 

Brown Paper 1340 64.2 

Cardboard 708 33.9 

Sacking 11 0.5 

Plastic 18 0.9 

Wood 4 0.2 

Fibre & Other 6 0.3 

Total 2087 100.0 

SIZE OF SAMPLES FROM THE VARIOUS OFFICES 

OFFICE REFERENCE NUMBER OF PARCELS % TABLE 

Birmingham 1 330 15.81 7.2 

Brighton 2 381 18.26 7.3 

Croydon 3 315 15.09 7.4 

Liverpool 4 402 19.26 7.5 

Manchester 5 419 20.08 7.6 

NWPO 6 240 11.50 7.7 

Total All 2087 100.00 7.8 
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Table 7.2 Proportion of Various Wrappings in the sample of parcels 

from Birmingham Office. 

SAMPLE FROM BIRMINGHAM OFFICE 

TYPE OF WRAPPING NUMBER OF PARCELS % 

Brown Paper 216 65.45 

Cardboard 108 32.73 

Plastic 4 1. 21 

Otl1er 2 0.61 

Total 330 100.00 

Table 7.3 Proportion of Various Wrappings in the sample of parcels 

from Brighton Office. 

SAMPLE FROM THE BRIGHTON OFFICE 

TYPE OF WRAPPING NUMBER OF PARCELS % 

Brown Paper 246 64.57 

Cardboard 134 35.17 

'Plastic 1 0.26 

Other 0 0.00 

Total 381 100.00 
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Table 7.4 Proportions of Various Wrappings in the sample of parcels 

from Croydon Office. , 

SAMPLE FROM THE CROYDON OFFICE 

TYPE OF WRAPPING NUMBER OF PARCELS % 

Brown Paper 190 60.32 

Cardboard 118 37.46 

Plastic 4 1. 27 

Other 3 0.95 

Total 315 100.00 

Table 7.5 Proportions of Various Wrappings in the sample of parcels 

from Liverpool Office. 

SAMPLE FROM THE LIVERPOOL OFFICE 

TYPE OF WRAPPING NUMBER OF PARCELS % 

.,Brown Paper 283 70.40 

Cardboard 105 26.12 

Plastic 6 1.49 

Other 8 1. 99 

Total 402 lon.oo 
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Table 7.6 Proportions of Various Wrappings in the sample of parcels 

from Manchester Office. 

SAMPLE FROM THE MANCHESTER OFFICE 

TYPES OF WRAPPING NUMBER OF PARCELS % 

. Brown Paper 261 62.29 

Cardboard 151 36.03 

Plastic 2 0.48 

Other 5 1.20 

Total 419 100.00 

Table 7.7 Proportions of Various Wrappings in the sample of parcels 

from North Western Post Office. 

SAMPLE FROM THE NWPO 

TYPES OF WRAPPINGS NUMBER OF PARCELS % 

Brown Paper 144 60.00 

Cardboard 92 38~33 

Plastic 1 0.42 

Other 3 1.25 

Total 240 100.00 
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Table 7.8 Proportions of the Various Wrappings for all the parcels 

from the data of Castellano, Clinch & Vick (1971). This table is 

derived from table 7.1, and it groups the parcel wrappings into the 

same four classes of wrappings as the tables 7.2 to 7.7. 

AGGREGATE OF ALL SAMPLES FROM ALL OF THE SIX OFFICES 

TYPE OF WRAPPING NUMBER OF PARCELS % 

Brown Paper 1340 64.21 

Cardboard 708 33.92 

Plastic 18 0.86 

Other 21 1.01 

Total 2087 100.00 

Table 7.9 1t2 calculation tables. This is the Observed Values for 

the number of parcels for each office. 

OBSERVED VALUES - ALL OFFICES 

OFFICE PAPER CARDBOARD PLASTIC OTHER TOTAL 

Birmingham 1 .216 108 4 2 330 

Brighton 2 246 134 1 0 381 . 
Croydon 3 190 118 4 3 315 

Liverpool 4 283 105 6 8 402 

Manchester 5 261 151 2 5 419 

NWPO 6 144 92 1 3 240 

Total 1340 708 18 21 2087 
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Table 7.10 X2 
calculation tables. This 1S the Expected Values for 

the number of parcels in each office. 

EXPECTED VALUES - ALL OFFICES 

OFFICE PAPER CARDBOARD PLASTIC OTHER TOTAL 

Birmingham 1 211. 9 111.9 2.9 3.3 330 

Brighton 2 244.6 129.3 3.3 3.8 381 

Croydon 3 202.2 106.9 2.7 3.2 315 

Liverpool 4 258.1 136.4 3.5 4.0 402 

Manchester 5 269.1 142.1 3.6 4.2 419 

NWPO 6 154.1 81.4 2.1 2.4 240 

Table 7.11 X calculation tables. This is the r Values for the 

number of parcels of various wrappings for each of the offices. 

-i VALUES - ALL OFFICES 

OFFICE PAPER CARDBOARD PLASTIC OTHER TOTAL --i 
ROWS 

Birmingham 1 O.OBO 0.139 0.469 0.525 1.213 

Brighton 2 0.008 0.175 1.589 3.833 5.605 

Croydon 3 0.743 1.161 0.608 0.009 2.521 

Liverpool 4 2.399 7.217 1.855 3.870 15.341 

Manchester 5 0.240 0.552 0.724 0.146 1.662 

NWPO 6 0.662 1.375 0.552 0.142 2.731 

TOTAL '1...2 
4.132 10.619 5.797 8.525 29.073 

COLUMNS 

The Critical Value for ~ • 30.58 at the 1% significance level 

& the" ".. -x,2 • 25.00" "51." " 

for 15 degrees of freedom. The diffence is just significant at~ • 29.073 
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Table 7.12 "(2 calculation tables. This is the contingency table 

for Observed Values for the remaining 5 offices of contingency table 7.9, 

once the values for Brighton are removed. 

OBSERVED VALUES - OFFICES 1 & 3 - 6: BRIGHTON REMOVED 

OFFICE PAPER CARDBOARD PLASTIC OTHER TOTAL 

Birmingham 1 216 108 4 2 330 

Croydon 3 190 118 4 3 315 

Liverpool 4 283 105 6 8 402 

Manchester 5 261 151 2 5 419 

NWPO 6 144 92 1 3 240 

Total 1094 574 17 21 1706 

% of Total 64.13 33.65 0.01 0.01 100.00 

Table 7.13 ~ calculation tables. This is the table of Expected 

Values for the remaining 5 offices, with the values for Brighton removed. 

EXPECTED VALUES - OFFICES 1 & 3 - 6: BRIGHTON REMOVED 

OFFICE PAPER CARDBOARD PLASTIC OTHER TOTAL 

Birmingham 1 211. 62 111.03 3.29 4.06 330 

Croydon 3 202.00 105.98 3.14 3.88 315 

Liverpool 4 257.79 135.26 4.00 4.95 402 

Manchester 5 268.69 140.98 4.17 5.16 419 

NWPO 6 153.90 80.75 2.40 2.95 240 

Total 1094 574 11 21 1706 
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Table 7.14 ,t calculation tables. This is the table of Values 

of Jt for the remaining 5 offices, with Brighton Office removed. 

-i3 VALUES - OFFICES 1 & 3 - 6: BRIGHTON REMOVED 

OFFICE PAPER CARDBOARD PLASTIC OTHER TOTAL x.2 

ROWS 

Birmingham 1 0.091 0.083 0.153 1.045 1.372 

Croydon 3 0.713 1.363 0.236 0.200 2.512 

Liverpool 4 2.465 6.770 1.000 1.879 12.114 

Manchester 5 0.220 0.712 1.129 0.005 2.066 

NWPO 6 0.637 1.567 0.817 0.000 3.021 

TOTAL -i 4.126 10.495 3.335 3.129 21.085 
COLUMNS 

The Critical Value for X
2 

• 26.22 at the 1% significance level 

& the " " " -X
2 • ) 21.03 " " 5% " " 

for 12 degrees of freedom. The difference is just significant at ~ - 21.085 

Table 7.15 1t2 calculation tables. This is the table of Observed 

Values for the Various Wra~pings. for the remaining 4 offices, once 

Brighton & Liverpool Offices have been removed. 

OBSERVED VALUES - OFFICES 1, 3, 5 & 6: BRIGHTON & LIVE RPOOL REMOVED 

OFFICE PAPER CARDBOARD PLASTIC OTHER TOTAL 

Birmingham 1 216 108 4 2 330 

Croydon 3 190 U8 4 3 315 

Manchester 5 261 151 2 5 419 

NWPO 6 144 92 1 3 240 

Total 811 469 11 13 1304 

% of Total 62.19 35.97 0.84 '1.00 100.00 
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Table 7.16 ?t calculation tables.Expected values for the 4 Offices 

remaining, once Brighton & Liverpool were removed 

EXPECTED VALUES - OFFICES 1, 3, 5 & 6: BRIGHTON & LIVERPOOL REMOVED 

OFFICE PAPER CARDBOARD PLASTIC OTHER TOTAL 

Birmingham 1 205.24 118.69 2.78 3.29 330 

Croydon 3 195.91 113.29 2.66 3.14 315 

Manchester 5 260.59 150.70 3.53 4.18 419 

NWPO 6 149.26 86.32 2.03 2.39 240 

Total 811 469 11 13 1304 

Table 7.17 r calculation tables. Values of"X.2 for the remaining 

4 offices, once Brighton & Liverpool have been removed. 

x2 
VALUES - OFFICES 1, 3, 5 & 6: BRIGHTON & LIVERPOOL REMOVED 

OFFICE PAPER CARDBOARD PLASTIC OTHER TOTAL -x: 
ROWS 

Birmingham 1 0.564 0.963 0.535 0.506 2.568 

Croydon 3 0.178 0.196 0.675 0.006 1.055 

Manchester 5 0.001 0.001 0.663 0.161 0.826 

NWPO 6 0.185 0.374 0.523 0.156 1.238 

TOTAL -x.2 
0.928 1.534 2.396 0.829 5.687 

COLUMNS 

The Critical 2 21. 67 the 1% significance level Value for 'X: - at 

& the " " " .,: 16.92 " " 5% " " -
for 9'degrees of freedom. The difference is not significant at -,! - 5.687 
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Table 7.18 1(2 calculation tables. Observed Values for Various 

Wrappings, from the 5 Offices remaining when Liverpool is removed. 

OBSERVED VALUES - OFFICES 1 - 3 & 5 - 6; LIVERPOOL REMOVED 

OFFICE PAPER CARDBOARD PLASTIC OTHER TOTAL 

Birmingham 1 216 108 4 2 330 

Brighton 2 246 134 1 0 381 

Croydon 3 190 118 4 3 315 

Manchester 5 261 151 2 5 419 

NWPO 6 144 92 1 3 240 

Total 1057 603 12 13 1685 

% of Total 62.73 35.79 0.71 0.77 100.00 

Table 7.19 1(2 calculation tables. Expected Values for Various 

.Wrappings , from the 5 Offices remaining once Liverpool is removed. 

EXPECTED VALUES - OFFICES 1 - 3 & 5 - 6; LIVERPOOL REMOVED 

OFFICE PAPER CARDBOARD PLASTIC OTHER TOTAL 

Birmingham 1 207.01 118.09 2.35 2.55 330 

Brighton 2 239.00 136.35 2.71 2.94 381 

Croydon 3 197.60 112.73 2.24 2.43 315 

Manchester 5 262.84 149.94 2.99 3.23 419 

NWPO 6 150.55 85.89 1.71 1.85 240 

Total 1057 603 12 13 1685 
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Table 7.20 )l2 calculation tables. 1L2 Values for the Various 

Wrappings, from the 5 Offices which remain, once the sample from 

Liverpool Office is removed. 

-.,..2 VALUES - OFFICES 1 - 3 & 5 - 6: LIVERPOOL REMOVED 

OFFICE PAPER CARDBOARD PLASTIC OTHER TOTAL x.2 

ROWS 

Birmingham 1 0.382 0.865 1.178 0.114 2.539 

Brighton 2 0.205 0.041 1.079 2.930 4.255 

Croydon 3 n.292 0.245 1.383 0.139 2.059 

Manchester 5 0.013 0.007 0.317 0.970 1.307 

NWPO 6 0.285 0.433 0.288 0.715 1.721 

TOTAL "X,.2 1.177 1. 591 4 .245 4.868 11. 881 
COLUMNS 

The Critical Value for ~2 • 26.22 at the 11. significance level 

& the " "11-,..2 • 21.03 " " 5% " 
for 12 degrees of freedom. The difference is not significant at 

,,2 _ 11.881 for the Various Wrappings in this sample from selected 

Offices. 

" 
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Table 7.21 Average coefficients for the frictional 
performance of parcel. belt and sidewall 

materials. in both static and sliding mode. 
Values derived from parcel data. 

WRAPPING/ 
STEEL COTTON RUBBER SCANDURA BELT OR 

SIDEWALL Stat Sl id Stat SI id Stat S lid Stat 

Paper .2113 .5745 ~4568 .8402 .4498 .8489 .7901 
Cardboard .2042 .5984 .4577 .8415 .4213 .8545 .7866 
Sacking .2016 .5974 .4407 .8391 .6205 .7128 .8518 
Plastic .2070 .5228 .4678 .8391 .4329 .6614 .8160 
Wood 02311 .6942 .4407 .8391 .5190 1. 0380 .8044 
Other .2035 .6201 .4663 .8391 .5117 .8127 .8391 

All Parcels .2102 .5937 .4573 .8401 .4802 .7735 .8110 

Table 7.22 Values for the average dimensions and volumes 
of samples of a given number of parcels or 
packets. 

AVERAGE DIMENSIONS FOR A GIVEN NUMBER OF PARCELS 

OFFICE LENGTH BREADTH HEIGHT VOLUME 
r (in) B (in) H . (in) 

_ (. 3) V ~n 

BIRMINGHAM 14.202 9.073 4.781 727.906 
BRIGHTON 15.196 9.818 4.990 792.411 
CROYDON 14.398 8.644 4.470 728.027 
LIVERPOOL 14.783 9.647 4.258 657.774 
MANCHESTER 15.108 9.823 4.502 720.907 
NWPO 15.207 8.954 4.733 688.738 
ALL PARCELS 14.890 9.370 4.625 720.231 

WOO. 10.101 5.866 1 • 132 59.019 
(PACKETS) 

The above tables are derived from the data used by Castellano. 

C1inch& Vick (1971) 

S lid 

1. 1681 
1.1820 
1. 4281 
1.2854 
1. 3210 
1.4281 

1.236 

NUMBER 

N 

330 
381 
301 
402 
411 
240 

2065 

337 



Table 7.23 

OFFICE 

BIRMINGHAM 

BRIGHTON 

CROYDON 

LIVERPOOL 

MANCHESTER 

NWPO 

WOO 
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Factors for irregularity of shape (See Sec. 3.4) 
Comparison of the Product of average dimensions, P, 
wi th the average Vol ume, iJ, to give the Rat io R p and 
further comparison, the Shape Factor,S. 

v 
P V R S 

p v 
PRODUCT . 3 AVERAGE . 3 RATIO SHAPE FACTOR 
I;~B*H In VOLUME In 

616.190 727.906 0.8465 i 1.0397 
744.480 792.411 0.9395 I 1.0807 , 

i 

556.320 728.027 0.7641 ! 1.0192 
607.240 657.774 0.9232 1.0995 
668.123 0.9268 

I 
1.0942 720.907 i 

I 

644.462 688.738 0.9357 I 1.0906 

67.074 59.019 1. 136 1.4637 

Table 7.24 Ratio of sliding friction coefficient to 
static friction coefficient 

WRAPPING/ 
STEEL COTTON RUBBER BELT OR WALL 

Paper 2.71 1.83 1.89 
Cardboard 2.90 1. 83 2.02 
Plastic 2.52 1. 79 1.53 
Sacking 2.96 1.90 1.50 
Wood 3.02 1.90 2.00 
Other I 3.04 1.79 1.58 

All Parcels 2.82 1.84 1. 61 

The above tables are derived from the data from the work of 

Castellano, Clinch & Vick (1971) 

SCANDURA 

1.48 
1.50 
1. 57 
1. 26 

1.64 

1. 70 

1.52 

for 



Fig. 7.25 

p 

(frictional 
effect) 
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A plot of the frictional effect with a 
horizontal force which increases with time, 
exerted upon a body which is initially static. 
(From Shames, I.H. (1959), Engineering 
Mechanics - Statics). 

impending 

t (time) 

Fig. 7.26 Comparing the Friction Ratios of Belt/Sidewall Combinations. 

DRAGGING/PULLING Reduction In the dragging/pulling force 
FORCE RATIO ratio when a parcel Jams on sidewall. 
(See 7.3.1, page 167) Steel figures derived from parcel data; 

maplewood figures from friction tests 
SIDEWALL & 

WRAPPING/ COTTON RUBBER SCANDURA 
BELT MATERIAL 

STEEL versus 
Polythene 0.221 0.259 0.252 
Paper 0.201 0.195 0.249 

PLAIN MAPLE 
WOOD versus 

Polythene 0.490 0.549 0.535 
Paper 0.546 0.529 0.676 

VARNISHED 
MAPLEWOOD 
versus 

Polythene 0.349 0.408 0.398 
Paper 0.455 0.441 0.563 
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Fig 7.28 Friction Coefficients of Maplewood against Polythene or 

Brown Paper. The effect of Rubbing Speed between the two materials 

is plotted against friction coefficient, ~ . {Relative Humidity RH 
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Fig. 7.29 Friction Coefficients of Xap1ewood against Polythene or 

Brown Paper. The effect of Contact Pressure between the two materials 

is plotted against ~ (Relative Humidity RH was 45-50%. Temperature 

was 18-21° C, and the Rubbing Speeds were 250 and 1500 feet/min.) 
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Fig. 7.30 Friction Coefficients of Mild Steel against Brown Paper, 

showing the effect of Speed & Pressure of the sliding surfaces. The 

materials had static friction coefficients ranging from 0.20 to 0.24. 

(Published in Castellano, Clinch & Vick (1971» 
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Fig. 7.31 ~riction Coefficients of Mild Steel against Brown Paper, 

showing the effect of Relative Humidity. (Rubbing Speed was 180 ft/min, 

Temperature was 24
0 

C and Pressure was 0.05 Ibf/in2) 
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o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 

RH % Relative Humidity 

Fig. 7.32 Friction Coefficient of Mild Steel against Brown 

Paper, compared to Mild Steel against Polyethylene Sheet, showing 

the effects of Relative Humidity. 
o (Rubbing Speed is 180ft/min, Temperature 24 C and the 

Pressure is 0.05 1hf/in2) 
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Table 7.33 Coefficient of sliding friction for polythene 
in various surface states against polished 

Mild Steel versus 
Polythene in 
Surface Condition: 

Damp 

Scratched 

Dusty 

Greasy 

Mean value 

mild steel obtained on the laboratory test rig. 
at various humidities. (See page 174) 

SLIDING FRICTION COEFFICIENT 

I RH 40% 50% 60% 70% 
0.46 0.57 0.71 0.85 

0.42 0.45 0.52 0.61 

0.38 0.42 0.48 0.55 

0.49 0.52 0.55 0.70 

0.44 0.49 0.57 0.68 

Table 7.34 Value of the multiplier PEXP derived from Tab 7.33. 
(See sec 7.3.2, page 175) 

Mild Steel versus 
Polythene in MULTIPLIER PEXP 
Surface Condition 

f RH 40/50% 50/60% 60170% Average 

Damp 1.23 1.24 1.20 1.22 

Scratched 1.07 1. 15 1. 17 1. 13 

Dusty 1. 10 1. 14 1. 14 1. 13 

Greasy 1.06 1.0& 1.27 1. 13 

Mean value 1. 12 1. 15 1.20 1.15' 
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Table 7.35 The 13 hour Average Temperatures & Relative Humidities 

for various point in the British Isles. The values for Relative 

Humidity on a 7 hour or 18 hour basis would be considerably higher. 

(Abstracted from data in Averages of Humidity for the British Isles, 

Meteorological Office,1949) 

LOCATION TEMPERATURE RELATIVE HUMIDITIES 
of AVERAGE FOR 13 HRS 

AVERAGE FOR 

13 HRS YEARLY AVERAGE LOWEST MONTHS 

AVERAGE 

TOWNS 

Birmingham 52.4 71 63 

Croydon 54.8 69 60 

Liverpool 51. 5 74 68 

London 55.1 67 57 

COUNTIES 

Hampshire 54.7 72 68 

Kent 53.0 73 65 

Lancashire 52.9 75 68 

Lincolnshire 53.4 75 65 

Northumberland 50.9 77 74 

Norfolk 0- 52.7 79 72 

Yorkshire-East Riding 51.2 81 77 

" -West Riding 51.3 73 67 

Values are for the period approximately 1920 to 1938. See Appendix 

VIII, page 327, for details of Relative Humidity and its measurement. 
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The Arr~n",c"'C'1t for tho lOf'ld-defl('ction tec.ts u/,on 

p~rccls for e~timption of stiffness. 

HEIGHT 

l.OAD 
4 

+ 
I.,O::D 

?~ >? Q -O-
r -- -, 

Centres Centres 
.. ' 

PLANE 1 PL\!!E 2 

• 
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Table 7.37 Table of Load/Deflection Values & Stiffness, with 

Correlation Coefficients. 

PARCEL PLANE LOAD DEFLECTION STIFFNESS CORRELATION INTERCEPT 

NO NO Ibs inches 1b/inch COEFFICIENT Ibs 

1 1 5 0.19 

10 0.50 

15 0.75 17.79 0.998 1.46 

1 2 5 0.03 

10 0.06 

15 0.09 

20 0.25 59.74 0.907 6.08 

Value for Load 20 lbs excluded gives: 

1 2 as before 166.67 1.000 0.00 

1 3 5 0.03 

10 0.06 

15 0.11 122.45 0.989 1.84 

2 1 5 0.06 

10 0.12 

15 0.21 

20 0.31 58.82 0.994 2.21 

2 2 5 0.03 

10 0.06 

15 0.12 

20 0.15 116.67 0.989 2.00 

2 3 5 0.07 

10 0.12 

15 0.18 

20 0.25 82.87 0.997 -0.34 
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Figure 7.38 The Interdata Computer Programme for the calculation 

of Stiffness, Second Moment and Modulus of Elasticity. (For the data 

file creation programme,see Appendix III,page 262) 

1.IST 
100 REM PSTF & MODULUS PROGRAM 
105 DIM UCS) 
110 DIM SC3,2),DC3,S),NC4),A$C5),YSC3),NSC2) 
120 Y$="YES" 
130 NS="NO" 
150 SI=0 
160 FOR Z=l TO 3 
170 FOR ZI=1 TO 8 
172 DCZ,Zl)=0 
174 NEXT ZI 
176 FOR Z2=1 TO 2 
178 SCZ,Z2)=0 
180 NEXT Z2 
182 NEXT Z 
200 J"HOW HANY PARCELS 1" 
210 INPUT N 1 
212 ;"ON WHICH CHANNEL 15 YOUR DA!A FILE r' 
214 INPUT X 
22113 ;"15 THE DATA ALREADY ON FI1.E ?" 
23113 INPUT AS 
240 IF AS=YS THEN 300 
250 IF AS=NS THEN 350 
260 J "PLEASE ANSWER YES OR NO" 
270 GOTO 220 
300 59=1 
340 GOTO 400 
350 59=2 
360 J "INPUT ·DATA WHEN * IS PRINTED, IN 7 LINES I TIiUS" 
365 J" LINE 1 I· PCL NO, LENGTH, WIDTH, HEI GHT" 
370 ;" FOR PLANE 1 ; 1.INE 2 I PLANE 1 CENTRE, NO OF POINTS" 
372 ;" FOR PLANE 1 ; 1.INE 3 : LOAD, DEFLECTION, ETC" 
374 J" FOR PLANE 2 ; LINES 4&5 SIMILAR TO 2&3" 
376 J" FOR PLANE 3 J LINES 6&7 SIMILAR TO 2&3" 
380 J 
382 J"BEGINNING NOW I" 

400 ; "PLANE", "STIFFNESS", "2ND MOMENT","MODULUS OF ELASTICITY" 
405 FOR N9=1 TO Nt 
407 F=CN9-1)*7 
410 IF 59=1 THEN 6113113 

·415 IF 59=2 THEN 420 
417 J"SWITCH 59 NOT 1 OR 2" 
419 GOTO 999113 
420 J "*" 
430 INPUT N,1.,W,H 
440 FOR A=I TO 3 
450 INPUT SCA,1),SCA,2) 
460 FOR·A9=1 TO SCA,2) 
470 INPUT D(A,1+CA9~1)*2),DCA,2+CA9-1)*2) 
480 NEXT A9 
490 NEXT A 

Continued overleaf •••••••. 
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Figure 7.38 Computer Programme for Stiffness, etc .•.• continued .••. 

500 ; ON CXll+F)NJLJW;H 
505 FOR A=lTO 3 
510 G=CA-1>*2 
520 J ON CXI2+F+G)5CAII)'5eAI2) 
530 FOR H1=1 TO 6 . 
540 UCH1)=DCAIHl) 
550 NEXT HI 
560 , ON CX~3+F+G)Uel)JUe2)JUC3)JUC4);UC5)JUC6)JUe7);UC6) 
570 NEXT A ... 
560 GOTO 1000 
600 INPUT ON eX~I+CN9-1)*7)NIL~W~H 
610 FOR A= I TO 3 - . - . 
617 G=CA-1>*2 
620 INPUT ON CXI2+G+F)5eAll)I~CAI2) 
640 INPUT ON eXi3+G+F)UCl)IU(2)IUe3)IUe4)IU(5)IUe6)IU(7).Ue6) 
650 FOR HI=1 TO 6 
660 DCAIHl)=UCHl) 
670 NEXT HI 
660 NEXT A 
690 GOTO 1009 
1000 ; 

; "***** 
• I 

PARCEL NUMBER ";N9 
UJ10 ; 
1920 
1930 
1960 FOR C= I TO 3 
1070 
110'0 
.1110 
1129 
1130 
.1.140 
1.150 
1160 
1200 
1210 
1220 
1249 
1250 
1269 
1399 
1310 

56=0 
FOR B=I TO 5eC12) 
56=58+eDCCll+(B-l)*2)/DCCI2+(B-I)*2» 
NEXT B . . 
IF C=I THEN LET 51=58/5eI12) 
IF C=2 THEN LET 52~S6/SC2;2) 
IF C=3 THEN LET S3=56i5C3~2j 
NEXT C - .-
Ml=W*eHf3)/12 
M2=H*CWf3>iI2 
M3=H*eLf3)/12 
El=Sl*CSelil)t3)/C46*Ml) 
E2=S2*eS(2~1)t3jie48*M2) 
E3=S3*CS(311)t3>1C48*M3) 
J"1"ISIIM1IEl 
J "2";' S2" M21 E2 

132121 ;"3"~S3.M3"E3 
140121 NEXT N9 . 
9990 ; "RUN NOW ENDS" 
9999 END 
BASIC 
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Figure 7.39 Table of results from the Interdata Computer Programme, 

written by the authos, to obtain values of Stiffness, 

Second Moment, and the apparent Modulus of Elasticity. 

*AS 502 
*nu BASI C 
'S-'\SI C 
RE~' ! e 
LOAD 1 e 
BASI C 
FUN 
HOW MA~JY PARCEl..S ? 
8 
CN lITH I CH CHANNEL. I S YOUR DATA FILE I 
11 
IS THE DATA ALREADY ON FIL.E ? 
YES 
fLANE STI FfNESS 2ND MOMENT 

***** 
I 
2 
3 

1 
2 
3 

***** 
I 
2 
3 

***** 
1 
2 .. 
3 

PARCEl.. NUMBER 1 

22.1053 
IIl5 
156.566 

J::ARC El. NUt-lEER 2 

75.6528 
147.917 
79.5238 

PARCEl.. NUMBER 3 

289.683 
50.2502 
136.409 

PARCEL. NUMBER 1& 

123.611 
185.691 
20.3.629 

t.46484 
75.9374 
180 

15.5976 
167.062 
503.479 

60 
471h 609 
17Uh99 

59.2974 
1018.12 
1910.04 

The remainder of the output is similar. 

MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 

t61h966 
20.3677 
9.27799 

101.047 
18.4458 
.710769 

276.003 
6.05263 
.850402 

119.169 
10.4264 
3.83794 
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Table 7~40 Computers used in the Project. 

MAKE & MODEL 

ICl 1903A 

CDC 6600/7600 
Batch 

eTl Modula 1 
RJE Terminal 

CYBERNET SIGMA 9 

DEC PDP 8 
Terminal/VDU 

lEASeO Hewlett 
Packard HP 2000 
Open University 
HP 2116 
Terminal 

CSl MINIC 
Terminal 

INTERDATA 70 

TYPE SIZE Kwd 

Mainframe 32-96 

Highspeed 64 Fast 
Mainframe 256 Slow 

Mini 16 

Highspeed 96 
Mainframe and 
Mini 

Mini 16 

Mini 32 

Mini 32 

Mini 16 

Mini 32 

USES IN PROJECT 

Simulation» ASCOP stati
stical package. 

SPSS Statistical package 

Remote job batch entry for 
CDC 7600 

STAN statistical package 

Subsidiary analysis 

Subsidiary programs, 
statistical analysis. 

1\ II II 

Subsidiary programs 

Subsidiary analysis, 
statistics 

Table 7. 41 FORTRAN Compilers used In the Project 

MACHINE TYPE SIZE Kwds COMPILER TYPE SIZE Kwds 

ICl 1903A 32 XFAT Magnetic 16 K 
2 EDS 8 Discs Tape 

ICL 1903A 48 XFAE Disc 19 
4 EDS 8 Discs 
4 MT 

ICL 1903A 96 XFIV Disc 32 
4 EDS 8 Discs 
2 EDS 60 II 

CDC 7600 64 fast MNF Disc 32 
4 EDS 60 Discs FTN 32 256 slow 
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Fig. 7.42 The listing of the MSD BASIC language programme 

for the INTERDATA computer. The Mean, the Standard Deviation 

and the Student's t-test are evaluated, with the aid of 

statistical tables for the critical values of 't'. 

LIST 
IJ} PEN l'1ERN & 5. D. PLUS .. ' T'- TEST 
213 OUI R£(S) 
JO 51=1::7 
4/...':I 52=B 
5B ,; "INPUT DATA ON:+: TERN I NATE I.JI TH 999999" 
613 C=13 
?13 .; "*" 
190 I NPllT .'>-.' 

QA IF X=999999 THEN 14@ 
1138 S1=5:1+X 
:1:1/...':I S2=52+.'l-:*X 
1213 C=C+1 
130 GOTO ?@ 
lAB 
15t1 .. "*******" 
16t) N=5:1.····C 
1?t) \.'=A8S(52-S:1*S1.····C).·· .. (C-:1) 
lSi) r.'=S~':!R(V) 
19ft ,; ",.,EAN = ",; ''1.; " 5TANN~RD DE~'IATION = ",; D 
2013 ; "FOR "2 5Afo1PLE TEST USE SEPARATE PROGRAM" 
2:1.13 ,; "DO 'IOU NANT SINGLE 5ANPLE T TEST ?" 
2213 INPUT A£ 
2Je IF A£="NO" THEN SJ13 
2413 j "DEGREES OF FREEDOt1 ARE "i C-;1. 
25l':l ,; "GIVE T TEST VALLIE FRO~1 TABLE.· $: ~'OUR CONFIDENCE LEVEL " 
26B INPUT T .. C9 
2?B S=D/S~jR(,C) 
288 j "BEST ESTIf'IATE OF SIGNA POPULATION = "i 5 
298 .; "DO 'r'OU KNOl4 POPULATION ,.,EAN ?" 
JOi) INPUT Ar 
J:1B IF Rf="'r'E5" THEN 388 
J28 f·19=,.,+ T*S 
JJi) f18=,.,- T·~''i 
34i) ,; "POPULRTION NEFIN LIES BETl4EEN "; f18.;" AND ",; N9 
JS8 .: II RT ".; C9 .. " LE\IEL OF CONFIDENCE" 
J6t) i 

]rB GOTO 5Jft 

Continued overleaf •...•....•••.. 
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Fig. 7.42 The MSD computer programme ••.... continued 

3St1 ; "GIVE POPULRTION ,.,ERN ?" 
J9t.1 INPUT N1 
4ga T1=(N-N1)/S 
410 IF A8S(T:D(T THEN 50@ 
420 ; liT TEST VALUE IS "i T1/" AGAINST TABLE VALUE OF ".1 T 
4Ja .:" PE,JECT NULL H'r'POTHESIS AT ".; C~ ... "CONFIDENCE LEVEL II 

440 J "00 'r'OU IHSH TO REVISE TABLE VRLUE ~~ CONFIDENCE LEVEL .,11 
450 INPUT A£ 
460 IF A£="NO" THEN 538 
4('0 .: "INPUT NEN TABLE VALUE FOR T., $: CONFIDENCE LE\lEL **" 
480 INPUT T., C9 
490 GOTO 410 
SOO .: liT TEST VALLIE IS ".: T:1.; " AGAINST TABLE VRLUE OF "i T 
510 i "ACCEPT NULL H'r'POTHESI5 AT".: C9; "CONFIDENCE LEI·IEL" 
520 GOTO 448 
5313 .: "RN~' MORE ?" 
54e INPUT Af 
559 IF R£="YES" THEN 30 
560 IF R£="NO" THEN S98 
S7e .. "TYPE YES OR NO .' PLEASE" 
sse GOTO 538 
591;;1 .. "RUN COI'1PLETEO" 
6€1t1 . END 
BRSIC 
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Fig. 7.43 Sample Output from the MSD programme run on the INTERDATA 

computer. The Mean & Standard Deviation are calculated for 

a sample of loadings of parcel traffic for the Croydon 

Office. The number of parcels ranges from an average value 

for the group of from 51.3 to 67.5, according to the 

sample chosen. 

RUN 
INPUT DATA ON * 
* ? .,b 
:I< 

57 
:I< 

4i 
:I< 

52 

* 63 
.'It 

58 
:I< 

999999 

*:1<***** 

TERflINATE I.JITH 999999 

MERN = 57. 8]3J STRNDARD DEVIRTION = 
FOR 2 5Rf1PLE TEST USE SEPRRRTE PROGRRN 
DO 'r'OU It/RNT SINGLE SR~IPLE T TEST ? 
NO 
AN'r' MORE ? 
NO 
RUN CONPLETED 
BRSIC 

ii.6i7S 
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Fig. 7.44 The C02 programme in the BASIC language to calculate 

the Mean & Standard Deviation, and also the Slope, Intercept and the 

Correlation Coefficient for pairs of values for two related dependent 

and independent variables. 

LIST 
1@9 PEN HEA~5D & CORRELATION OF SETS OF 2 DINENSIONRL POINTS 
195 DIN Af'('5) 
J19 DIN X(lee), Y(leO) 
12@ ; "HOW MANY POINTS ?" 
1]:0 INPUT N 
148 .:" *.'f:*:+,,#: INPOPTANT ****** . .,.. ENTER X \'RLUE., THEN ~' " 
15@ ; "COMPUTER HILL GIVE * FOLLONED BY POINT NUMBER " 
:1.60 .' 
2@O FOR 1=1 TO N 
2€1S .; noW",; I 
2113 INPUT X(I), Y(I) 
21:13 NE.\'T I 
240 ,; "DATA FR a ,.1 ".: N.: "POINTS ENTERED" 
2.513 
268 51=9 
2(,fJ 52=1J 
2813 5]:=13 
298 54=8 
3'gg 55=13 
JiB FOR ,J=:1. TO N 
12fJ 5:!..=5:1.+.\'(.n 
JJO 52=52+'1' (' J) 
J4ft 51:=51:+.\'( l)*P(l.) 
350 54=S4+X(J)*Y(J) 
360 55=55+V(J)*P(J) 
]:('@ NE,>;'T ~r 

1:80 N1=5:1.···'N 
J9B N2=S2,····N 
1:95 Q=RBS(54-(S1*S1IN»/CN-1) 
498 D:1.=SQP(I)) 
4'35 O:1=RBS(S'5- (S2*S2/N),)/CN-1.,) 
4:1.0 D2=SQP(Q1) 
428 U=(N*54-S1*51) 
41:8 5=(N*S]-51*S2) 
435 P=5,····U 
448 A=(S2-B*Si)IN 
46g T=U*(N*SS-S2~2) 
4?13 R=S.····(SQP( T).1 
4813 .' 
4~ft ,; "\lARIABLE"., "MEAN" .. "STANf)ARD DEI,'IATION" 

Continued overleaf •.••••••••• 
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Fig. 7.44 Continued ...•..•.. The C02 programme. 

506 .' 
:'1.[> J ",\'''.' N:!., ["11 
520 .: "'r'''., 1'12 .. 02 
.576 .' 
546 ; "SLOPE = ";8;" INTERCEPT = ";A; 1/ CORP COEFF = ";P 
696 ; "DO YOU WISH TO RUN AGAIN ?" 
61g INPUT Af 
620 IF A£="NO" THEN 9~e 
630 .' 
648 .' 
6.58 .' 
660 ... " ENTEF.' NEN \,'ALUE5 OF Cr' NOJ.J " 
679 FOP J=l TO N 
688 ;"*";l 
690 INPUT Y(J) 
78B NEXT ~T 
719 !JOTO 2413 
980 .' 
919 ..-
928 ... "END OF ANALYSI5" 
999 ENfr 
BASIC 
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Fig. 7.45 Sample output from the C02 programme when run on the 

INTERDATA computer. The results are for the independent variable x, 

which is the number of parcels dropped into a conveyor section, 

(40 in wide x 36 in high x 72 in long), against the dependent variable y, 

which is the maximum sidewall base force ratio. 

PUN 
HON MANY POINTS ? 

***** H1PORTANT ***>1<:+:>1<.'1: ENTER X \"RLUE.. THEN ~' 
CONPUTE.~ NILL GI\'£ :+: FOLLONE[' B~' POINT NUNBER 

:+: 1 
9.·6.28 
:+: 2 
1.9 .. 4. 79 
:+: 3 
29 .. 11.02 
:+: 4 
39 .. 7.88 
* 5 
49.·1. 36 
:+: 6 
59 .. 1.61 
:+: 7 
68 .. 2.19 
:+: 8 
79 .• S. 813 
.* 9 
89 .. J. 8e 
* 10 
97 .. ]. ?e 
PATA FRON 1e POINTS ENTEREP 

VRRIRBLE ,.lERN STRNDRRP DEVIATION 

I'>:' 53. 8 
4.39·5 

29. 9511 
2. 99241 

SLOPE = -. . 55'5815E-:1. INTERCEPT = ? 185J9 
DO YOU UISH TO RUN AGRIN ? 
NO 

ENe, OF RNAL ~'S I 5 
BRS!c 

CORP. COEFF = -. 556]]7 
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Table 7.46 Comparison of Intensity of Packing between location of 

Parcels by either Random Placement (Static) or Moving Belt Models. 

MODEL AVERAGE PACKING WEIGHT WIDTH OF OFF'ICE 

NUMBER OF DENSITY Ibs CONVEYOR 

PARCELS % of inches 

conveyor 

volume 

R P Static 64.6 35.0 330.3 40 All six 

Moving Belt 98.7 62.3 520.7 40 All six 

R P Static 70.9 35.31 336.0 40 Croydon 

Moving Belt 97.0 47.5 449.5 40 Croydon 

R P "Static 68.8 33.5 321.4 32-72 Croydon 

Moving Belt 98.1 48.2 455.3 32-72 Croydon 

R P Static 62.7 34.2 322.4 32-72 All six 

Moving Belt 99.1 59.1 526.3 32-72 All six 

VOLUME OF PARCELS LOADED 

where PACKING DENSITY • X 100 % 

VOLUME OF CONVEYOR SECTION 
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Table 7.47 The Ratio of Packing Parameters R 

THE RATIOS FOR 

AVE RAGE NUMBER PACKING WEIGHT WIDTH OF OFFICE 

OF PARCELS DENSITY CONVEYOR (in) 

1.53 1. 78 1.58 40 All six 

1.37 1.35 1.34 40 Croydon 

1.43 1.44 1.41 32-72 Croydon 

1.58 1. 73 1.63· 32-72 All six 

MOVING BELT PARAMETER 
where R = 

RANDOM PLACEMENT PARAMETER 
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Table 7.48 A comparison of the intensity of packing for varying 

widths of conveyor for samples of 3 test loadings of parcels into a 

constant area of 2880 square inches in plan. 

AVERAGE NUMBE R PACKING DENSITY WEIGHT WIDTH OF 
Of" PAQ.c.EL.~ % Conveyor volume (lbs) CONVEYOR (in) 

72.00 35.35 349.04 32 

63.67 30.66 294.15 36 

62.67 37.54 364.88 40 

72.33 35.69 348.08 44 

69.30 33.59 323.60 48 

74.30 37.19 348.08 52 

63.00 30.66 289.98 56 

68.70 32.92 315.36 60 

69.33 33.65 322.61 64 

64.33 31.35 293.69 68 

63.00 30.14 286.69 72 
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Table 7.49 ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLES 

Table 7.49.1 Analysis of variance for 11 sample loadings for conveyor 

widths from 32 to 72 inches and constant area in plan of 2880 square in. 

Each sample contained 3 parcel loadings from Croydon Office data. 

VARIATION SOURCE SUM OF SQUARES DEGREES OF VARIANCE 
WIDTH CHANGING FREEDOM ESTIMATE 

Within samples 3344.69 22 152.03 

Between samples 547.56 10 54.76 

Total 3892.25 32 

CONFIDENCE LEVEL VALUES OF THE F-RATIO 

CRITICAL VALUES AT 22,10 df ACTUAL 

95% 2.76 2.78 
99% 4.37 Just Sig. 

Table 7.49.2 Analysis of variance for 7 sample loadings for 40 inch 

conveyor width. Each sample contained 3 parcel loadings from Croydon data. 

VARIATION SOURCE SUM OF SQUARES DEGREES OF VARIANCE 
WIDTH CONSTANT FREEDOM ESTIMATE 

Within samples 2867.31 14 204.81 

Between samples 473.94 6 78.99 

Total 3341. 25 20 

CONFIDENCE LEVEL VALUES OF THE F-RATIO 

CRITICAL VALUES AT 14,6 df ACTUAL 

95% 3.96 2.59 
99% 7.61 Not Sig. 
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Table 7.51 Parcel PreSsures for Brighton Parcels, giving the results 

under relatively high traffic intensities. The method of calculating 

pressures is discussed in section 7.5.4.1 on page 211. 

P:-rc,'> 1 :0. Pror:~u~o PprcC'll No. Presf';t\2e 
1bf/in 1bf/in· 

1 1 oR 52 1.72 _.,-

2 1. 15 33 1.12 
3 0.58 34 0.44 
4 0.03 35 0.0 

5 1.94 36 1.62 
6 0.45 37 0.38 
7 1.76 38 1.59 
8 0.87 39 0.81 
9 0.18 1~0 0.09 

10 0.18 41 0.06 
11 0.1+2 l.2 0.38 
12 0.15 113 0.13 
13 ?.?3 44 2.37 
14- 0.27 1.5 0.25 
15 0.58 46 0.50 
1() 0.25 47 0.22 

17 0.51 4B 0.l14 

18 0.11-9 49 0.44 
19 0.34 50 0.28 
20 1.5? 51 1.31 
21 0.22 52 0.16 
22 0.4R 53 0.41 
23 0.06 54 0.03 
24 0.37 55 0.28 

25 0.22 !j6 0.19 
?6 o.()O 57 0.50 

27 1.69 58 1.50 
~B 0.03 59 0.0 
29' 0.09 60 0.03 
30 o. ;~8 61 0.22 

31 0.?8 62 0.25 

A V<:Jl"~ SG 0.G05 
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TabJe 7.52 Comparison of Loading Models and Contact Effects. 

LOADING TYPE PARCELS CONTACTS NUMBER 

BASE SIDEWALL OF TESTS 

RANDOM PLACEMENT Mean 13.43 10.07 14 

Average 63.8 S D 3.01 3.58 

parcels per loading 

MOVING BELT Mean 16.89 8.67 9 

S9 parcels S D 3.95 3.00 

DEGREES OF FREEDOM 21 21 

t-TEST ACTUAL VALUE 2.28 0.93 

Just sig. Not sig. 

CRITICAL VALUES OF t 1.72 at 95% level 

3.53 at 99% level 

F-RATIO ACTUAL VALUE 1.80 1.36 

Not sig. Not Sig. 

DEGREES OF FREEDOM 8,13 13,8 

SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL 95% 95% 

CRITICAL VALUES OF F 2.77 3.27 

Table 7.53 Table of Loading effects versus Computer usage 

COMPUTING EVALUATOR MOVING STATJ C 

Programme TL 201 Tl 203 TL 202 TL 204 

CORE USED Kwds 9.336 9.236 8.364 9.086 .. 
MILL TIME (mins/run) 1 . 11-1 .59 1.09-1. 17 1.13-1.47 1.12-1.19 

RUN TIME ( " " ) 1. 23-1. 69 .15-1.24 1.19-1.54 1 . 18-1 .24 

MILL TIME/PARCEL Minm 0.426 0.414 0.528 0.378 

(seconds) MaXIn 0.604 0.444 0.720 0.438 

Average 0.515 0.429 0.624 o 408 
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Table 7.54 Table of variation of Evaluation Parameters with 
changes of Traffic Intensity, x = 9 to 97 parcels 
loaded in a conveyor 40 inches wide by 36 high with 
a section 72 inches long. The correlation is based 
on a linear relationship of y = mx + c (See page 217) 

EVALUATION PARAMETER EVALUATION PARAMETER CHANGE 

Y Min Max Slope Intercept 

m c 

PACKING 
Dehsity % 5.54 47. 3~ 0.468 0.60 
Weight lbs 46.6 449.0 4.65 4.24 

LOAD/PRESSURE 

Load lbs 14.4 121.0 1.019 27.836 
Pressure lbf/in2 0.32 11.42 0.014 1.809 

SIDEl.JALL/BASE FORCE RATIO 

Max % 1 :61 11.02 1'"0.056 7.385 
Average % 0.86 3.57 0.005 1.895 

FORCES & CONTACTS 

Normal Base Forces lb 17.07 189.0 1.937 -1.316 
Normal Sliding Forces Max 1. 12 6.82 0.047 0.939 
Normal Sliding Forces Ave: 0.37 6.28 0.053 -0.549 

Contacts-Base 7.6 26.5 0.179 6.759 
Contacts-Sidewall 1.4 2. 1 0.232 -1.893 

where the SIDEWALL/BASE FORCE RATIO is calculated as follows :

Dragging Force on the Sidewalls 

S B F R ... X 100% 

Traction Force on the Moving Belt 

Corre J at i on 
Coefficient 

r 

0.999 

0.999 

0.782 

o. 137 

-0.556 

0.185 

0.997 
0.694 

0.875 

0.935 

0.989 
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Table 7.55 Comparison of Computer usage against traff ic 

intensity for a conveyor section (40 in wide 

by 72 in long by 36 in high). 

TRAFFIC INTENSITY MILL TIME MILL TIME/PARCEL DIFFERENCE x 10-4 

9 0.021 0.0023 

2 

19 0.048 0.0025 

0 

29 0.072 0.0025 

3 
39 0.110 0.0028 

28 

49 0.275 0.0056 

4 

59 0.354 0.0060 

6 

69 0.458 0.0066 

13 

79 0.627 0.0079 

27 

89 0.939 0.0106 

32 

97 1.340 0.0138 
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Table 7.56 Table of Packing Intensity, (No. of Parcels, Packing 

Density & Weight of Parcels loaded into a constant area of conveyor 

of 2880 square inches) as a funct ion of the tHdth of the Conveyor. 

The parcel data was from Croydon Office, and the model was the Random 

Placement or Static loading. 

WIDTH OF CONVEYOR NO OF PARCELS PACKING DENSITY WEIGHT 

(inches) (%) (lbs) 

32 72 35.4 349 

36 63.7 30.7 294 

40 76.5 37.5 367 

44 72.3 35.7 348 

48 69.3 33.6 323 

52 74.3 37.2 348 

56 63 30.7 290 

60 68.7 32.9 315 

64 69.3 33.7 323 

68 64.33 31.4 294 

72 63 30.1 287 

NOTE :-

Volume of Parcels in Section 
1) That PACKING DENSITY • x 100% 

Volume of Conveyor 

2) That all of the above runs used a conveyor of constant height 

of 36 in. For the conv'eyor lengths appropriate to the widths, 

see Table 7.58. 
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Table 7.57 Table of Maximum Loads & Pressures on parcels in a 

Conveyor Section of constant area of 2880 square inches in plan view, 

which are shown against varying widths of conveyor section. Samples 

for both Random Placement (R P) and Moving Belt (M B) models are 

given, using parcel data from Croydon Office. The respective values 

of maximum load and of maximum pressure are not necessarily on the 

same parcel, or even on the same run in that sample. 

lHDTH OF CONVEYOR MAXIMUM LOAD MAXIMUM PRESSURE 

(inches) (pounds force) (pounds force/in2) 

Model RP MB RP MB 

No of runs/sample 3 4 3 4 

32 114 97 5.15 1.21 

36 101 123 1.54 1.83 

40 118 137 1.96 11.42 

44 160 122 1.98 2.91 

48 104 85 2.60 2.76 

52 152 129 2.17 14.4 

56 140 80 1.40 2.23 

60 95 92 1.57 4.68 

64 115 97 1.89 4.26 

68 100 92 1.87 4.70 

72 111 119 2.17 4.29 
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Table 7.58 Table of Number of Contacts of Parcels with the sidewall 

and base of a Conveyor Section of constant area of 2880 square inches, 

shown against varying widths of conveyor section. Random Placement (RP) 

models have a sample size of 4 runs, and Moving Belt Models (MB) have 

a sample size of 3 runs. 

CONVEYOR BASE CONTACTS SIDEWALL CONTACTS 

WIDTH LENGTH RP MB RP MB 

(in) (in) (no) (no) (no) (no) 

32 90 15.75 15.67 9.75 18.00 

36 80 17.00 17.67 8.75 12.00 

40 72 12.25 14.00 8.00 10.50 

44 65 13.50 16.00 6.00 10.00 

48 60 16.50 16.00 6.75 9.33 

• 
52 55 17.00 15.67 5.50 7.67 

56 51 16.75 17.33 4.75 6.67 

60 48 16.50 17.33 3.50 6.33 

64 45 18.00 16.33 5.00 6.33 

68 42 15.25 14.33 3.25 5.00 

72 40 17.25 15.67 2.25 3.33 
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Table 7.59 Table of Forces on the Base and Sidewalls of a Conveyor 

Section of constant area of 2880 square inches, shown against varying 

widths of conveyor section. The conditions for testing are as for tables 

7.57 & 7.58. 

CONVEYOR BASE FORCE SIDEWALL FORCE SIDEWALL/BASE 

WIDTH (in) STATIC (lbf) SLIDING (1bf) FORCE RATIO (%) 

RP MB RP MB RP MB 

32 125 89 3.25 2.61 2.59 2.94 

36 114 88 1.06 2.29 0.92 2.61 

40 152 90 1.05 0.78 0.69 0.86 

44 141 89 1.17 2.22 0.83 2.49 

48 129 95 1.18 1. 93 0.92 2.03 

52 148 90 2.10 1.55 1.42 1.73 

56 119 89 0.44 2.30 0.37 2.59 

60 133 95 0.78 0.50 0.59 0.53 

64 131 93 2.49 2.03 1.89 2.19 

68 123 90 0.74 1.34 0.60 1.48 

72 118 95 0.89 0.45 0.75 0.47 
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Table 7.60 Linear Regression of Evaluation Parameters,(See Section 

7.5.3,page 201) against the change in width, which is 

the independent variable, x • 32 to 72 inches. The 

correlation is based upon the relation y • mx + c 

EVALUATION PARAMETER EVALUATION PARAMETER CHANGE 
y Sample Slope Intercept Correlation 

Coeff i ci ent 
Min Max m c r 

LOAD I NG (Packing Intensity) 
Number of pels 63 74.3 -0. 17 77.9 -0.492 
Packing Density % 30.1 37.5 -0.10 38.75 -0.500 
Weight lbs 287 365 -1.216 384.68 . -0.578 

LOAD/PRESSURE 

Max Load lbf 73.1 124.5 -0.364 116.29 -0.264 
Pressure lbf/in2 

1. 23 3.51 -0.023 3.04 -0.556 
FORCES & CONTACTS 

Random Placement Ibf 114.3 152.5 O. 105 127.6 0.213 
Base Force 

Moving Belt lbf 87.5 95.3 o. 115 88.3 0.107 
Random Placement lbf 0.44 3.25 0.097 2.31 0.162 

S lid ing Force 

Moving Belt lb£ 0.45 2.61 0.003 1.7 0.127 
Contacts - Base Number 14.0 17.66 -0.009 16.47 -0.111 
Contacts - S idewa 11 Number 3.3 18.0 -0.004 15.95 -0.140 

SIDEWALL/BASE FORCE RATIO r 
Random Placement % 0.40 9.2 -0.036 3.67 -0.188 

Average 
Moving Belt % 0.47 2.94 -0.037 3.70 -0.560 
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% age of Plastic Wrapped Parcels 

in the sample loadings. 

Fig. 7.61 The effect of varying percentages of Plastic Wrapped Parcels 

in the sample loadings, upon the Traction Force exerted upon the Conveyor 

Belt. The parcel data is that from Croydon Office, the model is the 

Moving Belt (MB) and the belt material is rubberised cotton. It is 

assumed that the belt surface remains at ambient temperature, and the 

friction data usedJis that found from the test rig shown in fig 7.27. 
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30 

Sliding 
70~!~ RR • ~ 

• 

40 ,0 60 70 cO 

% age of Plastic Wrapped Parcels 

in the sample loadings. 

•• 

100 

Fig. 7.62 The effect of varying percentages of Plastic Wrapped Parcels 

in the sample loadings, upon the Frictional Forces exerted upon the 

Sidewalls of the Conveyor Section, which is that considered in Fig. 7.61. 

The sidewall material is steel, and the assumptions and conditions are 

unchanged. 
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Table 7.63 The Packing Intensity given by the Computer Simulation, 

using the Parcel Data for the six offices of Castellano, Clinch & Vick 

(1971). This is compared to the Packing Intensity obtained when using 

the Parcel Data for the sample of live mail from the Validation Tests 
at WDPO. 

PACKING INTENSITY GIVEN BY THE COMPUTER SIMULATION 

OFFICE NUMBER OF PARCELS PACKING DENSITY % 

Mean Standard Mean Standard 
Deviation Deviation 

Birmingham 73.5 14.53 46.3 S.88 
Brighton 57.B 11.63 38.2 11.02 
Croydon 63.0 15.92 31.1 2.66 
Liverpool 60.7 9.97 32.8 4.92 
Manchester 63.2 13.73 37.4 7.76 
NWPO 61.7 13·05 3B.4 8.43 

WDPO 68.3 12.37 49.1 7.26 

Table 7.64 Table of Packing Intensity resulting from the Validation 

Tests carried out at WDPO. A stationary conveyor of similar cross-section 

to the computer simulation, was packed by hand with samples of live mail. 

PACKING INTENSITY RESULTING FROM HAND PACKING LIVE MAIL 

DESCRIPTION in - NUMBER OF PARCELS PACKING DENSITY % 
Approx. 40 wide 74 50.51 
by 36 high by 
72 long 

Approx 40 wide 126 54.90 
by 36 high by 
lOB long 

108 long results 84 54.90 
scaled down to 
72 long 

Volume of Parcels loaded 
where PACKING INTENSITY = X 100"1, 

Volume of Conveyor Section 

\ 
I 

\ 
i 
! 
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Table 7.65 Table of results from the statistical analysis using 

the SPSS computer programme. 

Birmingham 

Isr i ghton 

iCroydon 

jL i verpoo I 
, 
'Manches ter 

NWPO 

;AI I parce 15 
i 
i 
I 

iWDO I Pkts 

where 

Number 
of 

Parcels 

330 
382 
302 
403 
419 
241 

2075 

337 

M = 
C = 

, 
Length Breadth Height I Weight 

M a M a M I CJ i M CJ 

14.202 5.413 9.073 3.785 ,4. 781/2.642 '5. 79 4.392 
15.156 5.231 9.793 3.255 !4.977 2.702 5.692 4.179 
14.35 6.474 8.616 3.562 4.455 2.694 4.462 3.828 
14.746 6.139 9.623 3.360 4.248 3.050 5.022 4.259 
15.004 5.683 9.766 3.687 4.500 2.363 4.889 3.392 
15.144 6.484 8.917 3.510 4.713 2.610 5.482 4.245 

i 

14.809:5.848 9.389 3.532 4.610 2.691 5.222 4.060 
! 
I 

10.02415.012 5.844 4.413 1. 119 .697 .624 .455 
i 

Mean dimension in inches of sample of stated numher 

Standard Deviation " " " " " " 

Table 7.66 An analysis of the Parameters given by the SPSS programme 

given in Table 7.65, to compare Packet & Parcel characteristics. 

PARAMETER L B H W V 

Packet 10.024 5.844 1.119 0.624 65.551 

Parcel 14.809 9.389 4.610 5.222 640.982 

Comparison 0.677 0.622 0.243 0.119 0.102 
Rat io CR 
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